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PREFACE
Gas turbine is relatively a new power plant which has been
originated and developed in the last half a century. World Warn inducted this.power plant into aircrafts as a jet propulsion engine.
Today turbojet engine and its variants are th~ most important
power plants for aircraft and missile propulsion.
Basically th.ere are two types of propulsive device1, : air
breathfog engines and rockets. Initially the rocket technology
developed due to the requirements ofmilitary but in recent times
the requirements of space travel forced a· tremendous development
in rocket propulsion.
In this background, Gas Turbines and Jet and Rocket Propulsion has bec:>me a very important subject for mechanical engineers
and many institutions have included this subject at under-graduate
and post-graduate levels.
This !hook has been written. to serve as a text· book for the Gas
Turbine and Jet and Rocket Propulsion courses taught to engineering studeuts and not for specialists in propulsion. The book is
based on Gas Turbine and Jet Propulsion courses given by authors
to students for several years.
The book is divided into nine chapters. Chapter l compares
gas turbine plant with highly developed reciprocating internal
combustion engine and steam turbine plants, and describes various
applications of gas turbines. Chapter 2 gives the thermodynamic
analysis of theor;;:tical and actual gas turbine plants-for .nuckar
power generation, total energy systems and automotive field. For the
study of propulsiou systems a basic knowledge of gas dynamics is
essential and Chapter 3 is dtvoted to this topic. Compressor forms
a very important component of a gas turbine plant as it absorbs
almost two-thirds of the power developed by the turbine. The
overall efficiency of a gas turbine plant heavily depends on the
performance of tha compressor. As an introduction to compressors,
Chapter 4 is devoted to positive displacement compressors-both
reciprocating and rotary types. Chapter 5 deals with theory of
dynamic compressors used in gas turbine plants, an.d compares the
two basic type of compressors-the C<Jntrifugal and axial flow types
including their design. Chapter 6 deals with gas turbine combustion
chambers. The turbine design is a vast subject. Chapter 7 gives
in.tro<luction to gas turbine design. Chapter 8 is devoted to jet
propulsion. It deals with turbojet, turboprop and thrust argum~ntation devices. The athodoydsr;J.m jet and pulse jet, are also
discussed. Finally, a comparison of different jet propulsion devices
is given.

( iv)

Chapter 9 is devoted to rocket propulsion and deals with solid
and. liquid propellant chemical rockets. Possible future developments in rocket technology-nuclear, electrostatic and electromagnetic rockets ar-e also discussed.
The ~uthors have tried to present the subject matter in a simple
learn subject with
·and clear. manner so that the student
mi~immn help from the teacher. The,figures have been given as
simple reproducible line diagrams. The theory has been illustrated
with a large number of solved examnles, which are graded and
titled, Sufficient examples for practic¢ have also been given. B0th
S()lved and unsolved examples have been taken from various
university examinations. A large nu,mber of theory qu~stions are
given at the end of each chapter for self-testing of students.

can

\Vith the rapid developments iln science and technol ."gy,
knowkJgc and information be.comes dut of date very soon, and
each .new bcok should justify its birth on the basis of presentation
of new matedal. In this book an attempt has been made to draw
deep into the latest literature available .. It is hoped that this
feat~re will justify this book and it will be useful to practising
engineers also.
It is with great pleasure that . the authors express their
gratitud~ t? many colleagues for ~ssista. ¢ce.. Thank~ are_particu]arly
due to Shn F.S. Mehta, Reader m lllecpamcal engmeermg, University of Jodhpur, for critical comments and assistance in workirg
out 5 everal of the illustrative cxamp le~. Thanks are due to Shri
P.S. Kachhawa and ·S.N. · Garg for pre.paring the drawings.
Authors also thank Shri Nem Chand Jain of M/s. St~ndard
Publishers Distributors for·an help and co-operation in pulilishing
this.book.
!n the fir~t edition of" book some mistakes invariably creep
in. Th,fauthors will be gr...eful if these are called to their attention. Also the authors will be hap}W to receive si.Iggestipns from
students .and teachers for imprO\ inglthe book in sub:;-:quent editions.

New Year Day

M.L. Mathur

· 1st January 1976

R;P. Sharma

PREF ACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
In the second edition of the book, the subject matter has been
revised and upto date.
1st Oct. 1987

M.L. ~fathur
R.P. Sha1 .na
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INTRODUCTION
A gas turbine is a rotary machine, similar in principle t,) a
steam turbine. It consists of three main components-a compressor,
a combustion chamber and a turbine. The air after being compressed into the compressor is heated either by directly burning fuel
in it or by burning fuel externally in a heat exchanger. The heated
air with or without products of combustion is expanded in a turbine
resulting in work output, a substantial part, about. two-thirds, of
which is used to drive th~ compressor. Rest, about one-third, is
available as useful work output.

1·1.

DEVELOPJJ,!ENT OF GAS TURBINE

The concept of turbine prime mover can be traced back to
Hero of Alexandria who lived about 2000 years ago. John Barber,
an Englishman, was first to develop an important design in 187 L
This design used an impulse turbine, a reciprocating compressor, a gas producer and a combustion chamber with water
injection. In 1872 Stolze in Berlin and in 1884 John Parsons in
England patented their designs but both of them failed. It was
Prof. Dr. R. Stodola, the world.famous teacher at the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology (from l892 to 1929} who established the
sdemific and engineering basis fo:r the steam turbine and predicted
a bright future for the gas turbine at a very
date. Even
the first edition of his standard book on steam turbines {1903)
contained a chapter on gas turbines, including the general
which fa still valid.

The devdopment of ·gas turbines was hampered for a long
time despite thii; general theo:ry because of two basic reasons :(i) The lack of materials to withstand high

t ii) The lack of thermodynamk and aerodynamic knowledge of
flow mechanism.
Eariy attempts by Stolze in 1904 failed mainly because of the
lack of necessary engineering know-how. Some attempts even
produced negative power, i.e. power produced by tm.:bine rotor was
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less than that required by the compressor. And the world had to
wait fr,r the development of appropriate high temperature materials
and improved blade and machine efficiencies. both of which were
ess.ential for hrin~ing the gas turbine to life. The honour of bringing the first industrial gas turbine into practice goes to Adolt Meyer
of Brown Bcn·eri when the first 4000 H P. set was demonsrrated in
1919 on the occasion of Swiss National Exhibition. This was the
actual birth of the gas turbine. The use of the gas turbine in
military jets brought a gr<'at boost in the thermodyramic and
aerodynamic knowledge during and after the First \Vorld \Var. So
far, all rhe efforts were concentrated only on open cvcle gas turbine
and till tht" end of the war little was known about the closed cycle
gas turbine. It was on :l suggestion by Ackeret and Keller of Escher
Wyss and the enterprising spirit of the same firm whirh made
possible, afrer long period of development and pioneuing work, the
advent of closed t;ycle plant with the establishment of a 2000 kW
closed c1de gas turbine plant in 1939. Since 1hen this field has
undergone tremendous progress and in the present state of development gas turbines have been applied to a wide range of ap. lications
which include industrial, automotive, aircraft, free piston engines
and combined gas-steam· cycles, and it has a bright future.

1·2.

CLASSIFICATION OF GAS TURBINES

Gas turbines are classified into two main types :
1 Open cycle gas turbine.
2.

Closed cycle gas turbine.

In an open cycle gas turbine [Bee Fig. I· I (a)] air is taken from
the atmosphere in the compressor, and after compression its temperature is raised by burning fuel in it. The products of combustion along
with the excess air are passed through the turbirn;, developing power
and then exh;msted into the atmosphere. For next ·cycle fresh air- is
taken in the compressor.

. In a dosed cycle gas turbine [Bee Fig. l-1 (b)Jthe air is hea(ed
in anrair heater by burning fuel externally. The working air does not
qombust1:1!:
·chombe,

Combusllon
chamber

c"'""""

r°l-":~"'
t--1
Heat

Air in

Gases out

(a) Open cycle

Fig. l·I.

~~
--i
(b) Closed cycle

Sch·:::mtic diagram of open cycle a~d closed cycle gas turbines.

(sBo.·l ·2]
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come in contact with the products of combustion. The hot air
expands in the turbine and then cooled in a precooler and supplied
back to the compressor. The same working fluid circulates over
and again in the system.
Open cycle gas turbines can be further classified into
(i) Constant pressure or continuous type, and

(ii) Constant volume or explosion type.

Generator

An·nulor

space

Fig. 1 ·2. Constant pressure type gas turbine using an axial
flow compressor.
(a) Constant Pressure Gas Turbine

Figur~ l ·2 shows the diagram of a co.-:istant pressure type ga"J
turbine using an axial flow compress,Jr. Brayton or Joule cycle is
the fundamental ideal cycle for constant pressure open cycle .gas
turbines. It comists of isentropic compression and expansion
process and heat addition and heat rejection at c,mstant pressure.
Fig. I 3 shows the corresponding p-v and Ts diagrams.
A'r i; ad.ialntically compressed in a centrifugal or axial flow
compressoc t,J ab,rnt 4 to' 6 kgtf crn'/. and is sen, to a combustion
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(a) p-v diagram

(b) T-s diagram
Fig. 1'3. p-v and T-s diagram for a constant pressure gas turbine

chamber where a pan of it (about 25 per cent), called primary air,
forms a stoichiometric air-fuel mixture and is burnt at constant
pressure to about 2000°0, and the rest 75 per cent of the air, called
secondary and tertiary air, is fed downstream in the combustion
chamber to cool the products of combustion to about 700 to 900°C
by mixing with them. A temperature of about 900°C is the upper
limit of temperature from metallurgical considerations. The mixture
then passes to an impulse or reaction turbine where gases are
expanded adiabatically. The work done by the turbine is used to
drive the compressor as well as the external load. The compressor
consumes about two-thirds of the total power developed by the
turbine, and only about one-third is the net power available.
A gas turbine is not a self starting machine. For starting, it
is first motored to some minimum speed called the · coming in speed
before the fuel .is turned on. A tnotor of about 5 per cent of the
power output of the turbine is provided for this purpose.
(b) Constant volum.e or Explosion Type Gas Turbine

Feed water

Exhaust gases

~
~Q,
.

3Kgf/cm 2

'==h
•

J{uel pump

1;

Y/

, boiler i

.~J--~

Tcompressor

!

I
>

~it

~m"')
slorfr19

turbine

Fig. 1·4.,Schematic arrangement of a constant voiume ,'l:olzwarth taS turbine plant,
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Figure l ·4 shows a schematic arrangement of a constant volume
Hoizwarth type gas turbine plant. Atkinson cycle (see
l ·5) is
the basis.for this power plant. Air from
3
th~ atmosphere is compressed in the
Pi
Adiaba!k
ax1al flow compressor driven by a
j ~
s~parate steam turbine. The compressed
i ·
air at about 3 kg1/crn.2 is ~ent to a com.
! "' .
bustion chamber. Fuel is supplied with
j c.
the help of a fuel injector and burnt by
a spark plug. The fuel explodes to
develop a pressure of about 10 to 14
4
k~tfcm 2 and a very high temperature.
1 ne products of combustion at a high
11
pressure then expand in a turbine
P~?ducing power. The exhaust gases,
Fig. 1·5. Atkinson cycle
st11l at a high temperature, are sent to
on P-v diagram.
an exhaust boiler. The water used to cool the combustion chamber
an_d nozzle is the. feed water of this boiler. A steam turbine, which
dnves the compressor, is driven by the steam so raised.

II '\,.,".------

. The constant volume combustion requires that the burning
mixture should be isolated from compressor and the turbine ; so use
?f vah:'es in the combustion. chamber is necessary, resulting in an
1 ~ternn_ttent combustion which inherently impairs the smooth rum
nm~ of the machine. This is a big dis-advantage and has been the
mam reason, in addition to mechanical complexity, of the disappearance of this type of gas turbine plant despite the fact that a
constant volume cycle has better thermal efficiency than a constant
pres~ure cyde.

1·.'3.

GAS TURBINE vs. RECIPROCATING J.C. ENGINES

Before a complete analysis of gas turbine plant is done, it !s
worthwhile to discuss the comparative advantages and disadvantages
of gas turbine over reciprocating LC. Engines. Fig. 1·6 compares
the gas turbine cycle with that of a reciprocating I.C. engine. It can
be seen that the four basic operations of induction, compression,
combustion and expansion are common to both. However, in the
gas turbine the flow is continuous while in a reciprocating I.C.
engine it is intermittent.
The followin11; is a brief discussion of the advantages and dis.;
advantages of gas turbine over the reciprocating I.C. engines.

Advantages :
1. A gas turbine power plant being a rotary machine
has a simple mechanism and higher operational speed. Due
to absence of reciprocating parts such as connecting rod and

6
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piston, etc., the vibrations are virtuaHy absent resulting in better
and easy balancing and small foundations. Gas turbines, because of"

I!
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/
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I
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Suction

!
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I
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I
l
I

Eiq:ionsion
I

I

!

I

i.

I

Combustion

1

I

!

I
!

i Compression

l

Fl

I

CJ
Suction

I
I
I
I

I
i
I
I

Compression

I

l

l

0

Combustion

I
I
I

Cj
[~]
Expansion

1. Compre~sor inlet
2.

Compressor 'outlet

3. Turbine inlet
4. Turbine outlet
5. Jet pipe exit

Flg. 1:6. Comparison of a gas turbine and reciprocating
I.C. engine cycle.

less number of parts, fa easier to maintain. AH these characteristic!f,
give the gas turbine an exceptional reliability unmatched by reciprocating engines. The maintenance costs. of a gas turbin~ is abqut 6(}
1
pe:r cent that for a diesel engine.
. 2. Large amount of power developed in a gas turbine plant
results in high specific output and the weight of such a plant is
several times less than that for a reciproc,ating I.C. engine.· The
fact that lower pressure ratios are used in gas turbines also contributes
to it by way of lighter construction usrd. Turbojet, turboprop and
reciprocating engines have respectively a weight/power ratio 0 r0· 13 kg/kg of thrust, O·I 77 kg equivalent hp and o· 5 kg/hp or more.
3. The capacity of reciprocating engines is. limited
poor
volumetric efficiency at very high· speeds, and detcmatfon and

[SEC.
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knocking, while the capacity of gas turbine seems to be unlimited.
This is very important sin ~e, at present, the reciprocating I C.
is a highly developed product while gas turbine plant still
has immense development possibilities.
4. Very little or no cooling is required for a gas turbine plant
as compared: to the large amount of cooling needed for reciprocating
engines. This fact enhances the versatility of the gas turbine power
plant. Abst;nce of radiator is a big advantage in case of automotive
use of gas tu:tbine.
5. The mechanical efficiency of a gas turbine i.s more than
that for reciprocating engines.
6. The lubricating oil consumption is aiso small. The cost
of lubricating oH in the case of a gas turbine is about O· 5 to l per cent
of the total fuel cost wqiie for a diesel engine it amounts to about 10
to 15 per cent of the total fuel cost.
7.

It is rather simpler to control the gas turbine.

8. Gas
especially the dosed cycle ga, tm:bi.ne, can
burn almost any fuel ranging from kerosene to heavy oil and even
peat and coal ~lurry. This results in a great economic advantage
over the reciprocating engine in which the phenomenon of detonation
dictates that the quality of fuel used thould be comparatively better.
In addition to reduced fuel costs, turbine fuels are less volatile,
so fire hazards are reduced. The ga; tm bine can be used where
low quality cheap fuel is available, e.g., natural gas near oil fields.
9 .. Gas turbines are liighly suited to total energy systems where
they can be used in conjunction with steam, hot air, free-piston and
diesel plants.
10. Gas turbine is a comparatively rugged machine which can
be left uncared for a long period.

D·isadvantages :
The maximum efficiency of a simple gas turhine plant is
,ower than that ofreciprocatiug engines. To obtain efficiency near
that of reciprocating engines, gas turbines ,hould be. provided with
re generator, etc., which increases the complexity and cost of 'the
plant.
2. The pitt load dnciency of ps turbine is poor. The best
specific fod consumption is near maximum output whereas for a
re ciprccaiin g engine 1his occurs at about half the rated output.
Since most of the applications do not operate at full load except for
a ,hort duration, this is a disfrrict disadvantage.

8
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3. The gas turbine is not a self-starting unit.. Moreover, the
power required to start is also quite high, so an additional motor of
high power is necessary.
· 4·. The cost of manufacture of a gas turbine plant, at present,
is higher due to the use of high heat resistant materials and special
manufacturing processes used for blades. Particularly for low horse
power ratings, a gas turbine becomes very expensive in initial cost as
well as in running cost compared to a reciprocating engine.
5. The gas turbine is slow in its acceleration ·response.
is.a big disadvantage for automotive use.

This·

6. Gas turbines run at comparatively high speeds and require
a reduction gear to be used for normal industrial applications.
7. The g1s turbine is sensitive to the component efficiencies.
Any reduction in compressor or turbine efficiency will greatly affect
the overall efficiency of the plant. . This requires highly matched
turbine and compressor combination.

1·4.

GAS TURBINE vs. STEA.M TURBINE

The following i~ a brief comparison of gas and steam turbine
plants:

I. Steam turbine is the cheapest and most easily available fuel
burning plant for high power production purpose. It is in a highly
develotied stage after Ion~ experience and has higher efficiency than
that of the gas turbine plant.
2. Steam turbine, due to higher heating surfaces required, is
bulkier than a gas turbine plant. This, though, is not very important
for stationary plants but is highly critical for mobile power plants.
3. Due to low pressures used in gas turbine plants specific
power based on volume basis is lower than that for steam plants.
4. Little or no cooling is required in gas turbine plants whereas a large amount of cooling is required in a steam plant. This
makes the ga5 turbine highly suitable for rail road transportation and
aircraft propulsion. Closed cycle plants need about 10 to 20 per cent
of the cooling water need~d for steam plants.
5. Usually gas turbines run at a higher speed and the blades
are also twisted as compared to steam turbine blades.
6. A gas turbine plant can be rapidly started a>1d stopped
as compared to a steam plant. Thus it is highly suitable for peak
load purposes.
7. Due to the absence of components such as condenser, feed
water treatment device, etc., the aµx:iliary equipment is small for a
gas turbine. Thus a gas turbine plant requires less maintenance
and is simpler to operate.

(SEC.
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8. Manpower required to operate gas turbine plant is much
less than for a steam turbine plant. The control is easier and
quicker to adopt to variations in load.

1·5.

.APPLICATIONS OF GAS TURBINE

The great success of the gas turbine in the aircraft field has
since long attracted many people serving a wide range of industries.
The continued development towards increasing the turbine inlet
temperature andimproving the component efficiencies over the past
der,ade has enlarged the sprectrum of gas turbine applications to
areas such as power generation, marine and automotive propulsion,
nuclear plants, utility industry, etc. The main reason. of such a
wide popularity being enjoyed by the gas turbine is its advantages
of simplicity, high power/weight ratio, smooth running, less maintenance, multi.fuel capability, suitability for combined cycles and
high reliability. The application of the aircraft gas turbine into the
industrial and power generation has given a new stimulus to this
widening of application spectrum of the gas turbine because of the
rich experince obtained in aircraft field. Turboshaft engines are
now being used for generation of electricity, auxiliary power drives,
marine vehicles and ordnance prime movers, pumping of fluids, etc.

The whole gamut of the applications of the gas turbine can be
divided into three broarl categories :
1.

Industrial

2.

Power generation

3.

Prnpulsion.

1.5.I.

Industrial Gas Turbine

Since the gas turbine has many quaiities which an indus•
trial prime mover mmt have, its use his
over a wide range of
industrial applications ranging from petro-chemical, therm_alprocess•industries to general utility industries. The gas turbme
itself is quite competitive in first cost and operating cost with the
highly deveioped steam turbine. The lower manpower requtremen!s
(some gas turbine can run on unsupervised basis by remote controi)
and the e;.:cellent reliability of up to 99 per cent along with its basic
simpli:::ity has made the industrial gas tm bine very much popular.
Much of the industrial and other applications have been made
possible by the adoption of aircraft gas turbine for such uses on the
bas;s of rich experience gained in aviation field.
For the industrial gas turbine, unlike its aircraft counterpart,
the frontal area and the space requirements are not critical and
their selection for a particular application depends on long life,
availability, thermal efficiency, pressure los$CS and other parameters
,of importance for the industry under consideration. Generally, the
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industrial turbine is a continuous duty unit with large power requirements and long life. The following is a brief discussion of some of
the many industrial applications of the gas turbine : -

(a) Thermal Process lndustrie8: For industries which havelarge mechanical and thermal energy requirements, the industrial ga1,turbin.e is ideally suited. Examples of such industries are cement,
lime, and light weight aggregate manufacturing unit. The turbine can.
supply the power needed while the exhaust gases which contain a
large amount of heat can be used to raise steam for thermal r,rocess.
ing. Modern boilers have an efficiency of more than 90 per cent
but the overall steam plant efficiency is not more than 40 per cent
whereas the gas turbine with heat recovery or a total energy plant
can very easily attain an efficiency figure of 75 to 80 per cent.
Petro-chemical Industry. Petrochemical industries are unique
in that they- simultaneously need compressed air, hot gases, and
:mechanical power in various combinations. The gas turbine·
provides a heat balance for these requirements which is much
superior than all other prime movers. A single gas turbine plant
can produce power supply, compressed air and the ):Jot gases or
steam simultaneously. In addition to thb the gas turbine can be·
used to drive a large number of generators, compressors and pumps,
etc. The extreme reliability needs for process applications is alsomet by the high degree of availability a.nd reliability inherent in a
gas IU:rbine plant .
.(c) Gas Compression and Processing. Gas compression and
pumpmg of the natural gas from gas generation she to user's
requires the use of high speed centrifugal compressors. This is.
became of the small space requirements, less maintenance and
less pipe vibrations and pulsations due to the smooth discharge·
of gases from a rotary compressor. The gas turbine is idealy
suited for such applications because it altogether avoids the use
of a costly reduction gear and its mechanical troubles. For gas.
proc~ssing such as liquefication, etc., the exhaust energy of the gas.
turbme can be used either to drive pumps or refrigeration units.
I·5·2.
Pliuits.

Combined Cyde Power PBants: Total Energy-

The early use of the industrial gas turbine was mainly as a
boiler auxiliary operating at variable speed to suit the combustion air
needs. The turbine output available was usually only sufficient to drivethe compress0r, the net surplus of power, if any, was not given any
importance. Then the idea of using a complete, separately fired gas
turbine in front of an existing boiler to provide it with · combustion
air with about l 7 per cent oxygen and thereby avoiding gas turbine
stack losses, grew in!o prominence and, by 1960, the idea became a.

11
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reality with the ~evclopm~nt of high temperature alloys and better
component efficiency available due to advancts in the state .of art.

Steam turbine

Alternator
Axial
COIT'nressor

Combustion
chamber

Steam
condenser

40
~

/

,./
20

-

r---...

/

40

60

80

100

Efficiency, o/e of foll locid

Fig. t·7. Combined steam and gas tu1bine cycle.

Such combined cycles called "high-efficiency cycles" resulted
in a gain of about 5 per cent in heat rate over the best steam cycle
at somewhat lower capital cost. Fig. I ·7 ~hows the schematic
diagram of a combined gas and steam turbjne unit and the efficiency
obtainable from it. · The exhaust from the gas turbine with about
17 per cent oxygen, is used in a waste heat boiler in which additional
fµel is burnt and steam is raised to be used by a steam turbine. Since
the boiler is supplied with hot gases at a temperature of about 37 5°0
to 475°0 depending upon the gas turbine, the usual air heater
exchanging heat with stack gases is not necessary. Rather an economiser can he used to keep stack gas-temperature low. Bled steam ca11
also be used for feedw,ter heating along with an economiser. Actu"
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aily there can be innumerable variations of feed circuit giving minor
advantages in net gain, cost or convenience deEJending upon the
personal judgment or preference of the designer.

The reason of gain in efficiency is that by transferring some fuel
to the gas turbine, additional output obtained is greater than the loss

!

ReJ.ecfed

I !o

,cunef.?ASPj'

i
ConvN,!uvia! s!ecr.i q;de 120 Mw
for 30! ( =33 9 ;,; effictency)

f.flJ

{"om/,tned cycle /40 MIii for 337
{=416 7. efhtiency)

Fig. 1·8. Sankey diagram comparing the 11eat balance of a steam
cycle with a combin~d cycle.

in steam turome with a given total oxygen burning. The gas turbine
used have almost cent per cent efficiency in that nearly all ofits heat
supply is either converted to power or reused in boiler. The magnitude of the total gain in efficiency depends upon the temperature of
the gas turbine outlet and many other factors. Fig. l ·8 shows a
Sankey diagram comparing the heat balance of a steam cycle with
that of a combined cycle.
Ideally the gas turbine
is fixed at about 20 per cent of
the steam turbine output. However, some variations occur because
of the matching requirements of the flow to be passed from gas
turbine to steam boiler for various applications. In 197 I, a new
idea was offered by Sulzer whereby the ratio of gas turbine
output to steam turbine can be doubled. Fig. 1 9 shows such
a scheme in which a 57 MW gas turbine is matched with a 391 MW
steam turbine. A second gas turbine discharges its gases to the
chimney through a duplicate economiser. The whole of the faed
,water heating is done by flue gases and no high pressure steam is
,bled for the purpose.
Another type of plant used is the recuperator plant or total
energy plant shown in Fig. l · lO. In this the gas turbine i~ the main
·power source and some of its exhaust heat is recuperated m a steam

[SEC
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cycle. The choice of the steam condition is not free (whereas it is.
free in case of combined cycle) but depends upon the temperatures in
the recuperato:r. Additional fuel can be burnt in exhaust gases to
increase the superheat of the steam in order to increase the steam
turbine output.

496 MW nett output
40·5 on LC \I

Fig. 1·9. Sulzer scheme to double gas turbine output to steam
turbine output.

These plants are widely used in industries where process heat
as well as power is required. Typical applications are chemical
plants, textile plants and also in some electric utility plants.

l
i

I
I
I

f

Stearn turbine
----,,'

,
I
-----i

c"'""''

I

rvJ

~BJ
\5MW

Pump

Fig. 1·10. Basic concept of recuperator cycle.
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Combined diesei and gas turbine plants (CODAG) are also
in use., specially iu marine installal ions. Bv such a combination the
· _part load .operation nf the turbine can be highly improved.

0th.er application8. Among other important applications are
turbocharging of ai<"crafr, diesel engine,, and certain types of petrol
·engines, portable units for supply of compressed air, portable electricity generating sets, etc.
15·3:

Power Generation

The rapid development in the gas turbine field and specially
the use of aircraft gas turbine experience in industry has established
gas n~rbine in powa g<neration field. It is now widely used for
base load, peaking and standby operation. Due to its ability to start
from cold and carry 1he full load in le,s than two minutes, it is
especially suited for the peaking and standby purposes.
The gas turbine as a part of the combined high efficiency cycle
is now widely used as a !Jase load prime mover. During the last
decade the eleciric uiility industry has experienced a trrmendous and
·continuing load growth. The large delivery time for steam plants
and non-availability of nuclear plants along with the possibility of
using a cheap fuel has resulted in many "quasi bc.1se,Joad" gas
turbine un·its to be established in this period. The short supply time,
-cheap fuel and higher availability were the main reasons for the use
of gas turbines in many peaking and standby load applications.
Since the conventional steam generation methods using fossil
fuels have serious environmental and long-term cost problems, the
gas turbine with its characteristic advantages will be a popular
choice in .future baseload power plans. The combined cycle power
plants would be an automatic choice due to higher efficiency, com•
pactne~s, and reliability.
For arid zones, where water supply is a major problem, gas
turbine electric utility plants are attractive choice.

1.5·4.

P1·opulsion
/

Of th~ three modes of tran.sport. namely, air, land and water,
·the e·as turbines have
phenomina! success for the
attri'cted
this success
been applied to the other nvo
also.
The use r;f the gas tllrbine fnr the aircraft fidd
needs
any stress. It is
· because of the deye]opment in the g;,, turbine
technology that the present avi~.i ion progress ha~ 'wen l ,,issible.
Turbojet, turbopron. by-:1<1ss en?me and even th,c
crs are
exampks of successful arpl:cation of the gas turbir;e iu the ;"viation
field.
The 2reat succ:e,, in the aviatio:1 ficlJ attra:_:i.t;d u"e of ga!)
nur.T1Ler of a:_ilornobile
turbine in'.) autorn-/oi! ~s an.d nchv a
1
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models have come up in the power range of MO to 300 h.p. The
advantages. of using a· gas turbine in an automobile a:re many and
are listed below.
l. Uniform torque and absence of vibrations gives smciother
-0perntion and better pis,enger comfort.
2.

Light, compact, and less bulky.

3.

Reduced air pollution due to complete combustion.

4.

Cheap fuels can be used.

5 Absence of a clutch and gearbox make it easy to control
and results in reduced maintenance. Also, ,he number of
components in a gas turbine are much less than in a reciprocating
engine.

6.

Absence of cooling water.

7. Lubricating oii consumption is about 1/30 to l/40th of that
:in reciprocating engine.
8. Since there are a few bearings cold starting is very easy
even up to a temperature of -50°C.
But the gas turbine also has certain disadvantages for auto1
motive applications, namely, high starting torque required necessitates
high speed cranking, part load efficiency is poor, engine breaking is
not easily accomplished, and above all due to large inertia of the
rotating parts delay in acceleration is marked. So before it can be
used in automobiles it requires certain modifications in the plant
arrangements. A detailed discussion of the automotive gas turbine is
included in article 2· 11.
Combined diesel and gas turbine plant (CODAG) is specially
suited and is widely used for marine propulsion due to its good fud
light weight, low space :requirements,
availability.
movers drive a common i;rea:r
operatio; of
or the gas turb:nc for low
manoeuvers. Diesels are
h
speed ,,nd direcrion controlled by adjustable pitch
~Vhen
the dt(:seis are nm close to their
and the
pitch is set to give optimum
speeds the gas turbine can be started within a
very short time. With a suitable free wheeling device, the gas
turbin(· can be started without stopping the engine and at peak
the
of the ga, turbine is increased and the diesels are autodeclutched and may be run at idling speed or shut do,vn.

'D

The most important advantage of the marine gas turbine is
the ability to change engine quickly, thus reducing dockyard work on
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board to be minimum. By using air craft engines in marine prom
pulsion devices an engine can be replaced within a few hours and
that is why almost all warships use aircraft type gas turbines in view
of the high cost of modem weapons and the requirement of high
availability. The marine gas turbine operates in a more corrosive
atmosphere due to presence of sea salt in air and fuel and use of
cheaper fuels.
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1 ·L

How old is the concept of turbines? Briefly trace the development of gas
turbines through vadous stages.

1·2.

What were the two main reasons for the siow development of gas
turbines ?
What are the two main types of gas turbines? What is the essential
difference between them ?

advanced gas generators,

SAE paper

EXERCISES 1

J.·3.
1 ·4,

Name the three major components of a gas turbine plant.

1 ·5.

Explain with the help of a schematic diagram the working of a simple
open cycle constant pressure type gas turbine, On what cycle does it

work?
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Name the two types of compressors used in gas turbines.

1·7.

What are the pressure and temperature ranges used in gas turbines?

1·8.

What air-fuel ratios are used in gas turbines and why? What is the
function of secondary air? Why is it necessary?

1·9.

How much is the power consumed by the compressor of the gas turbine?

1·10.

Is gas turbine a self-starting machine? How gas turbine is started?

1'11.

Explain with the help of a schematic diagram the working of a simple
open cycle constant volume or explosion type gas turbine. On which
cycle does it work ?

1· 12.

Why constant volume gas turbine has become obsolete ?

1·13.

What are the advantages or an open cycle gas turbine as compared to
reciprocating internal combustion engines? What are the disadvantages ?

1·14.

Compare the relative merits and demerits of gas and steam turbines.

1·15.
1·16.

Discuss the various applications of gas turbines.
Discuss the application of gas turbines in the automotive field.

2
ANALYSIS OF GAS
TURBINE CYCLES
2.·1.

THE BASIC CYCLE

Figure 2·1 shows the Brayton or Joule cycle, the basic gas turbine
.cycle, on P.v and T-s diagrams.
T

p

.. $

V

(o)

(bl

s

Fig. 2·1. P.v and T-s diagrams for Brayton or!Joule cycle.

The air is compressed from 1 to 2 in a compressor and heat is
added to this air during the process 2 to 3 which takes place in the
combustion chamber. Process 3 to 4 represents the expansion of
gases in a turbine. The fact that the line 3-4 is longer than the line
2-1 on T-& diagram makes it possible to extract more power b_y the
turbine than needed to drive the compressor. In the ideal cycle
processes of compression (1·2) and expansion (3-4) are assumed lilS
isentropic and processes of heat addition (2-3) . and heat rejection
(4-1) are assumed as constant pressl!l.re processes.

2·2.

ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE GAS TURBINE CYCLE

'The actual performance of a gas turbine plant differs considerably
from the Brayton cycle of Fig. 2· l because of the deviations from the
ideal cycle. These deviations include friction, shock, heat transfer
and aerodynamic losses in compressor and turbine, losses in combus,
tionj chamber, piping and mechanical losses, etc -With....s11.£!1.__ a
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large number of variables affecting the performance of the gas turbine plant it will be really dif!icuh to estimate its performance unless
certain assumptions are made. To simplify the analysis the following
assumptions are made :
l. There 1s no pressure loss in the combustion chamber and
in piping, etc.
2. There is no increase in tl:-ie rate of mass flow due to the
addition of the fuel.

3. The specific heat remains constant at all temperatures and
fa same for compressor as well as turbine fl.ow.
4.

Radiation and mechanical losses are neglected.

{al

(bl

Fig. 2·2. Actual and ideal cycle

011

P-'V and T-s diagram.

Assuming a flow of i kg. of air and with :reference to Fig. 2·2
which shows both actual and ideal cycle, the following analysis is.
made:
Efficiency
Efficiency of the cycle
Turbine work-Compressor work
,fieat supplied
vVork required for mmpressor
=li2--h1

= C1,('l\-T1)
Heat supplied in r,omliu,iion chamber
=h3--h2
=Cp(T3-T2)

Work delivered by turbine
=h3·-h4
=c:IJ(T3 -T1J

(SEO.
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:. Thermal efficiency

c,,(T3 -T4)-c,,(T2 ...:...T,)
c~(T3-T2 )
(T3 -T,)-(T2-T1)
=
Ta-T1
Ta(

(2·1)

1-~ )-T *-1)
1 (

Ta-Ti. ;:
The isentropic efficiency of the turbine and the compressor are
,defined as :
Isentropic efficiency of turbine, TJt
Actual heat drop
= Isentropic heat drop
h3 -h4
1,,3-1,, 4 '

.or

C,p(T3-T4)
"tJt=_ c,,(T3 -T/)

Ta-T4
T 3 -T4'

(2·26)

Actual temperature drop
= Isentropic ttmperature drop
tsentropic efficiency.of compressor,
"t)t

Isentropic increase in enthalpy
Actual increase in enthalpy
h2'-h1
= h2-h1

-Or

"tJe=

c,,(T/-T1)
,;p(T2-T1)

T2'-T1
='.I's-Ti
Isentropic temperature rise
Actual temperature rise
From equation (2·~b), we have

T,=Ta-(T3 -T4'}"1Jt
or

T,
Ta

f2•3cz\

=1-{ 1- T,'Ta.}"1Jt

(2·3&).
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.

[ 1- (
=1-"l)t
r-1

T/
Ta

Assuming equal

[SEC.

2·2)

y-1

p

p:)

--,
1

j

J

=(Y,4
)y
1
3

pressure ratio for compressor and turbine, we

have

T4
'J'
3

= 1-

1 (
',t I l L

P1
p

2

r-1
)-v-1
• j

Similarly, from equation (2·3b), we get

Putting the values of{: and ;; in equation (2·2), we get

T/

where

or

·--- 1\ -'llt
Ti
T3. -··--R
"IJc

l]-('i.'3-'l.'1"i --~1',-

(li~Y- · For an ideal joule cycle,
"IJ•=1Jt=l

Y;,·

1'0
1'4'

[SEC.
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2S

(T 3 -T1 R)
R-1
X---(T3-T1-TiR+T1)
R
l
=l-R

l
=l---~-

,-rP1)
y-1

(2•5)

( P2

From equation (2·5) it is evident that the ideal air standard
tfficiency is independent of the 1urbine inlet temperature and depends only on pressure rntio and the v~lue of the ratio of specific
heats. However, in an actval cycle, with irreversibilities in the
compression and expamion proces,es, the thermal efficiency depends
both uron the pre~rnre ratio as well as turbine inlettemperature,
besides being affected by compressor and turbine efficiencies.

Work Ratio
The work done is represented by the work ratio which is defined
as the ratio of the net work output to that of the work done by the
turbine.

net work output
work done by the turbine

Work ratio

l
'l'i
=,-T-

a

or

ur

-

·

1
nork rat10=,-

R-1
l-R

T,
-R.
- lT3

i'Jc 1Jt
0

The net work output,
W=Cp (T 1 -TJ)rJi-Cp(T2 -T 1 }/'fJc

(2.·6)
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1--

=Cp

T8

=Cp

(R-1)

(

[SEO.

2·3]

~ )1Jt- Cp T1(R-l)/1Je

[-11t ~ - : 1

J

Thus the work output of a simple cycle depends on turbine and
compressor inlet temperatures and the pressure ratio.
For the ideal simple cycle gas turbine plant (Eq. 2·6),
Work ratioiaeai= 1- ~ 1 R
3

and net work output;a 0 ai

and we see that the work_specific output (defined as the work done
per kg of the working medium) ~he cycle, efficiency and air rate
(defined as the air flow per unit output) are the three parameters
which decide the size of a given machine, Actually, cycle efficiency
includes the first parameter, namely the specific work output. Higher
the cycle efficiency and higher the air rate, lower is the machine
size.

2·3. EFFECT OF THERMODYNJ.\1\1.IJC VARUBLES ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF SIMPLE :GAS TURBINE PLANT
From Eq. 2·4 it can be seen fhat under the assumptions made
above there are five main thermodynamic variables affecting the
performance of a single gas turbine plant. These are compressor
and turbine inlet temperatures, T 1 and T~, the pressure ratio P 2 /Pi,
and compressor and turbine efficiencies, 't]e and 'tJt· The ;ffect of
each one of these is discussed below.
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F.ig. 2·3. Gas turbine cycle efficiency for different
inlet temperatures.
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E4fect of turbine inlet temperature

As already discussed the ideal air standard efficiency of a simple
gas turbine plant is independent of turbine inlet temperature. This
is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2·3. However, it is clear from
Eq. (2·4) that turbine inlet
temperature greatly affects the
efficiency of an actual plant. In Fig. 2·3 the thermal efficiency have
been plotted against pressure ratio for different values of turbine
inlet temperatures. In drawing these curves suitable values for
compressor inlet temperature, compressor and turbine isentropic
efficiencies· have been assumed. An increase in T 3 increases the
work· output from the.· turbine which tends to increase the thermal
efficiency at a given pressure ratio but at the same time the heat supplied in the combustion chamber increases decreasing the efficiency.
The rate of increase in the. turbine work is greater than the rate of
Z40 ~-.-----,,--...,----,,--...,--,--,
200 l---+--1------1-

-

::,

1601-'---t,~--+--+-:P,,..~--I
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0

.g ~
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:.2~
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8 0 f--7'°+---11----l---,::i~
401---+--+--I-~+--+-~-..-!
01

3

5
7 9
11
Pressure ratio

13
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Fig. 2·4 Effect of T3 on specific work output.

increase. in ~eat added and, hence, for all pressure ratios increasing
the turbme mlet temperature increases the cycle efficiency at a steady
but decreasing rate. This is clear from the distance between constant
turbine inlet temperature lines. The maximum temperature of the
.cycle is limited by metallurgical considerations to about 1100 K.
The effect of T 3 on specific work output is given in Fig: 2·4.

'2·3·2.

Eft'ect--0£ compressor inlet temperature

For a given peak temperature the effect of compressor inlet
temperature is two fold. An increase in T 1 increases the work input
to the compressor, thereby, reducing thermal t'fficiency, but at the
same time temperature T 2 is increased and the heat supplied for
-obtaining a given value of T 3 reduces which tends to increase the
efficiency. The work output of the turbine is not affected by Ti,
Since the rate of increase of compressor work is greater than the
rate of reduction in heat supply, net effect of increasing T 1 is a
decrease in the efficiency of the simple gas turbine plant. The net
work output decreases with an increase in T 1 • A reduction in T 1 increases the shaft output as well as efficiency. But at high altitude,
due to reduction in mass flow at lower pressure, the work output is
decreased but a gain in thermal efficiency is obtained.
.
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Effect of p:i.·essure ratio

The effect of pressure ratio on the thermal efficiency and the
work output of a simple gas turhine plant is shown in Figs. 2·3 and
2·4·. In Fig. 2·1 the; dottd line shows that the efficiency of an ideal
joule cycle will indefinitely increase with pressure ratio which is not
true in practice due 1.1) irreversibilities in compression and expansion.
As the ;,iressure mfr, is i:1::re;J.S('d for a given value of turbine inlet
ternperaiure 1\, the etfi,:icncv increases u'o to a maximum value and
the~ starts dcc;·ea;ing clearly' indicati1,g 1liat th,::re is an optimum
pressure ratio for a g1v :·n. value o!· tm:biw: inkt temperature.
0

Higher pra,~ssure r,tio cycle,, are r,wre sensitive to the ,::ffic:iency
of i he compres,ors and turbines. As the pr,·ssure ratio increases the
work dor:e i,1 turbine increase~ ;:incl less heat is rejected to atmosphere. so the effic:enrv and work both incri:"ase. But bevond a certain
value of presrnre rati1) the efficiency of compression ~educes, more
~ornprc,sion ,1·ork is required and compressor outlet temperature
mne;1,es. 'l'z ar•d T~ converge and it is not p0ssible to add any
~eat in the comb11stio11 ch:1mber, reducing work output to zero. Thus
it ,hnuld be noted that limitation of maximum turbine inlet temperature im 1;osec1 a limit on pressure ratio which can be used.
By comparing Figs. 2·3 and 2·4 it can be ~een that the pressure
:ratio for maximum efficiency is different from the pressure ratio for
maximum specific work output. Hencf'. the choice of pressure ratio
will be a compromise. The optimum pressure ratio can be calculated
for a given value of compressor and turhin<" efficic:ncies and turbine
inlet temperature with the help of equation (2·9).
For an ideal cvcle, with isentrcopie compression and expansion
the work outpnt is given by:

Li'l--1 1J
,- m

w=cAR-1)

(2·9)

Differentiatii,g Eq. (2·9) with resrect to R amiming T 3 and T 1 to be
constant, we get
y-1

R __ { P, \ -:;;.--1.

7-,; )

•. _ _l\,=J !'...,

or

, r·-- P1

\ T.

(2·10)

·)-;;,.,.21)

Tl~e optirr;1.,J-r1. !Te:-:~ure rati,) ;r:t, ~Tla"dmurn ·vvork outpHt (:an be
obt,dnq:l
diff~r,·r:r,ating c(;1t:ll1~· · 12·7: and eq1n:inrt ii' to zero.
di!'
(
-·.n-·
,. =- c .,.1 R -- 11. \
({

or
or

7

Lt=

{

·-· ·IJ,-

-·
/ I
' '
'l)c'fjt ']

3/ l 1
(2· ll)
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Differentiating Eq. (2·4) with respect to R and putting it
to zero, the pressure ratio for maximum overall cycle efficiency can
be shown to be given by :

T3!T1

R-=
l

+

f(T 3 /T1 - l) (. - - - 1 11
'f)c'fJt

\I

(2· 12)

or

Since

We can put this in the maximum output condition of Eq.
(2· 10) and get,

or

i.e. for maximum work output. the temperature at th<' end of ex~
pansion is equal to that at the end of compression for an ideal simple
gas turbine plant.
2·3·,t

Effect of turbine and compressor r2:fficiencies

From Eq. (2'4) it is evident that the cycle efficiency greatly
depends on the efficiencies of the turbine and the compressor. .For
a given value of turbine and compresrnr inkt temperatures the
efficiency of a simple cycle is lineariy proponior:al to turbine effi.
ciency as shown in Fig. 2· 5. The diect ol compres,or efficiency is
not linearly related in that it affects the heai: supplied as well a, the
work outputs A dcc, ease in C'.)mpressor dhr..·ipi,cy deer ca:cu; the lYat
but this dccrea~e Li heat nwplicct is more ;!,au offset bv the
increase is compressor work:
'
'
~ t\ change of. 1 .P~~r ~;'~nt in dv~
rTicit:.ncic-::; c1f cornr·rc~~sor and
--e,; 11 ,-1,, ·'. -.-ri '_.t
"J ')er .... ~-:,,~it
·1t·, ,-_J.1,'-':
turl 11n,, c~n
.-C:.\~
_·-· '\..,"-.,.,{~-~ "
~ ~Usualiy t}w turtnue has a lugh•~r en1c1ency tlmn Uie co:n:,;··,,:;or
as turbine deve!ops rnuch r.nore pcnvtT than thr: compr,~ssnr :-ori.su.rnes
(the net onrput is the cLJfer~:~:-;ce betvv,. :c;1.
ne arld ci:_:i:rnp1cssor
\\/Ork), a loss in turbine
r(~d uc.c~
,el
a
larger c"111ourH tban \Vt>uld L---~ th ..: c,,:~5e 1: t~ur_tipres:;or (_
is
reduced Ly the ~an1e 21mou11t
1 1g.
·;;).
1

11

T

,

/'

l_

'-'~-·-~'·

.I.

,J

,_

1

1

Fig. 2·5 shows how improvcr<Knt in turbine and compressor
efficiencies affect the thermal efficiency of the cycle for a given 'J_\
and T 3 over a range of pressure ratios.
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It would be worth while, at this stage, to consider the role·
played by component efficiencies in the df'velopment of gas turbines.
During the early development period, due to lack of thermodynamic
and aerodynamic knowledge and the absence of high heat resistant
materials the compressor and turbine efficieucies •-vere ab'.Jut O 6 7 and
0·6 respectively and the maximum turbin: inlet temperatures were
also low.
Since the compressor consumes a',out 60 to 70 per cent
of the total power developed hy the turbine in present-day plants
which have comoressor and turbine etficienci", of about 0·8 to 0·9
and high turbin~ inlet temperature of about 9il0°C, it is n0t a surprise
if those old gas turbine plants, with such low compres~or and turbine
efficiency figures, could not produce a net power output, (some most
earliest plants even produced negative power) and the gas turbine
plant had to wait for thermodynamic, aerodynamic and metallurgical developments for about 50 years to compete with o,her power
plants. Fig. 2·6 shows the effect of compressor and turbine effi.
ciency on cycle efficiency.
;

2·4.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SIMPLE GAS TURBINE ~YCLE

The efficiency and the specific work output of the stmple gas turbinecycle is quite low inspite of increased component efficiencies. Therefore, certain modifications in the simple cycle are necessary, and'
for that we can look towards three mainprocesses-,:omoression, heat
supply and expansion in the simple cycle. In what follows in. thenext few pages these modifications are dis cussed.

2·4·1. Regenerative gas turbine cycfo
One of the main reasons for the low efficiency of a simple gas
turbine plant is the large amount of heat which is rejected in the
turbine exhaust. Due w limitations of maximum turbine inlet
temperature and the pressure ratio which may he used with it, the
turbine exhaust temperature is al ways gr,"ater than the temperature
at the outlet of compressor. So, if this temperature difference is
used to increase the temperature of th~ compressed air before enter•
ing the combustion chamber and, thereby, reducing the heat which
must be supplied in the combustion chamber for a given turbine
inlet temperature, an improvement in efficiency can be attained.
This utilization of the heat in turbine exhaust can be affected in a
heat exchanger called re-generator.

Fig, '1:1.

Regenerative gas turbine cycle
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Fig. 2·7 shows a schematic diagram of such an arrangement.
The exhaust gases from the turbine pass through the regenerator
and give their heat to the compressed air before it enters the combustion chamber, thereby, reducing the amount of heat which must
be supplied in the combustion chamber to get a given turbine inlet
temperature T 3 . Thus r"generat-ion __irnproves fuel economy. The
power output will b~ slightly reduced because of the pressure losses
in regenerator and its associated pipe work.

\I

Ideal heat exchange

Fig. 2 8. P-v a:nd T-s diagram for regenerative gas turbine cycle.

For a regenerative gas turbine cycle with an ideal regenerator
the P,'tland T-s diagrams are drawn in Fig. 2·8. It is evident that
the work output is unchanged.
For complete regeneration
T 4 =T3
and

T 2 =T6

The efficiency of the regenerator cycle with ideal regenerator
is given by :
cp(T -T )-cp(T -T )
Efficiency - ~ ' - - -3" - - c4' = - - " = -2- : - ' -1- c,AT 3 -T ,1.)
(T3 -T4)-(T2-T1 )
(Ta-T4J

-1- T2-T1
T3-T,1.

=l

(T2' -T1 )/YJ.
(T 3 -T,.')"f'Jt

(2· 14)
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and for isentropic compression and i~entropic expansion,
r-t
Efficiency= 1..,... ;: "-

(r:i,) r

(2· 15)

a

r--1- 1

4
5
6
8
Pressure ratio·

15

10

20

Fig 2·9. Efficiency of regenerative gas turbine cycle.

Thus, ~ t see that the efficiency of a regenerative cycle depends
upon the turbine and compressor inlet temperatures and the pressure
ratio used.
For a given inlet pressure and pressure ratio the cycle
efficiency increases with increase in turbine inlet temperature (see
Fig. 2·9) because more generation can be affected.
The efficiency decreases with an increase in pressure ratio with
a given turbine inlet temperature, which is reverse in trend from
what happens in a simple cycle (se, Fig. 2·9). As the pressure ratio
is jncreased the turbine exhaust temperature. T 4_ decreases, and in
the limit approaches the compressor outlet temperature T 2 • Also
the compressor outlet temperature T2 increases. Thm the amount
of heat which can be recovered continuomly decreases and in the
limit, when T 2 =T4 , no recovery can be affected. Any further
increase in pressure ratio will result in heat transfer from air to
exhaustgases rather than from gases to air because T 2 >T4 • At the
limit where the regenerative cycle efficiency curves meet the simple
cycle curve T 2 =T,, and by equating the two efficiencies, we get
Y'-1

T1

"tJ=l-Ts

(rp)

y-1

(I)y. =1r

-.

rp
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2(r-n

or

T1
-= ( -1 ) 'Y -

T3

r 11

y

or

-(Ta
rp-

;m 12(,-11
'1 2·

and at this value of rv the reg~nerator is superfluous. In actual
operation the pressure nnio used is always less than that given by
Eq. 2· 18. One advan':age from this low optimum pressure ratio is
that the part load efficiency of the cyck i; maintained almost equal
to that at fuel load.
The efficiency is maximum at rp=l (see Fig. 2·9) where it is
equal to the Carnot cycle efficiency, i.e. T 3 -;_;:T..1... since the heat addi~
3

tion and ;heat rejection take place at maximum and minimum
temperatut:es respectively. But this is of no practical significance as
no work can be obtained at this pressure ratio.
Actually it is not possible to recover all the heat from the
exhaust because it will require an infinite heat transfer surface area.
The efficiency of regeneration is given by the thermal ratio
defined as:
.
actual heat transfer
Th,ermal rat,o=
.
'b l
f
maximum poss1 le .eat trans er

_T5-T2
T11,-'l.\
where T 5 is the temperature of the air after regeneration.
Efficiency of regeneration varies from O· 5 to 0·75 in practice.
An increase in thermal ratio requires an increase in surface·
coefficient which can be obtained by in.creased velocity. This,
however, results in increased pressure losses due to turbulence and
the gain in recovery of exhaust gas heat due to increased thermal
ratio is partly offset by increase in pressure drop. The pressure
losses occurring in hot and cold sides of the regenerator usually
amount ro about O 03 kgf/cm2 and 0·04 to 0·2 kgf/cm2 ,
A pressure drop on the cold side, i.e. in the pressure
af cumpress_ed air, in~reases -the required pressur'e ratio and -hence<
increases the compression work. Pressure drop on hot side de~
creases the turbine output by increasing its back pressure. Both,
these results in lower efficiency. Since turbine work output is.
substantially more than the compressor work input, pressure losses
on hot side are more important than that on cold. side. Generally
counterflow type of regenerator gives greater regeneration efficiency
than the parallel-flow type regenerator.
The work output of a regenerative cycle is substantially the
same as that of a simple cycle except some loss due to pressure losses.
in. the regenerator and the associated pipings.
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Liquid metal regenerQJion
'Ihe poor part load dEciency of the gas turbine and hence, jts
specific fuel consumption can be improved by_ the·· use of regenerative
turbine cycle. The minimum specific fuel consumption for. a regenative turbine is obtained at a lower pressure ratio resulting in the
lcwer cost and higher dficiency for the components like compressor,
etc., because imall blades can be used and losses in diffuser are
alw ]ow. Another advantage of regeneration is: that low specific
fuel consumption occurs over a . wide range of turbint inlet tema
peratures and is optimised at high levels of,specific power.
Any reduction in weight and increase in the compactness and
thenr al dliciency of the turbine will be welcome because it will
not only establish the current applications but will also open
new viHas \\ohich hitherto have been barred due to economic
considerations. Tht refore, it goes without saying that a good
ngenerative syst< m is of utmost importance. There are three types
of rtgrnerative systems umally employed in turbine. These are(i) Direct transfer air-to-gas exchanger.
(ii) Periodic flow rotary heat exchanger.
(iii) Liquid meta] indirect transfer exchanger.
The first· ~ysttm has been widely used over the years.
I r.o cau d l<ne,wl< cge of liquid metal systtms and high level of
pc nn regenerator design technology has made use of liquid metal
Hgrnuators a clear possibility in near future.
A liquid metal system consists of two independent heat
cxdangers coupled by a liquid metal drcuit. A part of the heat
fDergy of the turbine e:xhaust is passed on to a· liquid metal in the
turbine hrat e:xrhanger which is then pumped to tl1e compressor
heat exchanger releasing the heat to the compressot air.
·
Liquid metal syst<m gives significant advantages in terms of
-nrrta-l!.r!l y,eight, frontal area, engine performance and high rt>liabi-lify as ctmrarcd with direct or rotary type regenerators. The
rhysical separation of hot lol:V pressure and cold high pressure
nc:b,ngcrs mii:iimises ~tructural requir!ments, air-to-gas carryover
lossu and seal ltakage losfes are- avmded, and moreover the malft;nction of 1:be Hgtnt'ratcr does not result in idle time because
tm bine b1pass is avoided in this system. Finned tubes are highly
suitable for liquid mcfat to-gas heat exchangers,
.
The requirements oL.high. heat · absorbirg capacity, high
thumal cc-:r:d.uctivity, !ow. vircosity for high heat transfer ..coefficients
with redu_c..cd~prurnre loHes, low vapour pressure and the compatihili ly wi1h ~ys't(m n;aterials are niet by Nak-78 liquid metal alloy
with 78 per cent rotassium.
• In future the liquid metal regenerators are likely to be used
widely for improving specific fuel consumption in industrial and
!:lirrraft gas turbines.
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A regenerator, as discussed above, does not change the wo:rkoutput of a ga~ turbine cycle. So rescourse. to other methods !s
~ken for incr.::asmg the work output. Two possible methods are (i)
by reducing the. work of compression and (ii) by increasing the
work done by turbine.
Intercooling is med for decreasing the work done on the
comprl"ssor. This possibility of reducing the compressor work arises
from the f1ct that the constant pre,sure lines converge on T-s
diagram as the temperature is reduced. So if the total compression
is divided into a number of stages the total compressor work is
smaller than that for a single stage compression for the same total
pressure ratio.

Compressors

6

.Air in

Exhdust

Fig. 2·10. Schematic diagram of a two-stage intercooled gas turbine.

fig. 2· 10 shows the schematic diagram of a two stage inter~
cooled gas turbine cycle and Fig. 2· 11 the corresponding T-s
diagram. The performance of an intercooled cycle is shown in
Fig. 2·12.
T

ll

Fig. 2·U. T-s diagram for cycle of Fig. 2·10.

The charge from the first stage is cooled before it i$ led to the
second stage. This process, called intercooling, reduces the inlet
t~mperat~re of the second sta_ge, resulting ~n ~e;I::icti0n in compres:,
swn won;. If the charge 1s cooled to its uutrn.l temperature it is
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('JI.Bed perfect intercoc1ling. ]:"or minimum w0rk of compression the
pl:'essure ratio for each sU.ge sh nld be same with ch::i.rge ccnled to its
initial tem;:ierature betwc:ea the stagt!s.

Compressor press~re ratio

Compressor press1.1re rnlio

Fig. 2·12. Performance-of in)ercaoled gas turbine.

Intercooling will always increase the net workoutput of the
cycle, and due to lower com.::iressor outlet temperature there will
be more scope for regeneration. However, for the same reason, the
fuel supplied to obtain a given turbine inlet temperature will also
increase. Therefore the thermal efficiency of the intercooled cyde
Js less than that for a simple cycle. One more reason of loss in
efficiency is that heat is supplied at lower temperature. There is
also· a loss of pressure in the inter-cooler.
Intercooling is useful when the pressure ratios are high and
the efficiency of the compressor is low. At low pressure ratios it is
not so important and regeneration can be used to recover a substantial amount of heat from exhaus.t gases.

2·4·3.

Gas turbine cycle w.i.tb. reheating

Another method of increasing the specific work output of the
cycle is to me reheating to increase turbine work. The· gain in work

C

' j

Fig. 2· 13. Schematic diagram of a. reheat gas turbine cycle.

output_ is obtained hecause of divergence of Cf"lmtant pressure lines
on T-e diagr.lrn with an increa,e in temperature. Th·1S for the same
expansion ratio if the exhaust from one stage is reheated in a
separate C·)mbusti,)n chamber and expanded. more output wP 1 1 ,,e
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obtained than that obtained. by expansion in a single stage. Reheat ..
ing is generally done up to the upper limit of temperature T 1 •
UsuaJly reheating up to two stages is done. Reheating for more than
two stages is seldom done. With open cycle gas turbine the limit of
reheating is the oxygen which is available for combustion.
"

Fig. 2· 13 shows a schematic diagram of a reheat gas turbine
plant and Fig. 2·14 the corresponding T-s diagram. Let the total
pressure ratio r,, is divided intn two stage ratios ofri>t and '"n
respectively.

$

...

Fig. 2·14.
f":r,=r111X'fs,2,

Ne~ work output

T-s diagram of reheat cycle•

...

=c11 (T3 -T,)+c,,(T5 -T6)-cfJ(T2 --:-T1)
1
'rjc
where·'rjt1, "1Jt 2 and ric are the efficiencies of the two turbine stages and
the compressor respectively. For isentropic compression and expan~
·
sion, we havt

=cfJ(T3-T4')'rJt1 +cfJ(T5-T6.)'rJt2- c11 (T2'-T1).

Work output W
=c,,[(Ta-T,')+CT5 -T,i')-(T2' -T1 )]

=cfJT1 [~·Ta - To' - T/ - 1.'2'
Ti
Ti
Ti
T1

+l

T [ 2 Ta_ Ta
Ta' - ~
=cf> l
T1
Ti . Ti
Ti
=eT
P t

J
1'41
Ta

_

T2' +l

T1

y-l
3
T
T
I
T
1
(
.
)Y~
3
3
[ 2.T1 - ·- - - - r-1
- - - -T1
--·-- -rp
+I
. Ti
y-1
(rp2) 'Y

J
J

(ri,i) Y

By differentiating Eq. (2·20) with respect to rpi, keeping r9
and TaJT~ ,:onslant the condition for maximum ,,vork output h,
given by
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i.e., tlie expansion ratio must be equal in each stage. This condition
can also be written as

.1.=.!..

(rfl) y

={Ta/T1)2/a

and at this condition T 2 =T4 =T8 • It should be noted that for any
pressure ratio between I and r'P the work output will increase due to
reheating but r,p1 =vr; will give maximum work.
The efficiency of the cycle is given by
Efficiency

Net work outpull
Max.heat supplied
cp[(T3 -T4 )+(T0 -T8)-(T~,T1)]
cp[(T8 -T2 )+{T0 -T4)l'
.

The work output and the efficiency of a reheat cycle is shown
in Fig. 2·15 and it should be noted that the pressure ratio giving
maximum output is greater than that giving best performance for a
simple cycle. The efficiency of the cycle is less than that for simple

0

3456

Pressure ratio on. log scale

°34588!0

Pressure ratio on log ,c;ale

Fig. 2·1s. Work output and efficien~ of reheat cycle.

cycle. unless regeneration is used and this reduction in effi.~iency
increases with reduction in turbine inlet temperature. Due to complications of a second combustion chamber reheating is not used in
marine plants but is extensively used in in4ustrial plants.
The efficiency of a reheat cycle is lower than a corresponding
intercooled cycle because in case of reheat, due to limitations of
turbine inlet temperature, the heat added doe3 not affect the Wol'k
output, while intercooli;ng reduces the compressor work. However,
due to the fact that tur~ine work is greater tiran compressor 'V'ork, the
1pecific output of a reh~at cycle is greater th~n that of a cOl'l.'esponding intercooled/ cycle. Efficiency. of fioth reheat and int~rcooled
cycle~ is les~ than that of a simple <;ycle . while the W.Jrk output is.
greater.
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Gas turbine with reheating and regenerator

The fact that the turbine outlet temperattife. is greater than the
compressor inlet tempenture (i.e., T 6 > T 2 in Fig. 2·14 for a reheat
cycle gas plant) gives rise to the possibility of increasing th~ ther.~al
efficiency of a reheat cycle by recovering this loss ofheat 1n a

s

7

fig. 2·ii;. · Gas turbine cycle with reheat arid regenerator .::s..,_
re~cneratpr .. Fig. 2· 16.shows ~ schern~tic arrangement of a ~s turbine
,~

plint using reheat as well as regeneratiori arid Fig. 2· 17 the cofres.;

Fig. 2·11. T-s diagram for reheat and regenerator cycle

ponding T-s diagram. The heat added is reduced by the amount of
the heat recovered.
For a cycle with isentropic compression and expansion, ideal
regeneration and the best division of pressure ratio between stages
·
for reheat, the efficiency is given by :-

[SEC.
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The efficiency curves of such a pfant are similar to that of a simple
:regenerative cycle but the work output is similar to that of a reheat
cycle. · Thus both work and efficiency have beeri improved by ~
combination of reheating and regeneration.
'.:bS·S. Gas turbine with reheating, regeneratfon a.21,'lll.
intercooling.
Both the methods of increasing specific outp1.1t, i.e.,
and reheat;ng can be used in conjunction ""ith a generator to get
high fpecific output ar,d high efficiency gas turbine plant. Inter•
coolirg decrrnses the 1rcmpresrnr work and became of reduced
compreFsor outlet ttmperatme extra heat is nenled to raise the
temrerature to turbine inlet 11:mpe:ratu:re. However, if a regene:ratm.'
is used this disad,lantage can be converted into an advantage in that
;ociow more rfgene:ration ie possible. Thus 2, ,ombin~th:n of rege:ne:ra~
tor, in!ercooler and reheati!1g can improve the performance of the
plant. However, it should be noted that a high efficiency is not
always sought for beG, me sometime, it is :more
to reduce
plant costs than !o gain i.n t
This is particularly so where
cheap fuels are behig med. 'Ilie e:i,;tra complexity, cost and
m<;jlninance must be crnisiderccd be fore any such plant is contem~
plated, The individual requfrements of a particular application
will have a great say in deciding whether an interccoler, a genera~
tor or reheat device should be used or not,
2·,f-6.

Gas h1:rbire cyde with water illljection

'Ihere are cutain ~pecific applications such as gas turbines used
in ram! tcq::edoes which require a very high specific output within
the ma:xillium temperature limit imrosed by metallurgical considerations. To obtain 1his performance water is injected into the combus~
tfon chamber before or after (be c0mbustion. 'Ihe water gets evaporat~
ed b:fore rrnchi:og the lmbine .inlet. The increasid amount ofmf!f!l~
I.

'\
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flow through the turbine results in greater specific output from. the
cycle. The water injected must be free from dissolved solids to avoid
any loss due to deposits on turbine blades. The thermal efficiency
decreases with water injection bec2use more heat has to be supplied
to vaporise the water. This latent heat of vaporisation is very
difficult to recover because any condensation in the regenerator will
require much g;reater heat transfer surface area than can be easily
provided for.

2·4·7.

Blade cooling

Another possible method of utilizing the benefits of ming high
turbine inlet temperatures to get more work output at a higher
efficiency is to resort to' blade C')oling. Blade cooling is chne to
reduce the blade temperature, though the gas will still be at a high
temperature. Thus, without reaching the tem;Jerature limits of the
blades a higher gas temperature can be used. Blades can be cooled
by passing the cool air near the root of the blades so that heat
conducted to the root is carried away. Another method is to cool
by passing air or liquid in blade annulus. Blade cooling is normilly
used for aircraft gas turbines.

2 4 8. Sum.mary of improvem ~nts in b:usic gas turbine
cycle with varioµs m.odifications
Fig. 2· I8 and Tab!e 2· l shows the improvements which can be
obtained by various modifications of the basic gas turbine cycle.

Pressure ratio

Fig. 2·18.

P2 I P1

Improvement in ~as turbine cycles
with various modifications.

' The curves of Fig. 2· 19 are dravm for compressor and turbine effi.
~iend~s-of 85% and regenerator efficiency of 70%. Table 2· l snows
the general trends of eff~ct of various m,Jdificafr:ms on work output
and~ efficiency of the cycle. It should be noted, however, that this
comp.uison is general in nature an::l. not exact became of inter~
dependence of many parameters, - for example, the compressor and

[SEO. 2•5]
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turbine efficiencies depend upon the pressure ratio and the losses in
combustion chamber and pipe lines, etc., depend upon pressure
ratio and the temperature of combustion. This is clear from Fig. 2 · f8
which shows that the efficiency of the basic cycle with regeneration,
at first, increases but after certain. pressure ratio it starts falling. And
ultimately it falls to~ level where regeneration is useless because at
that point the temperature of air is equal to temperature of hot gases.
Any further increase in pressure ratio will result in heat fl.ow from air
to hot gases.
TABLE 2·1
IMPROVEMENT;, IN BASIC CYCLE BY VAR10US MODIFICATIONS
Modification

Effect on work
output

Ejfec1 on
efficiency

Remarks

No change
Increase
Increase
Increase

Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Increase

Efficiency starts
falling
after
certain pressure
ratio (see

Regeneration ,and intercooling'

Increase

Increase

Fig. 2·18)

foterco9ling and reheat

Increase

Decrease

Regeneration; reheat and
imercooling

Increase

Increase

' Regeration
In tercoo ling
Reheat
Regeneration and reheat

2-·5.

ACTUAL GAS TURBINE CYCLE

The actual gas turbine cycle differs considerably from the ideal
cycle" because of the following factors.
(i) The working medium does not follow the ideal gas law.
(ii) The expansion and compression processes deviate from
ideal processes. This is because the processes are never instantaneous
and heat transfer always occur. Moreover, some friction is always
present which makes the processes irreversible.
The process of
diffusion in the diffuser of the com;Jressor fs always associated
with some loss :rendering complete diffusion impossible.
(iii) Complete intercooling and complete regeneration is not
possible for obvious reasons.
(iv) There is always some pressure loss in the pipes and
ducts connecting various components of the gas turbine such
as combustion chamber and the heat exchanger. AH these pressur~ l?sses affect _the cycle efficiency in that the available expansion
:rat10 m the turbine is reduced by a corresponding amount.

ant.

(v) In actual practice the ratio of spedfie heats is never const.
This is beeause of two reasons. Firstly, due to the products

42
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of combustion which expand in the turbine having a different specific
heat than that of the air being compressed in the compressor.
Secondly, the specific heat increases with an increases in temperature.
This causes lower temperature rise for a given heat input. i.e .•
the mean temperature at which heat is added to the cycle is lower
or in other words more heat is rejected in the exhaust for a given
maximum temperature and a gived expansion ratio.
Another way in which variation of specific heat affects the
performance of an actual cycle is its effect on optimum pressure
ratio. Usually the pressure ratio chosen corresponds to either best
efficiency pressure ratio or best specific work output ratio both of
which depend upon y, the ratio of specific heats (see Equs. 2 14
and 2· I 6). Thus the value of optimum pressure ratio changes with
the variation in specific heat.
(vi) The actual work output is less than the ideal work output
by an amount equal to friction, windage and t,ansm:ission losseii
which cannot be avoided.

AH these factors, which tend to reduce the efficiency and work
out put of the actual cycle, can be taken into account in the calcu~
lation of its performance by assigning efficiency values to each one
of them. The effect of deviation of working medium from ideal gas
}a,,11 can be considered by taking into account the effect of change in
:ratio of specific heats from the y to polytropic value n. The de®
parture from ideal compression and losses into diffuser is taken into
account by efficiency of compression i'Jc, and departure from adiabatic expansion and pressure losses in combustion chamber are accounted for by turbine efficiency. Efficiency of regeneration :akes into
account the heat losses in regenerator. Thus an accurate c:nalysis of
actual cycle is possible by .the consideration of various component
efficiencies.

p

4

Fig. 2·19. Actual gas turbine cycle

Fig. 2· 19 shows an actual cycle on P.~ and T-s diagram,
can be seen that the pressure losses are apparent in lower

It
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ratio which ii: available for the turbine. Fig. 2·20 shows the difference bet ween cycle efficiencies fo, ideal and :real gases for three
~
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Fig. 2·20. Difference between efficiency of actual and ideal cycle

. different gases. It can be seen that cycle efficiency drops with
increased ratio of specific heats both for different values of y for various gases and for changes in y of a given gas due to influence of
temperature on specific heats. For helium
only one line is
shown. This is because, for this gas, the effect of temperature on
specific heat is negligible. From Fig. 2·20. the variation in the
optimum pressure ratio for real gases from. ideal gas pressure ratio
can also be seen for air and carbon-dioxide. The influence of
temperature on specific heat of carbon dioxide is more than that on
the specific heat of air.

;HJ.

CLOSED OYOLE GAS TURBINE

11:ost of the gas turbines plants in use are open cycle type. The
dosed cycle gas turbine is a comparatively recent development. h
was after years of pioneering work that Escher Wyss of Switzerland
first introduced in 1939, a dosed cycle version developing 2000 kW
at a pressure ratio of 3·8 and turbine inlet temperature of 700°0
wirh a thermal efficiency of over 30 per cent. It took the dosed
cycle principle long time to estal,lish and it was not until sixties
that its use became wide-spread all ovtr the world.
The fundamental difference between open and dosed cycle gas
turbines is in the method of heating .the air after compression. In
care of an open cycle turbine the fuel is burned in the air itself to
raise it to a high temperature and then products of combustion are
passed on to the turbine for expansion and which after delivering the
work are finally rejected to the atµ1osphere. For next cycle a
fresh supply of air is sucked in the compressor. In case of closed
cycle turbine, on the other hand, the same air or the working fluid
is circulated over and over again. The working fluid is heated by
burning the fuel in a separate supply of air in a combustion cham,;
ber ?Jld transferring this heat 'to the working :fluid, which passel
thr6i(ih tubei'l fitted in thjs chamber. Thus the working fluid does
not come into contact with the products of combustion.

44
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Fig. 2·21 shows a schematic diagram of a dosed cycle gas turbine plant. The working fluid, usually air, is compressed by the
Compressor

Fig. 2·21. Schematic diagram of a closed cycle gas turbine cycle,

compressor and heated in the combution chamber without coming
in contact w.ith products of combustion, and then expanded in the

J
·C

Boiler

Turbine·

I

Feed-water,
Feed-water
re-heater Compressor l pump
Gen&rator

·

j

o,

a,!

'

Air· heater

Fig. 2·22.

Turbine

Hect·
exchon9er

Pre-cooler
nd imer-cocle.

Compreuor

Genero101

Ciosed cycle gas turbine compared with steam turbine

turbine and cooled in a precooler before being supplied again to the
compressor. By virtue of this indirect transfer ofhe?,,t and use of a
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precooler, the closed cycle gas turbine is more akin to a steam tm-i
bine than to an open cycle gas turbine. Fig. 2·22 shows the strik.~
ing similarity hetween the two types of plants. The flow area per unit
output for a gas turbine plant is much less and tli.e blade lengths do
not vary much in height from inlet to outlet. In a steam plant use
of high pressure steam must be resorted to for increasing the efficiency but a closed cycle gas turbine plant works on a relatively low pressure ratio of 4 to 10 (compared with those of steam turbines which
is 250-500 time greater). The specific volume (m3 / kW) of a closed
cycle gas turbine, at outlet, is about twenty times smaller than that
of ,the steam turbine.

Load

---,,,,.~:::..--~-------~
..,
Fig. 2·23. Closed cycle gas turbine cycle with mµltistage
intercooling and reheating.

By the use of multi-stage reheating and intercooling a closed
cycle gas turbine cycle, as shown in Fig. 2·23 aud the corresponding
T-B diagram shown in Fig. 2·24, can be approximated to the reverssible Ericsson cycle. Ericsson cycle, by virtue of the fact that in it the
heat is added at highest temperature and reiected at lowest tempe~
rature, has an efficiency equal to carnot cycle efficiency.
Closed-cycle gas turbine plants are highly suitable for nuclear
-and high output power stations, and for total energy plants. Fig.
2·29 shows the schematic diagram of a total energy plant producing
T

l

s

Fig. 2·24. T-s _diagram of closc~i cycle gas turbine cycle with
multistage intercooling and rehC'ating.
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·20.30 MW pow~r ~llQ ~0-60 x 106 ~c~l/q. process ~e?-t witq ~in
data giy,en. l'.!i:e efficiency the plant is 34 pe.r ceµt ~lltj. total energy
convers~o11. is .up too 85 per c.ent.
· /

.

i·~·,.

A~v~t.ages and (Jisac!,v~ntagefJ

g"s tJJ.~~9:e. · ·

ot

cios~d cycle

t

Adt•antaves :
I. Since the pressure of the working fluid is independant
of atmospheric pref.sure, a higher pressure can be us.ed to incre.ase
the specific output of the r,Iant. This results in dim,inu;tion of Jqe
sizes of the components both for the machines and the heat transfer
apparatus used.
2. Gases other th'.ln air, which have more favourable properties can be used. Helium or helium-carbondioxide mixture
·gives higher efficiencies and smaller dimens.ions for speci~l purposes.
The properties of helium at high pressures;such as high heat tr1;1nsfer,
low pressure drop, high sound velocity and neutrality towards radioactive materials makes it possible to build smaller heat transfer
equipment and is highly suitable for nuclear plants.
3. Use of alternative working fluids such as helium, etc., gives
rise to the possibility of using alternative materials as no oxidation
oc.curs with these inert gases.
I

.

.

-•·"

.... ,

4. The power output of a closed cycle gas tm bine can be
controlled' by changing the mass flow. The system pressure
·is proportional to the g~s mass flow. By changing the pressure and
mass flow, output cnailges but · the temperature drop remains
the same. C<;mstant ten.ip~ratm·es lead to constant heat drop ilnd
constant velocities in the turbine · blaaing and hence the velocity·
triangles and consequently the turbine and compressor efficiencies
remain constant for. every power output. In case of an open cycle
g11:s turbine the power contr.ol is l)lffected by controlling temperature
which a~ects the efficiency of the turbine at part load.
5. Existence of constant temperature at all loads results in
low thermal stresses.
6. Due to the f11:ct th8:t the working fluid does not comejn
,contact with products ofcombustion, even very low quality fuel ca\i
be used. All types offuels solid, liquid, gaseous and nuclear, can

~~d.

.

7. In total ener.gy plants <;lirect waste heat utilization at a
high temperatures for heating .purposes, without affecting power
cyde efficiency, can be affected because heat rejection is an isobaric
process instead of.isothermal change of state i.e. condensation
. 8. The turbine blades arc not fouled by the products of com4
bustion.

9.

The regulation of the closed cycle g1;1s turbine is simpler.

(SEO.
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Disad1Jantages :
I. The use of high pressure requires a strong heat ex~
changer.
2. Since heat transfer is indirect, a part of the heat energy is
lost in rediation and other losses resulting in poor combustion efficiency.
3. Due to use of air heaters and precooler the cost and bulk
of a closed cycle gas ,turbine plant is much more than that for an
open cycle gas turbine plant.
4. A coolant is needed for precooler which is a disadvantage
as compared to an open cycle plant.

2·6"2. Effect of lll.edium on performance of a dosed.
cyde gas turbine.
In a closed cycle gas turbine the same fluid circulates round
and again in the system and in the course of circulation its tempe.
45
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Fig. 2'25. Actual obtainable efficiencies for various gases.

rat1;1re and pr_essure, hence its ther1:1odynamic properties, also change.
This change m the thermodynamic property cf the :medium affects

the petformance of the closed cycle gas turbine greatly.
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The ratio of-specific heats, y, influences the cycle efficiency and
the optimum pressure ratio (Fig. 2·20). The cycle efficiency decreases
with an increase in _ratio of specific heats. Thus the ideal cycle
efficiency is maximum for carbondioxide and minimum for air.
However,there are other factors which affect the design and effi.
ciency of an actual cycle. For example, due to difference in the
viscocity of these gases different pressure losses occur and the cycle
efficiencies obtainable are more or less same as is clear from Fig.
2·25.
However, the maximum efficiency obtainable differs due to
different variation of specific beat with tei;nperature (see Fig. 2·20).
It should be noted here, that efficiency alone is not very important in the design ofa turbine plant. Other factors,such as size,
pressure losses and heat exchanger losses, maximum limiting speed,
, etc., are also quite important. Thus due consideration must be given
to various design factors. One example is the optimum pressure
ratio, lower the optimum pressure higher is the number of stages
required for a given total pressure ratio.
In general, the optimum pressure ratios are lower for monoatomic gases (inert gases) which have a higher ratio of specific heats
than that for diatomic gases such as nitrogen and air which has in turn,
lower y than that for polyatomic gases such as carbon dioxide. The
lighter gases require more number of stages. Number of stages for the
same circumferential velocity is given by c,,n. = 1· 25 =5-2
c,,,ur
0·24
maximum temperature remaining same for helium and air.

with

Once a pressure ratio corresponding either to that for maximum
efficiency or maximum outp~t is chosen all the temperature:,: in the
cycle are fixed independent of the type of gases. With them is als9
fixed the temperature difference across the turbine and regeneratqr,
etc. The heat drops are, therefore, proportional to the specific heats,
or for ideal gases inversely proportional to the molecular weight. Thus
we see that pressure ratio for maximum work or maximum effi<iency
depends upon the ratio of specific heat only while the correspt;iinding
heat drops also depends on the molecular weight.
'
Another important factor which affects the compresp'or speed
and hence the maximum pressure in the gas turbine cycle, /efficiency
and workout is the Mach number at compressor inlet. The velocity
of sound is higher in a· lighter gas so that for a given tip speed, the
Mach number for a lighter gas is lower than that for a heavier gas.
In other words, the compressor can be run at a higher spe,,ed without exceeding the unity Mach number when a lighter gas is used.
The peripherial velocities which can be used for same number of
stages for heliuni and air are given by:-

_[!_~=

U •tr

f c,,n. = f 5·2
'\J c,,o;r \J ,

=2·28

(SEC.
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Thus a helium compresrnr can run at a circumferential velocity
2·28 times higher tl1an that for air. However, mch a high speed is
seldom allowed by the stress limit set by the pardcular blade
material used. The perioherial speeds ofcompressor rotor for nitrogen and air are limited to about 160-170 m/sec where the compressor inlet Mach number is unity. Fnr carbon dioxide this speed
is still lower because of its bciag hc:a.vici tha,i «ir. This 1m::a1;s that
the comoressor for carbon di,nide m•;st run at a lower s.x:cd, that is
number' of comprrssor stagt:s requirr.::d will be mvre' for carbon
dioxide than for air or helium.
If the compre~sor is not limited in its speed by Mach number
a high reaction l.i!ading can be med to attain a higher pressure coefficient.
In the range between 400°C and 800°C heat conductivity of
helium is approximately 4 to 4·5 times a,; great as that of air. At
lower temperaturfs it is as high as 6 times. Therefore, when helium is
used the size of regenerator is reduced. However, special insulation
layers, better' bearing. etc., are needed with helium. New sealing
problems also increase the cost.

2·7.

HELIUM COOLED CLOSED
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

GAS

'IURBINE FOR
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Fig. 2 26._ £fficie, cy of helium gas turbine.

It was discmsed in the previous article that helium gives high
efficiency, (see fig. 2·26) and smaller dimensions for a given output ;
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of the gas tu:rhine piant. The properties of helium at high pressures,
such as high heat tran~fer, low presrnre drop, high sound velocity,
neutrality towards radioactive materials and graphite make it
possible to build compact heat c-xchange units. Due to high heat
transfer coefficient certain control proces5es take much. less time
in helium than in an air cycle of equal size.
Ti::rnsfer
HP receive~.

compressor

D-()LP

supp:y()--t,cH~'

r;;CC!.l~!JIOtor

Co111rol 0-

·---!><r-·-i:;_· !
:

I

i

.~J
57 ara 60 afa
104°C 119·3°C

Reactor

25
38

dto
~

C

Inter 'cooler

26·2 cm.!
472~ "C

Fig.· 2·27. Schematic diagram of a direct gas cycle nuclear power plant.
(Courtesy: £sher Wy.fs).

All these properties Cif helium make it very attractive for nudear power plants where previously only the steam turbines were
used to convert reactor heat into mechanical work. Due to the
susceptibility of water to radioactivity an intermediate heat exchanger
with carbon dioxide as working medium, is generally used to transfer heat of nuclear reaction to water. Since pure helium does not
become radio_ac,:tive when passing through the reactor, it aHow3 the
elimination of the intermediate stage. Fig. 2·27 shows a schematic
diagram of a direct gas cycle nuclear power plant. This figure also
shows the main design data. The plant efficiency remains constant
over a very wide range of power output, (see Fig. 2·28). OveraH
full load efficiency is about 36 to 40 per cent.

IOOr--,--,~r:::::J:=;;::;::;,=-,--,--,-,."t--,
ao,_.-+_,,<r--+~-t---.~-+--+---<~-,......_.,
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00
Fig. 2·28. Plant effUency

20
vs

·80

loa:J for nucle1r rnwer plant shown io.

1
The advantages of direct cide are the reduced cost, reduced
bulk and reduced· danger of explosion. It is ea~y to control and doe§
not need special precautions, w prreverH leakage of high pres~uri:
st4tam into the :reactor. Relatively fow cvcie pressures are nt>eded,
thereby, making construction easier. The: operation at cons,arH
temperature at ai I loads he! ps to improve safety of the ·operation..

2·8.

TOTAL ENERGY
TURBINE

SYSTEM

INCORPORATING GAS

The thermal efficiency of a gas turbine plant is relatively lo,.,,

due to high excess air of abouc 300 to 350 per cent and high ex.lt
temper aim es of about 425 to 55U°C. The dliciency hes in tbe range
of_20 to 25 per cent fo:r ,i simple gad rnrbine cyde, 25 to 28 per cent
W!th regenerative heating, and up to 42 per cent fo!' exhaust fir,;;cl
,-egenerative heating cycles. T!:ms ab,mt 36 to 60 per cent of the total
heat sup!,)lied goes imu the rnrbine ed1aust. lf this large amount of
-exhaust heat is utilized for pruducing additioo'3l power by raising
~team in a boiler or l~>r producing low pressure sceam used for
proces,ing purposes, the efficieacy ot the gas turbine cycle can £Ml
increased to about 85 per cent.
Such plants are known as tota.l
cnezgy plant~.

1. L.i'. compressor
5. LP. turbine
'9 and 10. Valves

13. Air heater

2. H P. compressor

3. H.P. turbine 4 Gear
6. Generator
7. Precooler 8. fotercoo)1;>~
•l l. Charging compres~or 12. Heat ex1:hnnger

14, 15, 16. Compression air preheatcr system.

Fig. 2·29. Schematic diagram of a 25.130 MW total energv olant. Combinod
power (30 MW) and heat productinri (:0 to 60x WJ kcal/fl).
Electrical efficiency alnu! 34"1,",. T0·:il energy c mversion upto
35 per cent
(Courtesy : Escher Wyu).
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Fig. 2·29 shows the schematic diagram of a total energy
system incorporating a gas turbine. The exhaust of the gas turbine
which coniains about 17 to 13· 5 per cent oxygen by weight is used
as combustion air for the boiler. Approximately 25 per cent more
exh~ust gases are needed than ambient air to burn the same fuel.
Almost, iall the ·heat in exhaust is utilized and the efficiency of th~
gas turbine is increased. The loss of efficiency in the steam cycle
due to iricreased condenser. flov, is more than compensated by thi,.
Tbe supplementary fired bpiler raises high pressure steam which is
expanded in a back p'ressure turbine to give additional power as
well as proces.~ steam. Thus efficiency of the steam cyde can be·
raised by about 2 to 3 per cent. A separate water heater can also
be used if the process requires hot water.
· · The gas turbine plant in combination with a steam turbine is
very flexible. Gas turbine is er:cellent for meeting the peak and
emergency power requirement 'because of its low, capital cost.
automatic operation, short start type and high reliability.

'~ower
Co~prnsso~Di.f

rbine

"'"~:"" ?' """'
"'""'~:::;::..
Refrigeration/

)old

proce~ ~ recuperate,

V"efrigerotion load

Refrigeratioi>
load
ta) Schematic diagram

Refrigeration turbine
(b) T-s diagram

Fig, 2·30. Combined power and refrigeration cycle

The fact that optimum pressure ratio for turbine cyde is.
near the pressure ratio required by the regenerative refrigeration
cyde suggests that the two cycles can be combined effectively and
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the same compressor can be used for both cycles ;educing the overall
cost. Fig. 2·30 (a) shows the schematic diagram of such a combined
cycle and Fig. 2:30 (b) shows the corresponding T-s diagram. It can
be seen that both the cycles are fimilar and optimisation of parameters for maximum efficiency is rather easy .
. In article l ·5·?. of chapter I the combined gas and steam
turbme cycle as well as the recuperator cycles were discussed. Fig.
2·3I $a) . shows the possihilities of selecting a proper design for a
p,arhl ular use.. Point B, where the gas turbine output is zero
represents the pure steam turbine with an efficiency of about 40
per ~ent with steam at 134 kgf/cm 2 and 550°C. Point B, with gas
turb1~e to steam turbine output ratio of about 13 µer cent, denote-s
the ~1gh efficiency combined cycle with about 42 per cent combined
efficiency, i e. a gain of about 5 per cent. To the right of B, the size
of !he gas turbine which gives a good matching gas .turbine flow to
boiler, becomes too large. The excess gases which must be by passed
after some point to the right of B increase the stack losses._ If the exc~ss gases are not bypassed and instead an economiser is used
the efficiency falls further. Point C refers to the pure gas tur,bine
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(a) Gas turbine power iis v·::rcentage of total power.
(b) Fuel burnt
(c) Excess air
Fig, 2 31. Selecting proper design of combined cycles.
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'Yith an efficiency of 26 per cenL, The .dotted line BO represents the
efficiencies obtainal5'le by suitable combination of gas turbine and
the steam turbine.in parallel.
Point D represents the best condition for a rerupetator type

cycle with steam output about half that of gas turh.ine output, i.e.
one-third of the total output with an efficiency of 39 per cent. The
steam conditions being determined by exhau~t temperature of gas
turbine and other economic consideratiom. Points G1 and G2 refer
to the gains which can be obtained by burning supplementary fuels.
Fig 2 31 (b) and (c) shows the fuel burnt and the excess air
availabie with various combinations. l(is intere~ting to note that
th<! ext:ess air, which is as low as 2· 5 to 5 per cent from A to B, 1ises
to 'about 400 per cent from C to D.
The capitalcost is ·high along- AB, and remains high upto
C for steam fraction because of high stf"atn condition hut the combined cost decrea~es because of increase in size of the gas turbine to
that of'point 0. Fof rf'cUperator cyck, capital cost from Oto Dis
low and almost constant per kW of output. From D to B it rises
abruptly with a discontinuity.
2·9. SEMICLOSED CYCLE GAS TURBINE
Semiclosed cycle gas t.urbine plants are 1hose plants in which
there are two turbines, one to drive the compressor and the other
is power generator turbine. The turbine, which drives the compressor forms a closed ci.rcuit as shown in fig. 2 32 and is a closed
cycle gas turbine. Exhaust from the closed cycle turbine is taken
to a rccuperator wher~ it gives up its heat and heats up the air
from the high pressure cornpreswr before it is fed to the combus1..ompressor turbine

8

Fuel

m,

23456789-closed
cycle for driving
compressors
1235678910-open
cycle for power

Fig. 2·32. Semiclosed gas turbine ·cycle.

tion chamber. The compressed air is fed to the combustion chamber
through two circuits, one as combustion air in which fuel is burned

[SEC.
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and products of combustion expanded to produce power in power
turbine, the other air stream. passes through the combmtion chamber
via a heat exchanger. gets heat by taking a part of the heat of
combusfon and expand.1 in the compresrnr turbine. Thus the
heat of combustion is divided into two parts and temperatun~ of the gases going to the turbine is reduc•d. Another advantage
of semiclosed cycle is that the compressor mrbine may be deiiigned
to match the compressor and can work at their best efficiencies
while variation in load can be: mef by controlling the fuel supply to
the combustion chamber. This results i,1 good. efficiency over
almost the complete load range,

2· 10. GAS TURBINE PLANT ARRANGE \iENTS
Gas turbine plants have their three main components turbine,
c0mpresrnr and the combustion chamber arranged in different
ways to meet the demands of speed and load control of
the Plant set by a particular application. The diff,:rent . arrange·
ments l'lffecr the performance of the plant i e. the efficiency and
variation or the efficiency with loid. The torq1e and speed
d1'iract"ristic are cri1ical for diffaent a.pplica~ions. The basic
arrangements are as follows : 2· 10·1. Open .cycle with single-sh'lft arrangement
Fig. 2 33 shows the schematic diagram ofan open cycle plant,
with single shaft arrangement The compres,;or aud the turbine
an~ dirt'ctly couoled by a single ~haff to tfie load. This has ati
inforim; flixihility characteristic. Any changy in speed will change
the speed of cornpressor and the t'fficirncy of the cornpressor'will
decrease due to air angles being differe~t than dcitgned. There
is 11:o a ~iarting difficulty. gas mrbi11e plants are not self,starting
and must be' TUil to about 30-40 per cent of their normal speed
before thry develop sufiidellJpower to maintain the speed. This
arranirement requires a large motor to accelc:rate the shart. 'The

HE

Fig 2'33. Open cycle gas turbine with single shaft arrang~mt·nt.

cost of open cycle with sin~le shaft arram(ement, is low. This
type of arrangement is used for constant speed operation and for
applic~\iom where the .load is 11su<1lly near to full load. At part
load3 the efficiency of t1te·o1a11t is p/)or.

:t·it1'2. Open cyit~ lfitli two-Shatt arra:::igement
. Fig. 2· 3.4 s~ows the sc~ematic arrangement of a two

shaft
turbine .f:>lant. It. consists, of fwo turbitles arid a compressor. Orie
turbine is cotiplea to the comprc:sscr and the second to the load.
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This arrangement is also known as free turbine arrangement. The
two turbine &hafts are mechanically independent and can run at

l'ower turbine
FiP,, 2·34.. Open cycle gas turbine with two shaft arrangement.

different speeds. Another possible arrangement is the use of two
concentric ~hafts to couple compressor and one turbine by one shaft,
and another turbine and the load by another shaft.

1,

· The two-shaft arrangement is more dficient than single shaft
arrangement because one turbine coupled to the compressor can be
run at a higher speed compatible to high compressor efficiency.
The power. supply is controlled by changing the amount of fuel
supplied to the combustion chamber. However, such a control has
two main disadvantages: (i) The amount of flow chang-es with the fuel
supply and. r<"sults in changing compressor speed. This reduces the
efficiency of the compussor as ~ir angles are now not optimum.
(ii) The maximum · temperature of the cycle is also lowered due to
improper f~el-air matching, resulting in a loss of efficiency.
2·10·3.

Open cycle series or parallel flow gas turbine plant

Fig. 2·35. (a)Open cycle series gas t,urbine plant
turbine plant.

(bJ Open cycle parallel gas

The disadvantages discu~sed · above can be overcome by
using two comb,mion chamhers connected in series or in parallel as.
shown in t<·ig. 2·35 (a) and 2·35(11) respectively: In series arrangement
the vari:Hions in load and speed are ob.taincd by changing the fuel
supply to s<-'conci combmtion cham.ber, the compressor, turbine
combination still running ·at its optimum speed giving,optimum
efficiency. In paralld arran~u:ment coat, ol alf.;,;ted by changing
the fuel supr,ly to che corn'rn'ltio:1 chamber of the power turbine.

is
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With two mechanically independent shaft) and the control
affected by the use of two combustion chamber, it is possible to
obtain a wide degree of flexibility of power and speed range .. Marine
propellers, heavy duty automobiles, railroad engines 2nd wide range
of industrial applications are typical examples of the use of two-shaft
arrangement. The two-shaft arrangement is used to meet peak load
demands because it can be quic:dy accelerated to meet the load
requirements. If a single shaft plant is med for peaking, any sudden
change in load will be met by changing the speed of the whole
compressor-turbine combination resulting in long time lags and
·sometimes to dangerous overspeeding .

.2·11.

AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE

The simple gas turbine with its three elements, viz. compressor,
combustion chamber and turbine, though successful for air·
crafts, is highly unsuitable for automotive applications. This is
because its output torque decreases rapidly with speed and drops
to zero at about 40 per cent speed. Another important reason is the
poor part load performance of the simple gas turbine. Its specific
fuel consum(Jtion is very high at design point due to lower pressure
ratios used and, still more, it deteriorates under part load conditions.
The decrease in the turbine inlet temperature at part load operation
is the. main reason for this poor part load efficiency. So for making
-the simple gas turbine suitable for automotive applications some
· ;modificatiom in the sim?le gai turbine arrangement must be done.

:soot--'~--'~'-'-=='-'~=-.!~~~~
.c

..
3

a

...
::,

~200r""<;~----t-.,.,.~~~~~~~
~

~ 1001---~~~-C!~~~~~-,,Ll

Fig. 2:36. Torque speed characteristic of a conventional engine fitted with
hydromatic automatic transmissionahd of a gas turbine
at two different pressure ratios, ,

Fig. 2_:36 shows the torque speed characteristics of a conven.Jonal engine fitted with hydroµiatic automatic trlinsmission and that
of a gas turbine at two different pressure ratios. It can be seen that
·the tor,1ue characteristic of a turbine is very similar to a torque
converter and by suitable choice ot a two speed gear ratio it should
give nearly the same road performance as that given by the
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combination of a torque converter and 1he conventional engine, So,
the first step towards modifying the simple gas turbine is that the
turbine should be decoupled from the compressor and made free to
make the torque-speed characteristic acceptable.
The acceleration performance of the gas turbine is lower than
th,t of reciprocating engine, so before it can be used for automobiles
the inertia of its rotating parts must be reduced.

Another point of importance is the part load fuel consumption.
It is well known that alm')st all automotive engines, including the
g,1s turbine, run most

or

the time under part load conditions and
unless the part load fuel consumption is improved the use of gas
turbine would be highly uneconomical. One way to do so is the use
of high pressure ratio and the me of va1 iab!e nozzles in the power
turbine enable a high combustion temrerature to be maintained at
reduced loads. Another method of reducing fuel consumption is the
use of heat exchanger.
Thus a free turbine, heat exchanger and variab1e nozzles have
become more or less the standard element~ ,-,fan automotive gas.
turbine.
2· U·l. Free power turbine
Fig. 2·37 (a) shows the schematic layout and Fig. 2 37 (b) the
internal schematic of a free power turbine system. The inlet air

Fig. ·2!'37 (a).

Free power turbine.

Km/ht

· AJ 1$00 hp

Variable inlet

guide van.e

Pow•
tt1rbl11@

gear

Fig. 2·37 (b). Typical automotive gas turbine arrangement.
(Free power turbine).
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passes through the five progressively shorter height blades of
the pressure compresmr. The pre-~sun: 1atio is iucrea5ed further in the
counter-rotating high presrnre compieswr where a centrifugal turning stage forms the transition 10 a 1 i did diffuser. The pressure ratio
used is 14·5: l.
·
The use of counHr·rotatir.g arrangfment, the high pressure
spool, i.e. high prtssure tmbine, high pres~ure compressor and
nozzle in narrow speed n,nge is conductive to high efficiency and
increases acceleration capability.
The air from the cenrrifugal turning stage passes through the
recuperator, gets preheated ard reaches a ~ingle-can type tangential
scroll combustion clfarnbtr, from "'here the i;roducts of combustion
pass to the high pn:ssure turbine. The first stage turbine blades and
nozzle are aircooled and can withstand temperatures up to 1115°0.
The uncooled second Hage tu1bine wheel drives the low pressure
compressor via coaxial shafting through the high pressure spool. A
ring of variable incidence vanes direct the gases to the second stage
turbine which rotates in direction opposite to that of the first stage
turbine. The variable incidence vanes, i.e, the variable nozzles,
allow the turbine to operate under ·optimum conditions over its
entire operational range. These,.thus, keep the exhaust temperature
and recuperator efficiency high under pai t load. These also help in
braking by directing, when desired, th~ gas flow in a direction so as
to oppose the turbine flow. Thm they can protect against overspeed
when the loa'.d on the turbine is suddenly lL st.
Figure 2· 38 shows the performance of the free power turhine.
The turbine horse-power vs sµeed characieristic is significantly flat
and the fuel consumption is also approaching that of best conventional engine,
The :staU torque ratio, i.e. stall torque/design torque, is about
2· I to 2·3 w1iich is not sufficient for a passenger car which needs a
stall, torque ratio of about 4 : I for good acceleration. This stilt
requires a. change speed ge<:1r box. Another important thing is that
for good acceleration speeds of both
compressor as well as
turbine should increase. simnltaneom!y but this is rarely so. The
compressor accelerates faster than the turbine which is delayed due·
to lags in fuel control and other mechanical responses.
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120

Performanct: map of an automobile gas turbine.

2·:U·2 Split
(SC.DGT)

co:m.pressor

differ, ntial

igas

turbine

Another arrangement for automotive gas turbine is tne split
compressor differential gas turbine (SCDGTJ shown in Fig. 2·39 in
which the various compouents m·c mechanically linked through a
differential gear The compression is carried out in two separate
compressors. The low pre;sure compre•sor is carried on one
shaft and the high presrnre compressor and turbine on the second
shaft, These two shaft;, arc: conuected through an epicyclic differential gear.
0

i

I

6

CJ
I
j

ig. 2·~9 s~1~en12.tic diagra1n of a
SCDuT pov.er :mi•
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The advantage of this ~rrangement is that its torque speed
characteristic rendt'.1 s u,e of a speed changing gearbox unnecessary,
except for reversing and 1he p:cih load performance is much better
than the free power turbine. The diffrrenr:al gear aHows the low
pressure and high pres~ure com pi essor shafr speed to vary, keeping
the output shaft speed COllstam so that engint: mass flow and povver
can be vJ.ried. A, the b;gb pressure Cc>~ipre,s,,r s;>eed falls the output shaft speed is reduced while the low pn-ssure compressor speed
rises resulting in a higher combustion remperntur;:. And as a consequfnce, the turbine torque increa~es since the rat,o of output shaft
torque to low pres<un· c,im;.,resscr· torque remains constant, giving
better part load effic1ency.
For starting an automotive gas turbine a large amount of power
is needed became the comprfssor spe<'d must be quite high before it
can develop a useful pressure ratio. The use of spht compressor allows
the cranking power to be low.
Fig. 2·40 shows the performance of a SCDGT power unit for
various values of the parameter B which is analogous to "throttle" in
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: 0·2 H-ri:1-.:"""';..;..~...-=-+-::::"""9

0·2

0·4 0,6

0-8

Relative output speed

Fig. 2·40. Performance of a SCDGT power unit.

a spark~ignition engine. It shows that at high speeds the performance is quite good over a wide operational range, but performance
is poor below 30 per cent output speed. The dotted line shows the
optimum area of operation.

ILLUSTilATIVE EXAMPLES
2· l.

Ideal gas turbine cycle : net output.

A gas turbine power unit r-nerate.s at a maRs flow of 30 kg/e. Air
enters the compressor at a pressure o.f l kgf/cm 2 and temperature 15°0
and is d~scharged_ from the compre.w>r at a pressure <:f 10·5 kgffcm2.
Combustion occurs at con.<;tant pressnre and results in a temperature
Jrse of 420°0. If tke .fiow leaves the turbine a\"' pressure of 1·2 kr;f/cra2,
determine the net power output from the unit. Take c1)=0·14 kcaljkg~K.

y=l'!i,.
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Fg. 2·41.

Assuming reversible adiabatic compression in the compressor,
we get
,
r-1

p:

T2=T1 ( p ) y
04

).f4

5
"""'·288
X ( IOl ..

=564 K
:.
T 2 -T1 =564-282=276 K
Temperature of the gases leaving the combustion chamber,
T 3 =564+420=984 K
Assuming reversible adiabatic expansion in the turbine, we get

TTa
.,- ( P 3
P,

)I=!r

984
-----U4

( 10·5
1·2

...

)"1·4·

=529K
T 3 -'1'4 =984-529=455 K

Net power output=turbine output-work done on compressor
=mass rateX c,,,{(T3 -T4 )-(T2 -T1 )}
=30 X 0·24(455-276) X 5·61
=7930 H.P.
Ans.
2·2. '~ Simple gas turbine : YJ, work ratio, air rate, sf'c, A/F
Tatio.
In a simple gas turbine plant air enters i'l,,e compres1JDr al
1·033 kg1/cma and 15°0 and lea,;es at 6 kg,/cm 2 • It is then heated i°"'
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tlte combustion chamber to 700"C and then enters the turbine and
expands to atmospheric pressure. The isentropic efficiency of compre,'Jsor and turbine are ()·80 and 0·85 respectively and the combustion
efficiency is O· 90. 1'he fall in pressure thro,,gh the combustion chamber
is O·J kgf/cm 2 . Determine (a) the thermal fjficiency, (b) the work ratio,
(c) the air rate in kg per shaft horse-pou·er, (d) specific fuel consumption, and (e) the air-fuel ratio.
Take calorific value of the Juel tqual to 10,200 kcal/kg, Cp=O·U:
-and y=1·4.

'I(

Tr

9,3

I
Fig. 2'42,

0·4

-= 288 X
•

6 )IT
( -;-;--;:;:l

u.,.,

J

=477 K

or

4·77-288
O·B= T 2 -288

1'2 =524 K

T 2-T1 =236

T ,'--: _ _T~''------'y~ l

(Ps/P4) y
';jJ'!,

0·4

Sl/1 ·033)F4
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=592 K

.
. T3-T4
0 33 = '17j-592
or

T 3 -T4 =0·83(973-592)
=324 K
Net work C:.one/kg of air=Cp(1'3 -T4 )-cp(T2 --T1 )
=0·24 X 324-0·24 X 236
=21 ·12 kcal/kg

.

(a) Thermal efficiency,

'l'l

'

=

Work done
H
eat supp11ect

~

_0·24(324-236)
-0·211973-524)

Ans.

=17·6%
ci:,{(T3 -T4 )-{T2 -T1)}

(b) Work ratio

Cp(T3-T4)

324-236
324

=(J-272

Ans.

632
(c) Air rate/shaft-horse.power= 21 . 12

=30 kg/hr

Ans.

. d C11(T3-T2)
(d) External heat supp lie = - - - 'IJcomb·

-

0·24x449

0·9

=120 kcal/kg of air
'fi f 1
. ' Heat supplied /kg of air X air rate
Spec1 c u.e consumption=
Ca 1on·fic va 1ue
120 X 30

=-10200=0·353 kg/shp-hr

(e) Air fuel ratio

=

Ans.

30
0·353

=85

Ans.
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Simple eycle : Co111puison of ideal eycle -, and eycle
considering component efficiencies.
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An iaustrial gas turbine takes ir,, air at 1·03 kgf/cm 2 ' and 27°0
and compresses it to 5'5 times the original pressure. The temperatures at the salient points are, compreisure outlet, 251°0, turbine inlet,
760°0 and turbine outlet, 447°0. Oalculate the compresaor anrl turbtne
ejficiencies.
Compare for the ideal cycle and cycle considering component
effieien.ciea-(a) therm1.l efficiency, (b) work ratio, (c) optimum pressure
ratio for maxim•.tm output, an·l (a) optimum pressure ·ratitJ for
maximum efficiency.
··

Fig; 2·43.
y-1

T,~=Ti(

Y) y

0"4!

==300(5;5)TI
==489
-''Jc=

- -,

T 1 '-T1
m
.e1-T1

489-300

=5=-.:2""'4___300""""'-

=Q·845.

-.
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1033
0·4
(5·5) IT
=635
T 3 -T4
"'l)i=T3 -1''
4

1033-720
lOJ3-b35

=0·786

(1033- 7201-(524- 300)
103j-524

=0·175 or 17·5%.

Thermal efficiency

-

T 3 -'1\
R-.

Aims.

Ti
lie

0·786

300

1033 X T-63- o-°"oo
= HH3-300
l ·63-1

300
0·845

=()-181 or 18"1%.

Ans.

(b} Ideal cycle work ratio= 1

=1- 524--300
lUj.:5-720

=0~284
Work ratio

=l- T 1

T2

•

R. _l_
'tlc'l'Jt
0·4

300
l·-4
1
· 0·845x0·786
=l- 1033_< 5· 5)
=0·288

Ans.
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(c) Optimq!:D.. pressure ratio for maxiqium output iq
ide~l cyckjs give11 PY
.

tll~ case

of

B== ,f T 3 r:f1

...

f lU:Sa
1 4 = \J :soo

0·4

(!: )

Ans.

p 2 =8·78
Pi
.

or

Optiml.lm pressure ratio for actual cycle

B

I
. \J
=

"lJ•"IJt •

i~ ~iv~n by

'1',
T1

\}ro 845x0·786xl=

.

==1·236

...

1·4

PJP1 ==(l·236)o-'4

.

=2·1.

(cl) Optimum pressure ratio for maximum efficiency is

.~.

given by

Ta/Ti

B==

1 -1)
1+ \Jf ('1'3 /P1-1)(71t·71c
1033/300

=

J(I033
)(. I
)
I+
. 300 -l 0·845x0·786-l

==2·83

...

t·4

:: =(2·8~) o·4

Ans.

==9·9

In case of i4eal cycle the optimum pr~ssure ratii) for DJ.aximuDl
effi.cicacy is given by
· ·· · ·
· '
. 1033

B==Ta/~i =;=
p

=~·5

.

p: =12·08..

300
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2·4. C:o:nditlon for positive power ;

'1J ; :ma.H

flow.

An open cycle gas turbine plant consists of a compressor,
combustion chamber and turbine. The isentropic ej/foiencies of compressor and turbine are '1Jc and 'IJt, the m,iximum and minimum cycle
temperatures are T 3 and T 1 respectively, and r'II is the pressure ratio
for both the compression and e:,;pansion. N egleeting pressure losses
and assuming that the worlcing su,bstance is a peifect gas, show that the
necessary condition for positive power output is
n-1

'1Jc 'IJt T 3 >1'i rp n

Buch a plant delivers 2000 hp and operates such that inlet
pressure and temperature at the r.ompress'ir is 1 lcgf/cm2 and 15°0, and
that at turbine is 4 kgf/cm 2 and 7()() 0 0. Calculate the isentropic e.ffi·
cieney of the turbine and the requisite mass flow of air in kg/see if the
compressor efficiency is 85% and overall thermril efficiency is 21%.

$;:l"j _____________

3

Fig, 2'44

n-1

T 2'=T1 ( P2JP1
0·4

=288x4 TI
=422·5 K.

or

0·85== 422·5-288

...

P:=Hfrl K.

f!'

'.l'1-:l88

T,,' = __T_...a_n__...,,

)-n-

69
973

=~
(4)-1"4

=663·5 K
Overall thermal efficiency

or

...

net work output
heat supplied

0 .21 = C11(973-·T4 )-ct>(422·5-288)
Cp{97j-422·5)
T 4 =722·8 K'

973- 722·8

250·2

= !:173-'-663·5 =309-5
=0·81 or 81:0%.

Ans.

Net work output =1J X heat supplied
=0·21 X 0·24(973-422·5)
=27•75 kcal/kg.
.
2000x 75
Air. mass flow rate= 27 . 75 X 427
=9·5'1 kg/sec.
2·5.

Simple gas turbine ;
output ; m ; sfc.

pressure ratio for

m.a:idmum.

Deduce an expression Jor the specific output (kcal/kg of working
fluid) of a simple oonstant pressure gas turbine in terms of temperatures
at the beginning of compression and at the beginning of expansion, the
isentropic efficiencies of the compressor and turbine, the pressure ratio
and the isentropic index. The s peciflc heat at constant pressure may
be assumed constant, and the weigkt of the Juel added may be
neglt!.cted.
Hence determine the pressure ratio at which the specific output is
a maximum for the following operating conditions. Temperature at
compressor inlet is 15°0, temperature at turbine inlet is 630°0, and the
isentropfo efficiency for compressor and turbine is ()•85 and 0·90
respectively.
Assume the working fluid to be air throughout. Deturmine in
kg/hp.hr (a) the air flow and (b) the fuel consumption, if the calorific
value of the fuel is 10,300 kcal/kg.
y-1

T./=T1 (rp)

Y

y-1

l:,.Tc'=T2'-T1 =T1

(

rp_y_

-1 )
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,i ~ ----- ----.I

.J
I

Fig. 2·45

...
1-v

Similarly, 6.Tt='l)t T 8
Now net work

(

l-rp--:f)

output=wg-W,;=Cp( 6.Tt-6.Tc)

1-y

or

Wnst=Cp

['l)t

T 3(

1-rp y)~ :

-1

rp

1 (

1

-1 )]
Aus,

For optimum pressure ratio, differentiating the above relation
w.r.t. r,, and equating to zero, we get

(l-r)

dw,..t
-;;-- =- . - - Cp 'YJt T3
111,rp
r •

1-2y
'rp

-Y-

-

(r-1r )c"'Tt

. - - - - - 'rp
·'ijo

...
Substituting the value~
)2-2X1•4
288
(
'fp= 903x0·85x0·9

= ( 903 X 0·85 X 0·9

288

y-1

)1,75

=4·62

y =0
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l-1~

1~-1

.{ . . ( •... T-4-)
288( . 1'4·,.
=0·24 0·9-903 1-4·62
. -0·85 4·62

-1

)}

. {. 0·9
. . X. 903
.. . ( ··I-'- 1"549
I ) - 288
(
)}
= 0·24
0 .85 0·549

=0·24 (28'a ..... Hf8)==24·148 kcal/kg
Mass flow

75 X 3600 ..L 2c. 9. .._ · Jh· h
.v
ag P· r.

= 427 X 24·48 -

.s.

y-"1

'1'2='1'1x (rs,) Y
04

=288 X (4·62) i ·~

=288x i·sf.;.462 K
Mass of the fuei -

ta .9 X (:J-24(!'.l03-462)
10~300

==0: 2695' kg/Jip..l:1'.

Ans.

2·6. Simple gas Jutffliltq elli~i,:tt~ '.at1.d air ilitake ta:kmg
mass _6t f'ael into account
11, a gas turbine plant. comprising a sing-le B(age co~reiJsor,
00
combustion ckamber and turbine; the compresBor takes in air . at
and compresses it to 4 tirnes the initial pressure with an isenlropi<J
efficiency oJ 8$ per cent. 'I'hefuel air ratio is 0·0125 and the ca'lorifto
i·alue of the fuel is 10,000 kcal/kg. If tke isentropio efficiency of tke
turbine is 82 :Per cent, find _the overall thernuil efficiency and the air
intt.ike /or a power output of 350 hp. ·.
·

lo

'I'ake tAe mass of the jvel into aooount Tlte t·urbine inlet.temperature is 1000 K.
,(I. Meck. FJ. April, 1969)

Fig.2'46

/
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n-l

Ts'=Ti-(Ps/Pil n,
0·4

=288x (4)1"4
=425K

Ts= (T,' -Ti) +Ti
7jc

=( 425....:..288
)+288
0·85
.
=449·1 K
Work done on compression

kcalfkg

=0·24(449·1-288)-38·7

T.'= 1000
~=674K
(4) 1·4

T4-T3 -TJe(T3 -T4')
1=

'-~/.'-.,1,.

l000;;...0·82(1000-674)

""'732·5 K

.

Work done by turbin~ \

0-)

==0•24( I 000- 732· 5)
:, . \

:.

.

==64·2 kcal/kg.

Net \vork output

.

== l ·01,25.\ 64·2-38·7
=26-3 k-cai/kg of air
_ 26·3x427 _ 15 Hp
- · 75
·.'
Heat supplied\

=0·24(1000-449·1)
=132·1 kcal/k!l'-.

:.

Overall thermal efficienc:y
26·3
= 132 . 1 =0·199 or 19·9%

Intake air required ·1

=

~!0 '-:-23-:\8.kg./sec.

Ans.
I

I.
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2·7. Improvement in cycle with intercooli:ng and regeneration
An ideal open cycle gas turbine plant using air operates on an
overall pressure ratio of 4 and betu:een the temperature limits of 300 K
and 100() K. Assuming constant specific heats, ci,=0·24, Cw=0·17,
evaluate the specific work output a·,uJ, thermal efficiency /or each, of the
modifications below and state the percentage change from the basic cycle.
Assume optimum stage pressure ratios, perfect intercooling and perfect
regeneration.
(a) Basie cycle.

(b) Basic cycle with heat exchanger.
(c) Bo.sic cycle with two stage intercooled compressor.
(d) Rasic cycle with heat exchanger and intercooled compressor,

s
Fig, 1•47

0·24
c11/c.= 0· 17

=1·4
(a) Basic cycle.
0·4

...

T 2 '=300(4) TI
=446K
T 2'-T1 =446-300= 146
T '= 1000
"

0·4

l4}1°4
=674 K
T 3 ~T/ = 1000-674=326

Spec~fic work output
=0·24(3"26-146)
=43·2 kcal/kg.

/4
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.
O 24x 180
Thermal efficiency = U·~ 4 pOOU-Hti)

=0'3255

or 32·55%.

Ans.

(b) Basic cycle with heat excl.anyer.

or

Since regeneration is perfect
T 4 -T2 =T5 -T2
T 4 =T5 =674 K
The specific work output remains unchanged.
The thermal efficiency
0·24(326-146)

=0·24(fooo-6-74)
=0·552 or 55·2%.
(c) Basic cycle with two stage intercooled rompressor.

The pressure ratio for each stage

=v'4=2.
04

T2'=300 X

£I~

=306 K.
T 2' -T1 =306-300=6
Total work done on two stages
=2cp(T 2 -T1)
The turbine work done is not affected by intercooling, i.e.
Wt=C 0 (T 3 -T4)

Net work output
=c'J}(T3 -T4')-2cp(T2'-T1)
=0·24x 326-2 x0·24x 6
=75·4 kcal/kg.
75·4
Thermal efficiency
0·24(l000-:-l06}
=(}'.453 or 45·3%.

Ans.

(d) Basic cycle with heat e:rchanger and intercooled compressor.

The net work output remains same as in (c), i.e. 75·4~kcal/kg
For ideal regeneration
T 5 =T,=674 K.

...

Thermal efficiency

=0·24(!.000-674)
=(M>64 or 9(hl%.

Aas.
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2·8. Rf,!geltetatiil'e .JJas tuH,ine cycle ; spe~iS«: output and
eflttite:rlcy at tutl lbad and

part load.

. (a) Derive an. expression for the efficiency of an ideal basic gaa
turbine cycle with perfect regerw;~tion. ~hou1c the tlariation of efficiency
with res»ect to cycle pressure ratio at different temperature . ratios aml
explain low reasonably good part. load efficiencies are possible with this
arrangemerit

(b) At /ult load an ide11,l basic regenerative . cycle operates witk an
inlet air temperature of 20°0. The turbitM inlrt temperature is 850°0,
and 'the pressure ratio for the cycle is 6 to 1. To obtain a desired part
load operating p1int, the turbine inl"-t temperature is l<,wererl to 600°0
and the compression ratio to 2·.S. Find the spec'fic outputs aiid lhermal
ef/teiencies of the cycle at the full load antl. part load operaling points
and compare the results with t4ose for th1J basic cycle c,pera,ing under
the same conditiona.
[Aligarh, M:sc. E~gg., Jan. 1972 ; Punjab, M.E . .April 197tj:
1"•R
112,

3
,- • - - • • - - · ·

Fig. :2"48

(a) The efficiency of ideal cycle with ideal regeneration is

T

'IJ=l-T:
wh~re

_ P2
r,,-P1

If
and

P2
-=r,,,
Pt

y-1

(r,,)

-

Y
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y-1

(b) (i) Full load 1j= 1- (ri:,) Y
(lt

. ll23
«= 293 =3·84
04
(6) I ·4

=1- 3·84 =l-0·435=0·565

Ans.

=56·5%.

·Or

Specific power output
=ci:,[lTa-T4)-(T2-T1)]
=Cp

T ( T3
1
'1'1

T,
T2
~ --p;+ 1

-

=cp

T1 (
.·

=cp

T 1 ( «- : -8+1)

oc-

)

T 4 .~.-8+1)
Ts T1

3·84
=0·24x 293 ( 3·84-liff-1·67-!
I )
=0·24x293x0·87 .
=61·6 kcal/kg.

Ans.

Pan load condition

T3 =600+273=873 K
a= T~ - 873 -2·98
T 1 - 293 y-1

=(~)y
=(2·5)0·286=1·3
T1
P1

8= T2

8
1·3
Yj=l--;-= 1 - 2·98

=0·564 or 56·4%.
Wnet=CpT1 ( r,.."- :

-

o+ 1 )

Ans.

11
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=0·24x293( 2·98- ~--~s -1·3+1)
=27·4 kcal/kg
Comparison with basic cycle without regeneration
1
·r:=l-'

(i) For full load

ti

l

1l= 1- iif1= l -0·6
=0·4 or 40%.

(ii) Part load

'.,() = 1- -11·-3

Ans.

= l ·0-0·77

Ans.
w... t is not affected by regeneration and remains same.

RESULTS
'·

Regeneration cycle

Full load '1l
Wnet

Part load 'll
Wnet

Simple cycle

56·5%

40%

61 ·6 kcal

61 ·6 kcal

56"4%

23%

27·4 kcal

27·4 kcal

Ans.

?·9.

Compound gas turbine ;

PL,P, turbine;

'l'j,,,m.u

In a compound gas turbine the air from the compre.tsor passes
through a heat exchanger heated by th, exhaust gasea from the lowpressure turbine, and then into the high pressure combustion chamber.
The high-pressure turbine drives the compressors only. The exhaust
gases from the high pressure turbine paas through the low-pressure
combustion chamber to the low pressure turbine which is coupled to an
external load. ThefoUowing data refer to the plant :
Pressure compresaior& ratio in the compressor, 4 : 1
lsen#ropie 1t.Jficie'ft.C?J of compreaeor, 0·86
lMttropic efficiency of H.P. turbine, 0·84
laentropic rfficiency of L.P. turbine, 80·0
Mechanical ejfid,e'l'l,C'!J of drive to compressor. ()· 92.

In the heat exchanger 75% of the available luat is tran.s/erred to
tl e air.
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Temperature of gases enterin'J H.P. turbine, 660°0
femperature of gases enteri'Tlg L.P. turbine, 625°0 .
.Atmospheric temperat1tre and pre.ssur(!, are 15°0 ani J·03 kg/fem•
respecti11ely.
.
Ass-.:,ming that the specific heat cf) of a,ir and gas is 0·24, d~r.
mine (a) the pressure of the gases entering the low pressure turbine;
(b} the overall ejJi,ciency.
[Punjab Jf.E. 1969, Gwalior 1972 (8)]

u·c
1-13Kfl,1elfl~

Fig. 2·49 (a).

Fig. 2:49 (b).
y-1
1-4-1

!'111~=(P
· Pi

2 )~

1

..•·

IT . . 1·486

T 1 '==.288x 1'4·86=428 K

'f:/ _.__,,I'1

7jt

or

=(4)

0·86

Ta-t'1

t~~-28~
, ~1.Sij
12

:.

T1 =451 K

Now, W.D. by H,P:Turbi~eXYJmec,.::c:"1.D. l;)y
:. ct>(T4 -T0)xQ;~.g=c,.,{T2-Ti)
·
·

or

and

(T,-'116)=

J.t~ -·

171 K ..

2\=933-177=756 K

c:o~e..~sspr
··

··

P"4LnJtJ Ql!'

G!tl 'TU:~B~E CYOf.,lllf

For H.P. turbine "IJt, 0·84=
!~.

T,-Ti;'=2P4,

;:=i:, ,

T5'=722 K
1·4

y

P4
P5

...

79

=( '1'5'
'1. )1-1=(9'33.·)1·4-1 _ .
72'1.
-2 49
1

4

4x i ·03
2. 49

P5

1·655 kgf/cm2

Ans .

Fqr t.P. tµrbine
y-1

T6 -(
T 7' -

...

I ·4-:-1

P 11 }1--(l ·655
P1
1·03
-

)1'4
.
. =l·l43

rl'7 'Ff" I~i!,=78i K
7
8 TT 8 -T
T ~

"lje=O·...

s-.?

W6 -:-T7 =(898-785J x 0·8=90·4

or

I.

T 7 =898-90·4=807·6 K

For heat cxcha11gcr

...

71=0·75 c,.(Ta-Ta)
tt1!T1-T2)
T 8 -T11 =0·75(807·6+451)=267·5 K

or
n_.
l' · .m .
e,,(T6 -T7)
vvera ~ e.u.ciency= c,.\ T ~ - 11a) +c,.(1.'e- T 5 )

90·4

-,---=--

- (l:1:13- 7 lli·:>)+(d98- 756)

=~·2S3 or 25·3%.

2·10.

Ans.

~ I gas tarJ>i~e ~ycle with two-stage compression
and expansi~ ; H.P. ; sfc ; efficiency,

.AC deaign apeed the following data apply to a gas turbine aet
~mploying a aeparate power turbine, heat e~changer, reheater and
lntercooler between two-atage compreasion.
I aentropic e!ficiency of compres'sion -in eacluta,ge
80%
Iaentropic efficiency of compressor turbin;e
87%
laentropif efficiency of power turbine
80%
Turbine to compressor transmisaion efficiency
99%
Preaaure ratio in each sta,ge of cornpreasion
2:1

80
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Pressure loss in intercooler
Temperature after intercooling
Pressure loss on each side of heat exchanger
Thermal ratio of heat exchar.ger
Pressure loss in combustion chamber
Combustion efficiency of reheater
Maximum cycle temperature
Temperature after reheating
Air maas jfow
Ambient air temperature
Ambient air pressure
Oaloriji.c value of Juel

()'07 kgf/cm"

300 K
0·1 kgflcm2
0·75
O·Jfj kgflcm 2

98%
1000 K
1000 K
25 kg/s
15°0
1 kgf/cm 1

10,300 kcallkg.

For air, Cp=0·24 and y=1·4 during compression
For gases, Cp=0·276 and y=1·33 during heating and expaMion.
Find the net power output, specific fuel consumption and overall
thermal efficiency. Neglect the kinetic energy of the gases leaving the
system.
[B.H.U., M.E. 1970] ·

Fig. 2·50 (a).

Fig. 2·50 (b).
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0·857= y-J. x-nY
n-1
I ·4-1 .

n-1

or

1

.

'1

,

-U- =
1. 4 X\,.P.i;-=0·.:;335
:u Uv/

·work of compression in first s1tage is given:by
Wc 1 =cp(T2-T1 )

1;; -1}
n-1

P2

\-;;_-I

P, )

j

=0·24x280x
=0·24x 280 x·o·26
= 17·5 kcal/kg.

\Vork done in the second stage,
Wc2 =0·24x 300 x [0·2n]
=18·75 kcal
Total compressor work
= 17·5+ l8·75=36-25;kca1/kg.

-O·OI
=3·85 kgf/cm:.i
Also

..
'

=300 X 0·26= 78

f\=378 K

Now compressor work=compressar turbine work,
36·25=0·276(T5 -T6 )
T 5 -T0

=i~~~=

131)(.

T 6 =1000-131=869 K
Turbine polytropic efficiency is given'by
n-l
'f'11-·=--X
"'
n
y-

81
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0·882= n-1 X l ·33
n
l ·:B-1

or

...

/

n......:l =0·882x0·33

O·iIQ

1·33

n

Y

n-l

T 5 -T~=T5
or

1-( ~: )~J

[

}31=1000 { 1-

or

"(U\,v}

-'Vo.219=1000 =1·15
'
86Y
y=l·89 _
3·85
P 6 = Tw =2 04- kgf/cm2

...
...

P 7 =l+O·O'J=t·OJ kgf/cm2
n-l

. T6=(
T7,

=

£L)-;;P1

(r~:t~l9

= l· 157
T
T6
7=

869

l ·157 = 1·157

=·,750 K
Net workoutput/kg=c,/T6 -T7 )
=0 276(869- 750)
=32·8 kcal/kg.
N-e t- ~-h a fit h orse power

mass flowxW.D:/kgX427
-. · 75 _· · _

15 X 32·8 X 427
75
=2820.
.

j

Let T,. be the tempe_rntute after heat-exchanges.
Then

...
:.

O·J5=- T,.-T 4

· T 7 -1'4
_ T,.,-378
- 150-:1r
T.,=657 K.
Te:mperature rise in the combust:on chamber
=1000-6:i7=34-3 K. '!

Ans.
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Overall thermal efficiency 'lJ =

'.l'

6

-T 7

1'5 -1'.,

119

__

3-tJ

=3,Ui%

Ans.

G32

Specific fuel consumption

lUJthJ x U :HS

=IM76 kgjbhp/hr

Ans.

Without Heat Exchan1er

Compression work n:maim •ame=36·25 kcal/kg.
P 5 =4-0·l='5·~ kgf/cm2
g-q
P 6 = 1·BY

= 2·06 kgfjcm\

I' 7 = 1kgf/cm 2

n-1
Ts
(P)
n -(<>·06
o,·19
qr7 -(P
'I
6
7
-

=l ·l 74

.."'

8fiQ

T 7 = 1. 174 =740 K

Hence net work output/kg=0·276(869-740)
=0·276x 129
=35·6 kcal
Net shaft h.p.

35·6xl5x427 = 3050 ,

75

Efficiency,

.
632 , - Spec1'fi c f uel consumption=
10300--x-0-_20 8
=0·295 kg/bhp/hr.
2,·U.

Closed-cycle gas turbi'le : preijsu:re
efficiency for .n.ax. "ork.

Ans.
ratio and cycle

In a closed cycle turbin" plant the working ffoi'.d at 38°0 is com.
pressed with an adiabatic efflc·Zency of S2};. It i,; thrn h~ated at cons~
tant pressure to 650°0. 1'he jlnid th~n exp ind,~ 1lo;u11, lo ·initial pressure
in a t1ubine with an ail£r.ibxtic efficiency of 80%. 1.'he fluid after
expansi'.on is cooled to 38°0.
The pressure ra/io if sur,li !.h'lt 1uork done per kg. is maximum."
gas having
The working fluid is a-ir Which i'
to be a
-Ox,=0·25 and R=29·2 kg.m/ku/k.
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Calculate the pressure ratio and cycle efficiency.

Fig. 2;51

R

Cz;-Cx=

J

Cz,=0·25-

~~;

=0·25-0·0684

==0·1816

y-1

'l',/=:cT1

...

y

r

v-1

T 2 -T1 = l 2'? TJ(rz;)~

T --T,.

'1Jt=0·80='.l' 3_T;
3

4

,,)

Net work done,
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.
L
..

f

Y_:-])

{·

=0·25 737 1-l/(rj'))

. dW
.
F or max1mmn
work dr

11

y-1

J-3sol{rp)

Y

Y

-ljJ

d W
= O an d = -w
dr 2
2

1-y

y-1

' -731_}:_(rp)Y -380~(r 11)y =0

·'

dr

dr

1-y

or

- 737

1-2y

y-1

(rP) Y -38•)

Y

Y

-1

(rv) Y =0

l -2y

(r.,)

or

Y

_ _!_
(r z,)

380

=737

Y

2(1-y)

-::;380
(rz,)
=~

or

0·38

...
...

T 2'=31I x(3·65) 1·38
=445 K
134
0·82
T 2 -T1
T 2 -T1 =163·5

T2=474·5
,

T.=

T3

923 _ 45 K

y-1-1·4:1- 6

.

(r11) Y

O·S=

T 3 -T4
278

T3 -T4 =222
T 4 =701 K.
'IJ=

=

(T3 -T ~)-(T2 -T1 )
T 3 -T2

58·5
448·5 = 13 %

=

222-163·5
923-474·5
Aus.
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2·12. Automotive gas turbine
The flow dfogram of ar,, automr:tii:e gas ~urbine is shown in Fig.
2·52. The following data referB to thiB turbine :
Rated H.P.
=300
PreBBure ratio
=16: 1
1'urbine inlet temperature, 0 0
=925
=0·255
BBfc, kg /bhp-hr.
Exhaust temperature, "O
=316

Regenerator efficiency, %
Burner efficiency, %
Compressor efficiency, %
Turbine efficiency, %
Ambient tempemture, "O

(a)

Fig. 2·52.(b)

=75
=96

=80
=85
=27

ANALYSIS OF GAS TURBI!'.>E CYCLES
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Calculate the (i) thermal efficiency (ii) work ratio and (iii) temperature and pressure at salient points.
Overall pressure ratio =16: 1
Stage pressure ratio

='Vl6=4

·r-1

T/ =T1

(

;;

-

r·;;·-0·4

-f- )TI

=300x(
=446 K

T.-T 1

'ljc=-- - ; -

-

T2-T1

T 2 -300
O·B= 446-300
T 2 =482 5 K

or

Assuming that the air cooler cools the air to initial temperature,
we have

T 3 =T1=300 K
T 4 =482 5 K.
Since the high pressure turbine di ive~ the compressor only
Cp(T4 -T3 )=cp(T7 -T6 )

or

0·24(482·5-300) =0·24(1198-T7)
~
T 2 =1016·.5 K
Ts-T1
'IJt= T 0 ~T;
O·SS= 1l98-10ln·s'.
l 198-T7 '
T/=983 K
T,'
I
T 6 = --y---1-

or

( r p)

...

y
1'4

: -( JJ9~

'ip-

983

)0'4

=2·0

lG

P 7 = 2 .0 =8 kgf/cm2
By energy balance of heat exchanger
Cp(1\-T4 )=cp(Tu --T1 2)

a,
•
Cp(1\-T,1l
H eat. exc hanger eaectiveness=
("' · "' 1

C z, .l

11 -

-'

41

cv(T11 -Td

=

'l\1- 589
T 11 -482·5
=908 K

O 75=

or

f

Cz,{T11-1'4)

Since whole of the power output of turbine T~ is cons urned in
driving the low pressure coa,pre:;sor, we have
Cp(T2~:l\}=Ci,\T10 -T,1)

or

0·24(482·5-300)=0·24(T10 -908)
1'rn=l090·5 K
"llta = T10-T11

T1@-Tn'
IC90·5-9·8
O·B 5 = 1090·5-1'1/

or

...
...

T 11 '=876'1 K
Pressure :ratio for turbine T 8 is given by
] ·4

1090·5 )

r 11 = ( 87 6" 1

Sjnce

6=4

=1·508

p 11 =1 kgf/cm2 , p 10 =1·508 kgf/cm 2
Ps =~=5·31
p 10
l ·5U8

...
...

Pe

8

3 47 kgf/cm 2

Ts

T1,' = ---y----1
(rv) Y

9

Il B
-10-0
---0~.-:-4
I
1 .
(2·305)~

or

0· 35 =

Ts-T9
Ts-T,/
l i98-T9
1198-1170

T 9 =1l74·2 K.

K.
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Tentr 11

1'.he following data r,elate to a test on a simple gas turbine
plant:
·
·
Ambient· temperature and pressure, 10°0 and 1·04 kgf/cm2 respectively ; static pressure at compressor entry, 0·93 kgf/cm2 ; compressor
delivery total head pressure and temperature, 6 kgf/cm 2 and 230°0
f'eBpectively ; turbine exhaust pipe tempemture, 460°0, turbine horsefPOWer 8000.
Oalcuwte the total hwd isentrcpic efficiency of the compressor,
. and (aking the compressor entry area as 0· 10 m2, calculate the air mass
flow and estimate the temperature of the gases at entry to the turbine.
It may be assumed that tliere are no losses at compressor
entry, that tl,,e entry ,,efocity distribution is uniform and that increase
of mass flow due to fuel addition is negligible.
i.ralce Ci,=0·24 and y=1·4 for compression and c,,=0·27 for
expansion.

Fig. 2·53

Note. Ambient conditions are total head conditions sntce
ambient conditions ·~re con~idered to have no kinetic energy.
(a) Compressor total head isentropic efficiency :

Consider the. total ·hea4 conditions between points l and 3.

1'a't
T 1t

=( PPii .
3t )

y-1
y

0·4

6

T 3't=283 X ( 1.04 )

1-:;:f"

=466 K
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T 3 '1--T11

iscntropic ·IJ

T3i- Tit

465-283
= 503-283

Ans.

([;) Air mass flow

P 2 i=P1 t= 1 04 1gf/cm 2
T 2 t=Tn=283 K
'Y

( ,: )=c ~;-r-1
~0_4_ =( 283 )
0 93
T

1 "4

04

2

0•4

9·03
T 2 =283 x ( To4

)TI =274 K

v2

T.i-= T 2 +-2- ..
'2yJc,,

v2

283 = 273 + ~.2-_

2g.Jcv

Velocity at entry to corrpre<sor,

V2 =

,f 2 x-9·8! x427 xO<c:4(_2tl3-274}

= 134°6

Volume per sec.

m/sec.

=area X velocity=0°l0 X 134·ti
. = 13·46 m 3

/s== V

2

0 24
c
---v-:- 1·4
c,,
=0· l 74- kcal/kg K
'l=(Cp--C 0 )J =(0·24-0· l 71)427
=29".:?7 kg-m/kg K
c'P
y=-

Note. Static pressure and temoerature values must be w:ed to;
obtain mass flow
'
P 2V 2 =mRT2

m=

0·93 X 10 4 X 13 46 -1 :;.5 1- I
29 27 x :l74-- "gisec.
J

Temperature at the entry to turbine

Total head temperature at entry of turbine=T4 t
Total head .:emperature of exhaust from turbine
=T5 t=733 K
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Neglecting the ma&s of fuel, we have
Work done by the lurbine

=mcp(T4 t-T 5 t)
or

3000 X 75

427

.

1

= 15·6 \/'. 0·27(14t- 733)

3000 X 75

42'i'xLi oxo:u
=1067 K.
EXERCISES 2

,

+ 733
Ans.

SECTION A : Descriptive questions
2·1.

Why is i, necessary to make simplifying assumptions in the analysis of
gas turbine cycles ? Stcite these assumptions.

2·2.

Show the ideal Brayton or Joule cycle on P-v and T-s diagrams labelling the compressor and turbine ~\ork. Define the ideal efficiency of
this cycle.

2·3.

Define isentropic effidency of (a) compressor, (b) turbine; and derive
expres,ions for 1hem in terms of enthalpies and temperalure.s. Show
the eft"cct of the>se efficiencies on T·s chart.

2-4.

On what factors the ideal aic standard efficiency of open constant press11re cycie gas turbine depend ? Wliat me :le additionalf.ac1ors when
irreversibilities in cmipression and exp:rnsion are taken into account?

2 5.

Derive :rn expression for the efficiency of open constant pressure cycle
gas turbine taking component efficiencies into account. Hence shew the
1efficiency of ideal Joule cycle is ! - -

,rv)y-J

where rp is 1hc p:cssure

I

2·6.

ratio, and y is the rai/o of specific heats.
Define air rate. How does it effect the size of the gas turbine?

2·7.

Define work rJtio. \Vhich is better -a high work ratio or low \'.Ork ratio?
Why?

2·s.

Derive an cxpressi~n for the work ratiJ of a simple gas tmbine taking
compon~nt efficiencies into account.
Show that the work output of a simple gas turbine depends on turbine
and compressor inlet terr,peratures and the pressure ratio.

2·9.

2· 10. What :ire the three parameters on \l\hich the size of simple open cycle
gas turbine depends ?
2·11. List fre five m:ii:i thcnu()dynamk: variables that effect the performance
of a gas turbine plant. Show by diagrams how the thermal efficiency
and specific wo!k output viry •,vith a change in these thermodynamic
vari;ib!es.
2· 12. Draw a schematic diagram and a T-s diagram of an open cycle gas
turbine with a rrgrn,;;ra!or. What is the objective of regenerative
cycle? How power output is affected by regeneration?

2 l : . De1 he an expression for the efficiency of a gas turbine cycle with ideal
regeneration.
2'14. What is the effect of pressure ratio on the efficiency of a regenerative
ey;;e ? At what pressure ratio the regenerator becomes superfluous 'I
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2 · J5. Define regenerator thermal ratio or efficiency of regeneration ? What
limits this effic ency ?
2 · J(,. Draw a schemaiic dill gram and a T ·s diagram of an open cycle gas tur,
bine with an intercooler. What is the objective of intercooling? When
intercooling is resorted to ? How does it effect the efficiency of the
cycle?
2·17. Draw a schematic diagram and a T-s di2gram of an open cycle gas
turbine with a reheater. rs the objective of reheating same in a steam
turbine and gas turbine ?

2·18. Derive the condition for maximum output of a reheater gas turbine.
2 '19. Why a reheater ras turbine is well suited for adopting regrneration?
2·20. What are the main effects caused on the performance of an open
cycle gas turbine with regeneration of the addition of an inte;cooler and
a reheater ?
2 71. What is the effect of water irjection on performance a gas turbine?
2·22. What is the object of blade cooling in gas iurbine 1rnd how it is done?
2"23. Give in tabular form the summary of improvements in b.1sic gas turbine
cycle with various modifications.
2·24. What are the factors which cause actual gas turbine cycle to differ considerably from the ideal cycle ? Discuss them.
2·25. Explain the working of a closed cycle gas turbine with the help of a
schematic diagram. What are the reason~ of its development in recent
years.
Show that by the use of multi-stage reheating and intercooling a
closed cycle gas turbine cycle approximates to reversible Ericsson
cycle.
2·26. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of a closed cycle gas turbine
as compared to an open C) cle gas turbine.
2·27. Why may the size of a closed cycle gas turbine be smaller than open
cycle gas turbine of the same horse-power?
2·28. What would be the advantages and disadvantag,~s of using helium
instead of air as medium in closed cyc:e gas turbines?
2·29. Why helium closed cycle gas turbine is an attractive proposition for
nuclear power points ?
2·30. How gas turbines can be incorporated in toial energy systems? Give
two examples.
2·31. Explain the workin 6 of a semi-closed gas turbine with the help 0f a
schematic diagram. What is its main advantage over closed cycle gas
turbines ?
2· :2. Describe the various gas turbine plant arrangements and their relative
merits.
e

2·33. Give the arrangements used in automotive gas turbines.
SECTION B : Numerical questi.m;;
2·34. Simple gas turbine : effidem:y specific output

The maximum and minimum temperatures in a simple gas turbine plant
working on the Joule cycle a re 100) K and 238 K re,pectiveiy. The pressure
ratio is 6, and the isentropic efficiencies of the comoressor and turbine are 85
and 90 per cent respectively. Calculate the effi::iency and specific work output
of the plant.
[T2 =515 K, T 4 =639 K, '1=27·6%; output=32 1 kcaJ/kg]
2·35. Effect of increase in compotirnt cffideudes on (a) trwrmsl effkfE'WY (b)
work ratio
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In the last seventy years the gas turbine inlet temperature has incrP,ased
from soo•c to 900°C, the turbine efficiencies have increased from 60 to 90 per
cent, and the compressor efficiencies from 65 to 85 per cent.

For a pressure ratio of 4 calculate :
(a) the ideal efficieucy
(b) tbe effkiency and w.,rk ratio of t!,!.rbines of 70 years ago
(c) the efficiency and work ratio of modern turbines.
[(a) ·0,aea1=33"6%;

: actual

(b) "'"'"' ;

'.c) .,,. .. ]

,mu ideal output and efficiency

A gas turbin,e operates at a pressure ratio of 7 and maximum temperature

is limited to 1000 K. The isenlropic efficiency of the compressor is 85 per cent
and that of the t.urbine is 90 per cent. ,f the air enters the compressor at a
temperature of 288 K. Calculate the specific output and efficiency of the plant
and compare ihese va,lues with those achieved by the ideal Joule cycle. H the
un;t is required to produce a power output of 750 kW, determine the necessary
mass flow rate. Take c,, equal to 0·24.
·
[31'45 kcal/kg; 28·58%; 88·6 kcal/kg; 42·7%; 5·68 kg/s].
2 37.

Cornparism1 of idml imd actmi! cycle

27°C.

(a) In a gas turbine
the air enters tl:e compressor at 1 kgf/cm2 and
1he pressure Jcavin~
compressor is 5 kgf/cm2 and the maximum
in the cycle ;s 850"C. Compare the comores,or work, turbine work,

ratio and cycle efficiency for the f0Howi6.3 t'wo c.1ses : (i) the cycle is ideal
(ii) the cycle is _actual with compressor efficiency of 80%, turbine

efficiency of 85% and the pressure drop between compressor
and turbine is 0·15 kgf/cm2.
·
(b) If in the above cy;;le the air expands in the turbine to such a pressure
that the turbine work is just equal to compressor work, and further expansion
of air upto atmospheric pressure takes place in a nozzle; calculate the velocity
of air leaving the nozzle.
(c) If an ideal regenerator is incorporated in the ideal cycle, what is the
thermal tfficiency of the cycle ?

[Ideal cycle w0 =42·15 kcai, wT=99 kcal, work ratio= ...... , ri=36·55%,
Actual cycle Wc=52'7 kcal, wT=85 kcal, work ratio ...... , ,i=22·25%, c5=692

m/s, 'l')rMenerator=58·5%].
2"38. The
of a gas turbine is showµ in the diagram. The compressor is driven by
H.P. stage of a two-stage turbine and compresses 5 kg
of air per second from 1 kgfJ.;mi io 5 kgf/cm2 wilh an isentropic efficiency of
85%. The H.P. stage has an isentropic efficiency of 87% an<i its inlet temperature is 675°C. The L.P. stage, which is mechanically independent, has an
isentropic efficiency of 82%. The expansion pressure ratios of the two turbines

Fig. 2·54
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are not equal. 'fhe ex~aust gases from the L.P. stage pass to a heat exchanster
wnich transfers 70% ot the heat available in co0ling the exhaust to raise the
.compressor tempera.ture
ddivery.

a,

A,suming_ th~ working fluid to be air throughout, of constant specific
heat, and negkctl)~g r,res,urc Lsses, c:,u,11,,t_;; th: intermediate pressure p, and
the temperature l 4 b:tween the two turbine stages, the horse-power output of
the L,P. stage and the ovs:rall plant efficiency.
[T 4 =7SO·S K, P4=l·935 kgf,lcm3, h.p.=710, -~=29·7%].

2·39.

Gas Turbine plant : Two-sta;~z C;tLnpression separnti' compressor and power
turbine : illpower tu 1'bine ; ·r;pz.anl',.

In the gas turbine plant shown, eash co,npre,,or operates on a pressure
ratio of 3 and an is~nrro;:,ic dl'kiency of 82·%. After the low pressure comryressor
1,ome of the air i, extracted and passed to a c,1,11°)Jstio,1 chamber frorii which
the products leave at a temperature of 650°C ·,nd exprnd in power turbine. The
remainder of the air passes through the high pressure com;.iressor and into a
combustion c'lamb :r from w:iic'l it leaves at a tenperature of 510°C and
expands in a turbine :,vhic'1 dri,ye~ both foe compressors. _The isentropio
efficiency of each turb'ne 1s 87%. I, tne temperature of the air at inlet to
the !oN pre,,;ure co:rnre,sor~is
15°C, de_,ermine the percentage of the total air
intake that passes to th~
w-:r turbme and the thermal effkicncy of the
p1ant.
·
For cJnpr::s,io1 as:rn:ne ",:_~1·4, ci:,=0·74
F.Jr he1ting\:1~ cxprn;:01?\1·33, cp=0·276

Fig. 2·55
[T2 =417'3 K, T3=606·1 K, 1\=813 K, T5=516·5 K, m=14·9%, 71=27%].
2·40.

G~s tl!rllille wifa two-st::ige compression, regeneration, reheating output and
efficiency

rn an open cycle gas turbine plant the air is compressed in a two~stage
compressor with comp!cte inter-cooling to the initial temperatur~. After passing
through an exhaust heat exchang=r and c::>rnbmtio:i. chamber, the gases are
expanded inn two-stage turbine with reheating i,1 a second combustion chamber
b~t\Vcen the stages. BJth thJ cor,1pre,,or stages are driven by the frgh pressure
turbine stage and tne pow,iroutp,.tt of the plant is take,1 from th·: m~chanically
indepmdcnt low pr;::s;ur,J t11rbi11~ stage. Aft::r expar,sion in the low pressure
turbine, tbe g1ses pa~s throu3'1 the he:H exchanger to atmosphere.
The pressure ratio of each cornpres:,or stage is 2: l, the air inlet
pressure and temp.~rature arc t ·03 k~·1.' ,•1'1 and !5°C and the gas inkt trn1Perature to b;:ith turb; 1cs is 7JO'C. [f 1hc i,;::-itr::Jpic efficiency in CJ.ch compressor
and turbine stage is 85% an l the f1erm.t1Jatio of heat exc,1angcr is 50% determine the output perk_;; of air per second and the thermal efficicGcy of tt,c plant,
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neglecting pressure losses in the heat exchanger, inter-cooler and combustion
chambers. and ar,y variation in the mass flow of the working fluid due to addition
of fuel.
For gases during heating and expansion take Cp=0·274 and "(=1 ·333.
[T2 =363·5 K; T 4 =363·5 K, T 6 =822"K ontput=30 kcl/kg, ,i=21·42%].
,.·41, Closed cycle gas turbine
'Ihe following data refer to a c!osed cycle i;.cs turbine plant using helium

as working fluid ar.d incorporating two·s!age compression witn rnter-cooiirig and
,wo-stage expansi<m with 1eheating; t.;mperature at entry to each compression
stage is 270°C · pressure at ent1y to first compression S!a.f,e, and at exit from
the second turbi~e stage is 1 05 kgf/cm2 ; first . comp1e,sion stage prt's;u11; ,atio,
6; first compressicn s!P.ge isentrop1c ccmpresswn dfic1ency, 0·85; temperature
at inlet to each expamion stage, 1150°C; is,ntrcpic tfficiency of each expansion
stage, o·9; rehea1 pres,ure, 6·3 kgficn, 2 ; for helium polytrop1c index n is 1 ·24
ancl_R is 212 k~f-m/kg K. Calculate the cycle iherma! efficiency.
[T2 =793 K; T 4 =740·5 K, Ts=975·5 K, Ts=1049·5 K, "'ltn=33%].
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BASIC GAS DYNAMICS
3 1.

INTRODUCTION*

. The majestic development of jet and rocket p opu!sion, high speed
ilircrafts, and gas turbines alter the World War 1I has brought into
prominence the field of compressible flow. A great amount of work
has . been done in investigating tb: phenomena relating to the flow
of incompressible fluids in classical hydrodynamics. All these
investigations have, however, t:xcluded an important field of flow,
the compressible flow in which density of the fluid varies <\S it flows.
Classical hydrodynamic anal}sis does not take into account this
effect, 11amely the variation of density, and it has been possible to
describe most of,the incompressible flows with the help of the law of
conservation of mass and the Newton's Second Law of Motion. This
approach has been quite satisfactory in describing the liquid flows
and low speed gas flows in which an increase in pressure and a
decrease in velocity is related in a simple manner, without any
change in the density of the fluid. However, for high speed gas
flows the changes in the density of 1he fluid are significant and are
accompanied by large changes in the thermodynamic state of the
fluid, i.e. in pressure and temperature. The above referred two laws
are no longer adequate to describe the flow. The continuity
equation (Law of Conservation of Mass) and the momentum equation
(Newton's Second Law of Motion) become interdependent, unlike
that in the incompressible flow. The relation between changes in
pressure and velocity being no longer simple, it becomes imperative
to take recourse to the laws of thermodynamics which take into
account the thermal effects of density variation to completely desribe the flow.
The variation of density along the motion of the fiuid, the
basic difference between compressible and incompressible fluid flow,
causes significant changes in the physical nature of the compressible
flow and gives rise to some typical phenomena such as shock
waves which are r10t encountered in incompessible flow.

3·2.

PROPAGATION OF SMALL
VELOCITY OF SOUND

DISTURBANCE-THE

A disturbance in a fluid will propagate through tbe fluid at a
well defined velocity depending upon the elasticity of the fluid and
"'for the purpose of this chapter the velocity is denoted by V and the
:ratio of specific heats by k.

{SEJ.
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the magnitude of the disturbance. However, if the disturbance is
small, the velocity of· the propagation of th~ disturbance solely

P+dp

dv
ffdf

I
(h)

(a)

l<'ig. 3·L Propagation of a small pressure disturbance.
depends upon the ehisticity of the fluid. The speed with which the
small disturbance is propiga.ted throug'1 the fluid is called. by
definition, the velocity of sound or the acoustic velocity. The
acoustic velocity is nsua!ly taken as a property of the fluid and is
veq• important in describing the flow of compressible fluids.
Consi1er a sn Ill pr~s;ure disturbance, generated with the help
of a piston moving with a speed dV to the right in a long pipe of
cross-sectional are.1 A as shown in Fig. 3· !(11). Initially the fluid
is assumed to be uniform and at rest. The pL6sure wave moves to
the right with a speed a. The velocity of the fluid ahead of the
pressure wave is zero and pressure is p while yelocity of the fluid
behind the pressure wave i,, dV, same as the speed of the piston. The
propagation of the wave through ihe fluid causes a small change in
the pressure and density of the fluid v, hich arc now given by
(p+dp) and (p+dp) respecti\·ely.
For an obsern·r travelling with the pfessure wave, with the
speed of sound a, the How phenomenon is reduced to that depicted
in Fig. 3·1 (b).
Writing the continuity equation for the control volume of
Fig. 3· l (b) for the c,tse of steady fiow, we get
(p + dp)(a--dV; :l=Fa11
Neglecting the higher order , erms, thi, reduces to

dV =a dp
p

(3 I)

Again, writing th~ steady flow momentum equation for the
control volume, and neglecting the shear forces and noting that
there are no elevation changes, we have
1
pA-(p+dp)A=paA(a-dV) ~a
or
dp=adV
(3·2)
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Substituting for dV in equation,(3·2) from equation {3·1), we get,

dp

'

a2= (3·3)
dp
Generally this expression is written in the differential form at
constant entropy as

(3·4)
which is justified because the amplitude of prer.sure disturbance
is small, i.e. tl1e process is isentropic. Equatic.n (3·4·) is general
in· nature, and the acoustic velocity for a pt'rfect gas can he found
with the help of the equation of state
p=gpRT
(3·5)
For a gas following equation (3· 5), the isentropic process is
ghren by
(36)

~=constant

p

or, by logarithmic differentiation
dp =k dp
p
p

or

(3·7)

(1E)
=le !!_=g TcRT=g
ap ,s
P
.
0

7'
0

(3·&)

m

where R is the universal gas constant and m the molecular weight of
the gas.
Thus for a perfect gas, the velocity of sound is given by

a='V g0 kRT
(3·9)
Since for a perfect gas !:, the ratio of specific heats, fa a
function of temperature only it can be concluded that the velocity
of sound or the velocity of propagation of a small disturbance
depends only ori the nature of the gas, i.e. its molecular weight and
the thermo<lynamic st;;te of the gas represented by the temperature.
Those gases which have smiller molecular weight experience higher
velocity of sound.
By·. definition, the change in density of an incompressible fluid
is zero. This means an infinite velocity of sound. However, the real
fluid, are not truly C">nstant density fluids aod always have a finite
acoustic velocity.
For air. the velocity of~ound is gi\·en by
a==Vg 0 kR'f
= v9·Hlx

1 1 >< :29·21

xr

or
a=20·1v1'rn/~.
(3·l0J
3 3. MACH NUMBER, MACH CONE, AND MACH ANGLF.
A single dimensionless velocity paraI?eter taking into acco~1it
the two :mport .. nt paramett'r, of compressible flow, i.e flow velocity
nd temperature, is dtfined as the ratio of the local flow velocity tt>

[SEC,
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the local acoustic velocity and is called the Mack number and denoted
by M. Mathematically,

M=.f_

(3·11}

a
It m:ust be remembered that the velocity of sound is not consta
(it depends upon the thermodynamic state of the fluid) and vari.
from point to point depending upon the local temperature an·
density. Thus the Mach number can vary along the flow either d
to variation of flow velocity alone or of acoustic velocity alone
of both,· and in calculating the Mach number the local tempera tu
and local density must be considered.
Mach number illustrates very. clearly the basic difference
behyeen various types of compressible flows. Consider a point source
of ~1sturbance initially at point O and moving with a velocity V. The
pomt source· causes infinitesimal changes in the fluid due to its
motion and produces a very weak, compressive disturbance_which
propagates, through undisturbed. fluid, in all directions with the
velocity of sound, a. Th~ propagation of this weak compressive

@
@®,~

r. _.,
,,,,,,,,,

I

f•• ,...,

·c•J

"'~

1~.1

t

I.

.

,-J r,,a,,,;,.~,;1,t,

o, l»l.Sltb#Ollt~ , , _
Sfobt1"/Ulf¥llllf_,,.,,,,_ _,,.fc•(••f)

.·

'"'

(d)Su/i!}r$111'_ir

/low .

Fig. 3·2. Propagation of small disturbance through a
uniform fluid at different value.s of V/a (Mach number).

disrnrbanc;:e is shown in Fig. 3·2 for various values of V /a. The
location of the point disturbance moving in the fluid is denoted
by r,umbers J, 2, and 3 v. hich correspond to three successive time
period~. each of interval t In case of incompressible flow when the
point source is stationary (V =0), the pressure disturbance propagates
uniformly in all directions [Fig. 3·2 (a)]. At subsonic<velocities (V <a),
again "the disturbance sur.rounds the point source and propagates in
all directions in fluid. However, this propagation is unsymmetrical
in nature [Fig. 3·2 (/J)]. Though the point squrce moves, it always
moves in the disturhed fluid and is never able to catch up with the
disturbance.

.
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i\t Bonie velocity (V =a), the disturbance as well as the point
source travels with the s'ame speed and form a plane front, containing
the point source, which separates the undisturbed flow ahead of the
disturbance from the disturbed fluid behind it. The undisturbed
flow region is called the vme of silenre and the disturbed region is
called the zone of action [Fig. 3·2 (c)]. Thus for velocity range from
V=O to V=a the point source always moves within the zone of
action.
•

At supersonic velocitie,s (V>a) the point source mo:ve:, with a
velocity greater than the velocity of propagation of the disturbance,
so it is able to overtake the propag;iting disturbance (Fig. 3·2 (d!].
The disturbances are contained within a cone with t'he point source
at its apex This cone is ca"lled the Mach cone, ,vhich represer:ts
the surface si>parating the disturbed and undisturbed flow n:gions. If
the flow is two-dimensional, the Mach cone takes the shape of a
wedge called the Mach wedge.
The semivertex angle of the Mach cone is called 'JJ!ach angle,
denoted by«, and by geometrical considerations of Fig. 3·2 (d), it
can be shown that Mach angle is related to the Mach number by
the relation

.
a
I
sm «=y=M
or

«=sin-1 (

~)

(3·12}

From the above analysis it is clear that there is a fundamental
difference in the nature of the subsonic and supersonic flow. In case
of subsonic flow, the whole of the flow experiences the disturbance
while in the supersonic flow only a portion of the fluid experiences
the disturbance and the disturbance cannot reach a point ahe-ad of
the disturbing body. This is the reason that the boom of a supersonic
jet is heard only after it has passed over the place where the observer
is standing.

3·4.

TO·.rAL OR STAGNATION PROPERTIES

If a flowing fluid is brought to re~t isentropically the resulting state
is called the total or stagnation state and the corresponding values
of the properties describing this state are ~::illed total or sta,gnatio11,
properties.
The concept of.total or stagnation condition provides us 1with
a suitable reference condition with which the other flow conditions
can be compared'; This point can further be illustrated by con·sidering a moving fluid as shown in Fig. 3·3. At the stagnation
point A, the velocity of the fluid is zero and it experiences some
compression and, thereby, an increase in pressure and temp.erature
of the fluid at this point. The degree of this compression depends
mainly upon the velocity of the fluid which varies along the pipe.

[SEC.
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Thus any velocity cannot be taken as a reference velocity. How.·
ever, the .fluid as it starts flowing from the reservior converts

Fig. 3·3. Total or stagnation condition.

some of its energy into velocity energy during its flow through the
pipe, and while reaching the stagnation point A, in the ab~ence of
heat transfer, friction, and any other tvpe of loss, restores back this
energy. The state properties at point A will, then; correspond to
the reservoir properties which are constant ar.d can, thm be taken
as a convenient reference state for describing the flow of fluid
while the properties in the pipe vary depending upon the local
Mach number.
The conservation of energy, if written for an isentropic process,
gives

}V1 2 +cpT1 =iV22 +cpT2 =constant
where subscripts l and 2 denote any two points in the fl.ow.
the total temperature Tt, where V =0, is given by

Thus

c,Tt=tV 2 +cPT
V2

or
or

Tt=T+ ----~
2cP

(3·13 a)

Tt
V2
T-=l+ 2c11 T

k l and the definition of Mach
which, using the relations Cp=R knumbe~, i e.
redu:::es to

Ti

T

=l+

le- i M 2
'2

(3·13 b)
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Equation (313 b) has been derived from energy equatiou
without any reference to the reversibility or otherwise of the process
and henc<:: is also true for all adiabatic reversible and irreversible
flows.
Total pressure can be obtained by combining the isen•ropic
relation
k

;· =( ~ r--1
with equ2.tion (3·13 b), as

and using the equation of state, the rotal or stagnation density Pr

can be written as
(3· 15)

These equations can be used to find properties of non-isentropic
flows without error because the total or stagnation properties at a
state point depend ody on the local state temperature and the
local Mach number and not upon the flow process.

3·5.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL ADIABATIC FLOW

Flow in ducts and passages is quite often adiabatic, study of which
is very important. The total enthalpy of the fluid for such a fl.ow
remains constant irrespective of whether the flow process is reversible
or irreversible, i.e.

ht=h+

v2

2

=constant

(3·!6 a)

which can be expressed in terms of l\1ach number, as
lt--1
T 1 =T ( 1+-2-1\1

2) =constanc•

(3·l6b)

;

Equ:1.-;,~n (3· l 6 11), if written in the differential form becomes
i!T

-d ( I+ - lt 1 ~'12 )
13· 16 c)

Because the change in temperature is independent of rntropy
changes, equatioil. (3·16) is universally applicable for re\·ersible or
irreversible flows without heat transfer. For a perfect gas
(3· 17)
Tdh=dh-vdp

[SEC.
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=dh-dp/p
=c,,dT-dp/p
= }!!!_dT- dp X pRT
k-1
p
p

.

dp

or

~=

kR

k-J
l~

dT- d.J!.RT
p

dT

i:-1

ds

(3·17b)

T-R

Combining (3·17 b) with (3·16 c), we get

dJ!..=-k
p

(3· 18)

k-1

which states that in an adiabatic flow the l_ocal pressure is dependent upon change in entropy. Thus for an irreversible adiabatic
process there is always a loss of stagnation pressure.
Writing the equation of state in the differential form

dp=dT + dp
p
'l.'
p

(3· 19)

and using equation (3· 16 c) and (3· I 8), the change in density is
gh·en as

d

(I+ k-1 M2)

ds

1+ k;l

R

·

:L

M2.

i.e. greater the increase in entropy (irreversibility) more will be the
reduction in density of the fluid.

Similarly, using the relation V = ~'1,/kRT

and

continuity

r·qu,1tion in the logarithmically differentiated form, i'..e.

(3'21}

We get
dV

dM

v= M-- 2
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l+1

dA

d

(

lc--1

[SEC.
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)

l+--2 111

1!

+ds _dJJ;J

(3 23}
l +~:-~M 2
R
M
2
i.e. the velocity change is independent of change in entropy and
that a greater area is required for a gi\·en irreversible adiabatic flow
as compared to a reversible adiabatic flow.

A= 2(/c-1)·

3 6.

ISENTROPIC FLOW
I'vfost of the flows in short ducts and nozzles, which have very
small time available for heat transfer and in which the frictional
effects are negligible, can be exactly described by what is called a
re\·crsible adiabatic or isentropic flow. The relationship derived in
the previous section are all valid for such a fl.ow and by putting
ds=O in them and integrating, we get the equations describing the
isentropic flow which ca:i. be written as

_'!_=( l + J:_=.!_M2
2

'l't

\)-1
.
k

=( I+ k-lM2
)-k-1
Pt
2

p

k

:t = ( l + Jc;_!_M2 )-T.:..1~
k+1

l (
A*-M \
I

I+ k- lM 2 )

2(k-1)

~

lc+I
I
2
where A* is the area corresponding w ::v1 = l

Equations (3·24) completely de~cribes the isentropic fl.ow and
shows that the local value of stagnation properties is indendent of
the fl.ow process and depends only on the local static properties and
local Mach number.

3·7.

ISENTROPIC FLOW IN A P ASSA.GE OF VARIABLE
CROSS SECTION AREA

Consider reversible adiabatic or iscntropic flew of a compre,sible fiuid through a passage of variable cross-sectional area as shown
in Fig. 3·4.

Fig. 3·4. Isentropic flow through a duct of variable cross-sectional area.
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For one-dimensional
equation is

steady
·
V

cpT+y.

isentropic

flow

the

energy

comtant

Using the rel"!tion cP= k~ 1 R and the perfect gas law p=:i,
this becomes
le
-V2 +--p =constant
k-1 p
2

which, in turn, on differentiating gives
VdV- - -~-

pdp

k-1

or

p2

VdV---k oRT dp
k- l •
p2

+

+-!_.

dp =0

k-1 p

k dp dp_O
k-1 dp p -

VdV-~ dp+_k_a 2 dp=0

or

k-1

VdV+a'dp

or

p

p

k-1

.p

(-k
___
l _)=o
k-1
k-1

r

VdV+a 2 ~

p

=0

dV __
l _ ~=O
V
M1 p

or

(3·25)

Combining equations (3·25) and (3·21),we get
dA=-(l-M2)dV.

A

V

(S 26)

Study of this equation reveals that for subsonic flow velocities,

i.e. M <l

(3 27)

that is, in a convergent passage (dA<O) the velocity increase&:(dV>O)
while the press_ure decreases (dp<O). In other words, a subsonic
converging passage acts as a nozzle, and a subsonic divergent passage
acts as a diffuser (the pressure increasei at the expense of velocityj.

In case of supersonic flow velocities (M> l),
dA._dV

A-V

(3·27 a)

and in a convergent passage (dA<O) the velocity will also decrease,

i.e. it acts as a diffuser, and a divergent passage will act as a nozzle.
This illustrates an important feature of the compressible flow that

WB
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the area change has opposite effects on subsonic and supersonic fkrws.
A convergent flow passage acts as a nozzle for subsonic flow and as
a diffuser for supersonic flow, while a divergent flow passage acts as
a diffuser fqr subsonic flow and as a noz.:le for supersonic flow. AH
these effects are shown in Fig. 3· 5.
SupP.rsom·c flow
>?<i

~

---1.'0"'

dA 70

dV<O

~
D1/fur@r
..Sup~rsonit:'

F/tJW

M;»:I

Fig. 3·5. Effect of area change for subsonic and supersonic velocities.

The relation between Mach number and area variation can be
obtained by putting rls=O in Eq. (3·23) and integrating it, or
from equation (3·24) as
A1
A

=

M
M1

l

1c-1
1 l + ~2--Mi
l

+ !!_ 2

2]

k+1
2(k-1)

(3·29)

l M2

By logarithmic differentiation of this equation with respect to
11I for a given value of M 1 , it can be shown that A 1 /A is maximum
at ::vi= I. Since A 1 is fixed, the value of A is minimum at M=l.
This area which .::orresponds to lVfach number of unity is called
c1·i./ic·,l area and the section at which it occurs is called the throat.
T:,e corresponding properties are denoted by an asterisk, /'..e. A*, p*,
T*, etc.
Since the area of the throat is mini:num and mass flow constant,
the mass flow per unit area is maximum at the throat. It must also be
noted that near M= l, the flow parameters are very sensitive to area
variation, i e. a small area change can cause substantial pressure and
velocity change.
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The mass fl.ow per unit area is given as

-

w =pV

A

or
T
Substituting _E_ and T-in terms of Mach number we get
p;
t
W

[k

--x=\f 7[

Pt

'I/Ti M

(

-(k+n
2
•) tk+lJ~

k-1
1+-2-M"

[3·30 (',)]
The condition for maximum mass flow rate is
M=l

W)
and (

A

W

'1/T(

=a.

k+l

2

) k-l

Pt

A*
le+!
,{Tt
The corresponding pressure ratio is given by
k
ma,:=

_J!_= p* =
Pt
Pt

(-2)T:::f
k-t-1

(3· 31 ·

[3·32 (a)]

For air, (k=• l ·4J this reduces to

[3· 32 (bl]

38

FLOW THROUGH A CONVERGENT NOZZLE-EFFECT
OF PRESSURE RATIO

Consider a convergent
nozzle fitted with a back pressure
reservoir whose pressure p can be varied when desired (see Fig. 3 6).
The stagnation iniet conditions to the nozzle are denoted by Pt and
Ti and are kept constant. Th~ exit pressure is denoted by Pe·
When back pressure is equal to stagnation inlet pressure
(p1,=pt), there is no flow and the pressure remains constant throughout the nozzle as denoted by the line a, in F'ig. 3·5 (b). As Pov is
reduced, flow starts, the pre~sure steadily decreases and flo\,· is
subsonic throughout the nozzle [line (b) in Fig. 3·5 (b)]. Any further
decrease in back pressure J)b increases the tlow velocity and mass
flow rah'. The flow velocity remains subsonic throughout till the
reduction in Pb is so large that Pb/Pt is equal to p*/Pt at which the
velocity reaches a maximum (M = J) at the exit section of the nozzle.
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r--;,h.
__,,.. -J----

V=o

'°.ii

I

~

~

1t

(a)

~===:::::----- q
b

(b)

I

b

a,_________PJ'!f.
_
(C)

P.

/o

" 't-

Fig. 3·6. Flow through a convergent nozzie.

mass flow rate is also maximum denoted by lined in Fig. 5.3
Any further reduction in pb does not i::ause any change in the
pattern within the nozzle, the mass flow and the velocity at
remaining at their maximum value. Such a flow is called
chol::d flow. However, the ccrnditions outside a nozz:e exit will
change, the flow ·will further expand to equalize its pressure with pi,
and in this process a weak discontinuity (shock) will occur outside
the nozzle.

The
(b).
flow
exit

3·9.

FLOW THROUGH
NOZZLE

A

CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT

Consider a convergent-div<"rgent nozzle shown in Fig. 3· 7 (a)
with a back pressure p 0 which can be varied. The inlet stagnation
conditions are again denoted by Pt and Tt and are kept constant.

~SEC.
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(a} Convergent divergent nozzle

(b) Pressure'variation along tl:e axis

(c) Velocity variation along the axis

(d) Mass flow vs. pressure ratio

Fig. 3·7 Flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle.

At Pb=Pt, there is no flow. At a back pressure slightly less
than total pressure the flow starts, gas accelarates, and the pressure
continuously decreases, but the flow is subsonic throughout the nozzle
[line (a) in Fig. 3·7 (b)]; the nozzle exit pressure is equal to Pb due
to subsm;1ic exit velocity.
At pb=p 1 [Fig. 3·7 (b)], the flow smoothly accelerates from rest
at the nozzle inlet to the velocity of sound at the throat (M= I) ;
the pressure falls to p* and after the throat the velocity starts
decreasing while the pressure rises smoothly to Pb· On both sides
of the throat the flow is symmetrical, equal area secttons having
equal velocities. Except at the throat, the velocities are subsonic
everywhere. The mass flow is maximum.
At pb=p2 the flow, after smooth acceleration from rest to
at the throat, continues to accelerate to a supersonic velocity
after the throat [Fig. 3·7 (bJ]. Downstream the throat, the velocit:y is
fUpersonic everywhere while the pressure reduces. smoothly to p11 =p2 •
}.{= l
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For values ofp 0 between p 2 ;:md pi, there is no solution for the
isentropic flow equation. The flow upto throat is isentropic and the
velocity increases from rest t9 sonic velo(.,ity at the throat. After the
throat the velocity further continues to increase till at section F at
which a discontinuity (shock) occurs. The pressure suddenly increase:
as seen in Fig. 3·7 (b), while the flow is reduced to suhwnic fbw,
and thereafter, it remains subwnic until exit where the f'xit pre.,sure
is equal to Pb· Mass flow remains m:,ximum, ·i e. it is chocking flow.
Such a flow is not isentro;)ie and the stagnat:oa pressure before and
after the discontinuity arc diffet"ent.
The position of the fectioa at which the shock occurs depends
upon the value of the back pressure. For a back pressure slightly
Jess than p 1 , the shock occurs near or a, the throat while for a b:ack
pressure slightly more than p 2 • the sh'.lck occurs near or at the exit
plane of the nozzle. For a bac!( pres,ure less thati p2 , further
expansion. and ~ence oblique shod.s will occur downstream the
nozzle ex1t section.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

3·1.

Dynamic temperature, dynamic pressure, kinetic
pressure
Consider a uniform Btream of m~ ideal gas having k = 7/ 5 and
c»=0·2J flowing at 200 m/s. What- is the value of the dynamic
temperature ? If the total-t1mpei ature is-95°0 and the static pressure ia
J· 1 kgf/cm 2 , state the values of the kinetic and the dynamic pressure.
The dynamic temperature
V12

Tt-T1 = - - - 2gJcp
-2 X !J·8l

200 2
X 427 X 0·24 =l 9 ·SS K

Ans.

T 1 =368-19·85=348·15 K
For is entropic process
k

( ;: )=(~: y-1
,

Pt=I-l

X

(

l ·4

3,,3 )

t ·4-1

J'18· l5

. =1·4x I·214=1·335 !,gf/cm2
Dynamic pressure=Pi -p1
= J ·:i35- l · l =0·2Jj.kgf/cm2

Ans.

Kinetic pressure

=i9·:.n x348· l5 x2x 9·81
=2·2 kgf1 cm2

•

i\ns.
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3·2.

Pitot tube
A pitot tube in, a wind tunnel gives a static pressure rradiny of
40·7 kgf/cm 2 and a stagno.tion pressure reading of 98 kgf/crr.2. The
stagnation temperature is 90°0. Calculate the acoustic velocity.
p 1 =40·7 kgf/cm2, Pt=98 kgf/cm 2

T1=363 K

~=

k

(Pt/P)H
1·4-1

363=(~ )' ~ -

or

'11

40 7

T=282K

Ans.

Acoustic velocity a is given by
a=20· Lv']'
Ans.
=20·1 v2s'.Tc=3381n
3·3. Convergent air noz:de: Pexit; A,.,u ; Wmax
When is it necessary to 1ise a convergent-divergent nozzle instead
of convergent nozzle only ?
A convergent nozzle is to discharge 1 kg/ s of a gas, which enters
the nozzle at 5 kgf/cm 2 and 600°0, and leaves with a speed of 500 mJs.
Assuming frictionless adiabatic flow, determine the pressure at the
nozzle exit, and the exit area of the nozzle. State whether the nozzle is
discharging at the maximum rate for the given entry conditions, giving
your reason8.
Take Cp=O 27 and R =29·9
[Kerala, 1970 Annucil]
Considering inlet and exit of nozzle

v12

v.2

h1+2gJ =h2+2gJ
Neglecting inlet velocity

h -7'.,= c22 =
(S00) 2
29·8 kcal/kg
1
'2gJ 2x,,·<l x427
For a perfect gas the change in specific enthalpy
h1-h2=Cp(T1-T2l

or

:. 29·8=0 27(873-T 2 )
T 2 =762·5 K
R
Now Cp-Cv=-y
k=_!!:_p =0·27 = 1·35
Cv
O2
For frictionless adiabatic flow
,· ...

'!_~=( PP

T1

k-1

1'35-1

2 )"

•
• •

1

P 2 =2 98 kgf/cm.

2

~=( P, ) ~ cl73

5

Ans.
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Now P 2 T\=mRT 2
i· _

,-

m RT2 = l X 29·9 x, 7fi2 5 =O· 765
p~
29gxJ0 4
C

ff 3 :co
",~

From ff.a,s flow equation

•
A mv,
E ,nt
area, 2 = C2

l X 0·765

X 104 =15·4

= - 500-

cm 3

A.vs.

for maximum discharge the exit prrssure should be
k

p 1 =P

i

(-~)k-1
le+ I
1·35

=5( '.2- 325
3·4.

)/FE =2·685 kgf/cm2

Di~charge is not maximum as P 2 >2·685 kgf/cm 2
.Ans.
Convergent--'Hvergent nozzle, given efficiency : .A 1 ; A 0
Show that for ffow of gas through a conver,gerit- divergent nozzle
k

::=(k!l y-·~T
P1 = prPssure at throat
I' 1 =prasure at inlet
A gas expands -in a convergent-divergent nozzle frorn 5 kgf /cm 2
to 1·4 kgf/cm 2 , the initial temperature being 550°0 and the nozzle
efficiency is 90 per ant. All the losses take p1ace after the throat.
Find the th 1:oat and exit areas per kg o/ gas per second.

where

Take k=1·4 and R=29·27 kgf-m/J.:g/K
1·4
2927
k
Cv= k-1 R= i ·'I~ l X 4'27 =0·24
k

Pt
(a} 'l.'hront: P1

(

)k-1

. Pt

-k--

2
=\ k+l

k

k-1

Now

T. t

'1171

-(

P1

)

(
-

2

k+ 1

2

=k+l =2·4

Ti=823 X

2\

k-1

2 )k-1 x T

=685 K
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and

=5
Now

(2)!·
i4

J·4
4- J X

P 1vt=mRTt
l X 29·27 X 685
Vt= 2·645x 10'

104 =2·645 X 104 kgf/m2
·
0·757 ma/kg

Vt= {2gJ L~cp.~Tt

Now

=4"2x9·8l x4:.!7xU·24(823-685)=526

.:. Throat area,

At=::

m/s

0· 75; 2~ 104 =14·4 cm2 fkg/s

Ans.

(b) Exit
k-1

T2

1·4-1

'=1'{ ;: )" =823 ( 1/ ) 14=578 K

Efficiency of nozzle,.
T1 -T1
O·SO= Ti-T 2'

823-T2
8:.!~-578

T2 =602·5 K
v2 =~!_2__29·27x602·5=l· 26 ms/kg
P2
l·4x 104
V2=91 ·4.J'0·2-t(823-602·5) =665

..•

Exit area, A

z=v;- 1' 26665X I0
Vz -

3·5~

4

m/s

18·95 cm2 /kg/s

Ans.

Air nozzle ; At·~ Ce.i,it, A,.,tt
A nozzle is required to pass a1i air flow of 1·5 kg/sec. The inlet
conditions are zero velocity, pressure 3·5 kgf/cm2 and temperature 425°0.
'l'he air is to be expanded to 1·4 /,;gf /cm2. Determine the throat area
required if the coefficient of discharge is assumed to l:·e 0·98.
Also calculate the exit veloci'y an.d exit area if the nozzle
efficiency is assumed to .be 95 per cent.

Fig. 3.8

l! 6
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(i) Isentropic flow

For isentropic flow the critical pressure ratio is given by
k

;: =( k!l y-l
2
) 0'4=0 528
=( 1·4+1
1 ·4

p*=0·528 X 3·5= l ·848 kgf/cm 2
The temperature ratio is
T*
2
2
T 1 = k+l = l·4+l=O·B 34

...

T*=0·834 x698=581 ·7 K.
RT*
29·27x581·7
v*=P* = 1·848x 10 4
=0 923 m 3 /kg

The velocity Vat the throat is given b/

V* = ,f 2gJ Cv(1\ -T* I

=-v

2x9·81x427x0·24(698-58J-7J
=483 5 m/sec
I· 5
Mass flow= O·!:JS = l ·53 kg/sec
Throat area,

mv*
A=V*
1·53x0·92.3xl0 4 = 29 .2
2
483·5
cm

(i;)

When flow is not isentropic
k-1

T2'=T1(P2/Pi)-k
0·4

!:: )

1 ~ =537 K

=698 >< (

I .
.
;
, •
Ti -T2
Nozzle dfic,enc 1 , r;= T -T,

l

2

698-T2
b98-537
T 2 =545 K

0 .95

or

.·. The exit velocity, V 2 = ./2gJ cv\1\-T 2 )
= ../2"'"-x-;:9----·s-:--:1-'-x-4-:--:-'. !=7----x----0----·2=-4-(5=9~3-_-5_4_5)
=555 m1sec

ins
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Ans.
. area reqmre
. d , A 2=--fmv2
E Xlt
2

1· 5 X 1· 14 X 104
555
=30·8 cm2

Ans.

EXERCISES 3

SECTION A
3·1. What is the basic differ-:nce between compressible and incompressible fluid flow? What difference does it cause in the physical nature of the
compressible flow.
3·2. What is velocity of sound ? Derive an equation for the velocity
of sound for a perfect gas.
3·3.

Mach angle.

Explain the terms Mach number, Mach cone, Mach wedge and

What is subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flows ?
Explain the terms 'zone of silence' and 'zone of action'.
3·6. Explain the concept of total or stagnation properties.

3·4.

3·5.

3·7. D~rive expressions for st,ignation temperature, stagnation pressure,
stagnat10n density, and stagnation e::,baipy.
3·8. What is one-dimensiona: ar!iabatic flow? Derive expressions for
dp
dA
dp
p' -P- and A for such a flow.
3·9. What is isentropic fl0·.:
Deduce that in an isentropic flow
convergent passage acts as a nozzle fJr ';absonic flow and as a diffuser for supera
sonic flow, while a divergent flow pu«3age acts as a diffuser for subsonic flowand as a nozzle for supersonic flow .
0

3·10. For a variable area
'throat'.

/1Jc<r

nassage define the terms 'critical area' and
'
·

3·11. Show that the conc'>',.H1 l" maximum mass flow rate for an air

nozzle

occurs at _£t=0·528.
p

3·12. Discuss the effv.! o: t'l""''ire ratio on flow through
(a) conver;;cn: :, :.u,..:, (b) convergent-divergent nozzle.
SECTION B
3·13.(a) Show t'1Jr llic cr:an;;c in temperature aero<• an infinitesimal
pressure pulse travelling through an ideal gas is
,lT=T(k-l)dV

a
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(b) Sl:ow that for an i~entropic flow

*- [
a

2c"+V2(k-1)

-'\J

k+l

(c) The velocity of sound of a gas is found experimentally io be 900
rn/~cc wh,n the gas pressure is 1·8 ),gi'/cmi and the density 0·001 kg/ms. What·
is t;,c value of the specific heat ratio cf tJds gas?
3·14. Air is supplied through
. s111'.plies the air.at 10 l<gf/cm" and
c,1, 2. Assuming no los,, determ.ine
velocity, the Mach number, and the

a nozzle with an exit arc,; of 10 cm2. A tank
2C0°C and the discharge pre,sure is 7·5 kgf/
the discharge temperature, the discharge
mass 11ow.

3· 15. A stream of air flowing in a duct is at a pressure of 2 kgf /cm 2 , has
a Mach numb~r of 0·6, and llows at the rate of 0·:25 kg/sec. The cross-sectional
area of the duct is 1 cm2.
(a) Comp1.1te the stagna !ion temperature of the stre3m.
(b) Wkt is the maximum percentage reduction area
be introduced witl:cut reducing tbe flow rate of the stream ?
-

which could

(c) For the maximum area reduction of part (b), find the velocity and
pressure at the minimum area, assuming no friction and no heat transfer.
3·16. Consider a supersonic nozzle construct,d with a ratio of exit of
the throat area of 2·0. The nozzle 1s supplied with air at low speed at 7 kgf/cm2
and 40°C. Ttie overall nozzle efficiency from inlet to exit is 90 per cent but the
flow is isentropic up !othe throat,-.
'
. :,· ·.·. \
Calculate the pressure, velocity arid the Mach number at exit, and compare with corresponding values for isertfmpic flows.
3·17. Air is moving in a pipe witha velocity Of 100 m/sec. The temperature and pressure at one section in the pipe is 40°C and 2kgf/cm2, respectively.
(a) Stagnation pressure
(b) Stagnation temperature
(c) Stagnation density, and
(dJ Stagnation enthalpy.

3·18. Prove that the velocity of sound in a Van der Waal's gas is giYen by

a=J gkRT(

(l-~ 9f

-

~f)

3·19. The photogr3phs of a bullet in flight show that at a great distaI1ce
from the bullet the total included angle of the wave is 50·3°. The pressure and
temperature of the undisturbed air are 1 kgf/cm 2 and 25°C, respectively. Calculate the velocity of the bullet and the Mach number of the bullet. relative to
undisturbed air.
3·20. Air approaches and flows around a body. At the stagnation point
the pressure is 1 kgf/cm2 and temperature 2l°C. At this point the static pressure is 0·7 kgf/cm2. Find the Mach number at this point.
3·21. Show that in a flow from re,ervoir, the maximum velocity that
may be reached is given by

x=aoJk:_

1 for a perfect gas.

What are the corresponding values of temperature and ·Mach number?
Interpret.
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:i.·22. For a perfect gas, prove that
(i) a*2(k+ 1)=2a2+ V2(k-1)
(ii) (p/pi)=(p/pi) k_/k-l)(s-.;1)/R

3'·23. A convergent-divergent nozzle is fitted into the'side of a large
ves,e! containing a g1s under co.1stant pressure and temperature. If the ratio
of specific heats of the g1s is t ·3 :1, calculate, from first principles, the percen·
tage.chrn11c in (a) press•.1r~. (b) absolute temperature betwe~n the i:ese,voir and
th~ throat of th;! nozzle under t:1,! m 1xiinum flow .conditions. Neglect friction
Rnd assu:1c: ~d iabatic expansion.
··
[(a)-45:6%; (bJ 12% l
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4
POSITlVE DISPLACEMENT
COMPRESSORS
4·1.

INTRODUCTION

There is hardly any product used in our daily lives to which compressed afr has not .contributed in ,. ,r. e way. Compressed air is
widely used in chemical and petr:, d1emical industries, for transmitting power, for conveying solid and powdered materials in pipe
lines, in mines, and steel industry. Comprefsors are integral part of
gas turbine plants. Compre~sors are used for delivering natural gas
through Jong distance pipe lines, compressing the mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen in ammonia synthesis plant, delivering lime-kiln
gas for Solvay process, circulating synthesis gases in processes for the
manufacture of primary products of plastics, circulation of carbon
monoxide or helium for. cooling the nuclear power plants and
liquefying ammonia in large refrigerating plants. In addition to
steel industry, where about IO per cent of the total capital cost of
the plant comprises compressors, it is also used among instrument
manufactures, and for transportation, glass, food, paper, rubber and
plastic products. In a nitric acid plant about 10 per cent and
in an ammonia synthesis plant about 15 to 20 per cent of
total initial cost is of compressors. With regard to such a wide
variety of industrial applications of compressors, it can be said that
compresied air is only next best to electricity and this makes the
study of various types of compressors a very important part of the
education of a mechanical engineer.
The function of a compressor is to incnase the pressure of the
air or the gas inducted. The term fan is used to describe dynamic
air compressors in which this increase in presrnre is less than O· 35
kgf/cm 2 , -i.e. the density of the air does r,ot change appreciably.
Dynamic compressor~, which increase the pressure of the fluid passir,g
through them upto about 3 kgf/cm 2 are termed as blou:ers. Compressors producing vacuum are called exhausters or air pump,s and those
which increase the pressure of the fluid already above atmospheric
pressures arc called boo8ters. For the analysis of fans incompressible
flow equations can be med while the compressibility effects
must be considered in design and analysis of blowers and

[SEC.
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compressors. In this chapter only the positive displacement compressors are discussed. Dynamic compressor form the subject matter
of the next chapter.

,s-:z.

CLASSIFICATION OF AIR COMPRESSORS

Basically the compressors can be classified into two types, namely : 1. Positive displacement type compressors, and
2. Dynamic compre~sors.
Positive displacement type of compressors are those in which
successive volumes of air or gas are first confined within a closed
space and then the pressure in this space is increased by decreasing
its volume. Positive displacement type of compressors include
reciprocating, sliding-vane rotary, liquid piston, two or three lobe
rotary, and rotary screw compressors. The pressure developed by
these compressors is independent of speed while the rate of flow
changes with speed. Dynamic compressors are those in which the
compression of air or gas is affected by the dynamic action of
rotating vanes or impellers. These rotating vanes or impellers impart
velocity and pressure to the flowing medium. These include
centrifugal and a'llial flow compressors. In dynamic compressors
the fluid flow is steady flow through the machine unlike disconti •
neous flow of positive displacement type compressors. Fig. 14· I shows
the classification of compressors.
Compressors

I

r
Dvnamic
(

Centrifugal

l

Positive Displacement

. !
I

1
Mixed flow

I
Axial flow

r

I

l
I
Reciprocating

I

Rotary

I

I

r
I

l

Single rotor

I
r
Sliding

I

r
Lobed

I

1

Screw

(Roots blower)

1

Liquid
.piston

van;
Fig. 4· 1.

4·3.

I

Two rotor

Classification of compressors.

COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCIES

(i) IsMhermaJ dRde?: y. Since for isothermal compression
the ,\erk requind to drive the ccmpresor is minimum, it is considt r< d 2s a ,tr.1;da1d tcw2rds which each de~igner will try to
arpczch ; and the rnfriman( e o tl e ccrnprecrnr is given by isothermal d1iciency, which is definfed as
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Isothermal efficiency
hothermal work
= t\ctu1l indicated work

LSEC.

Lf·,'.{}

(4·])

<iiJ Volum~td.c efficiency. One of the effects of clearance
volume is to reduce the amount of air which can be m·:ked in during
the sucdon stroke The miss of air inducted is (urther reduced by
the resi'stance of inlet and exhaust valves. heating- of air due tCl
compres~or parts, de. The ratio of the mass of air pi·ising t!Fough
the compr~ssor · ~nd the mass ofair which wvu!J completely fill the
swept volmne is\ de.fined as volumetric efliciency. The n\·eoll
volumetric efficiency is given by
Overall volumetric efficiency
:Mass of air delivered
=M--a-~-s-o-f~.-a~i-r-corresponding to swept volume of
L.P. cylinder at F.A.D. conditions
4 2(a}
where free air delivery (F.A.D) is defined as tbe volume of air
· delivered and reduced to intake pressure and temperature. The
-capacity of a compressor is usualJy given in term, of F.A.D.
Alternatively, Overall volumetric efficienc 1
Volume of free air inhaled
= Swept volume of L.P. q:,inder

4·2 (b}

,
When .the volumetric efficiency is calculated in terms of the
conditions at ·normal prf"SSUFC, and tern peraturc, abbreviated as N .T P. ,.
it is called absolute volumetric effi-:iencv.
,Absolute volumetric efficiency
M;i.ss of air delivered
-----=-=Mass of air corresponding to swept volume of
LP. cylinder at N T.P.
(4·3)
.Alternatively
Absolute volumetric efficiency
Volume of air inhaled at N.TP.
Swept volume of L.P. cylinder

(iii) Mechanical efficiency. The mechanical efficiency of a
reciprocating compressor is defined as the rado of indicated power to
the brake power of the shaft supplied to the compressor.
Mechanical efficienfy
>~- l~dicated or a-tr h.p.
Shaft h.p.

PO!!ITIVE DISPLACEMENT CO'.\IP_R KSSOR'l
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RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR

fhe compres,ing element ofa reciprocating compressor is-a pisfon
in a cylinder, employing basically the same mechanical action as tbc
intake and compression strokes of a reciprocating internal combustion engine. Fig. 4·2 shows a schematic diagram of such a corn;we,~
sor. During the suction stroke, when the piston travds fr,,rn rop
dead centre to bott".lm dead cen,rc, the inlet. valve opens a;:d a1lo1rs
the air ti:; be sucked into the cylinder and closes 2is the piston readies
bottom dead cen(re. When the piston moves qpwJ.rds the z,i:- is

·2. Schem1tical diagram of a
reciprocating compressor.

compressed and at a rated pressure the discharge valve opens to
discharge the compressed air to the system. A double acting compressor uses both ends of the cylinder for suction and discharge, thus
discharging approximately twice as much air per cylinder as the
single.acting unit.
···

Fig. 4,3 shows P-v and '1'-s diagrnm 01 thelheoreticai comRPes~ion1 cycle neglecting the clearance volum~. Process P-1
represen'rs suction, process 1-2 the compression fr/om pressure pl to
"P

?,.

Pv "c::-c

'

/'·\,
l.so!h11rmol
<:~
1-----;;,,-- _ _ _ _ .__

I

In/Rf ,,o,G.uuN

Fig. 4·3. P-v and T-s diagrams for reciprocating compressor.
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pressure, P 2 and the process 2.P1 delivery at a constant pressure P,.
Work done in compressing the ai.r is represented by the area of the
P-n diagram.
p

1

t>el111ery pressure

-,
\

r."
2

~Aditrhalit:
\

1,:ctMrmol

\

12

=

,PY 11 C

' ' ' ..... '

.....

P,

r

2.' 2 2."

7i

1

,,
'

""

··s

V

Fig. 4·4. P-v and T-s diagrams for polytropic and isentropic compression.

For isothermal compression the work done is minimum, (see
Fig. 4·4). However, this is difficult to realize in practice and compression follows the law Pvn=constant with value of n varying
between !·25 to 1·35.
Workdone per cycle=area of P-v diagram

=[
=

P2V2+ P2V~-=-~1V1 J-P1V1

n~ 1 [P2V2 -AV1]

=--n- P1V1

n-l

[

J

P 2V~-l ...
P 1 V1

n--1

=

n~l

mRT [( ;: )-n--1

J

[4·6 (a)]

where mis the mass of air per cycle.
The work done per cycle can also be written in terms of
increase of temperature during compression by putting PV =mR11' in
equ,ltion [4 6 (n)]
Work done per cycle

=-~- mR(T2 -_rf1 )
n-

\Vork done per kg of air
nR

[ 4 6 ( b)

(7\-T1 )
[4·6 (c)J

It is cle:ir from equari,r, 1 i , . ,;1 and [4·6 (b)] that the work
d,:,;-,e in compressing the air Lie-pr: _.s, _,._art from the pressure ratio
'"El inirizd air temperature, upon the index of compression, n.
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For an adiabatic process (PVY=constant), work done per qcle
is given by
y-1

W= ·rS-mRT{( ;:

)-Y--1 J [4·7 (a)]

=_:i_, mR('l\-T1)

(4 7 (b)]

y-

and for an isothermal process (PV=constant) work done is given by

W =RT1 log{;:)

(4·8)

Afm.,
P, H-~,,......--_-_-_,,---~---~---,
Ve

__J i---.,-..--

V

Fig. 4·5. P-v diagram of reciprocating
compressor considering clearance volume.

Fig. 4 5 sbows the theoretical compression cycl~ considering
the clearance volume. At the end of the delivery the volume instead
of being zero, has.a value equal to V3 • During suction, first the air
in the clearance volume expands to pressure P 1 and volume V 4
(process 3-4) and then suction takes place. Thus the clearance .volume
reduces the amount of air sucked in the suction stroke to only
{V1 - V4) t, •ifhe \.\oork done per cycle, given by the area 1234, is also
reduced.
·

Work done per cycle=area 1234
= _n_R(m 1 -m 3}('1'2 -T1 )
n--l

(49)

while work done per kg of a!r delivered remains the same as given
by [4·6 (c). i. e:

L:,i
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The clearance volume affects only the effective stroke of the
com nressor during suction and reduces volumetric efficiency but the
p-'>m:r required tu drive the compressor per kg of air remains same.
T.be decrease in volumetric efficiency is more when the c::>mpressor
pressure ratio is increased.

4 4·1.

Mahi-stage compress.ion

During isothermal compression there is no gain in the internal
enr,gy of air because the temperature at the end of compression is
rn:ne zi.s that at ihe beginnin 6 of compres,ion. However, in actual
practice the compression is alw.iys po!ytropic and there is a definite
rise in tempeiature of the air. fhe additional work required per
eye le for pol) tropic compression gors in increasing the tempera cure
of the air. The deviation of the actual compressiun path from the
JS·-Jthermal path increases wiih higher pre,sure ratios (see Fig. 4·4i
iesulting in a corresponding increase in work required per cycle. To
reduce the work reqnired per cycle multi-srage compression is
1fsorted to when the required pressure ratio exceeds about 5.
Fi.r. 4·6 shows the schematic diagram of a multi-stage comrrcs,or and Fig. 4·7 ihe coiresponding P-u and 1'-s diagrams with

fig. 4·6. Schematic diagra•n of a multi-stage compressor.

,

'

"Adia/;18 /it"

/Jp/At>,mtr!/,, >,.
\

,.._
V

--.s

Fig 4·7. P v and T-s diagrams with perfect inter cooling.
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perfect in!erccoling. The air after being compressed in the low
pressure cylinder is coolrd in an intercooler. If the air is cooled to
its criginal iemperature it is called pe1fect intercooling and if it is not
cooled to its criginal temperature but to a higher temperature it is
called imperj;et intercouling. The work saved by intercooling is
shown by the hatchc:d area
Asrnming that (i) the index of compression is same in each
stagf', (ii) intercooliug is done at constant pressure, and (iii) there
is no pressure loss between stages of a multi- stage compressor, we get

Work done per cycle
=wcrk done per cycle in (L.P. cylinder+H.P. cylinder)
n-1

n-1

= 11 n_ J [P1V
1 {(-;:

11

)-

-1 }+P v
2

2{ ( ~ : )

n

-1 }]

[4· 10 (a)]
Ifthe intercoo!ing is complete,
an

PJ\=P2V2
n--I

n-1

d J~

nt=n-l

H.P.

pr,
!.- 1

c·P
I -2

required=

\P1

)n +(PJ'- )n --2 J
3

(4·10 (b)]

2

,:x~O

( 4· 11)

where N is revolutions pu minute.
Differentiatirg equation [4·10 (b)] with re,pect to (P 2 iP1 ) and
equating to zero the condition for minimum Vl·ork in multi-stage
cc:1, ;~rcssion can be olitained as

or

P 2 =,J ?1xP3
P2 Pa
,.ol

(4· 12)

= J?;

i e. rressure ratio for each Hage is same.
wc,rk in each stage.
·

This also gives equal

The total work done per cycle, then, is
11-

W=2x /~-1 P1V1 [(;:) n

l

-!

J

(4·13)

Hence the conditions for minimum work are that the pressure
ratio in each stage is same and the intercooling is perfect.
The above analysis is based on perfect intercooling and no
pressure drop in intercooier. In practice due to imperfect cooling
and pressure drop, a compressor designed with P3=...f P 1 X P 3 would
have greater area of H.P. diagram so that the intermediate pressure
i~ raised above the value of P 2 •

\
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·4·2. Performance of reciprocating compressors
Fig. 4·8 shows the actual indicator diagram of a single-stage
reciprocating compressor. Due to throttling in inlet and exhaust
valves :he pressures at intake and delivery are different from the
theoretical contant pressures. The actual work required is more due
to inertia of valves, etc.
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Fig. 4·8. Actual indicator diagram of a single-stage compressor.
The performance of an air compressor is usually given in
terms of delivery pressure, horse power, volumetri~ efficiency and
the_ capacity. Fig. 4·9 shows the performance of a typical red-
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4·9: J>erformance of a

typical reciprocating compressor.
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procating compressor. It is evident that as the pressure ratio is
increased the volumetric efficiency decreases, thereby reducing the
air capacity of the compressor. The power required to drive the
compressor 2Jso increases w:th an increase in pressure ratio. One
important characteristic of the reciprocating cornpreisJr is that the
pressure ratio is not affected by speed and the amount of air being
delivered by the compressor.

•t-4·3.

Applications of reciprocating compressors

Reciprocating compressors are primarily used in industrial
manufacturing plants and for on-site work. The single-stage com·
pressor is normally used for pressures below 4 kgf/cm 2 while two
stage compressor is used for pressures above 7 kgf/cm 2 • Between
:4 kfgicm 2 and 7 kgf/cm2 the single-stage unit is used for capacities
below 8 to 9 m 3 /min and two-stage unit for higher capacities. This
type of compressor is also used in free-piston engines.
Due to high inertia of reciprocating parts and low rotational
speeds this type of compressor has not been used in conjuction with
machines running at very high speeds such as gas turbines. l'vforeover, the reciprocating compressors are suitable for comparatively
low discharge volumes and high pres~ure. \Vhrn very high
discharge pressures are needed, a reciprocating compressor is the
only alternative.

4 5.

ROOTS BLOWER

Roots blower is a rotary type of positive displacement compressor.
Fig. 4-9 shows a two lobe roots blower. It consists of two identi-

Air in/a/re
(b)
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Atr ii-dale
(c)

pl
~~~~~~~~--....-.........

fj

I

JRREVERSIBJ.li PRESSURE
kl.SE "f)IJE TfJ '1/11:,CI< f'I..CW

._1___________:?_ _"'_/!I_C:

RECll!d!"P

(d) p·v diagram of roots blower.

Fig. 4 !)_ Suction and discharge cycles of a two lobe roots blower.

cally formed impellers or rotors ha~ing epi~.yr:loid and hy_Pocycloid
or involute profi\cs. These profit<'S provide perfect mating. The
rotors are held in poiition by t,vo inter. meshed gears mounted on an
external housing. However, there is no internal contact between

[SEC.
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the two rotors or between rotors and the outer housing to avoid wear,
bi:t to reduce slip and leakage this clearance is kept minimum. The
rotors rotate in opposite directions

Working of Roois blower. 'When tbe rotors rotate the air is
entrapped between them and the sides of.the casing at the inlet
side. This volume V is positively displaced as the rotDrs move and
its pressure remains the same as that at inlet. As soon as the rotor
A is perpendicular to rotor B the disch.1rge port is uncovered and
air ~tarts discharging. ft sh mld be noted that the air is not compressed by being entra ;:,ped between the rotors but is compressed in
the discharge side of the blower. As soon as the discharge port is
uncovered, i'..e. when rrJtor A passes the point 2 (see Fig. 4· 10) back
:How from .the air receiver occurs and the pressure is immediil.tely
increased due t) back fl iw and discharge takes place. The amount of
free air delivered to the receiver is four 1i·11es that of the entrapped
volume, i.e 4V for a twJ lobe rotor as this happens f,mr times in one
revolution of the rotor. The air supply is intermtttent even when
the rotors are conrinuomly rotating. However, by proper design and
phasing of two lobes it can be enrnred that wben discharge from
lobe A ends, lobe ff starts discharging [.,iee Fig. 4· l O (c)J and a
continuous supply of air can be obtained.
The working of the Roots blower is shown in Fig. 4· IO (d1 on
a p-v diagram. The dotted line refers to a reciprocating compressor.
Process 2·3 is the instantaneous pressure rise due to back flow of air
from the air receiver. Thus it has an inherent irreversibility in its
action and the work required is greater than a corresponding
reciprocating compressor by area 23° 32'. Th~ work done per revolu·
frm of rotor W is given by
(4·14)
This extra work <lone is relatively small at small pressure ratios
which are usual where Roots blovv'er is mostly used. The
efll.ciency of the Roots blower depends upon the pressure ratio and
de,'reases with an increase in it due to increased leakage past the
lo:,es. At low pressure ratio the efficiency is about 80 per cent but
reduces to 50-60 per cent at higher pressure ratios.
Roots blowers are built with a discharge capacity of O 15 to
a;;proximately 1.500 m 3 /min and run at sp_eeds upto 7000 rev/min.
A single-stage unit is sufficient for pressures up to 2 kgf/cn, 2 while
f ,r higher pressures a two stage unit is used. The number of lobes
nu.y be 4 or 6 for the high pressure ratio compressor.
The R.,) 1t-; blower is used for scaven~ing and superchaqing of
two stroke intern,! c:~n1 hustion engines, low pressure irnl1, s•ipnly of

~i.c /11
fl.lrrnces, ,u,·age disposal plants, lnw pre,sure gas hoo,ters,
on d tor blower ',ccrvi,~P, in general. The Roots blower is not suitable
,,1.)d\lr 0t& 3:JJ b;gh presure requirement,.
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LYSHOLM COMPRESSOR

Lysholm compressor consists of two modified helical rotors-one
grooved rotor, i.e. female rotor and the other a mating male rotor.
These are so designed that at inlet, the air volume is gradually
,educed and the pressure is increased. The nature of compression
is similar to that in a reciprocating compressor in that the rotors
have certain compression ratio. There is a small clearance between
the lobes, hence the volumetric efficiency decreases with an increase
in pressure ratio due to increased leakage. An increase in speed
increases the rate of flow at a fixed pressure ratio.
The compression is smooth and continuous with a high
efficiency. Lysholm compressors are built with a wide range of
capacities from 3 m 3/min to 350 m 3 /min at pressures upto 2 kgf/cm 2
for single stage unit and up to 7 kgf/cm2 with two stage unit.
The volumetric efficiency of a Lysholm compressor decreases
with increased pressure ratios but is better for higher speeds. The
mechanical friction and fluid-friction increases with speed but on a
percentage basis decreases with increasing pressure ratio.
Screw compresscrs are also similar in principle to Lysholm
compressor. Lysholm and screw compressors are used in portable
as well as general industrial plant applications. The high efficiency
and high rates of. flow with . freedom from surging are the main
characteristics of this compressor. Lysholm compressm· is used ·in
m~rine gas turbine power plants.
·

4·7.

VANE.TYPE COMPRESSOR

Fig. 4· 10 shows the components and the basic principle of operation
of a vane type compressor. It consists of a rotor with a number of
vanes free to slide radially in an offset casing forming sealed sectors.
The position of the inlet port is such that air is taken into the compressor cylinder when the gap betwten rotor and cylinder wall is
increasing. The vanes are made of non-metallic fibre or carbon and
are spring-loaded. The sectors vary in their volume with the
position of vanes. When the vanes are folly extended it is maximum
and a slight further movement isolates the filled sector from the
intake port. With the rotation of sector thio volume of air is reduc-cd

[SEO,
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(d)

Fig. 4·10. Vane type cvmpressor.
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as the cylinder walls and the rotor body converge till the air is dis·
charged and thus its pressure is increased. Howner, this is not the
total compression obtained by the compressor. Further compression
of the air occurs due to back flow when the delivery port is
uncovered. About half of the total compression is due to vanes Ztnd
this reversible compression is shown by the process b d on thtc p-v
diagram. The rest half of the compression is due to back flow ,,nd
is irreversible.
The flow in a vane type compressor is smooth and free from
pulsatwns. The vane type compressor can dew·lop pressures upto
3·5 kgf/cm 2 with one stage and up to 9 kgf/cm 2 with two stages wirh
a capacity ranging from 2·5 to 60 rn 3/min. The rotational speccl is
limited to about 2500 r.p m. as compared to about 7000 r.p.m. of
the Roots blower due to difficulties in balancing the changing
acceleration of the vanes. The efficiency of a vane type compressor
varirs from 65 to 75 per cent and is higher than that of Roots blower
ifthe rrersure ratio is more than 1·4.
This rype of compre&rnr is us,d for supercharging I .C. engines,
mrply of air to cupola and an:- yery popular in portable compressors
used for construction purposes.

4 8.

LIQUID PISTON ROT ARY COMPRESSOR

The liquid piston rotary rrimprr,Eor (Ne Fig. 4· I l) comi~ts ci" a
multi-blac'.e rotr-r re,olvi1,g in an ellip1ical (i,~ing putly filled with
a low vi<r0sity fluid, usually water. \\'htn Ilic roior turns, it canies
with it ihe water creating a ,o!id liquid Ting turning in the ca:;ing
at the same speed as that of the rotor. This liquid is forced to ~uer
and leave the chambe, alternately in a continuous cycle. This is
because the rotor is round while the ·casing is elliptical. This acion
of water is just like a liquid piston and the air in the SFclCcS
between the vanes of the impeller is di,plared. ,Tanrnm can ai.,.:; ije
created by restricting fre inlet air.
Liquid piston compre-ssors have a range from O Ot0 to
300 m:3jmin with prosure varying from approximately 75 cm of
water vacuum to over 7 kgficm 2 . Typical applications of such c•:'mpreswrs are in chemical proctssing, sewage disposal, and labcratc,rits.

[SEO.
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INLE.T

Fig. 4·11. Liquid piston rotary compressor.

4·9.

RECIPROCATING vs.
ROTARY
PLACEMENT COMPRESSORS

POSITIVE

DIS-

Tlw reciprocating romp•cssor due to its low speed and high inertia
tends to lie hulky. Hmwv1·r, it consumes les~-power due to its high
efficiFncy
It has a lnw initial cost. Recicrncati·•g comprFss,r3 are
capable of develnping very high nressurc rati:,s and the maximum
cap.1city is limited tn ahout 300 m"/miqute. Recipr.1nting comprrs,ors an, cithtr wate,· or air c·i,lled while the rotarv compr,:,s·:irs
are oil cr,ol(·d. hi rotary comm·e,sws s;vne oil i, uspd for luhric::ction
;is well as for cooling th~ air,";, special <frtergent oil and that t0) in
large q11an!i1ie-s, is nef'ded. Due tn hnt oil being mrd in main·
bfaring, leakage is a problem. This i5 s~ecially- so for IJ1dian
tr ,pica] c0nditiom where oil takes relativdy hnger ti one to cool.
Rotary compressors re-quire mnre power than rcci;ir,xating
c,-mpressors for same mass flow as sh·1wn in Table 4·1 and this
. extra p:iwer manifests itself in high~r 011tlet te·rl[)eratures. Rotary
compressors have outlet temperatures about 35° to 45°C higher
than their reci prorating counterparts.
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TABLE 4·1
POWER REQUIRED FOR VARIOUS COMPRESSORS
Air delivery, FAD, m3/min
Positive displacement rotary

I

3·5

1---;-

I

4'5/5
50

1--I

Reciprocating, h.p.

I

26

38

l I I

1--;-1-~-,
6

7

l--1----1
I
49

I

62

10'5

96
88

Rotary compressors are used for delivering large air quantities
at relalively low pressures upto 8 kgf/cm2 • Rotary compressors
are high speed machines and can be directly coupled to turbines
and are smalier in size and have a uniform delivery without a large
receiver between the compressors and the air main as provided in
reciprocating types.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
4·.i.

H.ecipro-.:adng compressor: power required

A reciprocating compressor delivers 5 kg of air per minute at a
pressure of 7·5 kgf/cm". The pressure and temperature of the air before
compression are 1 kgf /cm 2 and 16°0, respectively, and the compression
rprocess may be assumed to follow the law pvl·' =constant. If the rate
of heat transfer from the cylinder is estimated to be J·6 h.p., calculate
the power required/or the compression. Take Cr,=0·24.

_pv !'·"
"'=c

I
.,
-~

1---------

L.~~~~~~-

I

=288x\

f

"vfJ•u
n

,£:c,v

V
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Total power required=mass ratexcp(T2 -T1 )+heat transferred
_ 5x0·24(403-288) +l·"
10·54
°
=13·1+1·6=14·7 h.p. Ans.
(Note 10·54 kcal/min= l h.p.)
{2.

Two-stage co:m.pressor : h.p.;

"l)iso,

F.A.D. ; heat transfer

A single-acting two stage compressor with complete intercooling
delivers· 5 kg/min of air at 15 kgj/cm 2 • Assuming an intake state of
1 kgj /cm 2 and 15°0, and that the compression and expansion processes
are reversible a-nd polytropic with n=1·3. Calculate the power required,
the isothermal efficiency and the free air delivery. Also calculate the
net heat transferred in each cylinder and in the intercooler.
If the clearance ratios for the low and high pressure cylinders are
0·0-1 and 0·06 respectively, calculate the swept and clearance vol·umes
Jor earJ1, cylinder. The speed is 420 rev/min.

V

Final pressure P 3 =15 kg/cm 2 ; Initial pressure P 1 =1 kg/cm2

Pres8'11,re. ratio
P.ressnre at the end of first stage of compression,

Work detut in. compression

Total v,rork done per cyk is given by
n-1

W=2m~RTr(
Pi)?! -1 l
n--1
L
P1

.,J

M-1

2x5
1·3
-,r
1
=--x---x29·27x288[f3·88)
-11•
60 · I ·3-1
'
Ans.
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Isothermal work done, W;=mRT 1 log-;;

5

= 60
=

~ ,

.

x29·27x288xlog. 15

1908 kgf/s or 2.'H h.p.

Isothermal etuc1cncy,

Wiso
'l)iso= - - -

w

Free air delivery
Free air delivery, V=m

1;\
1

Hcai trnn'ferred
Since there is pnfect intrrcooling, temperature at the cT,d of
each stage is equal, i.e.

0

~

=288 ( ~i )FT =394 K
\

r-d

~ ~

l

/

r\;Jplyingth~ First Law ofThnmoclyrJarntc~, thehcat t:,,:
c~1ch cyrndct l:_. i givfn hv

Tlie rnlu:nctric rffi'.:iency is given by
II .

I

r,rr1=l- ; : {( ;: ) ~- ·- ! }

!.":··

l ._. •
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J.)

For first cylinder volumetric efficiency

0·3

= 1-0·04{(3 88) 1'3

-1}=85·2%

For second cylinder
0·3

·r;,.01= l-0·06{(3·8Sf3 -1}=77·92%

Swept volume and clearance volume

The swept volume is given by
Vb->-Tta= F.A.n.

NX·IJ,,ot

First cylinder

4·21

Vb- Fa= ~.AD.
i\

X

YJ,,,,z

4:.::U X U·85L

0·0117:>

:m. 8

Ans

Second cy l indtr
T7 ,."

r, -

F A .JJ

..

~d-p
A

2/

1'.) l

v·

X • X

'IJve l

421
--"·''03'2 3A
:n:l8x420xo·7792-"" .:J m
ns.
Clearance volume

Clearance volume =Clt:arancc ratio;< Swrpt volume
Pir.,t cylinder

Cleaiance \Olume=O 01179 :<O·Ot=0·000472 m'1
Second (!/i'.nrler
Clearance rnlunw=O 00332 :<0·06=0 000199 m
4·3.

Reciprocating con'lpi·es§or : 1n1~teacy
produce a specified pressure

3.

Ans.

Ans.

flow ; time to

.t reciproca.ti'.ng comprcs8or delfr·ers ai1· to a receiver h1,i,in:7 a
·volume of ;j rn 3. The receiver is initially at a pressure of 1 5 kgf/cm 2
and temperature 25cc; the pressnre i;; to be ir.creased to 8·5 kgf.'cm 2 ,
ihe temperature being maintained const;int, by means of a cooler. If the
comprPssor is driven by ri 35 h.p. motor and the ratg of heat tran.efcr
from the systern i8 1 2 h.p., calculate the time taken to produce the
specified pressure rise (Take Cp=0·24 kcal/leg K, Cv=0· 17 kcal/kg K
and atmospheric lemper,1ture t1 =l 8°CJ.
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Initial ru<1ss of the air in the receiver,
1·5 X 5X 104
29·27 X 298 =S· 5 kg

Final mass of the air in the receiver,

3·5x Sx 10~
ma= 29·27x298

= 43 ·7 kg

Increase in mass=48·7-8·6=40·I kg
Writing down the energy equation, we have

Q+W =u2 m 2 -u;mi+h1(m 2 -m;)
where

Q=heat transferred
W=work done
u=internal energy
h=enthalpy

Since the temperature remains constant
U;=U 2

Q+ W=mi(m 2 -m,)+h1(m 2 -mi)
=cvT;(m 2 -m,)+c:!)T1(m 2 -m,)

=(m2 -m1 )(c,T,+cziT1 )
where T 1 is the atmospheric temperatures, T 1 =291 K.

Q+W=40·1(0·l 7 x298+0·24x291)
=4820 kcal
( 35-- l · 2) X l O· 54 kcal heat input in 60 seconds

4820 kcal input will be in
60x4820
38.8 X lO· 54 =708 se~ or 11 ·8 min. Ans.

EXERCISES 4l
Section A
4·1. Describe the various applications of compressed air.
4·2. Define fans, blowers, exhausters and boosters.
4·3. In what way the analysis of fans differ from that of blowers and
compressors ?
4·4. What are the two main types of compressors? What are the main
differences between them ?
4 5. Define isothermai efficiency. Why the efficiency of'. reciprocating
compressors is given in terms of isothermal efficiency ?
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4·6. What is free air delivery ? Why capacity of a compressor is given
in terms of free air delivery ?
4·7. Define overall volumetric efficiency in terms of (a) mass ratio,
(b) volume ratio. Why volumetric efficiency is less than unity? What is absolute

volumetric efficiency ?
4·8. Derive the expressions for work done in a single-stage reciprocating
compressor if the compression is (a) adiabatic, (b) polytropic, (c) isothermal.
4·9.

Define mechanical efficiency of a compressor.

4· 10. What is the effect of clearance volume in a reciprocating compressor on (a) work done per kg of cycle, (b) air delivered, (c) volumetric
efficiency ?
4·1I. What are the various methods for approximating to the isothermal
compression in reciprocating compressors ?
4·12. Prove that in a two-stage reciprocating air compressor, if the
ntercool ing is complete, the expression for total work required, W, is g:ven by
n
n-1
11-l
W=p1v1n-l ( ~)~ii-,+( f!]_)_n_ -2
\ P1

\. P2

where p 1 , p 2 ar:d p 3 are pressures at inlet to first stage, inlet to second ,tage
and outlet from second stage respectively, and v1 is the volume of air entering
low pressure cylinder.
Hence prove that in a two-stage compressor, for maximum efficiency
the intermediate pressure p 2 is the geometric mean of !he initial pressure p 1 and
final pre,sure p3.
4·13. What are the conditions for maximum efficiency of a multi-stage
reciprocating compressor?

4·14. Show that the temperature rise of1he gas in either cylinder cf an
ide;,l two-stage compressor is a minimum wlien the intcrcooler pressure
p=( p 1 p 2)0· 5, where Pl and Pz are lo_w pressure -.·y1inder suction and high pressure
cylinder delivery pressures respectively. State clearly the assumrticns which
are made and explain
the low pressure cylinder ratio will in practic;,
normally exceed that in the igh pressure cylinder.
4·15. Prove that the volum~tric efficiency of a single-stage reciprocating
air compressor having pressure ratio P2IP1 and clearance n.tio C is given by
1

rii-o,=r-c(i )ii- -1.
4·16. What are the 2dvantages of multi-stage compression ?
4·]7.

Discuss the typical performance curves of reciprocating ::u:· co:11-

prcssors.
4 18.

What are the applicatio11:3 of reciprocating compressors?

4· 19. Describe the working of a Root's blower by the help of a neat
sketch and pressure ; olume diagram.
4·20.

What are the applications of Root's blower?

4·21. Describe the working of a Lysholm compressor with a sketch.
Where Lysholm compressor is used ?
4·22. Describe, with a sketch, the working of a vane type compressor
and show its pressure-volume diagram. For what applications it is used?
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4·23. Describe with a sketch the liquid piston rotary compressor.
arc its typical applications'!
4 24.

Compare

What

the relative merits and demerits of reciprocating vs

rotary positive displacement compressvrs.

Section B
4 25.

Vane Compressor

A rotary vane compressor has a free air delivery of 10 m3/min when it
c-J:·:1;1iesses air from 1 kgf/cm 2 and 30°C to 2 kgf/cm2. Estimate the power
required to drive the compressor when (al the ports are so placed that there is
no internal comrression, (b) the ports are so placed that there is a 30 per cent
reduc1ion of volume before back-lbw occurs. Assume adiabatic compression.
What is the isentropic efficien~y in each instan~e ?
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DYNAMIC OR STEADY FLOW COMPRESSORS

DyL,:rnic or steady flow comprcesmrs utilize momentum cha:,ges
in 1J,e flowing air lo cc.use the desired compression. These are
of three types- contrifugal, axial, and mixed flow. In the centrifuwd comrrecsor the air is imrarted a high Yelocity and pressure
rise is by a row of n.oving blad1 s, i.e. an impeller. The increase in
kinetic energy is converted into further pressure rise by a diffuser.
The flow in an axial flow compn,ssor, as the name implies, is along
the axis of the compressor while in a centrifugal compressor the
flov; is essentially at right angles to the axis of the compressor.
The mixed flow compressor combines the advantages of both
cen !r ifugaland axial flow compressors.

Fig. 5'1, Centrifugal compressor.

(a.) Centrifugal compressor. Fig. 5· l shows a centrifugal
ccrnrresrnr. Air enters the eye of the impelier in an axial or radial
direction and is turned through an angle of 90° in the impeller.
The irnpeiler rotating with a very high rotational speed of about
20000 to 30000 r.p.m. imparts the air a Yery high H:locity and a
small rresrnre ri,e dmin 8 its rad\a~ flow in the im;),t:lt/· The ,1ir
1cs a
then Dasscs over a d1f-l.user hav1ng fixed vane:, wn1c.n
grnclu~tl!v increasing arta. The velocity of air is reduced during
ito rasc:dge over the diffuser and a substantial µ:rt of the kinetic
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energy is converted into static pressure. Single stage centrifugal
compressors can develop a pressure ratio as high as 4 : l with
capacities ranging from 15 to SOO m 3 /min. In multi-stage compressors pressure upto 15 kgf / cm 2 or more with ca pa cities from
15 to 400 m 3 /min can be obtained. It can deliver practically
constant pressure over a relatively wide range of capacities.
(b) Axial flow ccm.pressor. Fig. 5·2 shows an axial flow
compressor. It consists of alternate rows of moving and fixed blades

Fig. 5·2.

Axial flow compressor.

-the moving blades being fixed on a central drum and the fixed
biades on the outer casing-. The air moves in the axial direction
and a velocity is imparted to it by the moving blades, and the fixed
blades convert this kinetic energy into static pressure and also guide
the air to flow in the next row of moving blades. The prersure rise
occurs in the moving as well as in the fixed blades. As the pressure
increases in the direction of flow, the volume of air decreases and to
keep the velocities same for each stage the blade height is usually
decreased along the axis of the compressor (see Fig . .5·2).
A set of :row of moving blades and fixed blades is called a
stage. The pressure rise per stage is limited to about I ·2 in an
axial flow compn:ssor, so a large number of stages, usually 5 to 14,
are req nire<l to give a sufficient h:crease in pressure. Single stage
axial flow compressors can supply air in capacities from about 150 ms
to 3000 m 3 /rn.iu or more with pressure ratios of l ·05 : 1 to l ·2 : 1 and
a multistage unit can supply upto 30000 :r//min. at pressures up to
.10 kgf/cm 2 • Axial flov, compressors provide constant delivery at
variable pressures and generally have a narrower stable operating
range than centrifugal compressors.
(c) Mixed flow compressors. A mixed flow compressor has
a hub of increasing dill.meters (see Fig. 5·3) so that the flow of air
is turned through an angle less than 90° as compared to a 90° flow
rotation in a centrifugal compressor having hub as a disc perpendicular to the axis df the compressor. The rotating blades give a.
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radial and circumferential velocity and the air leaving the impeller
has a three-dimi::nsional velocity. The air is then delivered to a
diffuser where pressure is increased A mixed flow compressor
is smaller than the . centrifugal compressor but develops smaller

1JJffu1er vanes§

[Mpetler

l/an€'S
J

Fig. 5·3. Schematic diagram of a fixed-flow compresso:.

pressure rise for the same tip speed as compar,::d to a centrifugal
compressor. The stable air flow range of mixed fl.ow compressor is
wider than the
compressor.

Due to very high velocities which arc imi:Jartcd to the air in com·
pressors it is necessary lo consider total head
:)f the air,
The static temneratun: r/' 'l.1,:d
tbr
measured by ';-,. thermom,~tc.·
the ~ame
stream. Th,:
hearl
temperature is that tempera.
turt: which would be
if C:he flowing fluid is isentropically
brought to rest,

l1y applylng the ;c:nergy equation to a How through a varying
area with no external heat transfer and no work, we have
P1V1

U1 +-Jor

+ 01

2

'lqJ

P2V2

=1t2+---:,-+ 2gJ

02
h1 + 2yJ=ht+

02

';J
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Jf T 1 is the total head or stagnation temperature, then
012

ci,T1+ 'l.gJ=cpTt,

since

C2 =0

at

total

head

conditions.

...

T1-T1 =G12 /2gJc"'
(I

(5·1)
T1-'l'=-''l.gJei,
Thus the total head or stagnation temperature considers the
kinetic energy t.f the moving fluid. Similarly, total head or stagnation enthalpy, and total head or stagnation pressure can be defined
and are given by
(5·2)
h1-h~C2 /2gJ

or

y-1

.!.:_=(
Tt )r
p
T

and

(5·3)

The total head or stagnation enthalpy and total head or
stagnation temperature· remain constant in the ab~ence of external
heat and work transfer.

S·J. WORK DONE IN COMRESSION IN A DYNAMIC COM·
PRESSOR.
Fig. 5·4 shows the compression cycle of a dynamic compressor on
P-v and T-s diagrams. The actual compression process follows
the Jaw PV•=Cand is given by the process 12. This is different
from the ideal, i.e. isentropk--eompression given by the process 12'
because of friction between molecules of air, separation, eddy formation in the flow, and shock at the entry of air in the vanes. Due to
these· effects the work required to drive the compressor is more than
in the ideal case. The extra work.required is dissipated in the form
of heat. In case of isenfropic compression the work required is given
by the area of the P-v diagram and on the T-s diagram by rhe area
2' 3' 4 5. The work done in isentropic compression is given by
y

Work done per kg= y~l RT{(P2 tf Pit)1- 1 -1
=

y2_. 1

J

R[T/1-'1' J1t

(5·4~) _

(5·4b)

The work done in a dynamic compressor can be found by
applying steady flow energy equation at inlet and outlet of the
compressor. Thus, we have

c2

...

-

cs

;J

h1 + 29 j+w=k2 + 2

W=(h2+022 /2gJ)-(h1+C//2gJ)
=h2c-ku
=Csi(T2',-Tu)

(5·5 a)
(5 5 b)

[SEC.
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The extra work done in actual practice is due to an increase in
the volume of the air due to n being greater than y and internal

Work dont> dut!'
ti, im:r,,qsl!'4f volu~
('Qo/~d'

Adia6a!ic

(a) P-v diarn1m

'2-----'
1a------

Fig. 5·4.

(b) T-s dia?ram
P-v and T-s di~grams for dynamic compressor.

frictional losses. The firs't one can be: represented on P. v diagram
(see Fig. 5·4), while the second cannot he represented. The internal
frictional loss is represented in the T-s diagram by the area 1265.
Therefore work done in an actual dynamic compressor c<!nnot be
found by the area of the P-v diagram. The area 2 3' 4 6 represents
the total actual work done in compression.
Actual work done=c,, X actual rise in temperature.
=c,,(T2i-T11)
(5·6 a)
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4500

llorse power=

5·4]

(4·6 b)

where rn, is the mass flow per minute.

5·4. EFFICIENCIES OF DYNAMIC COMPRESSORS
(a) Isentropic effidency
The ideal compression process in dynamic compressor is
isentropic, whereas in reciprocating compressors it is isothermaL It
is because in reciprocating compressors due- to slow speed an.d
cylinder and interstage cooling the iqeal of isothermal compression
is apprnached. But dynamic co~pressors are generally uncooled
and of very high speed which cause internal reheating the index of
compression is always more than y. The isentropic efficiency is
defined as the :ratio of isentropic work to actual work.
Isentropic work of compression
Actual woll'K

Isentmpic efficiency
(based on total head
conditions)

_h/t-k1t
-h2t-hit

=

r,'P(T2't-T 1 t) _ (T2 ' i-c-Tu)
cp{T2 1-Tu) - (T2t. T1d

(5·7 b)

Thus the isentropic efficiency is also equal to the ratio of the
.isentropic temperature rise to actual temperature rise. When the
efficiency is defined on thF basis of static temperature rise it is
given by
Isentropic efficiency
(based ·on static head
conditions).

"l.'2· -Ti_
'l\-1'1

(5·7 b)

Fol"small velociti<"s the total head isentropic efficiency and the
static head isentropic efficiency are same.

(b) Polytropk or sn1aU stage effi.clency
'

.

(i) In case of a multi-stage compressor the designer tries
to obtain s;;me effidency for each stage. The small stag,:: or poh'·
tropic efficiency is defined as the isentropic efficiency of an
·
(infinitesimal) stage of the compressor ,, hich reniains constant
throughout the whole process of compression. The fact that on a
T,s diagram (see Fig. 5·5) the vertical diswnce increa.ses with an
increase
entropy dearly illustra~es that in a multistage frictionless
compiession the isentropi:: temi:,;enhure rise is more for an elemeriJal
stage at higher entropy than the temperature
of another
elemrntal stage at lowt-r emropy and the surn of
ten1
perature rises for all 1he elemental . stages 2: L':s
than
the sing le overa 11 isen tropic rise 6 'Ii/
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s
Fig. S·S. T-s diagram showing that the verticai distance between two constant
pressure lines increased with increase in entropy.

Isentropic efficien~y, lJt= lsAenttrop1ict tfmpertuature.rise
c ua e~p~a re r15e

1's't-Tit
T 1t-Tu

b.'i't'

b.Tt
la' +ab' +be' +ca'
Polytropic ot small stage_ efficieilcy, lJ:s=-----=--T2t-Tu
.
I(isentropic temp. rise of stages)= ~(isentropic temp. rise ofstage)
:E{actual temp. rise of stages)
Actual temp. rise
I t::,T.t'
= 8Tt
Since '£!:::,Tat'>b.Tt' the polyttc;,pic or small stage efficiency is
greater than the isentropic overall effit:iency. This gain in efficiency
is due to preheating and )o/iJl ipcrease with increasing pressure
ratios.
.i ·
·
{ii) Polytrop1c ef&.ciency in terms or 'n'
Fig; 5·6 shows the compression process in an elemental stage.
Process 1-2 is the actual compression process and the process 12'
represents the isentropic compression.
Polytropic or small stage efficiecy
T 2't-Tit {2 12't!T1t)-l
'tJ = :- -__,,,-,--=·
.
---=- T 2 t-T1t (1'2't/1'u)-l
. y-,;-l

=

(P2 t/Pi,)

Y -1
----,.h---.1=---

{P2if Pt,fn -1
.

[ Since

n-i ..

. i'-1

t~ ·{!;: )

1

and
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Fig. 5·6. Compression process in elemental stage.

y-i

-1
( -1+1'.Pt.)y
Pit
n-1

( 1+1~t) 7~1
Expanding binomially and neglecting the higher order terms,
we get

=y~l x ~
"f

n-l

Alternately, the polytropie efficiency can be defined as
_ Work done with polytropic compression
Actual work done

=___!!,_ • JR (T21 -T1 t), for one kg of fluid
n-1

[SEC.
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Cv{1'2t-1'1tl

y-J
n
'YJs=-- ' - -

Y

n-1

[For expans~on, as in turbine, the polytropic efficiency i~
dd1ned as
y
n-1
'YJ.,=--1-·yn

(5 10)

Since the rnlue of n is generally unknown· it is more convenient to express 'Yls in terms uf known quantities, i.e. entry and
delivery temperatures and pressures. We know
n-1

~::==(;:: )n
or

...

n-1

fo(P 2tf P1 t)

n

ln(1'2t/T1 t)

Putting this value of ~ l in Eq. (5·9), we get the polytropic

n-

efficiency in terms of inlet and exit conditions.
_ y - I ln(P2 t/P1 t)
'Yls - - - ~-::C--':-:::'--:Y ln(T,t/T1t)

(5· 11)

The polytropic efficiency defined in this way is very usefui in .
the case of multistage compressors since it depends only on the
· actual temperatures and avoids the use of ideal ~diabatic tempera•
ture rise.
If n is the same for all stages the overall efficiency equals· that
of each separate stage on the polytropic basis but not on isentropic
definition. This point is further explained later.
(iii) Relation
efficiency.

between

isentropic

-

n-1

(P2 t/P1 t) n - l

and

polytropic
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n-1
By putti~g the value of ~ from Eq. (5·9), we get
y-t

(5· l 2)

The isentropic efficiency of a compressor is the ratio of the
useful energy output over the total energy input. However, for a
compressor useful energy is always measured in terms of pressure.
Moreover, the isentropic efficiency varies with the pressure ratio used
and will have different values for same pressure ratio but having
different energy levels. Of twcf compressors having equally ,good
internal design one which has higher pressure ratio will always have
less isent:ropic efficiency than one having a lower pressure ratio
merely because of the increasing divergence of the isentropic and
pol}tropic processes with increasing pressure ratio. Similarly, 1he
efficiency of a high pressure :ratio turbine will be more than that of
a low pressure turbine.
·
Thus isentropic efficiency cannot be a true measure of
compresE0r performance,. The concept of poly tropic t fficiency is used
in the design of multistage c0mpr..::,sors to eliminate effect of pressure
ratio. If the polytropic efficiency of a stage designed by a particular
method can be established it can be assumed rhat the similar stages
wiU have the same polytropic efficiency and isentropic efficiency of
the complete compressor can be found by using equation (5· 12).

5·5.

VELOCITY DIAGRAMS

The following is the nomenclature
centrifugal and axial flow compressors.

used

for the analysis of

=exit angle from the stator or guide vanes at entrance
I\ =inlet angle to the rotor
~ 2 = outlet angle from the rotor
a 2 =inlet angle to the diffuser or the stator
U 1 =mean blade velociry at the cNrance
L\=mean blade velocity at e}(it
C1 =~~bsolute velocity at inlet to the rotor
0 2 =absolute velocity at outlet to the rotor
V1 =inlet relative velocyty to the blade
V2 =outlet relative velocity to the blade
C1 w=velodty of whirl at inlet (component of 0 1 taken
parallel to the plane of rotation)
C 2w=velocity of whirl at outlet (component of C2 taken
parallel to the plane of rotation)
1)( 1
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C\a=velocity of fl.ow at iµkt {component of 0 1 taken per,i
pendicuiar to the plane of rotation)
G.a=velocity of fbw at outlet (component of 0 2 taken per.;
•
pendicular to the plane of rotation)
In the case of centrifugal compressors the angles are generally
measured with reipect to blade direction while for axial flchv compressors the angles are generally measured with respect to the
direction of motion of the blade. To avoid confusion it is always
desirable to mention in the problems how the angles have been
measured.
In the analysis of the centrifugal and axial compressors the
following assumptions are generally made :
( l) The flow phenomenon is steady.
(2) The flow is uniform
impeller and the diffuser.

throughout the cro,s~sect:ion of the

(3) There is no separation of flow.

(4) There is no shock either at the entrance or at the exit of
blades.
(5) The flow through the impeller is frictionless.
(a) Centrifugal coIDpressor.
Fig. 5·7 shows the impeller of a centrifugal compressor
and the velocity diagrams at inlet and outlet. The velocity
at inlet to the impeller is assumed to be axial and is
equal to the velocity of flow, i.e., C1=01 a The velocity of whirl Cw
is zero at inlet to the impeller. The relative velocity of the air at
·inlet is V1 , which makes an angle ~1 with the direction cf motion.
The air flows through the impeller and in its passage is turned
through an angle of 90° and ideally the outlet is in radial direction,
-i e. ,he absolute velocity at outlet 0 2 ," is such that its whirl component is equal to the blade tip velocity U 2 • However, the large
2.mount of the mass of air flowing through impeller has certain
inertia and due to the fmmation of eddies the velocitv of
air at the tip i:;i always less than the blade speed. This reduces'. the
outlet whirl velocity of the air and the ttow is turned through an
angle less than 90° as compared to a 90° turn in ideal condition.
This lagging behind of the air is taken int!il account by slip factor.
Slip factor is defined as the ratio of outlet whirl veiocity to the blade
velocity at oudtt.
Slip factor, a=!}_2!»..

u2

(5· 13)

The value of the slir1 factor depends upon number orblades
and affects the amount of power which can be supplied to the air.
Its value is usually about 0·9.
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Work done,·
Wt=rate of change of momentum X distance
=C2 ,,,U2 -C1 wU1
[5· 14(a)[

G2,,,U2
g

= ---

cU2 .U 2
fl

g

- - - -.idt?al
- - - Ac/t,1qf

eye rocrf

F..g. 5·7. Impeller of a cenfrifuirnl compresrnr and vekcity
diagrams at inkt and outlet. For inlet diagram
actual and ideal are assumed to be same.

Eq. [(5·14 (b)] represents the power required hy the comprc,sor.
However, the actual power required by the compressor is more than
this due to the following reasons :
(i) The air has certain viscosity and the viscous shearing
forces retard 'the flow near the wall and create a region
of low kinetic energy than the main flow. H the energy is low rhe
fl.ow tends to stop and an eddying region is formed along the wall.

[,rn:c. 5· 5]
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The formation of the eddies constitutes a loss. This is called flu:d
friction and windage loss.
(ii) In addition to the loss in eddies, the effective flow area is
reduced due to the development of boundary layer near the wall
and hence the velocity in the main flow increases giving non-1ir,iform flow. This increai e in velocity increases the frictional loss.
},,fore important is the fact that this increase in velocity cannot be
recovered efficiently since the staq:nation pressure varies across the
cross- section of the flow and mixing losses occur.

(iii) Due to increased velocity, flow separation can take p;~;,c
and may also result in shock losses.

(it·) There is always a circulating flow within the impeller
passages.

The extra work needed to drive the compressor over that gi\·en
by Eq. (5· 14) is taken into account by multiplying the above quantity by an experimentally determined factor called work factor or
power input factor, p. The value of the power factor ie about l ·04.
Actual work required
paU 2

Wa=-

g

(5· 15)

The energy transferred by the impeller manifests itself ia rise
in temperature, pressure, and vdocity of the air. Usually the change
in velocity is neglected and the change in temperature is giwn

by

[(5· 16 (a)]
The isentrnpic temperature rise is given by
,

"f'JipaU

2

T 2 t-T1t = - - -2-

[5·16 (t,)]

gJcp

where "/Ji is the total head isentropic efficiency.
The pressure ratio is given by
y-1

-&=(~)-r
=(
P11
T1t
(5· l 7)

_The power input factor also takes into account the losses
occurmg in the diffuser. If the separation of flow is taking place
n~ar the exit of impeller it is very difficult to design a suitable
diffuser (;Onfiguration for efficient recovery of the kinetic energy.

. Ordinarily the diffuser consists of an increasing area pasrnge
which reduces the velocity of the flow and increases the static
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prdstire. SomeHfues a guide vane diffuser j~ ais9 u~ec:L Sucli
coriveritional diffusers give a pressure ratio of about 3·5.: 1 arid ate
not suitablt'! for radial aljid XA~xeq flow compressors of hJgh perfor~
m~n<:e and .• c<?fnJ?act q~s;g~. F?r. s~Gli .compr~ssots th,e; absol~tc
veloqty at exit 1s .,so., '11ghthat,ex1t M:ach i:mrpl>er 1s lii,S fogh as 0:7
to i-2 or .mor,e. With !ldacl,- number as high as 1.·2 the,tUffusion ratio
required is about 10: .l _if;tlie kinetic energy is reduced _to negligible.
~ny a(te~pt to d9 so byJhe C?nvehtional diffusers results in separa~
tion of flow and the. dissipation losses due to Jliixing can no Jonger
be balanced by extra pressure energy obtained from the diffusion
process;
.

.

For tpisteason more than one stage of guide vanes are used
in high performance centrifugal compressors. Use of more guide vane
stages also reduces the mixing losses. Straight line diffusers to minimise secondary flow and resulting losses are used with swirl
vanes.
¥ixea itow compr~ssors whichhaxe anex,,hMacii number or
about 1·32 and centrifugalcom.pressors with Mach riurnber of·about
I ·24 are generallt prdvided with a _varieless diffusing--space to reduce
the flow to subsonic conditions arid then efficient diffusion is obtained by providing guide vanes. This also results in a large operating
range to be obtained.
/

(b) Axiati"ow comprssors.
The_ blading arrangement and vdocity diagrams at the
inlet and outlet · of an axial
flow compressor are shown
in Fig. 5·8. One stage of the _ compressor .consists of one
row of moving blade and one row of fixed bl_icle. The air with an
initial velocity 0 1 enters the rotoi: blacles and has a relative velocity
equal to Vi at.an angle ~1 fo the-axial direction (note that reference
direction is axfal and not tangential as used for' centrifugal compressors). The air then glides over the rotor biaaes and receives
J.;i::ecic energy from them. _A part of this kinetic energy is converted
into pre•sure energy in the converging area between the rotor blades.
Thus the absolute outlet velocity 0 2 is greater than the absohite inlet
velocity 0 1 • The air is then passed over to the stator blades where
further vressure rise occurs, arid in _adcliticm to. this the flotv is
directed~ enter the next stage of moving blad~s with an absolute
velocity Ca equal to 01 and at an angle OC3 equal to OC1.
It is dear that the corr.r,ressiontakes place in the moving a3 well

as stator blades. The relitive velocity is reduc~ from V1 to f 2 _ at- ·
outlet of Uie rotor ~ht<!fs Bf del:l~ctio;gjlie itre'a~ i"'f~iigh a s~ll
angle_ thereby i11cteasmg ffit:
artii a-it'd fxe11te fl\~ presstife. _, Rcsi
of the compression tal:~s _
pfac~ _Hr stat.o'r bl~des. _ THe disJtibutiQn_ of

H'd:*

the total pressure rise rnto the f"ko typ~I Of b!a"des is iifdicated by~
factor called degrr,~ oJ rerµ;tip11,. !~fL <ie~e~ of rea:ctiq11 Js. defined
as_ the tatiboftli~. rise inJfte ~tfialpy (Kfnce. pressve} of the air-in
the rotor to that of total enthalpy rise in the stage.
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Degree of :reaction
Enthalpy :rise in rotor

==

'l'otal enthalpy rise in stage
(5· 18)

1
I

Cza

i
fig. 5·8.

Blading and velocity diagrams of an axial flow comppessor,

The choice of a pnrticular degree of reaction is important in
gat. it affects the velocity tdangks, the Huid friction and othf'r losses.
UsucoiHv a
of
to 50 per cent is chosen. It is
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found that with equal inlet and outlet velocities, i.e. 0 1 =02 and
coristant axial velocity G1 ,.=02 a, the 50 per cent degree of reaction
gives least fluid friction and tip clearance losses, as is clear from
Fig. 5 9 ; the velocity triangles become symmetrical under these
conditions.

Fig. 5·9,

Velocity diagram with symmetric'."!I blading (R=0.5).

The axial flow compressor is designed to have a constant a · I
,;eJocity. However, during first few stag~s of a multi-stage unit ~s

Pig. s·10. Effect of axial velocity change on ve,ocity diagram.
1, not tru~ and it is only after 4 or 5 stages that the axial velocity
become, constant. This affects the degree of reaction of the various
stages and modifies the velocity triangles and ,he efficiency.

The work required per stage can be calculated from the velocity diagrams by the arnumption of constant axial velocity. The work
required per stage is given by

mU(C2.,,-01w)
W=

gJ

[519 ta)]
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mU//

=~Ca,(tan ~1-tan ~2)
= mU
gJ (U- C"'tan
=

mU

gJ [U-:-Ca(tan

IX1 -

('.1a tan ;3 2 )

oi: 1 +tan

[5·19(b)]

~2)]

Aho, by steady flow energy equation the work required per stage is
given by
f5·19 (c)]
The actual work rt'quired by the compressor is not equal to
that given by equation (5 19 (a)]. This expression was derived on
the basis of mean values of the velocity triangles. However, this
is not rn and there are always deviations from the design value. ( f
the axial velocity i~ above the mean value the whir! component is
reduced (see Fig. 5· JOi, i e less work i• transferred and if the axial
veloci1y is les5 than mea.11 value due to rhange in incidence angle of
the blade (see Fig. 5· 11) staHmg occurs and again results in less work.
So actual work is given by
mU(C2w-C1w) K
[
i:1=
5·19 (d)]

g

where K is work done Jactor and its value is about O·S36.

RPM £/le~/" al' rof,tf1an
,M /)/qde
Nt!"h( angle ol' a/tuck

with

Q'Xti:r!

ve/oelfy 1~

Fig. s·H. Change in incidence angle due to change in axial velocity.

If the total head or isentropic efficiency of the stage is
have,

01."

'l');

we

Since

-[I+
.

P2t

or

P it -

-

lJ•
·

V(C,!)J-01w)

(5·21}

gJ··.cf)·T·
. 1t,

The overall temperature ratio is ~iyen by
y-1
1'2t - ( P2t )

1'~t - ·. P1 t

r.'ll,

(5· 21)
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Usually the pressure ratio required and the mass flow are specified
to the designer. The afllbient temperature and pressure range in
which the machine is to operate are also known ; for exaqiple a jet
engine has to operate at sea~level as well as at varying altitudes.
The application to wliich it is g~i11g ~o be put decides the speed of
rotation. If the compressor %s' cou,Jled to an alternator or d.c.
machine, its speeq is ex.ictly known. ~ven in other applic~tions a
rougQ idea of rotational speed is always avaifable. In addition to
this
rough idea of adiabatic efficiehcy of the compressor, the
blade pressure coefficieqts, ~he. inlet velocity at tile jmpeller and
the compressor outlet velocity 1s always available. Th~ compressor
outlet velocity is limited by . the. type of combustion chamber
used in the gas turbine, and bf'. the fact that if compressor is directly
conp.ected to the combustion chamber or through a heat exch,aqgero
In the first case low compressor.outlet velocities are required to avoid
blowout at low loads and/or at high altitude, while in the second
case a high velo*y is pr~ferred as it results iq greater he~t transfer.
However, this also increases the pressure losse~ in the heat exch<>r1ger;
thus a compromise is necessary.

a

The impeller. tip speed and outlet diameters are fixed from
considerations of stress limits, allowal:>lebt>aring loads, rotational
speed, and space. limitations, apart from tlie thtoreticaL considerations.
Usually a new design is an improvement of the part designs, so
dynamic similarily rules c<l:n always be ap~lied ro . get. approximate
values of tip speed, rot~tlo)lal speed, various effic1enc1es, etc. However in case of new designs a,,d spedal typ~ of machines such past
exp;rience is not available. lhus, an actual design is always based
on fundamental theoretical analysis plus on past experience available
in:· terms ·or empirical rules and formulae, and a good insight and
exoerience is always a valuable asset for the designer.
In what follows is a qrief dhcussion of design methods used t.J
rakulate the various dime:m;ion of a centrifugal co~pressor.

[ s:ii:c.
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5·6·1.

Types of iinpeUers.

There are three basic types of impellers, namely, the forward
curved vanes, radial vanes, and backward curved vanes. These are
shown in Fig. 5· 12. Fig. 5 13 shows the corresponding velocity
triangles for same tip diameter and rotational speed.

/ ~
-..i.-

1

I~~.

~

-·I

(a) Forward curved vane
fig. 5·12.

(a) Forward

(b) Radial v:rne

(c) Backward curved vane

The 1hree types of imrellers.

(c) Backward

Fig. 5·13. Exit velocity diagrams for diff~rent types of impellers.
(Dotted Jines show the effect ol increas~d vol um~ flow at constant speed),

- - - Theooret/cal·
- '--- Aduerl

Fig. 5·14.

Pressure n volume flow at constant rotational speed·

In an impeHer the energy is transferred in the form of kinetic
energy whicb i.s c,mv,~rted to potential energy (pre~surc) iu d,ffuser.
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It can be seen that for a given tip speed the forward curved vane
impeller transfers maximumc"'energy and then comes the radial va.ne
impelln while the backward curved vane imreller transfers least
amou!)t ·of energy. Thus 1he use of forward Yanrs remlts in a sma'ler
diamtter and lesser weight fot the machine. However, it sh<-iulc: be
noted that ultimately this kinetic energy is converted into pressure in
a diffuser and diffuser is the least effic11::nt of all the parts of the compressor. So higher the impeller exit velocity more are the pressure
losses. If efficiency .is not to be senously afitcied the diffuser length
will have to be made quite large.

The pressure ratio obtainabl~ from a g~ven compressor depc:~ds
upon the rotational speed, the impeller diameter, and the volume
flow. }ig. 5· 13 shows the effect oi change in volume flow on the
exit velocity diagrams of three types of impellers. Direction ofvckcity
0 2 depends upon the tip speed aLd its magnitude upon volume flo,v.
An ir,crcase in flow increases the energy transfer for a forward curved
vane impeller and decreases for a backv.-ard curved vane impeller
and remains same for radial vane impeller. This results in a
rising pressure ratio vs volume flow characteristic for forward
curved vane impeller, drooping characteristic for backward curved
impeller, and constant pressure characterstic for radial vane impclit:r
as shown .in figure 5· 14.
One important performance ch_a~acteristic of a compressor is
its stable operational range. The nsmg characterstic of forV1·ard
curved vane impeller gives stable operation over a very narrow rancre.
This is because first with increasing volume flow the pressure ra~io
continues to increase but after certain flow level the losses in the diffuser ~ncreas~ so rap!dly ~hat. ob~aina~le pressure ratio faHs off rapidly
as shown by dotted lme m .hg. 5·, t. Such a curve has a unall
stable operational range near its peak which i~ characterised by high
losses so that tfficiency in the stable range is poor. The characteristic for radial vane impeller remains constant and has reasonable
efficiency.
Another important point is the ease of manufacture and stress
levels. Usually impeller vanes are forged. Thus both the forward and backward curved vane impellers are di,ti.cult to manufacture and are subject to higher stress levels because of their curvature.
They are subjected to bending stresses in addition to centrifugcil
stresses.

Tlm,, though the, forward curved , ane impeller gives h:gh
eneigy t,amfer, its operational range is very limiti:d and that too
with a lower overn!l efficiency. The mcrc1~ed difiicully in manufacture and high stres:; kvds are furtbcr d1sadc.;autages. Cumide,.
ing that about two-third ol powc:r developed by gas turl>iw~ i, used in
dnviJ,g the compressor, d11, poor eili:.:ieucy 1esuits in a grea[ 1,:,,s
oJ pov.r:r.

H.adial vane in1p::llers are n1ost por..:1" ~ar bec~·~u~e of c~~5t: c~f
'..• .::fat ion and goods.table ,·:;erntioLal range with reasonau1y g,nd
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efficiencJ'. Al most all aircraft gas turbine engines and most other
engines use ,his tyj}C of vanes.
Eackv;ard curved vaned impellers are used only in industrial.
turbine, wh,~re um:t!ly lower pressure ratios are needed. This also
gives good effici:,ncy bec2.usc the exit velocity (and hence loos m
diffuser) is small.

5·6 2.

Design of hnpeUer.

There are various theories of impeller design. fo or:e of the
theories a suitable value of the pressure difference acros3 the biade,
called the blade loading, is assumed and inviscid fbw equcltions are
written and integrated to fiad the density and pressure distrfo~tion
and various dimen5ions of the impeller are found by a,'iu,nic; a
suitable variation of radial velocity. However, it is difficult t,) obtain a suitable value of blade loading without extenstive d,:velopment work 'ind the procedure for calculation is cumbersome and time
consuming. Another theory considers the fact that the flow losses
occur due ro sudden change in flow pa,th such as bends, etc. So the
imaciJer passage must vary smoothly and mmt be kept stra.ight as
far'as possible. This requires fora given mass fbw and rotational
speed, a hyperboloid surface as the inner wall of the :impeller.
The theoretical blade shape found under such assumptioa is rather
ditncult to manufacture. In the third theory, which will be followed
in this book, the impeller is designed to have purely axial inlet and
purely radial exit. The product of passage height and passage width
gives the effective passage area between two impeller blades.
This area is perpendicular to the flow direction. The varic;tion of
passage area from inlet to exit is determined by assuming that it
forms a circular cone of very small cone angle.

Impeller shape
Fig. 5·l5 shows the typical impeller shape along with its main
dimensions. These are, D the tip diameter, D 0 the hub diameter, D 1
the impeller inlet diamc:ter, U2 the tip velocity, etc. The main
object of this section is to give a method of determining these dimensions based on theoretical considerations and practical experience.
(i) Hub diameter. The hub-diameter D 0 is usually obtained
by strengtt1 and vibration considerations. The size of impeller shaft
and the thickness of the metal required determines the hub diameter
which must invariabty be checked from vibration point of view.
The manufacturing method used for milling the blades, etc., of the
impeller can also rc:quirc some 1-,odification in the calculated value
of hub diameter. The me of a hollow impeller shaft may m·ed enlarged hub diameter. The axial width l ofthe hub is also determined
from ,trcr,gth considerati,.Ji:5.

{ii) f.mptller ir;,!et dia,mei€r : The annular or eye diameter
i.e. the ir,1pdkr inlet di:rn1ei1::i D1 is determined from the considera:
ti.on of pref-oure los~es. The press.me losses arc pnportioua.1 to the
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,relarive velocity at inlet for a given mass flow and rotational speed.
The eye diameter D 1 is calculated on the assumption of minimum

I)_=

r,p d1a.m~tr!r

Huf> dk,....., ...,~.,..
IJ;= I».r1~!/e-r i',J/et o'1e,111e/-e,r
Vz = r,~ · Vl'loci f!J
Do::i

Fig. 5·15. Impeller shape,and velocity diagram at exit.

tfach number at inlet. For such a calculation it is assumed that
the absolute inlet velocity is purely axial and tp.e tip velocity U1 is
assumed to be the mean value Um.· The mean value is determined on
the assumption that the mean diameter D.,. divides the tota1 annular
area into two equal part, (see Fig. 5·16), i.e .

..

'thus

f
. \J

Dm=

Ui~+Dos
2
U1 =U.,.=r.Dm N
=r.N{(D/~·-'-+-IJ-1-2 )-/2

(5,22)

(5-23)
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~m=V,

C,a=C,,L._ _ _ _~
_ __
l.1c :::: {./,,~n

Fig. 5·16.

Me~n diagram.

The axial velodty is assumed to be normal and is given by
C -

Qi
_'._:'._(D
2_D Oz)
.<!
l

la-~

"'

where Q1 is the volume flow.

The relative velocity at inkt is given by
V1 2 =Um2 +01a2
- 2Nt (Dl+Do2)
-n
2

+[

4Q1

n(D12-Do2)

]2

(5·24)

If a 1 is the sonic velocity at inlet, then Mach number at inlet is
given by

Since the hub diameter i! designed from strength and vibration
considerations it will not be a Yariable in equation (5 25) and can be
assumed constant. Th<'n for a given volume flow Q1 and rotational
speed N, the condition for minimum Mach number at impeller inlet
can be found by differentiating equation (5·25) with respect to
D 1 and equating it to zero. This giYes

-(4Q1)2 X4(D12-Do2)D,
(L\'i-lJ/)1

na1

or
or

64Q,2
- . - 2'It

l

X (-U2_D
1

..L n2N22D1=0

,

2a12

(5·26)

-

2 0\)2
2,.3 - 1 : 1'
0 I

(Di2-D

2)3= 64 ( Q1N )2

o

n4

or
or

(5·27)
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Diamet_-r D 1 is the diameter which corrctpo,.ds to the
minimum M.:ch number. However, . usually a limiting Mach
number of 0·8 or even O 9 is generally ustd to determine ,he impeller
diamekr for a given volume flow and rotational speed. 1t should be
assured by rnltably increasing the diarneter D 1 that the axial
velocities are not very high othcfrvise losses wrJiild be too high.
The ratio of eye diameter to tip diameter varies from 0·45 to 0·70.
This is to o,sure r.moorh variation of impeller pasrnge from eye to
the tip of the impeller.
(iii) b1,pel!er outlet di<z1neter. The impeller (:>utlet diameter is
usually determined by stress limitations, the rotatio11al speed, and
space limitations. Usually the outlet diameter is given ak,ng with
the rotatiorial speed. 1f not given, a suitable prc5sure ratio can beassumed. \Vith values of power input factor based on past experience, the tip ye!ocity U 2 can be found from equation (5·17). Once
the tip \·e1ocity is found the outlet diatneter can be found from the
relation

U=1tDN
Usually the speed N is fixed

(5·28)

by

t:he driven machine and rn

value of D is determine"? by

". u

D-rtN
Ho,ve,·er, whete Uiere is a choice of selecting the rotational
:speed, the Stress, and stress limits, etc., both the diameter D and speed
N to be usedsbould be decided. The diameter thus obtained must
be <becked against the eropirical rule that eye diameter to impeller
outlet diameter ratio should be between O 45 to (1·70. Too large a
ratio will result in incomplete accelaration of the air while tco small
a value will not allow a smooth passage variation from eye to outlet
diameter. Lower ratios must be used \\here efficiency is very
important.
(i~•) lrn11eller outlet width. Out of the total energy transferred
by the rotor to the air about half appea1 s as static pressure head and
rest half as kinetic energy. So the pressure at impeller outlet p 2
is assumed to be equal to
(5'29)

and the velocity head is neglected because for determining the
volurr:e f!ow at outlet only pressure ar,d temperatvre are requiied.
Thus the value of static pressure p 2 at impeller .outkt can be
found. This ;1:.un be checked agaimt the empirical rule that this
must be .abo'.lc one-fourth of the ideal pr<:Smre rise (JJ 2;-p1 ) where
the ideai pressure rise is given by

~·

-·
U 2
1+--l1P1
\
gJcp:l'i
wo values differ a mean value can be taken.
P2l

=I

J'Y-1

(5·30)
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Similarly; the te:-nperature rise from eye to outlet may he
assimv·d a 1~out half of the total temperature rise, and again neglecting
the uutlet velocity, we have

']' -1'-·· u 22
2
1 -- 'Z.gJc'P

T2
~T1

or
Since

(5·31)

U22
=,, -~-1

I

'2gJr,PTl

i: =( f: )/( :: )

(5·32)

,vith the 1,dp of equations (5·29), (5·3G) and (5·32) we can find
the .:mtlet volume fl.ow Q2 • Once the outlet volume flow Q2 is known
the outlet velocity C 2 , theoutlet area A 2 , and axial width of impeller
at outlet 72 , can be found from the equation
"5·33)

where a suitable value of outlet blade angle rx 2 . is assumed.
Usually with vaned diffmers it varies from 5° to 15° while for vane.
less diffusers its value should varv from 12° to 18°. The lower
value!< are used. for smaller tip Speeds. These values of outlet angle
give a reas.:mable stable operational range to the compressor.

Then outlet area is given by

A 2-- Q
C22

\'5 . 34 a_)

The area A2 can also he given by

A 2 =(~DQ-nt)l2

(5·34 b)

where n is the number of blades in the impeller and t its
thickness. The number of blades depend on the size of the impeller.
About 18 w 22 blades are med in small compressors and 28 to 32
in larger ones. Usw,!ly an odd number is chosen in spite of the fact
that an even number facilitates manufacturing. This is bectmse an
odd nurt:iber of blades does not allow vibration impo.lses to grow,
The number of blades, if high will cause deterioration of cGmpressor
efficiency as the reduced outlet area results in higher outlet
velocitie~ and ht>nce. i.ncrea,ed pressure losses in the diffuser. Too
,mall a number of blades . will resu]t in increased slip factor and
nore turbulence. The thickness of blades again depends upon
the S:ze of th,~ impe1ler. · The thickness does not greatly affect the
performance but thinnf'r blades with a taper of 4° to 6° included angle
are preferred. Tape:- prc,vid es a stiff tip to withstand vibration of
the impeller Thicker bla.dcs are used for large diameter impellers
and they require a greater tancr than that used for smaller diameter
impellers.
The axial depth Z2 of Im;-;c!ler at outlet can be found from the
relation.
(5·35 a)
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if blade thickness is considered.
v) Entrance buckets. Entrance buckets designates the first
part of flow passage from eye diameter to outlet diameter as shown
in Fig. 5· 17. At this section the entrance velocity is assumed to be
purely axial and the tip velocity corresponding to mean diameter
Dm is used to calculate the passage height h,.,..
1

Cta
Uz

=tJn,

Fig. 5·17. Entrance bucket section and corresponding velocity diagrams.

At the mean diameter Dm, the theoretical passage height is
given by

hm . ~Dm sin ~"
II,

= !!_Uta • The value of Um
"'
The value of the theoretical

where n is the number of blades a.nd tan

~m

can be found from equation (5·23).
passage width must be increased by a factor of l ·3 for best
results when angle ~mis less than 45°. For higher angles a greater
factor is usually used to ensure a sufficient area corresponding to
this angle.
Once t\le passage height is found the inlet Mach number
should again be .checked at the mean diameter Dm to ensure that
sufficient passage area has been provided.
(vi) Impeller passage. The impeller passage from eye t0 tip
is designed such that it provides i:.n increasing area at a rate matching with.the diffusion rate. The radius r 1 (see Fig. 5· 18) is chosen
such· that the passage smoothly joins the eye and outlet areas, while
the radius r 1 is fixed from the considerations of manufacturing
process, strength and weight. One usual method of determining
the passage is the use of an equivalent circular cone as shown in
Figure 5· 18. The cone angle must be very small for good efficiency...:..,

[SEO.
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'

1
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IJ

"1'
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(a) Impeller passage
(b) Equivalent circular cone
Fig. 5·18. Impeller passage and the equivalent circular cone.

5·6· 3.

Centrifugal compressor diffuser
Normally the diffuser of a centrifugal compressor is an annular
space with or without vanes in which the air is slowed down and thus
the kinetic energy is converted into static pressure (see Figs. 5· 19).

Fig. 5·19(a).

Vaneless diffuser.

Fig. s·19(b).

Vaned diffuser.
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When the air comes out of the impeller and enters the diffuser
it behaves like a free vortex if there are no obstructions present.
Such a vortex is given by
r 2w= constant
[5 37 (a)]
or
rx rw=rx C cos Cl.=constant
[5·37 (b)]
:.
· rO COS rx=t 3C3 cos a; 3
(5·38)
Writing down the continuity equation in the radial direction,
we have
pO sin 0( A= p3C3 sin IX3A3
pO sin oc.'ii:Dl=p3 0 3 sin oc 3 .nD3l3 ·
From equation (5·38), we get
lp tan :x= l 3 fli tan

.

or

tan

IX 3

pl

(5·39)

IX 3 =-l-

Pa a

Writing down the energy equation between the impeller inlet
and outlet, we have
y...:t

Tt;(Ri y -t) -=T
~
(5·40)
2
2gJc 11
a
2glfcf1
and energy .equation between impeiler outlet and diffuser inlet and
at some section of diffuser, we have
T+_!!l_
1

022

+

+

Oa2

..

02

Ti+ 2yJcp ==Ta+ 2gJcp ==T+2gJcp

. (5·41)

rrom the above equations T can be found and put in
1

p/r,a=('l'/Ti1- 1

(5·42)

where the value of n can be found from the equation

n= __·IJ~'(___

1-y( l -·l)o)

(5·43)

where '/JD is the diffuser efficiency which varies from 82 to 92 per
cent.
The diffuser inlet axial length 73 is made equal to the total tip
width l 2 plus some clearance on rear side of impeller so that the
radial \elocity as well as the angle r1. 3 can be found frotr.
(7tlJ-rit)T2 C2
(5·44)
tan e<a =
Dl
·~u
r. 3
m 2
wnere mis a constant whose value is less than unity. The exact value
depends upon the number of blades.
,
Thus from equation (5·44}; tan IX 3 can be obtained, and from
Eq. (5·42) p/p 3 can be obtained, or p/p 3 can be taken to vary between
I ·08 to l · 18. When both these "'alues are put in equation (5·39), the
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value of l tan ix can be found, i.e. the diffuser outlet angle and outlet
axial wilth can be estimated based on past experience. The diffuser
shap,:: obtained is 3pproximatdy a l0grithmic spiral.
The diffuser inlet diameter is decided by the clearance between
impelier outld a1:d d1 ffuser inlet. The ratio of dfatneters is usually
D.
. ..
__, o= I· l 5 to l ·40
lJ2
the larger values being preferred where efficiency is more important.
i'he outer diameter l\ is again decided by empirical rules.
Fbt a ,,aneless diffuser this should be

n

4 -=2·2

Dz
\\•liile for

a diffuser with

vanes it should be

D, =1·8 fo 2·0

D2

(5·47)

Fer good efficiency a large value is used but in some applications such as in afrcrafts where ~pace l~ more important than
efficiency, diameter ratio · as small as I ·5 is used. This requires a
large number of vanes for good diffusion, which ate uhdesirable M
they are conducive to vibrations.
The passage height h3 is given by
A 3 =nl3 h3

(5·48)

where the area A 3 is selected to be about 1-8 to 2·1 times the
effective exi~ area of the impeller. The. effective impeller outlet
area is defined as the area required for the absolute velocity C 2 , i.e.
effective· impeller outlet area is given by
(5·49)
.A 2'=rr.Dl 2 sin o: 2
01·
[5·49 (a)]
A2'=(:.D-nt) l2 sin ix2
whe:1 number of vanes and their thickness is co:nsidetetl. The
ratio A 3/ A 2 allows sufficient area for air flow in the diffuser. '[his
ratio is intimately connected with the stable operation of the comprcsrnr. A ,·ery high ratio of about 2·3 or so may result in a very
narrow stable operational range. As regards th1! number of vanes,
at l:ast six of them ai'e required for good efficiency and the vane
thickness should normally not exceed 3 to 4 nan. The ratio of diffuser
vane outlet area to inlet area should be
(5·50)

Usually a value of ! ·6 is preferred. In deciding the outlet
area of the diffuser thought should be given to the area of the
passage into which it is to discharge and the total diffusion required.
For example, some applications, such as a combustion chamber,
require that exit velocity should not be high lest blow out occurs while
I heat exchanger requires a higher outlet velocity for efficient heat
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transfer. The rate of expansion from diffust>r inlet to diffuser outlet is
made such that the passage height increases by a unit length for every
7 to 14 units of passage length.

DESIGN OF AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSORS
5 7.

DEGREE OF REACTION

Since the degree of reaction, which has already been defined as the
ratio of the increase in enthaply in the rotor to that of the total
increase in enthalpy in the stage, has im poriant effect upon the
velocity diagrams and the effiriency of the compressor it is worth
while to derive an cxpressic,n for it. Usually the inlet and. exit
velocity of the comyressor is n<'glected in such a derivation.
WNk

The total increme in the enlhalr,y in a stage is equal tn the
done in the stage and is given by
(5·51)

'I his work is utilized in increasing the enthalpy and the br.etic
energy of the :rotor such that
Increase in enthalpy in the rotor
= vVorkdone in the stage- Change in kinetic energy of the roror

=w-

1 tV 2 -l'/)
~ZgJ'
i
"

(5 52}

But

V 12 =G,.2 +(Ga tan ~ 1) 2

and

V22 =Ca 2 +(Ca rn.n [:\ 2 ) 2

By putting these values and Eq. (5· 52) in Eq. (5 ;;~), we get
Increase in enthalpy in ,he rotor

=

UC',,(
C,,2 (. 2
,~ 2
g.f tan ~1 - tan ~2 ) - .,_y) .tan ~1 - ,,m

r. .
iJl'

Degree of reaction

UCa
Ga2 ( 2
.
gJ-(tan ~1 -tan ~2 )-2gJ tan ~1 -tan- [L)
0

U00 (tan ~1 -tan ?2 )/gJ

(;: 53)
Also, from the velocity diagrams, we have

u

Ca =tan rx 1 +tan

~l

(5·54)

[S.lW.
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u =tan B +tan

and

-

or

~~

or

tan ~1 +tan

Ca

'

=(tan

2

(5·55)

c,:, 2

c,:, 1 +tan c,:, 2 )+(tan

2u
~J=

Ca -(tan

~1 +tan ~ 2 )

ct 1 +tan 1;;2)

Putting this into Eq. (5· 53), we get
Degree of reaction

Ca { u;;----(tan
2U
R= 1-!u

o:1 +tan

0t 2 )

}

or

(5·56)

Thus the degree of reaction can be controlled by the air angles
and by the axial velocity Ca of the air which is kept constant.
For a 50 per cent reaction it follows from Eq. (5·56), that
tan o: 1 +tan a. 2 =U/Ca
(5·57)
Comparing it with equations (5·54) and (5·55), we get
0t1=~ 2
and
0: 2 =~1
(5·58)
i e , the velocity diagram is symmetrical.
With other . values
of R, the velocity diagram is unsymmetrical and the difference
(C~ 2 -C/) is less than (V/-V2 2 ), ie. the pressure rise in the fixed

~~~

~~~
.Reocl!Qn R

=o s

(aJ

R=I
(6)

R ::,,1
(CJ_

a i~. 5·20. Blading for different degree of reaction.
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blades is a small percemage of the tobl pressute rise.
The r:onsymmetrical type of blading is m,suitable for very high rotat,,nal
speeds due to Ivfacb nurnb;:".r lirnitalions. The stages required for a
given pre,,sure ratio is rnore in case cf non-symmetrical blading than
with symmetrical blading. Fi.g. 5 20 shows the blading kr cliff,; er, t
degree8 of reaction.

58.

VORTEX THEORY

In the previous section 'v\'e have discussed symmetrical and non.
symmetrical type of blading a~rangements. Another type of blading
called free vortex blading is also t:sed which is designed to produce
axially directed velocity leaving the rotating blades. In the earlier
blade arrangements no consideration was given to the fact that
velocity triangles change with the radius and these wer,, calculated
at a particular radius only. The change in peripheral velocity
with radius will modify the velocity triangles. The vortex design
is an attempt to take into account the effect of change in radius of
the blades.
Whenever the fluid has an angular velocity as well as a velocity in the direction parallel to the axis of rotation it is said to ha•;e
'vorticity'. The flc.w through an axial flow compressor is vortex
flow in nature. The rotating fluid is subjected to a centrifugal force
and to balance this force a radial pressure gradient is necessary,
Consider a small element of fluid at radius r with pressures
and velocities as shown in Fig. 5 21. The centrifugal force acting

0

Fig. 5·21, S!'•'-~ll elfment at radiu': r nn,l conditiol'. for r2dia! equilibrium.

on this e],,m::~nt is pr d;- de. C,}Jgr. Ev resolving the forces along the
radial direction, the condition for ra:JiaI equilibrium is obtained as
folkws :

[SEO.
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(P+dP)(r+dr)dB ._-P:r.dB-P.dr.2

dB
.,=p
di"

"'"

r dO

Cw 2
gr

or

(5·59)

The total enthalpy h at any radius r f,r the flowing fluid, which is
assumed t<J be perlect, is given by
li=c 1,T+c2;2gJ

c2=ca2+cu;2

Since

JJ .T= _L

CpT=__:i_.

and

J

y-1

y-1

ppJ

We have

P
Ca2
Cw 2
pJ l-2g.1-l 2gJ

y ·

y-1

h

Differentiating the above equatioIJ. with respect to r, we get
dh _OadCa
dr - drgJ

+

~
drgJ

l [ I __ dP
gJ p dr -

y

+ y-1

P
p2

dp
dr

J

·5·60
(
)

Assuming that for ~ small cliange in pressu~e dP across the
annulus wall the flow is isentropic, i.e. it obeys the law P/pY=constant, or in differential form

P

p

dP

di= rP· dr.
Fronj

Eq.

(5·59) aµp (5,·60), we

Jj}i, =OadOa +Ow dOw

g · dr ·

dr

dr

g.et
gy [···

+ y-1

=OadfJa +Ow dOw
dr
dr
By putting the value of dP/dr,

1 dP _ 1 dP

p

+~ _!__.
y~ 1 p

WI!

dr

py

dr

J

Y-1. dP
y
dr·

get

J d~ =O dOa+o dOw
Cw"
gdr
adr
wdr+r

(5·61)

This equation is the basic equation for all.vortex flow. In the
design of axial flow compressurs it is assumed that the flow is free
vortex flow in which the whirl velocity varies inversely \Yith radiuS:.fi 3
We assume that. w0.rk input at all radii is equal to the total
head tt'.mpcrature and hence the entha!py will remain conStfint for
all radii. The axial \docity is also asmraed to be constant, i.e.
dlifdr=O
and
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By putting these conditions in equation (5·61), we get
dCw/ Cw= -C,,J r
which on integration gives
Cw X r= constant

i.e. the whirl velocity varies inversely as the radius, or in other
words the condition of free vortex blading satisfies the radial equilibriu:n requirements.
The air angles needed can be calculated. In Fig. 5·22 are
-shown the blade angles as they vary from root to tip for a 50 per

Fig. 5·22. Free vortex velocity diagram at three section.

cent reaction blading and a free vortex blading. It can be seen
that free vortex blading has a considerable twist. So the Mach
number will also change considerably during the passage of flow
through the stage, and if the inlet Mach number is high shocks will
occur. For this reason the blade and axial speeds are limited,
resulting in bigger dimensions. Also, since the vortex blade is
designed to produce an axially directed velocitv leaving the row.
for good efficiency, the air is actually accelerated in ·the fixed blades
and- the pressure reduces instead of increasing in the fixed blades.
This gives less overall pressure rise per stage and the number of
stages required is more than that for other types of blading.

The avoidance of vorticitv was earlier thought to be essential
for attaining high efficiencies. However, the marked "wists in the
rotor blades of a free-vortex design and the large frontal areas are
the main disadvanta~es of this type of design. Moreover, with this
design the best efficiency condition, i.e. 50 per cent reaction, can
only be realized at one radius and not over the entire span of blades.
So now it is thought that free vortex de;ign is not esse1;.iial for good
efficiency and stable flow ; and the constant reaction blading is used
to maintain constant degree of reaction from root to tip of the blade
for best efficiency and the condition of constant axial velocity is
relaxed.

5·9.

AEROFOIL THEORY

Jn order to achieve high pre,sure ratio with compressors with high
efficiency it is necessary to minimise, as completely as possible, the

[SEC.
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losses occurring in the flow. Ivfini.mi.zation of the losse$ require.a
, detailed knowledge of the flow process and for that the aerodynamic
design of the flmv passage is necessary. One important aspect of the
aerodynamic design is the study of blade profiles and the effect of
the presence of other blades on the flow phenomena, i.e. cascading of
the blades m a compressor.

Aerofoil geometry
Fig. 5·23 shows the gemnetry of an aerofoil. The mean
tamber line is the line reprefenring the locus of all points midway

I

I L ,'!',l_"'"e
IrY1___________
[_.--· .
ciPcl,

I
'

i

.,.
/O

»-1t?dn ccnnber line
Upp@r .ruritoee

'

,j

Lower sur/acl?

1

~ - - - Choral

Ar:_gft'

I

----------.iio""i

of

ct/lack

Fig. 5·23. Geometry of an aerofoil.

between the upper and lower surfaces of an aerofoil as measured
perpendicular to t!1e mean line. Choid line is the line joining the
ends of the mean camber line. Gamber is the maximum rise of the
mean line from the chord line. Leading edge radius is the radius
of a circle tangent to the upper and lower surfaces, ,with its centre
located on the tangent to the mean camber line through the leading
edge of this Hne.
The angle of attack is the angle between the
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relative air flow direction and the. reference line. The aerofoil is
assumed .to be stationary,and the relative air f!ow direction is equal
•and OPFOSite to the velocity of the ae_rofoiJ./ Angle of incide.nce
is the angle between the chord line arid-:t_b_e :~eforence measurement
whereas the a,,gle of attack decides the des1-osl·.ion of tht: chord line
of the 'aerofoil with respect to the air flo:.V. Another important ae:.ofoil dimemion is the · aspect ratio, i.e. the ratio of blade height to
blade chord: . . . .' ..
.

.

-~t aqd Drag coefficient of an aerofoil

{~;· 'r.,:,There are two lypts of forces acting on an aerofoil moving
througli the fli.tW, Fir:st are the shearing forces due to fluid fricti6n
: (!f the air ·and.~~R..Surface of the ~erofo.il and ! he second are t~e
<J J)r~ssure forc~s a'c1ftng o~ •the aerofo.tJ.
Smee static. pressure .cann9t
'pro¢~·ce a resuliiftforee on 1). inpving aerofoil~ the" only reason for ·
the de~~lopµienrof·the pressure ·(o~c~sis ~he dynamic pressure given
by 1 pV~,,, Tl'itig~,~{nium fore~ ,wl1i~_h;m~f b,e_:;devi;;loped is. gi~·m by '.

wh)e

}ii th:r.:J:J;:ni~l{Jt\,iii4;,dyt/messu~e

6

::
acting. HoWever,' the actua:l fo:,.ce ''develop'ed ,i,y, Jh~ ae1;1Jf?il is· much
greater than that giv'~n by Eq. (5'63). ·Let· us considel"~a vane as
shown---in~:Fig._j_·25 deflecting a How; ·· The force developed on the
vane is given by : -

,[ZQ .
,ti,.V :l·4f41,

Fig. 5·24. Deflection of flowby an a.:rofoi!;

-F=rate of change of momentum

dV
··
=•- &=pAVx
Li.V
=1·414

p

AV2

which is 2·828 times gre~ter than given by simple energy equa~ion.
The-aerofoil utilizes this aerodynamic mechanical advantage
-obtained by deflecting-a flow and is capable of producing forces
grea•er than those given by Eq. (5·63): The forces developed by the
aerofoil, i.e. the ability of the aerofoil to deflect a stream of air
depends on its angle of attack, the curvature. of the aerofoil (i.e •
.camber), the thickness of the aerofoil, aud the velocity of air.

[s.,;c. 5· J OJ
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The resultant forre acting on I he af'rofc,iI can 1)~ resolved into
two firers-one dr,ig force D in !he direction of motion representing;
the frictional forces tending to retard the motion, and the other lift
force L pt:rpendi.:::ular to cfoecti,m of motion. Lift is the basic force
causing the aeroplane to maimain its flight.
The drag fo;ce is a resultant of the pressure distribution over
the aerofoil and the skin friction and repres,,nts a loss, and the ratio
or lift to drag L/ D is consi1..·kred as an indication of the efficiency of
the aerofoil.
The lift and drag force can be given 'as
I

]

D=Qo - o V 2 A
'

~nd

'Lg •

''
L=cQr.
2gl p v2.4

(5·66)

where Co and CL ,are the drag and lift coefficients respectively and A
is the proje,:ted ll.rea of the aerofoil. These c0eifo:ients depend upon
the shape o( !he profile.
.
The variatfo~ of lift and drag coeffi~ients with angle of incidence
zs shown in Fig, 5·25. If the angle of incidence is too much the flow
~reaks away from the profile.
·
·

1-2

,---..---.--,---,----ir-,

Flg. 5·25. Varialion oi dog awl lift co;;ffkients v:i,:1 an;le of atta::k.
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CASCADE THEORY

The work done on a rotating blade can be expressed in terms of lift
and drag forces and hence the lift and drag forces can be expressed
in terms of blade angles at inlet and exit.
Let us consider a blade moving with a velocity U, the air entering with a relative velocity V1 at an angle ~1 with the axial direction
and leaving the blade with a rdative velocity V2 at an angle ~2 • Ji\
and V 2 have a mean velocity V m at an angle ~,,.. (See Fig, 5·26).
The resultant, of drag and lift forces can be resolved into two
components Lw' and La', in rotational and axial directions respectively. The rotational component Lw' represents the force required
to overcome the resistance of motion and La' represents the pressure force developed. The useful lift per unit length of blade in the
direct.ion of rotation is given by

FJg. 5·26. Blade inlet an.:! outlet velocity diagrams.

511]
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.
=-2-p Vm 2 C cos 13m{CL+Cn tan 13m)
(J

(5·67}

where area A =C X l, C being the chord.

C" = V,,, cos [3m

Since

p Ca 2 C {

,_

\Vork done

2g

\

CL+Oo tan [3m )
COS 13,m
.

=Lw' XU
o 0,,2 Uc

2

A

(J COS l"m

(5·66}

(OL+Co tan [3m)

t~rom Eq. (5·68) the total work done per unlt mass flow is

UGa
W =, - - ( tan [31 - tan [3 2 )
p

W'=mW=p O" sW
0,,2 u s,ran
,. ·13 ,-·tan
=o -·\

IJ

\

.ll.

where sis the distance between two bladez,
Equating

(5·68) and

we get

or

(5·71)

Neglecting C0 in Eq. (5·71), which is very small as compared
to CL, we have

If dP 1s the loss of pressure in a cascade, this must be equal to
the drag force in the direction of mean velocity. '\'Vriting these
forces for unit blade length and equatbg, we get

·f-g

p

v;,.2 CD O=s cos 0m.dv

Putting this into equation (5·72), we get

C ·- a

D-7r

d,.

1
2
-oV
2g . 1

_cos 3 [3,,,_
cos

r1

{5·73)
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Fig. 5:25 shdws the lift a119-\drag coefficients of a fixed g~o-

form

metrical
for differrnt arigl~s ofinciden,e .. Such data can ea~1ly
be obtained frbm. wind tunnel tests and a. wi<le r,e.nge of geometrical
forms of the case's.de c:an be investigated .. From 'these coefficients th~
blade angles a11d hr nee the efficiency of; the aerofoil can be
found. The efficiency.of a cascade is dd'ini·d as t};P ralio of actu~l
to theoretical pressure rise in the cascade. Thus the aerodynanHC
investigations, can give. us a,. great insight into the desig:1 of the
blades conducive to .hidktffid,1.q1cies at higher pr<'s,ure r.at10s.
l

5·:fl.

'

•

SURGING IN

......

--..--,:_ __ -~· ' .." ...,
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CONTROL

All dynamic cornpressorA ha\'e certain charncterist;c insta)_,ility
of flow over rbei,· operational range.. This instability is as1.;ociatecl
with separation of flow from the blade surface and formatio:1 ·ot
eddies and can be seen to be oftwQ types-stall an1 surge. Eoth.
these types of instabilities are associated with the positive slonc" 0!
the pressure mass flow curve of the compressor, i.e . when the pre,~.ure
rise increases with an increase in rrn,s flow .. :Stall, in ge:,;;r.(i, is
characterised by reverse flow nt>ar the hlade tip which ur:,e ,,; the
velocity distribution and hence ad,·ersdy aff,,cts the pe1r;,r,I11ar';'~e of
the succeeding stages. Surge is a violent o;.;~eraU ir,stability ·
'10w
in which flow fluctuat1,:ms of lz.rge amplitudes occur thrbilg:lo::;t the
compressor which can result in destructively severe v'bl'ations and
noise ; in- comparison stall results in relatively mi'q. Iota! flow
fluctuations. Both surge and stall impair the perfo:rman~e and limit
the range of operation of the compressors.
"'

9f

The mechanism of the instability of flow can be understood as
follows : Consider a typical cascade shown in Fig. 5·27. It is well
known that a cascade blade at certain angles of attack .with the
moving air develops a lift force. As the angle of attack incHases
this lift force increases. However, further increase in the angle of
attack, more than a critical value; results in a drastic decrease in the
lift coefficient along with a rapid increa8e in. drag coefficient. (see
Fig._5·25). This is beca,_ise an incrrnse in angle ~1 in Fig. 5·27 does
not mcrease ~2 much bm raises the pressure coefficient. "When this
increase is critical a separation of How occurs as th€ air finds it
difficult to follow the convex surface of the blade. With still more
increase in ~1 , the angle !31 changes drastically and flow losses due to
s~paration are high, therebv, reducing the lift coeffieient and increa~
srng the drag coefficient. Wiih reference to Fi:;. 5·25, it can be seen
that this will reduce the component (L,,+D,,) which is responsible
for pressure rise in the cascade. This phenomenon is called "stalli11,g".
Due to stalling ihe pre~sure rise will be reduced. The loss of pressure
causes a recession of delivery, and intPrmittent back flow oc~urs. A
simi1.ar thing happens when ar.gle ~1 is reduced below a certain
value. Stall due to too high angle of attack is called "positive staU"
and that due to too low angle of attack is called "negative stall".

[SEC.
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St~lled ooeration.

Fig. 5·27. Stalling in a cascade.
'

,.:,.,...~;~''"

~ .. The stau does not o(cur on a11 blades at one time, not even
on al\blades of a single stage, but mu ally occurs on a set ,)f '>l lde 1. .
ThiI stall inoves in a direction qpposite toJ that of blade rotation with
a ,:e,loc~ty equal to half the rotational vdocity and is called rotating
s.tall. Due to this rotation, which dissipates a very b.rge amount
9f.e,nerg.y' the flow, though having instable flow tendency, is affected
only in ~he w.:iy that the rre,sure flow cu'fvejias a positiveslope an.d
_re<;J,uces the performance of th·.~ co;npre~sor. An increase in. camber
:md stagger angle3 increa~e theJendency ofthe blade to stall. The
c11.sca,:le spdng and the thicknl!.:L_ of the bl~de:1 also affc:ct the ten.:.J
"
~ d ecrease.._i1~:ax_µ;
. . -· · ;,.y,..,
.
· .
·,uc1cy
to st:H,.
,.,
.. ve1ocity
increases
t h e ang l e o f
incide_nce and ;,talling tend~cellr' when the mass flow is reduced,
i.~. at starring, closing, oC::,fpart load.
·
'

:

(;r

Surging h als0a:,~Gci 1ted·witll ~epuation of flow or ~talling but
the main cause ,}!'· it is the dynamic instability of the system as a
whole. Priip1gati(lg Stall may cause severe body. vibrat!ons of the
vvhol•:! mass of airlin th~ cornoressor. One important characteristic of
pr0pa<_~ating sta!Jci'$jhat th(!~xited forces developed by it'have the .
sartl!=:frequeilC~'ii,Lthe"natural frequency of the blades_. This i~ ,·ery
dangerous as 'ir<rniiv
set severe vibrations and damage the ·., blades.
:.;:."".>\i :\:,
.:

<

-

••

,:.

\

The Pl12~~Iq:i:¢nii•ofsnrgi.ng can l'>est be expl~ined wirh refercnce tf) the-· characteri~tic curve of Fig. 5·28. · For a const~:nt speed
ill.. operation of the compress0r, starting from low flows fp,¢: pressure
1t rise increases with an increase in flow up to point B, where it reac,hes
)the maximum value. This region has a positive slope and is unstable.

t
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AB ::: Stobie branch
lU) = lln.rlable
!JC ::: Reverse Flow

1::<'ig. s·28.

Pressure volume flow characteristics at an axial compressor.

the comnressor openitcs
stable
ope:rrtion in 1~n5tabk ··
iay at point
if the
will be an increase
work and pressure ratio
b,2t (he
voL.ffile wi H decrease in the first
In the second
this flow has slower axial \'elocity due to th,, reduced mass flow
vo!nrne. This remlts i::: decrease in inlet angle
as iNZ'll as
~ 1 and an
in 1 he angle of attack and hence stalling will
occur in the rest of the compressor ,tages, The effect of reducing
flow is cumulative and the pressure fa!ls with reduced mass flow.
But if the presrnre in tht· receiver er pipe down ~t:ream does not fall
so rapidly, flow wil! have a tendency to flow back to the compressor.
After some time the pressure in the downstream pipe reduces and
forward fimv takes place. This forvvard and back\';ard flow of the
air rf':sults in severe pulsations and the phenornemm is called
surging. It should be noted that whi.\c stall pro<luces local
sations tl1e surge causes pulsations in tLe whole system and the
~har,, ctcristics of the cnnnecting ~ystnn cr~·;it]y affect the onset, of
surge.
For operation in stah!e region a,; incff,2,e k mass f1r.,w rc>duces
the pre,sun: 1ir,<F.artd ultimateiy at
C the mass fo..'\'J .is n:,ximum but
ratio is unity, i e. t!H: cffiFier:cy is zero. S:1d1 How
i11, called
flouJ. Surge and cbc("-kiug decides tlie .1,""1,tver a

no

There is
abs6lute remedy for surge. Usually the pressure
ratio in a single unit is limited to about 7' to 9 and
two
p:ression prcsrnre r,,.tios as high as 12 to 16 can be
stage ble.eds, wnereby a portion of the compressor air flow
is tiscd to help:to ;t>dm:c instability at .low speed
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CHARACTERIST!C CURVES OF DYNAMIC COM~

PRESSORS
Figs. 5·29 and 5·30 show the characteristic curves of centrifugal
and axial flow compressors respectively. Pressure ratio b:as been
plotted for various mass fl.ow rates at different speeds. ho-efficiency
curves have also been drawn. The whole of the compressor characteristics can be divided in.to stable and unstable regions separated by
the surge line. The surge Lne shows the limit for the stable operation
of the compressor-to its right is the stable region and to its left fa
unstable region. It is a single parameter line, i.e. it is a fixed mass
now rate which produces surge at a given pressure ratio.

3·0

'

t
f

I
i
i

__;__-_J
I)

.hg. 5·29. Typical crnrifogal compressor characteristics.

T~e efficiency ;;aries v..ith the mass How at a given speed and
the maximum value 1s nearly same for all speeds. A curve repre.senting the locus of points of.maximum efficiency has been drawn in

1<'6
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Fiz. 5·30.

Characteristic curves for an axial flow compressor

Fig. 5·29. It can be seen tlut this ;11ost eu1cient. Mable operat,un
Hne is r,)Ughly parallel to the smge lme. Surge pomts are :·eached:
in case of axial flow compressors before the pressure ratio ma,s flow
curve reaches a maximum and hence the stable operation of th,:
axial fl.ow compressor is limited to a na, rower range.
The possible pressure ratio and the mass fl.ow, both iucr('asr;
with S?eed. For axial flow compres,or the pressure ratio-ma,8 fr;:o
curve is very steep the and pressure ratio rapidly decreases ,,, id, an
increase in mass flow.

5 13.

CENTRIFUGAL vs AXrAL FLOW COM!"RESSORS

The centrifug~J compres,·or i, relatively sii'nl;1iJ:".'rl'l comtru.:ticn.
cl1e:1;·, :i.nd has a high pressure rati,, o[ about 4 : !:\per stage as compared t,, about l ·2 : l for axial fi01·; rnrn::,res,ors,. :\, -The' efffrirncy
of a cc n, rifugal com,Jressor var:es fr,Jm ,,}), mt 7/),tft-~ t"·rcen t ov,·r
a wide range of speed Thi, is lower than th,n cir", abpt,t 85 to
90 pcrc,~nt obtain,1hle in an axin! fi.J\V · <f,11rnpre5shr.
The
cent1:ifog11 l c~mpres:J)r has~· larf('. fr,)~ta 1 ,p·e,\ for ;c\' gi'v,~n rn:,s-; flow
and 1s ,D~ su1table for mult1-sw.g1ag cl•Yc tn ·b,s-':"' bet.v::e,1 stagt~Sh,.,, c~ntr;foaal
compressor•
, 1,·vet,J,)
, .._,,;,.,,
,v..:. \, _,.
::,
., ,...
,.. C""
hi 1,,,;b:et
. . . . n,,: ... - r·~e''"""P
~ ~,...,ll ... ._. -~.1..~,"
p~r sta_ge, they are u~e~t h)r s~pr~_-char~gt ng t ·;-.A· _E.~,f~!J1es '. : :1. .., :_;:1~s ~~u~.. ~
b1ne p!anw, ror fort1hzer, n,tnc a,.:,d ,,,.,10. Hir se;1,1r,:1,":1. p1ant.s,
Relatively small size of the impeller eve 1imits the cap,;i.ci:,, o~· ce,;,ri.,
ugal com,)ressor t'.) values which ar<get1ercdly lowcf' \ i1'rn that
axial flow compressors of the same size.
,l.__.._.,._..

1.-',.J.

.!e'-'

,~

The axial flow compressor ha.1 relatively iarg,c: inlet area ,,nri
hence high flow capacity per unit of cross sectional. area. Ilo,\· ··,er,
since the centrifugal component of work input is ab~ent to ,com pen
sate, an axial flow compressor needs relatively higher inlet vebcities.
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Thus the maximum pressure ratio developed 1s relatively low
because the inlet Mach number becomes more tban unity (supeisonic) rather earlier as compared to a centrifugal compressor.
The axial flow compressor has a large flow capacity with
relatively low pressure ratios (see Fig. 5·30), is compact and has a
good efficiency. Howev,t r, the operatrional range is very narrow
and for this reason it is tn5t.used for normal industrial applica1ions.
Axial flow compressor is widely us, d in steel industry due to its high
capacity and compactness. Due to !ow frontal area they are also
widely used in jet engines.
Figs. 5·31 and 5·32 show the pressure, mass flow and efficiency
speed curves for different types d comp1essors. In Fig. 5 31 the
dotted lines represent the unstable operation. It can be seen that
centi:ifugal pumps have a falling pressure flow curve v.;ith 1:0 unstability. With centrifugal fans, which are nothing hut low pressure
compressors, the characteristic curve depends upon type of blading.
Centrifugal compressors also have a surge limit but its stable range
is relatively bro:1der than the axial flow compre~sors. Ir. positive

Ii..------· ---..-·-···--·-- ·---,-·-----..··--··--··-.. - · . ·····
~a/i;,

cf /low

.
A
8

.

(,"e.;,ff(i-1/Uj/C/ . .,.':;£..
.;.::l

Ce/;1{F//u~7;:r!

/:..''//? {- 1:,,~~~c~wa'ral'

('er;f,"'··1 lr.~:,~e:·l /-:.G-;J f- rc).r'"'",f,.t;:::; ; .. d

C

curvr."Jc:I

C t.lr i ...,leo/

i/~-:7/71;~· ../ ... ;

1/0)1.@~ .,."'

D 1 = Ci.-·.v.·//1/,:,-:5•e1l co;-.,1p;,-c-ssor
£
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=
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Fig. 5·~. Pressore-mass flow curves for different compressor.
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.P::Jfl'li//B
: d1;_phCl?hU/'l f

--~.:-:--.=-:::-~ _--:-:_-: - ::C-: :-'"::

Axial

N

5_peed

Fig. 5·32. Efficiencies of positive displacement, centrifugal
and axial flow compressors.

displacement compressors there is a slight decrease in volumetric
efficiency with decrease in pressure, but no back-flow can occur and
there is no unstable region. The efficiency of positive displacement
compressors is higher than that of dynamic compressors (see Fig.
5·32) over full range of operation. The axial compressor has a very
narrov. high efficiency operarional range.
Fig 5·33 shows the normal pressures and flow capacities over
which various types of compressors are used and it can be seen that

Mil

MM

'4{)1)(1 •

fOO,,l)IJQ,C~k

~oJ'JljlJ'es.so, in.I~! cap,uilj'

I

5·35. Range of operation of various type of compressors,
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:reciprocating compressor are used ~here yery high pressures are ~equired and axial flow compressors where high mass ffo·,vs are required. Table 5·1 shows the advantages of the main iypes of cornpresors.

ADVANTAGES OF BASIC TYPES OF COMPRESSORS

2

Reciprocating

Highest efficiency, both at full and pirt load

Rotary (Positive
displacement)

C-Ompact, high speed. can be free from lubri
cation contamination and usually ha, higher
efficiency than the centrifugal (not as high as
reciprocating).

3. Centrifugal

Freedom from pulsation in the dischuge iine
and from lubrication contamination, low
maintenance.

4.

Axial flow

Highest capacity. Freedom from lubrication
contamination low maintenance.

5.

Fan

Low pressure, freedom from lubrication concontamination, pulsation. High speed, low
maintenance.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
5·1

Rotary Compressor: t 0 ,;t1et

; hp

Air flows at the rate of 5 kgjs througli a rotary compressor. The
air, init·ially at a pressure of 1 kgffcm2 and temperature 15°G, eri:ters
the compressor with negligible velocity and lem:es at a pressure oj 30
kgffcm 2 through a 300 mm diameter pipe. If the compressor is reversible
and adiabatic and t.1,e mechani,cal efficiency uf the compressor is 80%,
calculate the ternpereture of the air leaving the compressor and the pou·u
required to drive the compressor.

$
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Temperature after compression is given by
y-i.

).y\::'
T =T \p-;
{P2

2

1

0·4

=288 ( ~ )TI =762·5 K
=;=489·5°C.

Ans.

P01v, r required to dri~e the compr.essor

L

mcv(T2 -J'1
"f)m

5 X 0·?4(76~'.5- 288/;~ 5·6 !

9·80

'

.
.A~is.

. =cc'.ip90 hp.
i

5 2.

-.

.

'

1.

i

Ce:ctrifugal compress.or ; r.1.,,,, ; hp

Show on a temperature-.eniropy ri,iag1YLm a frictior~:(es8 adiaba1.• c
compms~on. Shade tl~e area W,hich repij~s'ent~ tlie work :/done ~n f .e
gas during compression. 0'11J, the sai-4e diagram show an adtab · ic
compressfon with fric:tion and siade and fGahel the'area which represents
the extra work required due to J}iction. \
.
.
.

Ii,

The pressure ofair bein~f compres8#,ii in a ceritrifugal compressor
is doubled. The inlet temperdifure is 2719 and final temperature 105°0.
Calculate the isentropic efficie?il,cy of the! compressor and horse power
required to drii·e it, if 30 kg of air are compressed per minute. Cv=0·239,
Cv=0·J7J,.

_ ~ - 0·239 -!·4.
y-Cv-,-O·t71- •.
y-1

Now

...

T 2'
1 11

. 1·4-1

~(~)y =Z_l_4
P1

)

1·4-1

T 2 '=300·2
l'

1'4

=366 K

366,300
_, - - - c-=0·845 or 84·5%
- :3:73-, .,Vl•

Ans.

h _ Jmcv('l.\-'!_1\
P- • 4500
427x30xG'.21'J (378-300) =~"'·l
· · 4500
- .,

Ans.
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5·3,

.

Rot~ry compressor: tip dia; annulus area; hp

A single-sided l!trc#gl•t vaned rotary compressor is required to
delii:er 10 ;kg of air per)econd with a total pressure ratio of 4·.5 : 1,
1ed of 16000 r.p.m.
and op~1.}1,tes at a sp~
The air inlet pre15sure and
temperat~fe ure ]·03 ~Y. cm1 and 27°U. Firid :

if/

.

(a)!);f!iise in total teniperature,
;;i,[!.!;·

. .

. \

(~)f;~P s~eed of the i"Zeller,
{jjti,p d·iameter,

..

.
.\
(d) inlet eye·annulus ar1a,

(e) theoretical hors; power to d1·i1:e the compre~sor.

The slip f,1ctor ;is(/94 and the compressor isentropic efficiency is
78~~- 'I'heairenters'the_(n.lct tyc axially with a velocity of 160
rn/15ec. Given Cp=0·24,' y=1·4'.
·

Inlet stagnation temp~rature

Tt1=T1+

O~2gJ Cp

=300 .

1502
+2 X !:1·81 X 427 X U·:l4

=3ll·2K'-<:[
F0r isentropic cQmprebsion

. -.

Tt 2' =1'ti X ( ; : )

[

h
r
0·4

=311·2x(4·5) 1·4
=443K
.'

Compressor isentropic ,efficie11cy
.

T12'-T11

lJc= T.. t2- 'T
- tl

H,2

GAS TURBINE AND JET AND ROCKET PROPULSION

Total temperature rise

=T12-Tt1
443-3! l ·2
0·78

= 168.90 C

Ans.

Workdone on compreswT
=Cp(T,2-:T't1}
=0·24 x 168·9=40·55 kcal/kg
Work input
or

40 .55

X

slip factor X (blade vel:_>city)2
(J

427 _ 0·94 X U l
-

_

9·81

{ 40·55 X 4:.!7 X 9·81

U3 -\J

U·94

=425

m/s.

60x425
17x 1600

Blade tip diameter

Ans.

0·5075 m

Air specific volume at entry
29 x300 _ .

3

l X 100 - 7 0 m /kg

Annular area at eye inlet

_ 10 x87 =5·8 m2

-·

150

Theoretical horse power to drive the compressor

40·55x 10x427
75

5·4.

=-~ 231 ,.
u

hp

Ans.

Centrifugal compressor : velodty dhg:r.un ; T,xit ; P,.,;t

Describe the functions oj the impeller and dijj'user in a centrifugal
com.pressor .
.Air from a. practically qwietcent a-tmosphere, pressure 1·03 kgf/cmi
and temperature 15°0, enters axieUy a centrifugal compressor fi##;d with
radial blades, ariA the air leaves the diffuser with negligible veloc·ity. The
tip diameter of the impeller is 40 cm and the speed of rota#on 20000
rev/min. Neglecting all losses, find rhe temperature and pressure of
hi air ari it lea•Jes the compresl!or. y= l·4.
[Agra, 1972 annual]
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1 ~Inlet to impeller
2=0utlet from impeller
3=0utlet from diffuser.

Fig.5·36

The function of the impeller is to transfer the energy of drive
(work input) to the air causing a rise in both static pressure and
temperature and a rise in velocity. The diffuser converts the kinetic
energy into pressure energy, i e. the air velocity is reduced causing
a rise in both static pressure and temperature.
Peripheral velocity of impeJler tip
U .....:. .!!!!.!!_
'1°C x 0·4 x 20000 = 419 m/s
. - 60
60
I
.
Work input= gJ (U 10w2 --U1 0w1 ) kcal/kg

As entry is axial Of1J1 =0 and since there are no. losses the
relative velocity at the impeller tip is radial making Ow 2 =U2
4191
U1
W= gJ = 9 .81 x 427 41·9 kcal/kg
..

..

Now
The rise in total temperature
w 41·9
0
l:,.Tt=c;= 0 .24 =175 C
Since the exit velocity is negligible the rise in static tempera.ture across the machine is same as rise in total temperature
=175°0.
Exit temperature. from diffuser
=T1 +175=288+175=463K.
Ans.
For isentropic compression

...

1·4

=1·03( 463
Pa
288

)1·4-1

=5·43 kgf/cm2 •

Ans.
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Centrifugal supercharger ; im.peUer dia. Aa,rnutur ; hp
A single stage c ntr1fugal s11percl11trger is to be designed to main-

tain a total head press11re of 1·5 kgf/cm 2 in the manifold of an internal
combustion engine- u-1,en the an,bi,nt temperature and pressure are
- 7°C and 0·67 kgf /cm2. The mixture flow is 1 kg/s and for the
mixture R=28 and y= Z.33.
If the i8entropic efficiency of 75 per cmt is expected, an entry
velocity of 110 m/s is acceJJtable und a rotational speed of 20000 rev!
min is convenient, calculate :
(a) a suitable im,peller diameter ;

(b) the annulus area required for the entry ;
(c) the theoretical pou·u required to drive the impeller ;
(d) the density of the mi.xture at the impeller tip.
Assume ro prewM,rl and radial discharge, .
Am,6i~nl
("()71dtfi,Nl

.JJ,f'/"vser

cnlrf!

II

£xii

Oa!!et

14.

j3

12

~L>TJJ,1/uur ~ -

£,y9/n"' m,rni/,1/.,/

'

, P.;t = !-:, Kyf"km'
T4t= T.,.

I

l}f :atJ-17 K9f/l,a
Tr!-= T, =2iU/('
C,=IT

.;,
I

v
'

C4 =0

lf'"

T

,.,i / ..

'1\

\

1,'i--

/

' Ji:/

,1.

,, ~~

,i.ri(tV

1 '

~/,

o·~//

--~,-1 /

266

2U ----~---

I

:;_

\.h'

·-s

L

(d

Fig. 5·37

R
J(y-1)

28

427 ( 1. 33 _ 1)

0·198 kcal/kg K

c'.P=yxc.,=1·33x0·198=0·264 kcal/kg K

5
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Let l refer to ambient condition
2 refer to entry to imeeller
3 refer to exit from-impeller
4 refer to exit from diffuser or entry to engine mainifold.
Neglecting ambient velocity and delivery velocity in engine manifold
(i.e. 0 1 =04 =0), the conditions at l and 4 are total head conditions.
(see Fig. 5·37).
Considering istntropic compression from 1 to 4 and writing
suffix t for total head conditions, \\e gee
y-1

T/t

]'33-1

=( P t) r =( l~)~ = 1.222
4

'l'it
P1t
O 67
T 4't=266 X 1·222=326 K
T 4 't-T,t
'Ji,entropic=-T---T4t-

or

O 75

1t

326-266
'.L',t-:.!titi I

...

T 4 t=3.46 K=T4

(a) Applying the law of conservation of energy to section 1

and 4.

os

02

gJ

ki+ 2;J+w=k,+ 2

As 0 1 and 0 4 are zero
W=h,-h1 =Cp(T4-T1)
=0·264(346-266)=2I-12 kcal

'"th no prewh"ir,
I ·W =g;rOw.U
W1
As discharge is radial velocity of whirl at exit=tangential
velocity of impller at exit U.

...

.

or
Now

..

u•

W= gJ =21·12 kcal
U=v!:J·8l x427 X :lt · 12=296 m/s
~DN

U=-50-

Impeller diameter,
296x60
D=-- ---- =0·282 m or 28·2
r.X 20000

CID

Ans.

(b) Assuming frictionless adiabatic flow from ambient (section I)
to entry (section '.l), by law of conservation of energy, we get
02
02
k1+2;J=h1+

2;J

1.96
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0,.2

.

k1 -k2 = '2gJ-O=cp(T1-T2 )

or
or

(I 10)2

2 x 9 .81 x 427

0·264(266-T 2)

A

T 2 =260·5 K

Let P 2 be the static pressure at entry.
'

Then

...

y-1

)y
P1

Ti -( p 2

T1 -

P2

.

0·67(2;~~5

y·

1·33
33 - l -0·618 kgf/cma

Note carefully that static conditions rmust be used to obtain
mass or specific volume.
P,.v1 =mRT1
or
0·618 X l04 Xt12 = l X 28 X 260·!?
A
v11 =1·18 m 3/kg

!.

Voluine=area ot cross-section X velocity
· v9
l · 18
Area of• entry= O,. = 110

(c)

=0·0107 m 9 or 107 cm2
k
Jxmxcp(T 4 t-T1 t)
p=
75

Now

427x 1 x0·264(346-266)
75

Ans.

120

Ans.

(d) To find the density at impeller tip 3, calculate static
temperature and pressure at 3. In diffuser F3-4 kinetic energy is
converted to heat. Assuming no loss in the diffuser.
0 2 0 2
2;J=c,(Ta-T,)

2;J-

2962
-T -346
2x9·8lx427x·24- 3
T 3 =346+44-=390 K

or
or

J_

.ft_=(
Ta )h-!
P4
T4
1'33

=(-~90_)1:33-1 =1·6fi5

...
...

346

p 3 =1·5x 1·665=2·5
25
Pa= 29 27 x 390 =3·32 X 10- 4 kg/m 8

Ans .
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5 6.

Centrifugal compressor : vane angles at root and tip,
Mach number.

Discuss the relative merits of tJ/Xial ffow and radial
sors for internal comhustion turbine plants.

compres..

A double-sided centrifugal compressor has impeller eye root and
tip diameters of 18 cm and 30 cm and is to deliver 16 kq of air per
second at 16000 rev./min. The design ambient conditions are 15°0
and 1 lcgf/cm 2 and the compressor is to be a part of a stationary power
plant. Find suitable values for the impeller vane angles at root and
tip of the eye if air i1 given 20° of pre-whirl at all radii. The axial
component of inlet velocity is constant ouer the eye and is 15() m/s .

.F'ind also the maximum Jlach number at the eye. What is the
disadvantage of reducing the Mach number by introducing pre-whirl
and how may it be mitigated ? Take Cp=0·24.
[Banaras, M.Sc., (Engg.) 1970]

1:--IJ

Fig. 5·38.

Annulus area of the impeller
=...:'.:. (d 22-d1 ~)= ~ [(0·3)2-(0·18) 2]=0·0452 m 2

4

4

nDN _ 1tx0·3xl6000 = 25 .2
60
60

Ut1v

/
~1
U root= n: X 0· 18 x 1600 = ,1::h
m S
60

011=150 m/s
150
01 = cos :w~

150

160 m/s

0·9397

Temperature equivaleri.t of 0 1

=_!!_L =
2gJcp

1602
2 X 9 81 X 427 X 0·24

T 1 =288-1 'l:7 =275·3°C
1"4-1

y-1

Now

T 1t
T1

=( Prt)
\ P1

!

'

or

288

~
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or

P 1 =0·843 kgf/cm 2

=

_ P1
Pi- RT

1

0·843 X l 0 4 _ •
3
29·27 x 275·3 - l o47 m /kg

Now

or
150
252-55·6

~ltlp=37·4".
tan

Ans.

150

~lroo/= 151-55·6
~lroot

=57·5,o

Ans.

Maximum rdative velocity at inlet

=4'150 2 +(252-55·6) 2 =247 m/s

•
. ,' M ach numb er= .r 247 ·M aximum
uuet
"I

-

U'(RT

247

---------=~nss

,v9·81 x 1·4x29·27x275·3

Ans.

It is possible to reduce the relative velocity at inlet and hence
the Mach number by introducing prewhiri, by aHowing the air to be
prawn over the curved inlet guide vanes. The disadvantage is that
ithe work capacity of the compressor is reduced. The Mach number
is high at the tip only. It is tlrns preferable to reduce the nrewhid
gradually from a maximum at the eye tip to zero at the e )e'root by
suitably twisting the inlet guide vanes.
5·7.

Ax:iaI dr co:mpH'Hcr:
efficiency.

veicdiy dfag:ram, :ise:nt:ropfo

An axial compressor is fitted icilh half rcacticn blading, the blade
inlet and outlet angles being 50° and 15° when measured from the axial
rdirection. The mean diameter of a certain blade pair is 85 cm and the
vs at 5500 rev/min. Calculate the necessary isentropic efficincy o ; the stage if the pressure ratio of compression is to be 1·4 when
ehe afr inlet temperature is 25°0.

1rDN

Mean blade speed = - 60 =

r.

x o· ss x 5500
60

Draw the velocity diagram to scale and read
I::,. 0w=l55 m/s

=244· 5 m/s
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,___ _ _ (l~.244.5

""/s

---------<

'

Fig 5'39.

Work input/kg=

Ux 60w
g

244·5x 155 = 3860 k f/
9 81
g m

Isentropic work=Jc,,(T2 -T1)

1-4-1

=427 X 0·24 X 298 [(l ·4) I ·4

-1)

=3363 kgf/m
.
Isentropic work
Ssai>e
effic1enC'-'=----·--- X 100
,,
'
Actual work

Ans.
5 8.

Axial flow compressor :

·r.c ; 'l'Jp

; Cae!i~e•Y pipe

Derive an cxpresBion, -in terms of entry and delivery pressures
and temperatures and the rotio of the specific heat.g, for the polytropic
or smc1ll stage efficiency of a rotary compressor. Explain briefly why it
is sometimes desirable to express compressor efficiency in this form.
The fallowing data refer to a test on an axial Jlow compresBor :
Atmospheric temperature and pressure at inlet, 20°0 and 1·03 kr;J/cm 2
respectively ; total heai temperature and pressure in the delivery _pipe,
160°0 and 3 5 kgf/cm2 respectively ; static pressure in delivery pipe, 3

kgf]cm 2 •
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Cakulate (a) the total head isentropic and polytropic efficiencies
of the compressor, and (b) the air velocity in the delivery pipe.

Fig. 5·40.

r.::.!
loge\' P2t )

y

Polytropic, effieiency YJs=---~P_i_t _ _
log. ( T2t )
T1,
where t refers to total or stagnation condition..

(1)

The other expression for polytropic or small stage efficiency is
y-l
n
·r.,= --(2)
y
n-1
However, since the value of n is generally unknown the form
of Eq. (2) is not convenient and hence it is desirable to express
polytropic efficiency in terms of entry and. delivery temperatures and
pressures as given by Eq. (l ). The use of polytropic efficiency is in
the design or multi-stage machines where a common stage efficiency
may be adopted. The polytropic efficiency is greater tha:u iscntropic
efficiency in compressors and less in turbines.
y-1

1·4-1

T 2 't=293 X l·4l9=415 K
lsentropic

'1),

415-293 =O·S7l
433-99'.)

'/Ji= 'l' 2't-Tit

T 2 t-T1t

,-1
log. (

Polytropic ri,

1

-

P2t \

y

,= ___, -=-P_1,_·_}_ _
.log. (\ ---.,;,T 21 )
...

=0·895

J.

1t
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To calculate the air velocity in the delivery pipe we need to
kno,v the static temperature. Consider isentropic process 2t·2
r-1

T2t

Ta

1·4-1

=( P2 )y =(\ ~
\ T-4' =1·0454
3 }
P2t

433
T2= l·Ot5LL =414K

Now

01

T 2 t=T2+ ;;ge
') :Cp .
0= ,/2gJcp(T2 t-T2 )
= ,.f2 X 9 81 X 427X 0·24(433-414)

=195·5 m./s
5·9.

Ans,

Velocity diagram. ; no of stages ; hp

The mean value of the velocity of the blailes in
second stage of
an 1.i.nwoled axial flow compressor is 230 m/s, and the axial velocity of
the air is 150 mjs. The shape of the fixed and the moving blades are
the same and are such that the differen,:e between the tangents
the
angles at outlet and inlet is 0·56. If the adiabatic efficiency of the stage
is 85 per cent and the air enters the stage with a temperature of 290 K,
find the similar stages required to raise the pressure of the air from 1 to
3·8 kgf fcm 2 and the power required to compress a mass flow of 1000 kg
per mi'.nute. Assume c,, remains 0·24. The mechanical efficiency of
the compressor is 99 per cent, and that the diJference in the kinetic
energy of the air entering successive stage8 is negligible.

Fig, 5'41.

Work done/kg
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Now

u

=

Jg Oa(tan ~1 -tan ~2 )

=

230 X 150
9 .81 x 427 x (-0·56)=-4·61 kcal

W D.=Czio.T

Rise in temperature in second stage

"T= 40 61
24 =19 2°0 .

L\

Pressure ratio for the second stage

-[1

Pit -

y

I

,'tJ

T21-T1t
''
'l 1t

Jy-l
1·4

19 2 ]1'4-l
= [ I+0·85x -.-2!:JO

Total presmure ratio=3·8
Assuming x no. of stages
(! ·211)"'=3·8
x=6·96 or say 7
mOzi!:::,T
X no. of stagesX 427
h p=
'tJm•ch X 4500
lOOOx0·24x 19·2x7x427
0·99x 4500

Ans.

Ans.
=3100
Axial-How Compressor : hp., Made angles
An eight-stage axial flow compressor takes -in air at a tei,.ptrnlure
of 20°0 at the rate of 3 kg/s. The pressure ratio is 6 and the isentropic
efficiency is O· 89 ; the cornpression process is adi,,batic. The stages of
the compressor are similar and operate with 50% reaction : in each
stage the mean blade speed is ISO mjs and the unJorrn axial velociiy of
flow of the air is 110 m/ s.
Determine the pawer to the air and tlte dirtciion of the air at
, entry to and exit from the rotor and the stator blades.
5·10.

Assume air
y is 1·4.

to be a perfect gas for which c'2'=0·24 kcal1h,1 E and

It is assumed that the temperature change is same in each stage.
Then the power may be obtained by considering the 01·erall
conditions.
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I

I

c,
d(_f

\
I

f3,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5'42.

0·4
=293 X 6 TI =488 K
"1]=

T/-T 1
T2-T1

0·89

488-293
T 2 -293
T 2 =512 K

mr-1>t,TJ
75

Power to the air

3 X 0·24 X (512-293)427
75

=900 hp

Ans.

Temperature change per stage

.=

_ , 1'

-6

LS_
-8- -512-293
- 8 - - = 27·"8
:l

Work done/kg of air per second
Ux ,~Cw
g

=-------

01"

er

180 X 6f'w
9·81

=

~Cw=

0·24 x219 v 427
8
,, '
0·24 X 219 X 427 x9·8l

··1sdxs·--

=153 m/sec

t,Ow=O,,(tan ~1 -tan ~2)
01

153= 1 lO(tan ~1 - tan ~J)

(i)
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and

R=i <;;
0·5=f X
tan

and

(tan

i!~

p1 + tan P!)
(tan.

p1 +tan ~ 8)

(ii)

153

l31 +tan p2 = Tio

•
'A
180
,an
;,,1-tan,B2= 110

t

A_

an " 1 -

153+180 _
110 x 2 -

333
-=-1"'""1"""0-><_2,,_

p1 =56° 40'

Ans

\,Ve also have,

tanp2=

180-153
27
ll0x2 =220

~2=70 Ii'
OC1=l3a=7° 6' }
Gt2=l31=56° 40'
5· 11.

Ans.

Axial How compressor : reaction at blade tip.

A stage of an axial flow compressor is designed to have (a) radial
equilibrium and uniforrn axial velocity over the annulus at inlet to
an{at outlet from the rotor, (b) the same work done per unit mass flow
at all radii. B_how that over any cross-section between the blade rows :
G,,.r=constant

in which Cw is the tangential velocity at a radius r from the compres~
sor axis and the flow is reversible. Assume that over the annulus at
inlet to the rotor the dagnation enthalpy and entropy are uniform.
If the stage reaction R at the blade root is 30%, estimate the re,
actic,n at the blade tip where the ro.d-ius is 30% greater than at the root.
radius the absolute velocities in and out of the
As.sume that at a
stage are the sarne
in
and direction, c;nd that the stage
to tlte
enthalpy rise in the rotor divided
the
reaction is
ri8e in the 8tage.
[Panjab, M.K, 1972
actual

Fig. 5·43.
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By steady flow energy equation fqr the rotor (1 to 2), we get
0 11
022
h1+
=h2+ 2!/ + Wrotor

2g

...

.

h1-h2= Wrotor+

Ol·-01 2
2g

I

2 +02 , 2)+ (01w 2 +0112 )]
= Wrotor+ 2-[(02w
g
.

Similarly, for the whole stage (1 to 3)
h 1 -n. 8 = W,taue= Wrotor
(since 0 1 ~03 and Wstator=O)

...

Wrotor+b(02w 2-01w 2 )

h1-h2
h1 -k3

R

Wrotor

*(02,02-01w2)
= l

+ U (01w--'-O~)
g

1
=1- 2u<01w+02w)

...
...
o...r=constant

Now

...

01w( ti 21 ) ,r ti21= 01w(root) ,rroot
rroot
0 1w(li1').= 0 1w(root) rtip

Similarly

and

w]

[ 0 1,o+02
2U

tlp

-(O
1w

+· c )root x ~ x - 1 - xrrnr.t
-2.v

rtfJJ

2U root

ru 71
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=(G1w+r'2w )
2U
root

x[

r.root ]

2

I tip

=01x(-L)
l · 3 =0414
2

R ·

=

t11,

l - ( C, ,. i (' r~ )
2U

tip

Ans.
The df'gree of reaction incr<"ases from 0·3 at root to O 586 at
tir (almost 95 5% increase).
5· 12.

Axial flow compressor : U..c ; stadc pressure

In a stage of an axiu.l-jlow air compressor there is radial equilibrium over the cross-s,ction of the u.nnulus at exit from the rotor
blades. Assuming that over this cros8-.~ection there is constant stagnation enthalpy and constant entropy, 3how th,it

0 (Ut )2+_0_( ruw )2-0
r 2. --·

or

or

in u·hich u 1 is the axial component of the air velocity, Uw is the tangential component and r the distance from the compressor axis. If the
hub-tip ratio is 0·8, the axial velocity is proportional to r, and at the
hub,··
u,=150 m/s,

Uw=215

Static pressure=1·4

m/s

kgf/cm 2

Static temperature=20°C'.
Show that at the tip, Uw will be approximately 138 m/s and
determine the static pressure there.
(Punjab, M.E., 1971-72)
r2

-fur

(u 1 ) 2 +..i.(ru,,.f =0

.

or

. .
OU/ +2 r 2 ,1lw--+.!,.'llw
cUw
"'
2 .r=O
Di'fl'erentiatmg
r ' 2 u1,-c,ur
or
Olif

u 1 --+uw
or

or

-=

+ -OU,,,
+ Uw 2
or- r

Q

[which is the vortex equation derived when h0 is a constant)
Given
Substituting the values :

0
or + ci·

2k3r 3 +i

r}

fRUw,

(ru".)2=0

T c(ru,,f=- JrT 2k r

fRUll.', R

2 3

rR

dr
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or

k2

rT2 u 2 w, T-r& 2 U 2w,R= 2 (r& 4 -rT 4)
11/.

&2 1'R4

'llwT=l38·5

T'lrT4
:.!rT~

'llf,

2r& 2

m/s
2152

+

Ans.

1502

URI
ho,&=CpTR+ 2gJ =0 24x293+ 2 x9·81 X427
ti2 T=U2,T=U 2 wT=U 2 /R

( ;:

r

78·6

+u9w,T

-1502 x - 1-· ..L 138·5 2 =544x 1011
-

~-

and

544x 102 = 6.49

2gJ - :l x9·81 x427

•.
and

08ll'

CpTT=78·6-6·49=72·11

Tip temperature, TT= ~\~1 =300 Kor 27°0

Now

300
Tip static pressure,.pT=l 4 ( 293

)1=-:;f" =1·53 kgf/cm

2

Ans.
S· 13. Aerofoil blading : pressure rise ; hp ; number of stages

An axial flow compressor takes in air a.ta pressure of 0•7 kgff
cm2 and a temperature of 6°0. The blading is of aerofoil type, the
values of CL and Cc1 /Jeing 0·6 and 0·05 respecti'Cely,for the angles of
incidence used, which is zero. '1.'he chord area of the a,erofoil blades is
20 cm 2 and the blade length 6 5 cm ; the mean diameter of blade ring
is 60 cm and its s1-eed is 5()00 rev/min. There are 50 blades on each
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blade ring and the blades occupy one-tenth of the axial area of flow.
The quantity of free air compressed is 850 m 3/min.
Assuming adiabatic compression, calculate the pressure rise per
blade ring and the theoretical horse-power required per stage. If
pressure per stage is same for all stages, how many stages are
required to produce a final pressure of 3·5 kgf/cm 2 ? What would then
be the theoretical horse-power required to drive the.compressor? R=
29·27. Assume there is no prewkirl.

u
Fig. 5"44.

Mass/unit volume, p 1t11 =mRT1
0·7xW'x l
m
=0·86 kg/m3
29·~7x278

m
p= g

==

0·86
9·81 =0·0875

<J=k.n.d.b.01 a.

Blades occupy I/10th of flow area.
850
60 =09xnx0·6x0·065x01a

..
...

Gia

850
60 X 0·9 X n·X 0·6 x 0·065 = 128' 5 m/s

.
nDN
n X 0·6 X 5000
Blade velocity, U= W- =
=157 m/s
60
Assuming inlet velocity triangle to be a right angled triangle
128·5
tan ~1 =~=0·819
/.

B 1=39° 19'
sin ~1 =0·6336, cos f=l1=0 7736
128 5
128·5
V1= sin 13;= 0·6336=203 ID/S
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2
·~ LL llt,
- OLpAV
.2

. .
20 (203) 2 .
...:_o·6x00875x 10,x - -=2·162
kg
2
Drag, D=
h _ (L sin
P--;

CopAV 2

2

=0·05
~ x2·162=0·180I

kg

~1 +D

cos ~1)nitdN
4500

(2·162xO 6336+0·18.0I x0·7736)x50xitx0·6x5000
4500

Ans.

=157·9
Mass of air ,compressed/sec

850x0·86
60

'112·19 kg

Energy imparted to 1 kg of air

=

157·9 x75
12·19

I

971 kgf-m
y,-:1

971=RT1

.,

y~i[( PP•)Y ~ 1 J x - - 1

'1Jaaiaba1;~

0·4

=29·27x278x

...

~::[(;:)TI -1 Jx I

p 2 =1·129
P1

Rise of pressure required

=3·5-0·7=2·8 kgf/cm1

P2
3•5
p 1 ="'o-5=5=(1·129)n

...
...

1i=l3·35, say 14 stages
Total hp=157·9x4

=22i0

Ans.

2l0
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EXERCISES 5
SECTION A
5'L How dynamic compressors are classified?
5·2. Explain tbe conc<"pt of ;;total head or st11gnation properties.
Derive expressions for stagnation temperature and stagnation pressure.
5·3. Show the work done in a dynamic compressor onp-v and T-s
diagrams. What is the increase in !he work done due to non-isentropic
compression ?
Derive an expression for the work done considering the actual process.
5·4. 'What is the difference b~tween !!he isentropic efficiency based on
total head condition and static condition ?
5·5. Explain the concept of polytropic efficiency. What is the need
of this concept ?
5·6. Derive the expression for polytro ,jc efficiency of an axial flow
compressor in terms of
(a) n and y ;
(b) inlet and exit total head temperatures and pressures
5·7. Derive a relation between isentropic and polytropic effidency.
5·8. Sketch the velocity diagrams for a contrifugal compressor and
derive the expression
P2t
PH

5·9.

=(

l

+1J; ;nU2 2

)'\

gJc1JT1t.

Explain the terms 'slip factor' and 'power input factor'.

5·10. Sketch the velocity diagrams for an axial flow compressor and
<lerive the relation
Pu
PH

f•-1->J·

=L 1

·

'

1

U(C2w-C1w,)
gJcr,-T1t
J

5· J. l. Explain the term 'degre~ of reaction'.
is generally kept 50 per cent '/

Why the degree of reaction

5~12. What are the three main types of
the exit
diagrams for these three
give their fields of
5·13. Briefly explain how a. centrifugal compres5or impeller is designed?
5·14,

Briefly explain how a centrifugal compressor diffuser is

5·l.5. Derive an expression for degree of reaction
50~~ reaction the blades z re syn1matrical, i:e~ a. 1 =~:~ and

?

show that for

5·16. What is vortex theory ? Derive an expression for vortex flow.
is an aerofoil ? Define, whh a sketch, the various terms
geometry.
coefficient of an aerofoil?
an
5·18, What is lift and
express on for lift and drag. Show
a graph bow ihe lift and drag coefficients
vafy with angle of attack.
What is meant by cascade theory ?
Explain the phenomena cf s1ailing, surging, and choking in rotary
com11:re:ss,Grs How these can be controlied ?
Compare the characteristic curves of centrifugal and axiai flow
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5·22. Compare centrifugal and axial flow compreswrs and comment on
their fi;:!ds of applications.
5·23. Discuss the advantages and disadva'!tages and range of operation
of various types of compressors (positive displacement and dynamic).
SECTIONB

5·24. Rotary compressor : power input.
A rotary compressor, having a pressure ratio 10: 1, takes in 25 kg of
air per second at 15°C. Calculate the required power input in kW.
Take c,.=0·24 and y-1 ·4.
[T2 =557 K,

power 8260 kW].

:5·25. Supercharger: hp absorbed.
A supercharger deals with a fuel-air mixture of 1 to 15·3, the volume
of.mixture produced by 1 kg fue1 occupying 12 ma at a temperature of 0°C and
a pressure·, of 1 ·03 kgf/cm~. The supercharger compresses the mixture from
a p. essure qf 0·.55 kgtfcm' to I ·03 kgt/cm2, the initial temperature being -5°C.
If y for the mixture 1s 1· 39 and the isentropic efficiency of compression is 85
per,;s:nt. F1µd the horse power ab,orbed in driving the supercharger when the
.engme is using 4·7 k 5 of fuel per minute.
[T2=329·2 K, hp=103]

.

5·26. Centrifugal compressor; '11i ; hp ; .ei.s
A centrifugal compressor delivers 100 kg of air per minute at a pres,ure
of 2 kgf/cm2 whe.n compressing from 1 kgf/cm2 and 15°C. If the temperature
of the air delivered is 97°C and no heat is added to the air from external
sources during compression, determine the efficiency of the compressor relative
to ideal adiabatic compression and estimate the horse power absorbed.
Take r=1·4.
Calculate also the change in the entropy of the air during compression
.and sketch the compres~ion process on a temperature~ntropy diagram.
[T2 ""'.351 K; '11;=76·9% ; bp=l87; t.s=0·01265]
5·27. Axial flow compressor; no. of stages.
An axial flow compressor provides a pressure ratio of 5: 1 with an
overall head isentropic efficiency of 87 per cent when the total head inlet
temperature is 15°C. · The compressor is designed for 50% reaction with inlet
and outlet air angles from the rotor blades of 44° aild 13° respectively. The
mean blade speed and axial velocity are constant t.h,roughout the compressor.
Assuming a blade velocity of 170 mts · and work in'put factor of o·ss, find the
nui:'nber of stages required.
[T2 -T1 =193 K; Ca=142-1 m/s; LCw=l04·2 m/s, W.D.=3·6 kcal,
Temperature rise=l5°C ; No. of stages=13]

5·28. Total bead pressure and temperature.
Show from first principles that the tota I head temperat,ure rise of tne
air passing through a centrifugal compres~or is directly proportional to the
square of the impeller speed. Devdor an ex['ression for the'corresponding
total head pressure ratio in terms of this rotational speed, explaining how the
former is influenced by a change in the intake total head temperature.
The overall impeller diameter of such a compressor is 50 cm. --Ai.r-is
inspired at a total heqd · temperature of 15°C and the tsentropic efficiency of
-com:,ression is 80%, N~glecting the effect of slip ancl otJ,er losses, determine
the compres5or t,.)tal head pressure ratio at a speed of 16,0()0 r.p.m. , ind also
the increase in total hea :! temperature.
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5·29. Axial compressor ; r ; h, vane angles.
An axial flow air compressor is required to deliver 20 kg of air per
second at a speed of 9000 r.p.m. Static temperature and pressure at inlet to
first stage may be taken as one atmosphere and 300 K. Take stage temperature
rise to be 17°C and the peripheral velocity at mean radius as 180 m/s, axial
velocity 150 m/s.
Find the mean radius, height of blades and air angles for 50 per cent
reaction machine.
5'30. Centrifugal compressor: P2/P1; hp; vane angles
In a double-sided centrifugal compressor the following data is given :
Overall diameter of impeller
Eye tip diameter
Eye root diameter

R.P.M.

=50cm
,. =30cm
=15 cm
=15000
~18 kg/s
=295.K
=78%
=1·04

Total mass flow
Inlet totai head temperature
Total head isentropic efficiency
Power input factor
Slip factor
Find (a) the total head pressure ratio ;
(b) the hp required to drive the compressor ;
(c) the inlet angles of the vanes at the root and tip impeller eye.

m/;

Assume that the velocity of air at inlet is 1so'
and is axial, and
remains constant across the eye annulus.
[Chandigarh, M.Sc. (Engg.), 1969]
[U=393 mis; P2tf P1t=3·08; hp=3530, ~1root=S1·8°, ~rn 21 =32'4°]
5'31. Aerofoil blading ; hp ; P2·
Air at 1·03 kgf/cm2 and temperature 15°C is compressed by an axial
flow compressor fitted with aerofoil blading. The values of CL for the aerofoil
blade at the angle used is 0·35 and CD is 0·06. The cord area is 16·5 cm2, the
mean diameter of the blade ring is 46 cm, length of the blade is 5 cm and speed
of the impeller is 8000 r.p.m. The blades occupy 20 per cent of the axial area
of the flow and there are 40 blades per impeller.· The quantity of free air compressed per minute is 565 m3. The outlet angle of the fixed blade is 90°.
Calculate the theoretical horse power required per stage and the final
theoretical pressure leaving the stage.
Assume adiabatic efficiency 0·85, y=l ·4, and the best angle of incidence=O. R=29·27.
[C01 =163 m/s; U=192'6 m/s, ~1,=40'2°, L=2·3 kg, D=0·394 kg,
bp=183, rn=ll ·5 kg, W=l192 kgf-rn ; P2IP1 =1'126; Pa=1'152 kgf/cm2]
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6
GAS TURBINE
COMBUS7IONCHAMBER
6·1. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of a gas turbine combustion chamber is to introduce
heat energy into the mass of air compressed by the compressor, by
burning fuel in it so that the products of combustion cail be expanded to get useful work output. Combustion in a gas turbine is a con"
tinuous process and peak combustion temperatures exist continuously
in the combustion chamber. This is in contrast to reciprocating
engines where the peak cycle temperature is encountered only for a
very short duration in the cycle. Moreover, due to space limitations
.ancl of energy and momentum requirements the volume flow rate as
well as rate cf heat release is very high in a gas turbine combustion
chamber and the residence time of fuel is very small, of the order of
a few milli-seconds. Thus continuously high combustion temperatures, large continuous flow, and high heat energy release make the
design and development of a gas turbine combustion chamber
rather difficult. Mo~t combustion chamber designs are empirical
in nature and are result of years of hard development work.
There is still a great deal to learn about combustion phenomena
in a gas turbine combustion chamber. In \\hat follows the salient
features of gas turbine combustion chamber design and its performance are discussed in its present state of art.
6·2. REQUIREMENTS
Very high rates of fuel consumption in gas turbine plants require
that the design of the combustion chamber, where all the energy is
developed, must be given a close consideration if such a plant is to
compete with other forms of power plants. The following are, in
brief, the main requirements of a gas turbine combustion chamber :
1. High coJl).bustion efficiency.
2. Minimum pressure losses.
3. Stable and srr.ooth combustion over the full operational
range.
4. Uniform exit temperature.
5. Low combustion chamber wall temperature compatible
with long chamber life.

[SEC.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Easy starting.
Minimum size and weight.
Freedom from carbon deposits and smoke.
High degree of reliability.
Easy to dismantle and service.

Many of the above requirements are mutually incompatible ;
for example, a high degree of turbulence necessary for good combustion efficiency results in higher pressure losses ; and again, it is very
easy to get a good combustion efficiency and uniform temperature
distribution if there is no limit on length of the chamber. Moreover,
the above requirements varv widely in their importance over the
type of engine and its application. For aircraft purposes small
space, low weight, ancl high temperature but with a small lif~_ of a
few hundred hours is thought to be sufficient. For industrial applica·
tions a much longer workinq life {about 100000 hours) is important but size is not very important. In addition to this, a particular
application may impose further requirements. Hence the design of
a combustion chamber is essentially an exercise in compromise of
many mutually incompatible requirements.

6·3.

COMBUSTION PROCESS IN GAS TURBINES

For good combustion efficiency the fuel must be atomised into small
droplets and must be thoroughly m.ixed with the air. The inlet temperature and the turbulence required for mixing should he sufficient
to reduce ignition delay so that while passing throuizh the combustion chamber with a m'oderately low velocity the fuel-air mixture
gets sufficient time for complete burning and uniform temperature
distribution before it reaches the exit.
1

Fig 6·1 (a) shows a combustion chamber in i's simplest form,
Such a combustion chamber will have a very high
degree of pressure loss during combustion which may reach a value
up to about 25. percent of the total compressor pressure. The, Pressure
loss in a combustion chamber consists of two parts: (i) -Bhrning
losses which include the losst;s due to turbulence and change in
momentum of gases. {iil loss due to the skin friction between the
gases and the wall. To reduce the pressure los~es a diffuser as shown
in Fig. 6· 1 (b) is fitted which reduces the velocity to about one-fifth
or one-sixth of the original velocity, i.e . .from about 75 m/s at the
entrance of combustion chamber to about 12 to 15 m/s in the
combustion chamber. But since the flow is continuous, even at
this low velocity it is not possible to have stable combustion and to
achieve this the air should be made almost stagnant or a reversal
offlow is sometimes necessary. This.is done by providing a baffie as
shown in Fig. 6'1 {c) or by swirlers.

i.e. a long duct.

However, one more shortcoming still remains. It is the fact
that in a gas turbine plant the overall air-fuel ratio used is about

Atr

~

(C)

(/))

--·--

Air

Air

,j

.!~-
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l,,.,-"----~1c--------..
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Fig. 6·L Development of a gas turbine combustion chamber.
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60 : I to 70 : l; which is well outside the inflammability limits. So
a device must be provided by which a local air-fuel ratio of about
15 : I to 13 : I can be produced for efficient burning of the fuel.
This is done by providing, instead of a baffle. an inner chamber as
shown in Fig. 6-l(d). This chamber has a number of holes through
which the air necessary to produce a near stoichiometric air-fuel
ratio is provided. This air is called primary air. The products of
com!:mstion in this inner chamber are at very high temperature
(about 2000°C) which cannot be used in turbine, so a secondary
supply of air is provided d0wnstream the inner chamber through
similar holes .to reduce the temperatures to an acceptable level. The
secondary air is supplied in !luch a manner that a thorough mixing
of air and products of combustion takes place to give uniform temperature at the exit of the chamber. The secondary air is also used
to cool the chamber. The primary air amounts to about 25 percent
of the total air supply.
Thus a combustion chamber essentially consists of four impor.
tant~parts : fuel injector, diffuser, inner chamber, and outer chamlJer supplying the secondary air. Each combustion chamber will
provide for separate combustion and mixing zones, efficient atomisation of fuel for good combustion and some method of recirculation
of a part of products of combustion for m"intaining combustion
stability.

6·4. TYPES OF COMBUSTION CHAMBER
A wide number of configurations are used for combustion chamber
depending upon the-gas turbine engine and its applications to meet
the specific requirements of a gi veil use. However, all of them can
be classified into three main types :
I . Tubular or can type.
2. Annular type.
3. Tubo-annular or can.annular type.
1. Tubular or can type combustion chamber
As shown in Fig. 6·2, a tubular or can type combustion chamber
consists of an inner chamber which admits the primary air through
swirl vanes near the fuel jets of the injector nozzle. Some air from
outer chamber is also~fed through other holes near the primary

rt11J
Fig. 6·2. Schematic diagram of a tubular or can combustion chamber of
·
a turbojet engine using swirlers.
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6

zone. Othrr perforations downstream the ch.amber admit secondary
air. Fig. 6-3 shows another form of can type combustion chamber.

Fig. 6·3. Schematic diagram of a typical 'can type' combustor.

An inner chamber is surrounded by a larger outer chamber through
which compresse:l air flows. A part of this. air is fed to the primary
zone and the rest of the air travels in axial direction and is continuously fed to the inner chamber tiil near the dilution zone where
all the secondary air is introduced in the inner chamber.
The ai1· flowing through the outer chamber keeps the in1.·r
chamber cool and also does not allow the heat to go to the outer
wall of holes. A part of the primary air which ls introduced through
holes gets preheated in this way
in bPtt.er vaporisation
and improved combustion.
In a combustion chamber the nurr.ber of cans
from 6
to 16 and are arranged around the axis of the gas turbine. Each
forms a complete burner in itself. To ensure simultaneous combustion all the cans are interconnected.
Can type of combustion chambers are widely used for industrial applications where bulk or space are not of critical importance.
These are not suitable for aircrafr engines, due to large frontal
area and weight. Thi, type of combustio'n chamber is m;st adaptable with the centrifugal. type of compre:;rnr since diffmer divides the
compressed air into channels. This gives good control of combustion. However, it does not utilize space efficiently and large areas of
metal are required to enclose a given gas flow thus, making the combustion chamber heavier. \'\Tith the replacement of centrifugal
compressor by axia1 compressw, the popularity cf can type
combustion chambers is reducing. Large curvature of chamber
surfaces gives it high strength and resistance to warping.

2.

Annular combustion chamber

Annular combustion chamber is a concentric cnamoer
surrounding the axis of the rotor thus forming an annular shape
between the rotor and the outer casing-. The fuel is inj<"cted into
an inner annular chamber where primary air is also supplied. This
is surrounded by another annular chamber, exactly Hke that in can
type chamber, which supplies the secondary air and also the cooling
all'.
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Fig. 6·4 shows a double annular combustion chamber which has
two concentric annular chambers.

Ga;
outtd

Fig. 6"4. Annular type combustion chamber.

Annular combustion chambers have least pressure drop due to
larger volume per unit surface area and are more efficient than can
type chambers. It requires about half the diameter of can type
chamber for the same mass flow. However, any change in the
flow velocity will result in significant change in the temperature
distribution, and distortion of inner annular chamber is critical.
This is because of lower degree of curvature of the chamber surfaces.

3.

Tubo-annular combustion chamber

A tuboannular or can-annular type of co~bustion chamber,
which is a combination of tubular and annular, chamber, consists of
a number of. cylindrical chambers arranged inside a single annular
casing all around its circumference as shown in Fig. 6- 5. Each
burner is a small annular chamber in that there is an inner chamber
through "Yhich the air flows to cool the inside of the chamber.
Annular combustion chambers have characteristics of both can and
annular type of cJ,ambers. The large curvature of linear surface
makes it more resistance to waroing and higher strength while tl_1e
annular arrangement gives efficient space utilization resulting m

Fig. 6·5. Can-annular combustion chamber.
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reduced diameter and weight. This type of combustion chamber
is robust and has low pressure losses and is used for engines with
higher pressure rates. The table 6· i compares the three types of
combustion chambers.
·

TABLE 6.1.
i

I

I

Chamber
Type

S.N.

I

1.

/ Tubular
, or can type

I

I

I

Annula,

Advantages

Disadvantages

(i) Mechanically robust.

(i) High pressu,e luss.

1

II

I

--1

2·

/

II

I

COMPARISON OF COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

I

(ii) Fuel

and air flow
patterns easily matched 1

(iii) Cheap

and easy to

loss.

pressure

(ii) Minimum length and

I

weight.

I

I

I

(iii) Minimum engine fron-1

ta! area.

space

and is heavy.
(iii) Larger fron ta! area.

develop.
(i) Minimum

(ii) Requires more

1

(i) Sensitive to change in

flow velocity.
(ii) Difficult to develop.
(iii) Uniform

temperature
distribution
difficult
to obtain.

(iv) Serious buckliug

problem of outer annular

chamber.
3.

Tubo-annuiaJ
or
/
canJ

,nnul"

6-5.

I

e
(i) Mechanically robust.

(i) Requires

interconnec-

tors.
(ii) Lower Pressure loss.
(iii) Shorter and

lighter
than tubular chamber.

/

l

(ii) Less

compact

than

annular.

FLOW PATTERN IN A COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

A gas turbine combustion chamber has two main zones. One is
the primary zone of recirculation to stabilize the burning over the
widely varying fuel-air ratios covering fuel operational range of the
. gas turbine. This recirculation is obtained by supplying a small
portion of the total air with the help of a swirler or some other
device. The recirculation or the back fl.ow of hot gases causes them
to mix with the incoming fuel-air mixtme and ensures good com.
bustion stability over a wide range of fuel-air ratios.

[SEC,
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Fig. 6 6 shows a typical industrial gas turbine combustion
chamber and its flow pattern. The corresponding pressure, tem•

Fig. 6·6 (a). Section showing coostructional features of an industrial
gas turbine combustion chamber (Dimensions in mm).

1. Strong torodial movement near swirler end of chamber.
2. Major part of flow adjacent to wall where velocity has negligible
radial component.
3. Curved stream lines leading to flow reversal.
4. Inner stagnation zone.
5. Outer stagnatian zone.
Fig. 6·6 (b). Flow pattern in the industrialgas turbine
combustion chamber shown above.

pcrature and velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 6·7. The swirler!mparts angular momentum to the primary air resulting in strong
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torodia! movement near s~irler end <;>fthe ~hamber due to appreciable radial pressure gradients at this sect10n. The axial velocity is
maximum. nea_r the ~~amber w:111 (where the radial component of
the velocity 1s negligible) outside the boundary layer. Then it
decreases gradually towards the axis of the chambet and reaches a
zer.:i velocity at the core radius. Inside the central core the axial
velocity is negative, i e. recirculation occurs (see Figs. 6·6 and 6'7)
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(a) Pressur~ and temperature profiles.
(b) Velocity profiles.
Fig. 6·7. Pressure, temperature and velocity profiles in gas turbine
·
combustion chamber.

which is necessary for stable operation. Recirculation increases
the residence time of the .fuel-air mixture allowing more time for
combustion, thus resulting il'l efficient combustion. The tangential
velocity is zero at centre indicating fixed body rotation.
In the second combustion zone sec;ondary air is introduced
gradually to complete the com~rnstion an~ re!1uce the temperature
of th.e burnt gases bef01:e reachmg th~ turbme !nlet. As the cooling
air 1s added .progressively at various secttons downstream the
chamber the . specific angular momentum decreases resulting in a
decrease in the tangential velocity as the flow travels downstream.
This is because the cooling air has momentum in axial direction
only. The wall friction losses, in addition to the effect of cooling
air, cause the static pressure to decrease at outer radius of flow and
increase at centre of the flow (see Fig. 6·8). Thus rhe axial pressure
gradients near the chamber wall and at ound centre have opposite
directions giving rise to reversal of flow.
Due to combustion the local stagnation temperature increase
is not uniform which results in further non-uniformity due to
different combustion rates, This reduces the radial pressure gradient
in central core of the combustion chamber. The different burning
rates are evident from the temperature profiles in Fig. 6·7;

(SEO.
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(b) Combustion efficiency vs film cooling air.
Fig 6·&,

Effect of type of mixing and amount of film cooling,

The flow
size and location of
the fuel spray

modified
and secondarv zone air
OPERATING CHARACTERI·
CHAl'VKBERS
· discussion of the main ner~
turbine combusi:ion
,.
1or a

greatly depend upon its
accordingly. Therefore, here no attempt
the individual application requirements.

and are
been made to

efficiency is defined as the ratio of actual heat
rel.ease to the theoretical heat reiease in a combustion chamber and·
is
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Combustion efficiency
Actual total head temperature rise in combustion chamber
'1 heoretical total head temperature rise
l)
The heat released in a given combustion system depends upon
a great number of factor~, the important being inlet pressure
and inlet temperature. Any increase in pressure and temperature
at combustor inlet reduces the ignition lag. Noting the fact thiit
the residence time of the fuel-air mixture in a gas turbine is very
short, of the order of a few milli-seconds, this effect becomes very
important. Higher the inlet temperature lesser is the ignition lag,
hence better is the combustion. Th~ inlet pressure for a given combustor also affects the inlet velocity and in turn the turbulence and the
quenching effect of air near the wall and the pre£sure losses in the
chamber [see Fig. 6-8 (a)].
The type of mixing used to cool the
nroducts of combustion in secondary zone, and the amount of film
~ooling also affect combustion efficiency as shown in Fig. 6·8 (b).
Fig. 6-9 shows the relationship between combustion !:'fficiency
and combustion pressure. The figure is divided into four main parts.
Performance limit "a" refers to the impossibility of combustion· due
to poor atomisation and heat losses, zone "b" is the regime in which
the reaction rates determine the combustion efficiency and the
atomisation is relatively unimportant. This regime ranges from

1. a=Atomi-ation and heat losses
2. b=Chemical reaction rates
3. c=Evaporation and/or mixing.

Fig.6·9.

Combustion efficiency as related to
combustion pressure.

a pressure of 0· !5 to 2 kgf/cm 2 • The third zone refers to normal
combustion chamb~r operation.
It can be seen that very high
combustion efficiencies, very near to l 00 per cent are obtainable
in this range :rnd as the pressure increases the combustion efficiency
becomes independent of reaction rates. However, after a certain
pressme the vaporisation and mixing process in the combustor is
adversely affected and combustion efficiency starts falling. This is
because of the reduced spray angle and reduced penetration at high

[SEO,
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combustion pressures both of which result in over rich local fuel·air
:ratios resulting in an increase in smoke. The inadequate mixing at
higher pressures due to poor atomisation results in reduced combus-

I

.,,.-;::;:::::::====:::----..
L~w ,,o.rN.1ure . fO r.l 80 r.19, r.l

Fig. 6.10, Influence of pressure on combustion efficiency of
different combustion zones.

tion efficiencies as denoted bv zone C. The combustion efficiencies
obtainable in various zone; of a combustor at higher and lower
pressures are shown in Fig. 6·10.
The combustion efficiency of jet-engines usu.ally decreases
with increase in altitude. The reduced heat 1·elease rate allows a
higher inlet velocity in the cornbustor (combustion in a combustor
can be approximated by Rayleigh flow), i,e. the residence time
is reduced. This reduction in residence time further reduces the
combustion efficiency because now there is less time available.during
which the process of atomisation, vaporisation, mixing and comb;us~
tion must be cnmpleted and the effect of altitude is cumulative in
natun
Fig. 6·11 shows variation in combustion efficiency with
altitude !or three different types of combmtion chambers.
1.Jsually

obtain a combustion efficiency higher
However,
performance parameters also warrant dose consideration for different
applications. For example in an industrial combU:stor a very good
combustion efficiency of nearly 100 percent can be obtained because
it is possible to have high re~idence time {as high as 6 milisec), while
due to high fl.ow requirements for an aircraft combustor the residence
time is very low and good combustion efficiency over the operational
range is rather difficult to achieve.
ti

· ·, pos,ible

10

95 percent under normal operating conditions.

2. Combustion intensity
One measure of the heat release in a given combustion
chamber is combu8ti"on intensity which is defined as :
.
.
.
heat released in kcal
C omb ushon
mtens1ty=
h
·
rxm3 xatm
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From the above relation it is clear that combustion intensity
is an indication of the heat release rate in a given space and with
a certain pressure, thus takes into account the inlet conditions.
High combustion intensity means a smaller 'space. Table 6·2
~hows typical combustion intensities for various <:on:ibu~lion s1ste1;11s
The aircraft combustors, due to severe space hm1tat10ns, require
very high co;;nbustion intensity while industrial gas tm bine combustors require a rather low· of combustion intensity.
TABLE 6"2. TYPICAL COMBUSTION INTENSITY

S.N.11.

I

2.
3.

4.

Operating
condition

Process

Bunsen flame
gas).
·

ILow pressure,

(town

Fuel-oil flames from
commercial atomisers.

Burning in open.

.
1
fodustr;al ga~ turbine Normal condition.

I Oil fired boilers.

Icombustor.

5.

Aircraft
stroke).

Combustion
intensity
kcal/m3-hr-atm

engine (4

009 too·2x1os

0"036 to 0· 18 X 106
0·2x1os

2400 rpm, HO octane
fuel.

about 4x lOfl

6.

V-1 engine.

Normal nming.

about 1·sx10s

7,

V-2 rocket"

Maximum thrust.

Hx10s

Design conditions.

1·5to4x104

8,

9.
10.

I::::::::~;n,. I
I

Domestic coal boiler.

3.

I

0·1 to ms
0·006x10s

Pressure losses

For any,diow process there must be a pressure loss.' However
since occurrence of a pressure loss in a Brayton cycle means reductio~
in the work output and cycle efficiency, the pressure losses in a
combustor must be reduced to a minimum. Pressure losses also
result in lower mass flow and, hence, in reduced thrust in case of
aircraft engines, At a pressure ratio of 4 : 1 an increase: in comQ
bustor pressure loss by 3 percent is equivalent to 2 percent reduction
in compressor efficien~y .. Since .a bo~t . 70 percent of the power
developed by the turbme 1s us("d m dnvmg the compressor, this loss
amounts to a big drop in the net output of the turbine. Ccmbustor
pressure losses can be divided into two main parts:

(SEO,
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A!lifud11
Fig. 6·11. Variation or combustion efficien,y with altitude
for three different combustors.
·

1. Pressure losses due to change in momentum as a result
addition of heat.
·

or

2. Skin and fluid friction pressure losses.
The frict~on pressure losses and momentum pressure losses·qan
be calculated by assuming one-dimensional adiabatic flow in the
-combustion zone. However, the analysis is cumbersome and beyond
the scope of this book.
·
The turbulence and skin friction losses depend 1,1pon the type
<>f mixing of secondary air with products of combustion; Higher
the. turbulenc:e greater is the pressure loss. · Hence the. require~ent
-of low pressure loss and uniform temp~~ture distribution at com.b'ustor .outlet cannot be satii.fied simultaneou~ly_ and a compromise
_is ahvays used by altering the. relative amounts of primary and
secondary air by suitable modifications in the manner in which the
air is introduced in the combustion chamber.
·
Another importanffact which governs the aci:eptable pressure
toss in a combustor is its,)ength. · Fig. 6· 12 shows how the length or
a combustor can be reduced at the expense t.:>( pressure losses. Thia
also shows the reduction in thrust due to increased pressure losses.
The combustor length can be reduced by providing more mixing so
that combustion is comple"te over a shorter length. This is done by
allowing a higher !'Lir velocity at the exit of the compressor
diffuser and allowing it fo enter at steep angle, thus promcting
deep penetration of incoming, .air· into hot gases. The consequent
npid mixing results in efficient combustion. One advantage of
this met~od is that the incre~sed pressure losses are partially compensated' due to lower ~level of parasite losses in the compressor
diffuser because now relatively lefs diffusion is required and higher
exit velocities can be obtained.

1:;

INJ

-~
,..:::;
~

0-o

~
~ 0·7

~

(H

Fig. 6·12. Effect of pressure drop on combustor
length and engine output.

4. Combustion chamber length
The combustion chamber length is important became reduced
length means red,uced bulk and weight both of which are of prime.
importance in. aircraft turbines. For industrial turbines, only when
space is Hmited this factor might be of importance but normally
length is not important for such uses.
The reduction in length as obtainable by accepting a htgner
pressure loss in tbe combustion chamber has been already described.
Anothr method of reducing turbine engine length at the expense
of a higher pressure loss is the integration of turbine stators into the
burning zone of combustion chamber as shown in Fig. 6'13. Most
of the secondary or diluent combustion air passes through the hollow
turbine stators located within the combustor to cool them and then
goes out through the holes in the surface of an aerofoil to mix with
the primary airflow to complete the cqmf?ustion process. Thus the
!buw i'urJ,nt!
,1..,,.,.

Fig. 6·13. Combustor with integral turbine stators.
combustion clilution and turbine inlet turning process are accom.
plished togather and w thin the same length. Careful selection of
size and location of the passages in the stator ca:i provide a very
good temperature distribution at turbine inlet.
·
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. Another method of reducing the overall length is · double
?ankmg of flame.tubes as shown Fig. 6-14. This, however, resulu.
m lower combustion efficiency because the intermediate zone of
combustion (see Fig. 6· IO), whose function is to recover the dissociation loss, is removed. This zone, at low pressure, is very similar

~--Normal arrong-e»1enf

Fig. {d4. Saving in overall length by double banking.

to primary zone and the combustion efficiency falls by a few perm
cent. This loss of combustion efficiency results in higher specific
fuel consumption and must be weighed against reduced weight and
size for a particular application.

5. Temperature distribution
The turbine blades are the most stressed part of the gas turbine.
The high rotational velocities and the high operating temperatures
(which reduce the material strength) cause them to operate very
near their strength limits. The temperature at the turbine inlet,
therefore, should be uniform otherwise the turbine blades would
expand unevenly, and highly localized stress levels w«;mld set up.
This might result in warpage and even cracking of . the blades.
Thus very seriom stress conditions are created by non-uniform
temperature distribution at turbine inlet. Theoretically the temperature near the walls should be lower than that at centre because the
secondary air is blown almost longitudinally near the liner walls
to keep them cool. The temperature is higher in the central core
till the opposite boundary layer is reached. This temperature
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distribution is made uniform by providing more mixing length and
higher turbulence in the secondary combustion zone. 'Ibis, how~ver, results in increased pressure los~es. Even in the central core
the temperature is uneven because of different burning rates across
the combustor crnss-section. This is because the uneven local
fuel-air ratio results in lower flame \'elocities near the outer surface
of this central core and higher velocities in the central core.
In addition to this the recirculation necessary for stabilization of
combustion in the primary zone also causes uneven temperature
distribution (see Figs. 6'7 and 6·15).

Fig 6·15. Temperature distribution as affected by
fuel-air ratio distribution.

Other possible reasons of uneven temperature distribution are
operation outside the stability limits, carbonization, inefficient
combustion and uneven fuel-air ratio distribution due to injection
system used. The control of.temperature distribution at combustion
chamber exhaust is very important for avoiding unduaHy high
stresses on turbine blades. Unfortunately no theoretical treatment
is possible and development work is the only approach used to
control this temperature distribution.

6. Blowout
If the flame propagation velocity is more thari the axial velocity of the foel~air mixture, the flame will travel out of combustion
chamber exit section and if much less than mixture velocity it can
travel upstream ; in both cases the result is blowout. The flame
propagation velocity is maximum at near stoichiometric fuel-air
ratio and decreases for lean or reach mixtures (Fig. 6·16). Thus
...;
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Fig. 6·16. Flame velocity vrs, (uel-air ratio.
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the blowout occurs when too rich or too lean air-fuel mixtures are
encountered. This may happen during sudden acceleration or
deceleration from high speed. Due to . inertia, of the rotating and
other parts during acceleration, too much fuel is inj~cted resultiRg
in very rich mixtures and during deceleration the fuel flow drops
much more rapidly than air flow causing lean mixture blowout.
At high altitude operation the temperatur("S and pressures are low.
Low pressure cauS"'S poor atomisation and lean fuel-air mixture ;
and low temperature and low pressure both causes ignition. lag to
increase to levels where no burning can take place because it is
more than the residence time of the mixture. Incqmp!ete burning
and flame quenching may also result in blowout. Another possible reason of blowout may be a comparatively lean mixture which
is extinguished by high turbulence of the secondary au;- flow. Any
disturbance in temperature, pressure, and velocity profile which may
cause surging in the compressor can also rernlt in blowout. Thus
careful matching of the various parts of the combustion chamber as
well as those of gas turbine co:nponents is essential to avoid possible
blowout tendencies within the operational range of the gas turbine.
7. Stability
Earlier it was mentioned that when the flame propagation
velocity is either less or more than air velocity blowout occurs.
However, it is neither necessary nor possible that the flame velocity be exactly equal to air velocity.· because the flame front is
never normal to the air flow direction and there is al ways a range
of flame velocity for a given air velocity which will result in stable
flame. Since flame velocity depends upon fuel-air ratio, there is
a rich a, well as a lean fuel.air ratio limit, for a given air velocity
as shown in Fig. 6 17 within which a stable operation is possible.
As the air velocity increases the range of fuel-air ratio for stable
[SEC.

Fig. 6·17. Flame stability limits at different
air speeds and fuel-air ratios.

operation narrows and after a certain air velocity no combustion
can take plac~.

A;1y factoy w~ic~ affects the ignition delay, flame velocity
an? residence .time 1s l11cely to affect the stability loop. The effect
of m creased a1r temperature in. enlarging the stability loop is shown
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fo Fig. 6· 17 a:na the~cffect of atomisation is ,shown in Fig. 6· 18.
'Ip.is tigt1re also shows the stability----litj\its for 1:lifferent types of
combustion: chambers.
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Fig.6·18. Stability characteristics of various combustion
chambers and effect of atomisation on stability.
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Fig. 6'19 (b) Reverse jet flame holder,
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F ig (i":1.9. (c) Baffle for stabilizing flame.

UsuaUy'r.the performance range of a combustion chamber is
increased by production of a combustible air-fuel mixture under
all conditions of operation by means of swirlers, baffles, and flame
shields. All these devices divert the primary air into a low velocity
region where suitable fuel-air ratio is generated and burned. This
protected region may be produced by a transverse jet flame bolder
in which hot gases pass through a waU having a number of holes
[Fig. 619 {a)] or a reverse jet flame holder [Fig. 6·19 {b)], or a baffie
plate [Fig. 6·19 (o)], which acts as an obstacle for the main air flow
and generates low velocity region uprstream the baffie. The swirler
(see Fig. 6 6) ~lso stabilizes the flow by producing recirculation of
hot products of combustion.
Good stability range is obtained by good atomisi,tion along
with optimum fuel-air mixing even at the expense of higher pressure
loss in the combustors of aircraft engir.es which have to operate over
a very wide performance range.

S. Starting and initiation of combustion
A spark plug is used to initiate the combustion. Usually the
normal mixture ralios obtained in 11as turbine combustion chambers
give good starting characteristics. The spark plug must be designed
to ensure re-starting at_;high altimde where pressure, temperature,
and densities are low.
For ramjet combustors a considerable forward speed is
necessary before ignition can occur, therefore, such engines ar.e
launched by some other propulsion device before starting of com•
bu~tion.

9.

Carbon deposits and smoke

In the primary comb~stion zone there is a region in which
of hot gases due to flow reversal meet the incoming fuel spray in
such a manner that the oxygen availability is very low whereas, the
temperature is very high. This results . in craking of the fuel and
production of carbon in the primary zone. A part of this carbon
f,:Cts deposited on injc:ction nozzle and rest goes into the secondary
or dilution zone .., If in the later part of the primary zone or in the
dilution zone oxidation of carbon occurs, a smoke-free exhaust is
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obtained. Thus carbon deposits on burner and smoke are not
related and both depend upon design factors.
The vane angle of swirler used for reversal . of flow is very
important. There is always an optimum vane angle (which corresponds to optimum ratio for well stirred flow to plug flow in combustion chamber) on both sides of which more carbonisation occurs.
The effect of vane an!?le is important as it affect the length and
richne~s of the reverrnl zone.
Both carbon formation and smoke are results of over-rich fuelair mixture. Under some operating conditions, such as takt"off,
this is enevitable and smoke always results. Blue smoke is the
result of chilling of flame while black smoke is\ produced due tQ
Jack of available air.
Another important design factor affecting the carbonisation
is the cone angle of the injection nozzle. Reduction in cone angle
below a certain value always results in. increased carbon formation.
Thus we see that swirler,. injector, fuel-air ratio, and fuel
characteristics greatly affect the productiqn of carbon which can be
oxidized to avoid smoke at th<! exhaust of the combmtor by proper
matching of dilution and primary air flows. Hence smoke and carbon-free operation is greatly a rr atter of design.
It must be noted that occurrence of smoke need no·t be associated with loss of combmition efficiency. Smoke can be produced
even at a combustion efficiency of 99·5 percent. However, it. does
result in other losses and causes atmospheric pollution.
10. Combustion chamber life

Combustion chamber working life is very important in view of
very high combustion intensity associated with it. Adequate
cooling of chiimber walls and use of high heat resistant material
are the two solutions to the problems of metal deterioration which
may r<'sult in warping and cracking of liner material. Good combustion chamber life is again a matter of design.

6·7. FUEL INJECTION IN COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Good atomisation of fuel over the full working range is essential for
stable, efficient, and smoke-free operation of a combustion chamber.
The fuel droplets, smaller than about IO microns, evaporate too
rapidly and are unable to maintain stable combustion while droplets of ~ize greater than about 200 to 250 microns remain unburned
·or partially burnt due to short residence time and pass on to exhaust
in the form of smoke. The method of fuel injection, thus, has a
pronounced effect on the performance of a combustor.
There are four basic methods of introducing fuel into the
combustion chamber of a gas turbine. These are :
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Spray injection system.
V~poriser system.
Air blast system.
Air ~pray system.

Spray injection system, in its simplest form, consi~ts of a single
hole fixed orifice which is designed to give maximum fuel flow at
a .reasonable: injection·pressure; Noting the fact that at low speed
and. high altitude the fuel flow rate is only about 5 to 10 percent of
that at sea· level and full spe~d and that at least a pressure of2 kgf/cm2
is required for good atomisation, a very wide pre~sure range is required to meet the operational range of the combustion chamber. This
is because the pressure required varies in proportion to the squa1·e of
velocity for a given nozzle area. In the simplex or Lub- bock nozzle
[Fig. ·6'~0 (a)] the orifice area is varied by means of spring-loaded
piston re·sponsive to fuel pressure so that a wide range of a fuel flO'ws
can be obtained with a relatively small injection pressure range

Fig. 6·20. (a) Simplex fuel nozzle.

(b) Single unit duplex nozzle.

Another type of nozzle used to reduce the injection pressure range
for good atomisation is the duplex nozzle [Fig. 6-20 (b)]. This consists
of two fuel passages leading to a small vortex chamber ... At low fuel
rates flow passes through only' one passage, the other remaining
closed by a spring-loaded relief valve to maintain sufficient pressure
for gocd atomisation. At high fuel flows both the passages supply
fuel to the vortex chamber.
Spray injection system gives relatively low maximum heat
release but wide burning limits, especially a very good weak extinction limit. A typical value is 1000 air-fuel ratio compared with a
value of 400 for the vaporiser system. The injection nozzle is suscep·
tible to blockage by deposition of carbon.

In the vaporiser systeIIl the fuel and air are mixed within a
vaporising device before being injected into the primary zone. The
fuel-air mixing is better than spray injection and maximum heat
release is obtained with uniform mixture distribution at stoichiometric: value. Vapour combustion system gives almost a constant
combustion efficiency over a wide range of fuel pressures and mixture ratios. The burning rate is, however, limited by evaporation
rate, gaseous diffusion, and chemical reaction rates, resulting in a
rather inferior stability loop for vaporiser system. This system also
requires an auxiliary jet for starting.
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TABLE6·3, COMPARISON OF VARIOUS TYPES OF FUEL INJECTORS
S. No,

L

Injector t)'pe

Advantages

· pray atomiser

Disadvantages
i

{i) Puel distribut on

(i) Wide stability limits.
(ii) Easy to modify during

chamber development.
(iii) Mechanically robust

(iv) Good low extinction
limit.

j

and hence outlet
temperature distribution
varies
with amount of
fuel flow supplied,

high pressures
I (ii) Atproduces
exhaust
11moke.
(iii) Needs high fuel

pump pressure.

2.

Vaporising system.

I

(0 Requires

relatively

low fuel pressures.

temperature
distribution almost
neizligib!y affected
by amount of fuel
supplied.

(2) Outlet

(2) Difficult to design

and develop.
(3) Slow response to
fuel changes.
(4) Mechanically sus-

(3) Burns with a blue
flame and hence
emits little luminous radiation and
produces little exhaust smoke.
3,

/ Air blast system

I

(l) Needs audliary
fuel jet for start•
ing.

pect, specially at
high pressures.
(5) Fairly narrow stability limits.

temperature
(l) Very ,iarrow stabidistribution fairly 1 ··.
lity limits.
insensitive to fuel
flow rates.
(2) Poor combustion
performance
at
(2) Little exhaust smoke.
low chamber velo•
c111es such · as
(3) Mechanically robust.
during start up.
(1) Outlet

(4) At low fuel pressures
operation is satisfactory,

4.

Air spray system

(1) Efficient combustion / (1) Needs high degree
and good start up.
of matching for

good operation.
I
limits and wide sta(2) Cost and weight

(2) Good low extinction

1

bility limits.
(3) Exhaust tempera lure

distribution insensitive to fuel flow.

\

both increase.
(3) This
difficulty
might be overcome in future as
this system is in
its infancy.
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In the air blast system fuel is caused to flow over a plate
located in a high velocity stream. Fuel as it passes over the plate~ gets
atomised by high velocity air and passes on to the combustion zone.
The fuel air mixture is greatly dependent on the flow pattern
because the fuel drops are air bor·ne. This is somewhat similar to
spill type burner in which the fuel is given an atomising vortex and
only a small quantity of fuel is injected while additional fuel needed
spills back to the combustion zone with the ;.·ecirculation of the fuel
vortex. Air blast system gives a very good exhaust temperature
distribution, smokeless operation, and is cheap and reliable. However, its low extinction limit is very poor.
In the air spray system, both spray and air-blast atomisation is
used. The spray supplies fuel at low fuel flow rates to give it a good
low extinction limit, efficient combustion and, good startup ,and
low load running operation. Under normal operating conditions the
supply of fuel from the two sources are sq' distributed that at
maximum fuel flow rates only the air blast system . supplies the fuel.
Thus the disadvantages of spray system such_ as smoke, sensitively to
fuel flow of the exhaust temperature distribution is 'avoided.
·

Table 6·3 compares the variou'I types of fuel injection systems.
6·8.

CONCLUSION

Because of a wide range of operations and their conflicting
requirements ,ras turbine combustion chamber design is essentially
an excerdse in compromise. Wide range of air and · fuel fl.ow,
and the resulting fuel-air ratio distribution, rapid acceleration,
deceleration, take.:.off, starting and high .altitude operation (where
inlet air temperature, pressure and densities are low) are some of the
factors which must be taken into consideration while designing the
combustion chamber. The method of fuel injection affects almost
all the factors influencing combustion. Not only a compromise and
matching o( various combustion chamber parts is necessary but
also matching with other parts of the gas turbine such as compressor
and turbine is essen,ial for stable, efficient and reliable operation of
a combustion chamber. Thus, though the combustion chamber
seems to be the simplest part of a gas turbine system, it . requires
much more insight and experience in field_s like thermodynamics,
combustion, aerodynamics, and material science. It is really a
difficult part to de-sign. And to most designers the path of trial and
error based on pa,t experience is.the only alternative.
EXERCISES 6
6'1. What is the main purpose of a gas turbine combustion chamber ?
Why the design of combustion chamber is rather difficult?
6·2. What are the rr.ain requirements of a gas turbine combustion
..·
chamber? Are.these requirements mufually compatible? .
6·3..
What
are.the
reason
for
pressure
losses
in
a
co~bustion
chamber?
1
Hfw they can be reduced ?
.
.
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6'4, What is the normal range of air-fuel ratios used in gas turbine?
How combustion is obtained at this air-fuel ratio ?
6·5. What is primary and secondary air in gas turbine combustion
chamtcr? What are tne1r functions?
6·6. What are the main types of gas turbine combustion chamber?
Discuss their relative merits and demerits?
6·7. Sketch a tubular or can type combustion chamber and explain
it& construction. Where such chambers are used?
6·8. Sketch an annular type of combustion chamber. What are its
advantages and d sadvantages_?
6·9. · .::ketch and explain how a tubo-annular combustion chamber
combines the advantages of both tubular and annular type of combustion
chambers.
6· JO. How stabilisation of flame is obtained in a typical gas turbine
,combustion chamber? Show by a ~ketch the flow patterns in a t)pical combus~
tion cbambt:r.
6· 11. Dbcuss in brief the main performance and opera! ing characteristics
of a gas turbine combustion system. Hiustrate your answer by suitable performance curves.
6'12. How combustion efficiency of a gas t\urbine combustion chamber
is defined ? What are the main factors on which it depends I
6·13. What is the importance of combustion intensity in a combustion
chamber? Is the combustion intensitv same for an aircraft gas turbine and
mdustrial gas turbine ?
·
What is the importance of combustion chamber length?
6·15. What are the reasons for uneven temperature .distribYtions in gas
turbines ? What harm can it cause ?
6·16. What is blowout in gas turbines? When does it occur?
6'17. Define flame velocity, ignition delay, residence time, and stability
with reference to gas turbine combustion chamber. How flame stabilisation can
be achieved ?
6·18. What factors affect the formation of carbon deposits and smoke in
gas tu:bine combustion chamber ?
6·19. List the methods of introducing fuel into the combustion chamber
of a gas turbine and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
6·14.
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7
ELEitlENTARY TURBINE DESIG1V
7·1. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of turbines is very similar to that of dynamic compressors discussed in chapter 5. Fig. 7:l shows the two types of

1
(aJ Axial ~urhlne
Fig. 7·:t. Turbine geometry.

turbines, namely, the axial flow turbine and the radial flow turbine.
With the exception of a few, in almost all applications the axial flow
type2f the turbine is employed and, therefore, the treatment of the
radial-flow type has been avoided in this chapter. This chapter
-- discusses the various theories of turbine design. The limiting factors
in the turbine design, the materials used, and various cooling methods
are also discussed.
''l"'J..

IMPULSE AND REACTION TURBINE

The turbines can be classified into two types :
(i) Impulse turbine
(ii) Reaction turbine.

In the impulse turbine, the gases expand to a high velocity in
the nozzle and pass over. to the moving blades. The moving blades
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simply divert the gas flow to the next stage or to exit, and in the
process convert the kinetic energy into useful work. There i~
no expansion or pressure drop over the moving blades.
The reaction turbine is characterised by the fact that the
pressure drop or expansion takes piace both in the nozzles (or stator
blades) as well as in the moving blades.
In case of an impulse turbine the blade passage area remains
constant while for reaction turbine the passage area varies continuously to allow for the continued expansion of the gas stream over the
moving blades.

7·3.

COMPOUNDING OF TURBINES

Highest efficiency b obtained when the blade speed is half that of
the gas stream velocity. Many times, the nozzle outlet velocity and
hence, the blade tip speed for the given pressure drop is so high that
the stresses developed may go beyond the allowable stress limits.
Therefore, it is common to divide the total pressure drop into a
number of stages or to convert the kinetic energy into useful work
output by using more than one stage.

7·3 1.

Vefocity-co=pou:nded im.pulse turbfo.e

Fig. 7 2 shows a velocity-compounded or Curtis turbine stage.
In this type of compounding the whole of the pressure drop occurs
in a single nozzle and the resultant velocity is used over a number
of st~ges to keep the blade speed low. The pressure and the
velocity as they vary over the turbine section are shown in Fig. 7·2.

Fig. 7·2.

Vdocity-compounded impulse turbine.
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7·3·2.

[sire. 7·4]

Pressure-co:mpou°:ded. hnpulse turbine

In pressure.compounded impulse turbine the total pressure
drop, rather than the kinetic energy, is divided into a number of
pressure drops over the stages <Fig. 7· 3).
In each stage, which
consists of a nozzle and a moving blade, the gases are expanded and
the kinetic energy is used in moving the rotor, and useful work is
obtained. Such a stage is sometimes rl'"ferred as Reteau stage. The
corresponding pressure and vdocity diagrams are given in Fig. 7·3,

Fig. 7·3. Pressure compounded impulse turbine.
0

7·4.

EFFICIENCY OF A TURBINE

The efficiency of a turbine can ~e ~e~ned in a number. of. ways
depending upon the use to .wh1c~ 1t 1s put. 'J?he expan~10n. m the
turbine can be regarded as ad1abat1c and ;;o the ideal turbme 1s that
turbine in which the expansion is isentropic. The turbine work is
given by the drop in the stagnation enthalpy, i.e.

For turbines in which the exhaust energy is not utilized, the
efficiency is defined as total-to-static turbine efficiency. 'IJ s, (Fig. 7·4)
:i'Jts=

To -Ta
ho1-h3
1 -'1',, ~
- -h- -h,,

T

01

3

1

3

This is the ratio of the actual turbine work done to the ideal
work corresponding to total inlet conditions and static exit conditions. Single-stage turbines and turboprops for which the exhaust
velocity is incidental fa:U in this category.
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T

s

Fig 7·4. T-s diagram illustrating efficiency of turbine.

For turbojet, etc., where the exhaust <>nergy is not a loss because
the gases are accelar&ted to a high velocity for propulsive thrust
generation, total-to total efficiency is used. This is defined as

Tjtt

T 01 -T(i3 =
1 1 -1'
Ol

03

II

(7·2)

which is the ratio of the actuai work done to the ideal work done
corresponding to total inlet and total exit conJitions. This
definition also applies to multi ·stage turbines because the exhaust
energy from a stage does not go waste.
Another term which is sometimes used is the "work ratio".
This is defined as the. ratio of actual total head temperature drop to
the isentropic temperature. drop from total head inlet to static outlet
pressure, and is given by
·
Work ratio

To1-Tos
1 '01 -1'o/

(J·3)

ELEMENTARY DESIGN OF A TURBINE
(i) TWO DIMENSIONAL DESIGN
7·5

VELOCITY DIAGRAMS, WORK AND EFFICIENCY

Fig. 7·5 shows the typical velocity diagram for an axial flow
turbine. The gas enters the nozzle or stator with a velocity 0 1 and
gets expanded to pressure p 2 and temperature T 2 , · and leaves the
nozzle with an absolute velocity Oi at angle oc1 from the axial direction. (Angles measured in the direction of. rotation are taken as
positive). The gas, then, enters the moving blade at angle ~2 with a
relative velocity V 2 and gets deflected. The gas leaves the blade
with a relative velocity V 3 at an angle ~J, C:3 being its absolute
velocity at an angle ix 3 which is also called swirl angle.
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. Ii: an impulse stage, V 3 will be either slightly less than V 2 due
to fnctlonal loss or equal to V 2 but in a reaction stage V 3 will always

cAca1
(lNozr!e

""T

f.,3

~

Ca3

J_j_

... ,...__,,,~

~

{4

cw,

Fig. 7·5. Velocity diagrams for a turbine stage.

Fig. 7·6.

Combined inlet and outlet velocitf diagfam for the moving blade.

be greater than V 2 because, then, a part of the pressure drop will
occur in the moving blade which will increase the gas velocity.
Since the b_l(l,de speed U increases, for a given rpm witli increase in the
radius, these diagrams are for a particular radius only. The blade
diagrams will be d)fferent for x:oot, l!P, and .othei: radii point~. However, due to the high hub to tip rntlo used rn axial flow turbmt-s, the ,
radial component of the velocity can be neglected. In such a case
this two-dimensional analysis becomes quite representative and we
can draw the above diagrams for the mean radius and assume that
they are valid for other sections also,
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If the moving blade inlet and outlet diagrams are superi:r:o.posed as shown. in Fig. 7·6, the change in whirl velocity, 6.Cw, is given
by the distance EF. Due to this change in whirl velocity, i.e. change
in angular momentum, a torque is produced on the rotor. The
work done per kg of flow rate is given by

W=ABxEF
g

Ux0.0w
g

W= ( Gw2+Cw~)U

or

'

(7·4)

g

W, the work done per kg of fl.ow rate is also called specific
work.
The efficiency of the rotor blade is given by
Work done on blades
Energy supplied to the blade

Blading efficiency, "IJB

ABxEF/g_
fVg212g Since

Ow 2=V 2 sin

g(Ow2 +0w3 )U
Vl'

[32

0,,, 3 = V 3 sin [3 3

gU(V2 sin f3 2 +V3 sin [33 )

C,l

ljB=

=2UV
()' 2
1

.

2

Sll;t

For allimpulse turbine

r:

r.>.

1"2

(

"

3
l+V
V
3

sin [33)
. R
!lln !-'2

is the blade velocity coefficient

K, and if C=sin ~3 /sin ~2, then
"/JB

=

2U2

C

T7

~

2

•
~ (l+KO')
sm
..-2

2

From geometry
V 2 si.n B 2 =02 sin a 2 -- U
ljn=

~~ ·

(02 sin

IJ'. 2 -U)

(1 +KO)

=2cr (sin o: 2-cr) (l +KC)
where cr= U is blade to gas speed ratio.
Ca
'IJB=2

{l+KO) (cr sin

c,;2 -.a2)

(7·5}
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Putting

d::
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equal to zero for best efficienc;

dd; =2(1 +KO) (sin (;( -2a)=0
2

sin (.( 2

or

0'=-2-

And the maximum blade efficiency is
sin 2 (.(2
')')Bmax=(l +KO) - 2--

If there is a change in the axial velocity, axial thrust is produced, which is given by
Axial thrust=Massx Change in axial velocity
1
=g
- (Ca a -Ca'l)

(7·8)

Energy lost per unit mass flow due to friction over the moving
blade is given by
v22_

ys2

~2g-

• 032
'
. exist
. per umt
. mass .a
an d t h e energy mst
m
uow is
-•

2g

11·6. DEGREE OF REACTION
The degree of reaction is defined as the] rratio of the enthalpy
drop in the moving blade to the total enthalpy drop over t~e stage.
This is given by

R= h2-ka
ho1-ho
If the· flow is adiabatic

and

ho1 =ho2
ks=-h2
R= ko2-ho

From inlet and outlet velocity diagrams,
Vl·=Oal+Cw,}=Oa2 2 +Cal tan2 ~ 2 =0al(l +tan 2 ~ 2)
Vs2=0a 32 +0wa2=0aa2+Ca/ tan 2 ~ 3 =Ca32 (l+tan 2 @3 }
Heat drop across the ideal blade fa equal to the change in
relative velocity, i.e.

k2-hs= 2~ (Va2-V22)
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1
= 2g Oa/· (l +tan 2

~/

_,
2
2'g Ca 32 (1 +tan [32 J

If the axial velocity is constant over the stage, i.e.
Ca1=Ca 2 =Ca3=0a
then
1
h2 -h 3 = 2g Oa {tan2 {3 3 -tan2 [3 2)
l

h2 -h3 =2g Ca (ta.n

or

p3 +tan (3 1)

.
(tan [3 3 -tan !3i)

Once again from the velocity diagrams,

Oa2 tan CC2=U +o.. 2 tan 132
Ga 2 tan r.1. 3 =U +Ca 2 tan /3 3

and

Since

We get

u

tan «2= aa+tan !?>2

u

tan cx 3 = Ga +tan (3 3
or
and

tan

et 2 +tan oi: 3 =tan

!32 +tan !33

(7· 11)

l
h2 -h3 =2g Ca (tan (3 3 -tan [32) (tan

0t2

+tan cc 3 )

The change in the stagnation enthalpy is equal to the specific
work output, W.
ho1- hos= ho2 - koa

U<Gw2+0w3)
g

-

U(Ga 2 tan tx2+C..3 tan

0t 3 )

g

If !3m is the mean fl.ow angle through the moving blade the
degree of reaction can be approximated by
1 Ca
R= 2
U tan [3,,.
(7'13)
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"/·7 FLOW AND BLADE LOADING COEFFICIENTS
The flow coefficient, cf,, is defined as the ratio of the inlet velocity
Ga to the blade speed U.
(7·14)

cf,=0!_

u

The blade loading coefficient, lji, is defined as the ratio of the
specific work of the stage to the square of the blade velocity, i.e .

.,,_--.!!'.:_ _
'f-

us -

(7·15)

U(Ow1 +Ow1)

u2

_ Ow1

- u

+

Ow2

u

If Oa 2 =0a 3=0a, the blade loading coefficient is given by

IJi=

°,j

(tan oc 2 +tan

=-;0

r.t. 3}

(tan~ 2 +tan~3 )

(7·16)

These two parameters, cf, and lji, are non-dimensional parameters
and are often used to plot the design charts.

7'8. VELOCITY RATIO
Another important non-dimension,al parameter is the ratio of
the blade speed to the velocity which would be obtained .by isentropic expansion through the stage, i.e.

tJ

u

.

a,= 01

.r

· 'V

(7· I 7)

2(ko1-koa11

Sometimes the velocity ratio is also defined as the ratio of the
blade speed to the nozzle outlet velocity, i.e.

u

(7· 18)

c;=-·-

02

Since

ko1-ho2

ko1- koa"

'rJtt

ho1-ho3= 0;2 Gi'rJtt
0

We can express the blade loading coefficient lji in terms of
total-to:'total efficiency and the velocity ratio
W

ko1-hoa

IJi= U2.= - D2

c •

0;2 'rJtt

=-u2'rJtt

=~
c;i
This is an important relation applicable to all stages.

(7·19),,
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(-i) Zero degree of reaction.
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The degree of reaction. is

given by

For zero degree of reaction
(6'20)

{33=~2

The specific work output

u

TV =-(Cw2+Cw3)
g

u

- 0a( tan {33 +tan {32)

=

g

CaU

=2 --tan {3 2
g
The blade loading coefficient
.,. = W
2C., tan {33

u

't'

u

2

The deflection by the rotor
={32+~a=2~3

Ga
(~i+{3s)
= 2 U 2 tan
2
,I,

or

where

-r=

a=2~ 2 =2p3

.
vn.th the

2 Oa
~
utan 2

is the rotor deflection angle.

7·7 shows the performance for such a stage on a "¥-cf,, chart
of constant o: 2 and p lines.

If the exit swirl

,x 3

is zero, then

tan
A

d,= _ _t an Ps -

and

r

U

-

on

n

-2
Ca -

:Lva ...:.::_

U

('.7-24)

i.e. the change in tan.gential velocity is twice the blade speed for
such a bl:ading.
('ii) Fifty per cent reaction

C,.
R= 2 u(ta:n t?,3 -tan !38)=0·5
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Flow coe//icienf 4'

Fig 7·7.

tan ~3 -tan

If-cf, chart for

Q

(sec. 7·9]

if

zero reaction stage.

u

l32=0,,

Since from velocity triangles

u

tan cc 2 = Oil +tan

We get,

(7·!0)

~2

tan (,3 =tan °'2

m·

l33=CC2

Similarly, from the relation
tan
We get,

or

ix 3

u
= O,,,

.L

fl

·, tan r'll

tan ~2 =tan °'a

l32=°'s

i.e. for fifty per cent reaction stage the blade velocity diagram :is
symmetrical as shown in Fig. 7·8.
The specific work output

,S

given by

u

W = -(Cw2+Cw3)
g

= u (02 sin rx.2-U +c2 sin OC2)
g

=

U (202 sin

g

ct. 2 -U)

[SEC.
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Fig. 7·8. 50 per cent-reaction stage velocity diagram.

· 02
=g·

2 (

=

022

C2

2U

(

C22

.
sm

U2

oc2-

2cr sin or 2 -cr 2

Cl

)

)

where cr is the velocity ratio U/C 2

Total heat drop=
.

bine because

zw"2_c~ 2)
2g

O/-C/
·
is
2(J

for a 50 per cent reactior. tur-

.
t h e energy equiva l ent to h eat d mp m

moving blades.
Total energy supplied
2(022 -Cl)

-

2g

+ Cl
2g

Since from the velocity diagram of Fig. 7·8

03=V2
C32 =Vl·=Cl·+U2 -202U sin

0: 2

Total energy supplied

2Cl-Cl-U2 +202U sin a 2
-

2g

= ig(O/-U2 +2c2 U sin ot 2 )
02 2 ('
2+2cr sin
. oc 2 )
2 g 1 -er
0€}2
"
-"-(2cr s1d oc 2 -cr 2 )
Efficiency=-Y.,...
1- - - - - - ~ 2g C/(l-cr2+2cr sin oc 2)

=

2

=2- l -cr2 +2cr sm
. oc
2

(7 25,
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For maximum efficiency
d (l-cr2 +2cr sin o: 2 )=0
du
-2cr+2cr sin i:x 2 =0
cr=sin c,; 2

(7·26)

and the maximum efficiency is given by
2(2 sin 2 a 2 -sin 2 cz 2 )
'/J8max=(l-sin2 ixz+2 sin2 1X2)
The blade loading coefficient

,.Ji

7·10]

=

2 sin2 cc 2
l +sin 2 ct 2

(7·27)

is given by

1/J=; =U(Gw2+Cw2)
DOa(tan [3 2 +tan ~3 )

-

u2

UOa(2 tan (;, 3 -U/Ca)

.u2

or

=2

<;j

tan o: 2 -1

If the outlet swirl angle
tan ~3 =tan a: 2

and

oi; 3

is zero, we get

u
=a;

w=2~~-l=l
'
U Ca;

Then the change in the tangential velocity across the rotor is
equal to the blade speed.

i)i-ef> charts similar to that of Fig. 7·7 can be plotted for design·
purposes.

7· 10 DESIGN WITH AXIAL OUTLET VELOCITY
The situation where the exit swirl angle C!:a is zero has already been
discussed in the two previous articles. Here, however, some general
considerations are made.

Fig. 7·9 shows the velocity diagram for such a case, The degree
of reaction R is given by

R= 20,.
u (tan ~3-tan p2)
Ga ( U
Ga -tan.

=2u
=

1

l

Oa

2-2 0

'\

P2 j

tan~ 2

[SEC.
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The specific work output is given by

W=U Ca(tan ~2 +tan ~3 )
=U Ca {tan cc 2 +tan cc 3 )
=U Ca tan

Fig. 7·9

0::2

Velocity diagram with axial outlet velocity

Blade loading coefficient

.,, _ _!!'."__ U Ca tan

','- u2 -

\Ve have, tan

<X 3 =0,

Again,

0( 3

tan

u2

o:: 2

and tan ~3 =U/Oa

=tan ~2 + tan ~3
={tan ~2 -tan ~3 )+2tan ~3

+

=-R 2U
2U
Ga
Ca
?.U
=-(1-R)
Ga
UC,,

~=V2

2U

Ca (1- R)=2(1-R)

(byEq. 7-10)

(7·28)

The above equation gives

!./;= 1 for 50 per cent reaction
and

.''.7-11

t=2

for zero reaction. These situations have
already been discussed above .

OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE

The knowledge of the off-design performance of a turbine is essential
for proper matching of the compressor and the turbine. Also, for
overall assessment of the gas turhine efficiency for various applications such as aircraft engine, automobiles, etc., the operation under
conditions different from design condidons is of importance.
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Under the assumption of constant axial velocity
Ca2=Ca 3 =Ga, we have
l)i=

°r; (tan f3d- tan [3

3)

By equation (7· l l)

Ca
qi=u
or

(

>!;=,f, (tan

Similarly, the
equation (7·11) as

U)

tan o:2+tanf3J-c"
ix 2

+tan

(7·29)

c, 3 )-1

reaction R can be written wlth the help of
(7·30)

Experimental evidence suggests that the angles ix 2 and f3.i
rem3in substantially c,mstant under ,off-design operating conditions. These angles are sometimes referred as "must" angles.
Thus tan c, 2 +tan [3 3 = constant, is the conctitiun determining the
off.design performance. Lines of constant (.tan cx 2 +tan [3 3 ) on qi-,f,
chart passir.g through the design point will represent the off-design
performance of the turbine and since (tan [3 3 -tan ix 2) is also substantially constant, reaction at any off.design point will be the functior1 of the flow coefficient ,f,.
For a 50 per cent I eaction turbine·
tan [3 3 = tan C< 2
Putting this into (Eq. 7·30) the degree of reaction R, is R=1-=
constant, i.e. the degree of reaction remains constant under ~ffdesign conditions also. This is because of the fact that if cx 2 and ~3
are constant the shape of the triangles do not change and they
remain symmetrical.
(ii) THREE DIMNSIONAL DESIGN

7· 12.

RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM THEORY

Radial equilibrium theory has been one of the conventional
methods of designing an axial flow impeller considering the threedimensional flow. This theory assumes that the radial velocity is
absent in the flow, i.e. radial equilibrium always exists. The stream
lines lie on circular, cylindrical surfaces which are axisyrnmetric.
The shifting of the streamlines takes place completely within the
blades and dowmtream the b,a.des there is no radial velocity
component.
As already discussed in the chapter on compressor (see section
5·8), the momentum equation under such assumptions becomes
dp
p0w 2
(5·59)
dr
gr

[SEC•
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which under the usual assumptions of constant enthalpy and entropy
takes the form
·

gJ ~-~--=Ga dCa +Cw
dr

dr

dCw
dr

+

Cw 2
r

(5·61 )

This equation is the basic equation for all vortex flows.
7·12·1. F:iee vortex design
If now it is assumed that the work input at all radii is equal
to the total head temperature and hence, the enthalpy will remain
constant for all radii and further that the axial velocity is also
constant, i.e.
dh =0
dr

and

dC,. =O
dr

fquation (5'61) reduces to
dOw

-Cw

o,,,=-.,.-

Cw X r=constant

(5·62)

Such ll"· flow which follows this equation, i.e. in which the
whirl or tangential velocity varies inversely with the radius, is called
a "free vortex flow."
Free vortex flow is .a particular case of the radial equilibrium
flow which is a reversible, constant stagnation enthalpy flow having
a tangential component of velocity which varies inversely as the
radius and the axial component is uniform throughout the flow. The
constancy of stagnation enthalpy of flow, i.e. the work done on any
moving blade is invariant, implies that circulation is constant along
the blade length and no vorticity is produced by the blade in the
flow. The flow remains irrotational. Because of this reason it was
thought that any design based on this theory would be highly
efficient and the vortex theory became very popular.
From the velocity triangles, we have
Cw
constant
tan cx=-Ga =
r Ga
Since Ca is constant
l

tan cxoc -r
The work output per unit flow at a radius r is
ho 2 -ho 3 =U(Cw 1 +0,. 2)

= wr(02r +-(}i
,

'1

)
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where ,, Ow 1 =01 and r Ow 2 =02 corresponds-to two stations before
and after the rotor and 0 2 and 0 3 are constants.
lzo2 -hoa = W(02+ Oa)
.
=constant
This proves that the work done on moving blade is constant
as discussed above, The variation of air angles from root to tip is
shown in Fig. 7· 10 in the free vortex design which are given by
tan

tanl" 3

=-+-

tan rx.2

02
=c
r a2

r.i

and

02 __Wr
rO a2 Oa2
Wr
03
0aa Oas

~2=

17·31)

~
~

80

c.,

t

~
{

60

I 40
....

~

~

(j

2D

:r..
·,

""t

0
0

ti>,

Fig. 7·10. Variation of blade angles along the blade height.

The degree of reaction R is given by
l Ca
R=zu{tan ~J-tan

r.i)

1"2

(7·12)

which, with the help of equation (7·31) become&

R= Oa-:--0~+1
2Ur

or

R= C~-0~+1
2Wr 2

(7'32)

[SEO.
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If we assume that the reaction at the root r,, is zero, then

0= Os-C'2 +l

2w,,,

2

which when combined v;ith (7 12} gives
r 2
R,---,1-+
r

(7·33)

describing the variation of the degree of reaction from ro:,t to tip,
the degree of reaction increasing toward the tip.
Usually the reaction at the hub is kept zero or little more than
zero so th ..,t the reaction may not be too much at the tip. Too much
reaction at tip results in leakage los~. Thus we see that the hub t..., tip
radius ratio is very important in that it affects the degree of reaction
along the blade. Smaller ihe hup-tip ratio higher will be the
reaction at the tip for impulse condition at the root and more wil
be the leakage losses.
Though the free v,,rtcx theory has been a very popular basis
of axial flow impeller designs, it nevertheless has certain disadvantages. One of them is that it leads to a twisted rotor blade along its
span and on which the incident velocity, and hence the Mach
number, varies considerably from hub to tip. Some designes, in
order to have straighter blades, depart from free vortex design. In
most of these designs the condition of radial equilibrium is satisfied
by balancing the radial pressure gradient with the centrioetal
acceleration rlue t~ the tar:gential .c~mponent of the whirl vcl;city.
This renders the radial velocity nc'ghg1ble, though not totally absent
and surprisingly the efficiency of these designs is not poorer than the
free vortex design.
Another factor which must be considered is that in free vortex
design, we assume entropy to be constant, i.e. the viscosity effects
are neglected whilst it plays an important part in building up low
energy fluid adjacent to the annular walls. This results from wall
boundary layers and their mteraction with flows around the blades
in region adjacent to the wall. It also affects the blade wakes. In
compressor de~;gn this is accounted by the "work done factor" which
may.reduce the average work by 15 to 20 per cent for multistage
turbmes.
Another, disadvantag'~ of the free vortex design is that the
root and tip sections are subject to adverse flow conditions of Jow
reaction and adverse :;Jresmre gradients.
Both these are not
conducive to good efficiency. In the free vortex design the velocity
ratio is given by

(7·-34}
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where U, isrim wheal speed, which is related to efficiency as
given in Fig. 7·1 l. This shows that the efficiency decreases as
the \'elocity ratio is decreasc>d. So mo~t early designs used a high
velocity ratio, i.e .. high speeds (Un) or low stage work ( L:,Ff). From
the detailed studies of the spanwise efficiency characteristics of the
blade for different pressure ratio, velocity ratio, and variable area
turbines, it became clear that the main reason for decrease in
efficiency with a decrease in rim velocity ratio is the poor root
efficiencies. High root losses always occur v.ith low velocity ratio,
highly loaded stages in free vortex designs. In such de,igns large
loss occurs in the end wall regions, particularly at the low rrnction
root. This poor performance is perhaps due to separation of the
boundary layer fluid in this region which results in large local
losses and blockage of the flow forcing the mainstrean flow to·wards
the midspan.

- - -0·40 Ve/ocitj, rafio configuY-afion ad d<?sigt?
py,:,,;;sur\"' ;-a:r'/a 2 · J

- - - 0·3 3

\'Nociiy raf/6 con/<;yurafio.71 af

Pres.sure raf/o
90 [

~t

.,.,/-

85

/

/

dt>.S"rjn

2·5

-----

/

/
/

/

~[~~~-'-1~~-'-~~-'-~~-'-~~-"-~~o-:,o

()·3S

0·4()

0·45

O·Si7

O·SS

Fig. 7·11. Measured efficiency vs rim velocity ratio for free vortex design.

7' 12 2. Controlled-vortex method
Since the free vortex design results in poor root efficiency due
to low root reaction, the obvious expedient to improve the efficiency
of the axial flow impeller is to increase the root reaction. One
method is to reduce the gas angle or provide more swirl leaving the
blade as compared to the conventioP.a! design but this imposes
additional swirl on the next stage or exit guide vane. Seeing the
fact that some swirl is already present in conventional free vortex
design, it may becomr quite severe for high flow stages.
Another alternative is to adjust the aerofoil designs at all radial
stations s) that the adverse flow conditions at root and tip are
avoided. This is the basis of the controlled.vortex method in which
the designer can alter and optimise each aerofoil section by varying
the mainstrecrn How pattern. Two approaches, which increase the
root reaction are :

[SEC.
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(i) Constant span wise work distribution with the stator angle
icrea .e<l a the root.
(ii) Varying the spanwise work distribution.

A
8

= Frl'r;

V¢rfe;,
Ycl'l'l'Jc

=Contra/led

-c"' t:cmfra[!ed

-conrt,n,t

woYlt

vo!"f-lJ'x

(ct)

.koo ·

S°/><U1

(b)

Fig. 7·12. Variation of blade and vane exit angles for various
flow pattern.

In the first case, the rotor exit angle at the root is reduced
[see Fig. 7· l2(a)] for constant work. This requires a decrea~e in the
sea tor exit angle at the tip to keep the srat0, area at a given value
(see Fig. 7· 12 (b)]. H ')Wever, this results in a very much skewed
rotor swirl pattern in that there is a very high swirl at the root and.
very little at the tip as clear from curve B of Fig. 7· 13 (a). This
would require a highly twisted stator blade to accept the large
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swirl gradient. And because of this reason this approach becomes
unacceptable, though it has significantly raised the reaction at the
root. (see fig. 7· 14).
A=Free vortex
· B=Controlled vortex-constant work
C=Controlled vortex

~

~

~

...

:

"i
..

.....

Axial
----------

'

i3 l__~~~--:-:--.,_~~~~~~8
Span

Roof

Tl,o

(a)

s;,<1n

/loot

Ti,O

(b)

Fig. 7·13, Variation of blade inlet and exit swirl angle for various.
flow pattern.
A= Fr,,. 11t1rf,i,
= co,,f,.,!f,d vorf,,c-e,.,,rf11,d

8

c • C'ontrofl,,t

"'"'"

110,trx

T,p

Fig. 7·14. Variation of reaction for various flow pattern.
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Varying the spanwise work distribution (see fig. 7·16) is a
better approach. If work at the root is reduced, less turning would
be needed and the large swirl at the blade root can be reduced.
The opposite situation holds true for the tip where additional work
can be done without incurring problems.
T~e curves marked O in Figs. 7· 12 to 7· 14 show th~ ~eha~iour of the non-uniform work controlled-vortex stage. Vanat10n m
work distribution results in increased root reaction and significant
gain over the conventional free- vortex stage.

A= Free vertex design at design pressure ratio and 0·33 velocity ratio
B=Controlled vertex turbine at design pressure ratio and 0·285
volocity ratio

f'.ig.7'15.

,;:

Comp'.1.rison of free vortex and controlled vortex turbine
span wise measured efficiency.

i·5

"'.i:,

~.,;:

-,:? -~
&::

0

~

~t

~~ -5

... >..:

<.... ~

Fig. 7·16.

Controlled vortex total pressure ratio and work
variation spanwise.
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Fig. 7· 15 shows' that there is a marked improvement in
efficiency particularly in the root region. As is dear from Fig. 7·14
and 7· 17 only a small change in the work profile and exit angles is
required to achieve the desired result. Fig. 7· 18 shows the freevortex blading against the controlled-vortex design.

--·-- Free vorfe,:
~

~
&::

::[

~

Ca1-;l·roll{:.::/ vorte:f

I

!;)

G,

- - · ~=-··..

70

5501.-....J~-2L~~..L.~4LO~.J-~4~0~-'-~8~0-=-......---:'.,oo

PRrcenf sl,an
Fig. 7·17. Predicted exit gas angle comparison between free
vortex and controlled vortex.
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-

· - t'Dntfolled

Vortex ·lvrbine

'
Fig, 7·18. Blade sections for free and controlled vortex.
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The controlled vortex stage has a higher efficiency than ~he
free-vortex stage for nearly the entire span (see fig. 7·19). The high
reaction free-vortex desig11, obviously, shows better efficiency than
the low reaction free-vorcex stage. At the tip, however, the normal
reaction stage has better efficiency than the high reaction stage due
to lower tip leakage losses.

- - - Free

vqrf<!''/<-ner-ma! rt?«t•fldn

- - - - Frf"t' vorfex - hi$h recrcficn

- - - Ccnfro/!ed

)

,,~

<:.,

10,

~

95

-~
·"'~

90

~

vortrx

~

i

85

""

-~""

~
~
~

~

~

80
7S
--0

fl.O

40.
.f'prce 11/-

80

(JO

/CJ

.rpc.11

Fig. 7·19. Measured free vortex versus controlled vortex spanwise
transverse efficiency for the blading of Fig. 7·18

Due to relatively small change in each stage, relative to the
free vortex design, the stacking u::, of non-uniform work profiles
does not cause any trouble in multi-stage controlled-vortex turhine.
The controlled-vortex turbine, rather has a . less tendency to force
the flow away from the walls giving a flow per unit area more
uniform than the free vortex stages. Improved efficiency near the
end walls also results in an improved temperature distribution.
In. the raµial equilibrium theory it is assumed that there is
no radial component of the· fluid velocity. This implies that the
circulation is constant along the blade length and no vorticity is
,-. !Ji<P:b

r-1

~-~~-1....-____

=----:·-;:---.. . . ~-

---,=.~------

~p
Sfr<'tt,nf:.n;1

____ _j._- - - - - Uu/,

Fig. 7·20. Streamlines under the assumption that all the radial flo'w
takes place in the blade passages.
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generated by the blade, The flow remains irrotational. If at all any
radial flow takes place it is within the b!ade passages. The streamlines under such an assumption ,rnuld be like those shown in
Fig. 7 20. However, this assumption that all the radia1 motion
takes place within the blade row and that betweer. the blade rows
the stn a mlines are circular cylindrical surfaces is not , rue. It has
been found that the radial equilibrium theory is not adequate
because there are appreciable radial velocities outside the blade
row as is clear from Fig. 7·21 which shows the distribution of the axial
component of the velocity at various axial distances for a single
row of stationary inlet guide vanes. This confirms that the radial
flow regime is not fotly established within the blade row and radial
flow does exist outside the blade row .

• lf-O

!-----+-

i

...... 200

ii.:

I

Fig, 7·21.

Axial velocity profiles upstream and downstream of an
isolated ro\V of guide ~,/:~nes.

With the increase in speed and the pressure ratios the com''5sibiliiy effects have become
Due to these effectg
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radial density gradient and hence radial velocity distributions occur.
Thus the radial equilibrium theory tacitly ntglects the com.
pressibility effects. This also afsumes that the effect of a discrete blade is not transmitted to the fl.ow which again is not true.

7·13.

ACTUATOR DISC THEORY

The fact that radiai equilibrium is not achieved at any station
because of the radial flow effects and mutual interference of the
blade rcws has rendered the radial equilibrium theory inadequate.
Actuator disc theory is an attempt to a refinement over this. This
concept o f actuating disc theory has been borrowed from airscrew
theory or t heory of propellers .
.The basis of the actuating disc theory is that each blade row
in a turbomachine can be represented by a plain of discontinuity
such that the streamlines, i.e., the mass flux is continuous across the
disc and the radial equilibrium is established at a large distance
from the disc. Fig. 7·22 shows the streamlines for such a case.

dire

A,:ui,a!
e'f4!t1/~i' .1111

----1-+-+---Ht£h

Fig. 7·22.

Streamlines under the assumption of the actuator disc.

This model by assuming that radic1l velocities exist outside the
bhde r,>ws gi\'cs a better picture of the flow and is also simplC:r for
tLe (1esigc.ers thsE-1 other methods.

Hawthorne and Horlock (1) have analysed the flow under the
of i,1compr,:,sible flow, pr,rallel annulli, smail rndial
small axial
and by neglecting the viscosity effects.
Later H11·ilhorne ana
(10) modified the theory to account
for the
cTc'c'.s, The detailed analysis of the theory is
out ,.,r
,pe of thi,
k ,n-:d those interested are referred to the
Hod.eek and Pingrose.

With the easy avaibbility of digital computing facilities the
application of the actuating disc theory is increasing. Other methods
as stream line curvature method have come into vogue, tut
still the understanding of the flow phenomena is far from comp ete
and the d-signe rs well liave to make use of some degree of em·
pericism.

7·1°t FACTORS LIMITING THE TURBINE DESIGN
The aim of every designer is to get the largest possible thermo,
dynamic performance commensurate with the desired reliability, and
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ease of operation at minimum of the cost. In the process he has to
dt>cide a large number of design parameters determining the perfo1 mance of the aerodynamic (blading), hydrod, namic (bearings),
mechanical (blades, disc, shafts) and combustion elements .of the gas
turbine r,lant. Though he has a large number of the various
C< mbinations of these dt',ign parameters, he has to face the limits
imposed by the requirements of the particular application for which
the machine is being designed, the availability of materials and
their mechanical and other properties, and the research and
development effort necessary to realize the projected design.
The work output and the speed of the turbine are usually fixed
by the application considerations, and'so also the turbine inlet pressure
and inlet temperature. Then the designer has recourse to the various
geometrical parameters like rotor diameter to blade height ratio,
nozzle angle, blade an~les, ratio of rotor clearances to blade height,
chord to blade height ratio and the outlet swirl a~gle. Almost all
these geometric parameters affect the various losses in a turbine
stage and some of them are optimum -parameters, i e. they give
highest efficiencies under given conditions.
The following is a brief discussion of the limiting factors in the
turbine design.
·
(i) Stress considerations
The sprcific work output is given by
W
U 6Cw U(Cwd-Cw 3 )
g

g

(7·35)
"

In the specific output is high tht.n the number of stages, and
h~nce the total losses, required for a given output are redt1ced.
E11J:ier the blade tip spted or the change in the tangential velocity
can be increased to get this effect.
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Fig. 7 23. Approximate values for characteristic stress factor.

The maximum rim speed is limited by the allowable stresses ol
the material used for the turbine discs. These stresses are a function

[SEO. 7·14]
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of the wheel-tip speed, and the specific weight of the rotor material
and is given by
stress a=SU 3 _P_

(7 36)

IJ

where the factor Sis a characteristic value which depends mainly on
the wheel type as is clear from Fig. 7 23. These mean values are valid
for wheels in which small thermal stresses exist and for axial wheels
the blade length is not more than 20 per cent of the disc diameter,
i.e. h/D<0·2. Lower S factor values, i.e. higher tip speed, can. be
obtained by providing suitable disc and blade taper ratios.
(ii) Operating te!n.peratu.res. The maximum allowa~le
stress Gmax depends upon the material composition and on the disc
temperature. As is clear from Fig. 7· 24, after a temperature of about

r

/{)()()

20()()

Fig. 7·24. Maximum allowable stresses for different materials for
1000-hr rupture life.

500°0 aluminium alloys cannot be used and molybdenum base
alloys have the highest strength under elevated temperatures. Thus
there exists a maximum turbine velocity ratio which must not be
exceeded for safe operation.
The inter-relation between the turbine disc trmperature and
the.main stream gas temperature is/thus, also important. This brings
into play the vital role of the cooling system used and its effectiveness. The blade themperature can approximately be taken to
utilize about 85 per cent of dynamic gas temperature and the
turbine disc temperature can be taken equal to the blade t~mperature. However, these temperatures would mainly depend upon
the blade cooling method used and the thermal conductivity of the
material of the blade and disc.

Fig. 7·25 shows the allowable turbine velocity ratio and gas
temperature for different spouting velocities and materials. It may
be noted that allowable gas temperatures increase with increasing
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The influence of the turbine velocity ratio

depends upon the slope of the .!!_ =f(Tb) curve for the material. For
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Fig. 7·25. Allowable turbine velocity ratio and gas temperatures for
different spouting velocities anJ materials 1000-hour rupture life.

mat.erials with a steep slope, the admissible gas temperature
increases with increasing turbine-velocity ratios upto the point of
maximum stre~s. For materials having gradual slope, like nickel and
molybdenum alloys, it may increase, decrease or be almost indepen;·
dent of the turbine velocity ratio. This is important since the
efficiency of the turbine is dependent upon the veloc.ity ratio and
higher the velocity ratio more is the effidency (see Fig. 7· 11 ).
(iii) Blade fixing. Fixing of blades is a problem of great
importance in g~s turbine construction and affects the maximum rim

Fig. 7·26. __Fir tree type of attachment.
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speed which can be used. The-critical area is the disc/blade attach.
rnent which transfers the centrifugal load on the blade imo the ,'isc
rim. The most common type of the attachment used is the "fir tree"
design shown in Fig. 7·26 in which the forces are transmitted by
the individual teeth, as in the screw thread. This results in
stress concentration at the bases of the teeth and creep takes place
in a very small zone of pronounced shear stress, and after some time
a crack develops leading to fracture due to shearing off of the teeth.
The pitch/chord ratio is important in that it affects the
area of the stress concentration zone.
Since the centrifugal and gas loads induce bending and shear
stresses in the teeth of the fir-tree ,he local stresses are generally
higher than the mean blc,de centrifugal stre,ses. Therefore the
temperature at the blade fixing must be lower than that in the blade
profile to maintain the same creep life because the creep life decreases with increase in temperature.
Cooling [see Fig. 7·27 (b)] of the _roo~ is one way of keeping the
disc temperature low. Another solution 1s the me of extended root
design an·d the space between the blade roots is sealed to prevent the
working fluid bypassing the blades. Such a design is called "longshank" design. The use of long shank bucket also results in more
uniform temperature distribution.

(a) Precision-cast hollow bucket
(b) Double cooled bucket
Fig. 7·27. Types of blades.

Mechanical considerations favour a large taper from the \·ane
taper.
fhe solution is the use of a hollow bucket [see Fig. 7·27 (a)] which
reduces the Yane stresses at bucket and decreases the slope of the
allowable temperature variation versus height The hoilow tip also
acts as a two-tooth labyrinth seal and tends to reduce leakage
through the bucket tip clearance.
tip

to root whereas the aerodynamic considerations limit this

Unfortunately the embrittlernent and sensitivity to notch is
increased with an improvement in creep strength of most materials
at high tempnatures. So an element of suitable structural design,
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especially the attachment of blade rocts to discs,
.imi:cortant role in the overall design and its life.
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(iv) Degree of naction. Smee the blade temperature decreases wi,h a decnase in the degree of reaction, an impulse turbine
is oLiviously more ,uitable for operation at high gas temperature.
Auothe:r important effect is the var1ation of tl.e degree along the
blade. It increases from root to the tip. Usually the de~ign is made
on the basis of mean radius value. The reaction at hub is kept zero
to avoid tip losses due to excessive reaction at the tip. This limits
the hub lo tip iadius ratio of the turbine.
(v) Mach .num.ber. The possibility of high losses due to
occurrence of ,hock w;;ves requires that the !vfach number along the
turbine blade ,hould be low. The maximum.Mach number occurs
a: the root and directly depends upon the mean axial velocity u.,ed
in the design. The blade shape i~ also quite sensitive to Mach
number along the blade. Fig. 7·28 sh0ws a typical example of
supersonic turbine blades as affected by Mach numbers on upper

Fir. 7·28

and lower surfaces of the blade. It can be seen that an increase in
1ower·surface (concave) Mach number 1111 is more acceptable at high
upper-surface mach number 111" since the decrease in thickness/
chord ratio is less than the case with l ,w values of ur)per-surface
rnach number JJJ,,, i.e. at low values of inlet .\fac:h number. It is also
interesting to note that blade shape is more sensitive to changes in
.i.1£1 than in 111u.
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Higher the pitch/chord ratio less is the profile losies. The
bla'.1 c loading is also de,.iend'°nt u,.ion the surface Ma.ch numbers.
The maximum blade loading occurs where there is minimum .Mz on
concave suiface and maximum JI.,, on convex surface.
(vi) Outlet flow. Impulse turbine volume flow at om'et
determines tbe rotor i:xit velocity triangle as well as the rotor iii Lr. t
velocity trian,~le since there is nc> d·~n,tty c:u•i 5 e bdween i,11 :t
and outlet in an idle impulse tnrbine. Even Lir reaction turbines,
it is more singn,ficant because it contruL, the outlet velocity triangle
while inlet !low even does tJOt control inlet velocity trian.,,[e
except !or the unu•u,1t ca~c of 100 per cem res1ction.
fnis a!~,
limit, the oudct J_1J ,.. If outkt i.lJ.u is decreased then the pressure
on the outlet con vex surfa :e increases with the possibility of How
separation and the resultant losses and divergence of the angle.

(vii) Vibrations. The blade shape is determined by the
aerodynamic: considerations s'.:l that resonance betweeu natural
frequency of a blade and a:1y of the forcing frequcacv, if present,
would cause fat1g1J.c fracmre due: to vibra:ion,. M )reovcr, each
blade leaves a slight disturb.rnce in the medium !bwing away from
it and this •wake' effect acts upon the rotor blades on next stage.
The pulses so caused recur with a frequency equal to multiplication
of the rotor speed and the number of blades.

The vibrations are avoided by keeping the natural frequency
lower by employing a large pitch and small number of blades
because slender and narrow blades designed by mechanical and
aerodynamic considerations, have several modes of vibrations, espe·
cially, bending and torsional modes, which have quite high natural
frequencies.

7·15.

MATERIALS FOR GAS TURBINES

The materials used in gas turbine are often stressed to their very
limits ur.der the action of high temperatures and pressures. The
materials used, therefore, must b": tested for tonoeratures that are

expected to be encountered, creep strength, yield strength and
ductility, thermal and mech;inical shock resistance, oxidation and
corrosion resistance, embrittlernent, adaptability for the manufacturing and the working processes, the expected life of the various
components, etc. In addition to the above, the c:)st and the availability of the rnaterial plays a,1 important role in its selection for use
in gas turbines.
The detailed metallurgical discus,ion of the various properties
.and q manufacturing proce,s:s is out of scope of this book.
Ho,vever, in what loliows a brief i:lea is given nf the important
properties of the alloys and th::ir relevanc to the gas turbine.
{i) Cre.:·p. .l\fost engineering materials, when stressed to
the elastic limH for veiy long durations, undngo a permanent defor.
rnation and uitirnately fail under a stress much below th,, maximum
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short-run strength of the material. This phenomenon of permanent
deformation under prolonged load is called creep and the ultimate
failure 1s termed as rupture. Creep occurs because of the fact that
individual crystals slip along the crystallographic planes and some
gain boundary movement also occurs under such stresses. The net
effect is that the material behaves like a plastic material.
High creep strength is very important for the gas turbine
materials because if permanent deformations take place the clearances at many closely·fir parts as well as the flow passages would. be
reduced resulting in sharp declines in the efficiency or complete
failure of the plant.

Fig. 7·29 shows a typical creep strain vs time plot. This
curve can be divided into three important stages. The rate of creep

T,>ne

Fig. 7·29. Typical creep strain versus time plot.

in the first stage, called primary creep, decreases rapidly with time
and is followed by the second stage, the secondary creep zone, in
which the rate of cr~ep remains constant or reduces slowly. The
secondary creep zone is relevant for gas turbines because it cov;:rs
the effective lifo of the components. The rate of creep again
increases during the third stage and 1s ultimately followed by
rupture.

1!00

700

80<

Templ"ra-l"ure

Fig. 7·30.

!JOO
0

c

Creep strength of Nimopic 80 A ailoy for different
strain in 1000 hrs.
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The creep strength of a material depends upon the tempe;a'I
ture and the amount and the type of stresses occurring in the particular
component. It rapidly decreases with increase in the temperaure.
Fig. 7·30 shows the creep strength of a Nimonic 80A alloy for strains
in l UOO hours. For design purposes not the rupture stress but the
stress produciqg O· I or u 2 per cent creep strain for about 100000
hours of stress'ing is used. Therifore, a large number of tests cover·
ing very long periods are ne~essary to detect some processes which
appear only after very long operating p-:riods. Fig. 7·31 shows the
creep curves of I an austenitic nickel-chromium steel with additions
0.2~

---fi.
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Fig. 7·31. Creep curves

:,f molybdenum, niobium and tungsten, the upper diagram showing·
curves for 0·2% .and I% elongation· limits and lo~g-time rupture
curve. It can be seen that some of the test pieces have failed while
some others are still under test after 110000 hours. The use of
100000 hours creep strength is the standard practice today for design
calculations. Sarne manufactures even test sprcimen taken from the
same Jot from which turhi11e parts were rnadr and k~ep ahead of the
actual turbine, so that· a failure can be predict<-d before it actually
occurs.
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The alloy group wpich is of interest to present and future high
temperature ·gas turbines are molybdenum, cobalt, nickel and
~
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Fig. 7·32. {u) 100 hour creep ;tr~nath of highly heat resistant ni~kelcobalt ba~e and molybdenum base ailoy at various temperatures
A Molybdenum alloys ; B Nickel alloys; C-Cobalt alloys·
D Columbium alloys.
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Fig, 7·32. (b) Creep strength (extraporated after Larson-Miller) for
four different heat resistant alloys at temperatures
900°C upto 1,000,000 hours.
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columbium (niobium) alloys. Fig. 'l·32(a) shows lOO hour creep
strength of highty heat resistant nickel-cobalt base and molybdenum
bas,: "'lhys at various temperature. Fig'. 7·32 (b) shows the creep
strength of thfse alt,,ys u:J to l ,0;),000 hours at 900°C extrapolated
by Larson-Miller method.
h can be s,·en th<1.t creep strength for molybdenum, cobalt,
and nickel alloy•;. overlap in temperature range of650°C. The nickel
alloys have ,he highest creep s:rength, molybdenum alloys the next,
and cobalt alloys the le;,st in this tempo:rature range. However, the
pattern changes ,
with rising temperature --nickel and cobalt
falling quickly in strength while molybdenum alloys shov; a
slo,ver dro,J. E-'e;1 at t•:mperc1ture below 700'C they show best
creep ;;trength.

F,·am Fig. 32(b) which a!so rnciudes data for columbium
it fa dear that under very-long periods and high tem;.ierature
90(f C the molybdenum alioy, gives be,;t perf)rmance. CoH.i.mbium
lnve creci) ,trengih, ro Jre or less equit to th1t ofmalybdenum
for ,hon-test per10d:; but fall short of the:n for !anger pe.-iods.
fo ad.ji1ion, c,)lu;:nfJiucn alloys which are much more C)sdy than
m3'ybdcnum al\.:J,s show much lower heat resi~t~.nce. G:.Jb1lt
slu,v the poo,·est performance at long.test periods.
Tantak1m
are aiso good high heat
but are much more costly than niobium alloys.
grnw brittle above 400°C and cwmiurn-base alloys also
ness at about 500°0.

!vfolybdenum alloys h2,vc so far the best creep
for
short and long pc,ri,~d tests and are ,of .
i.11.,crest. 'I'h::::sc: alioys
ar~.:; also n:Jted-.tor ti1e1r vet"\~

ben:1Vi01:l!r

vtT1tn1 rt:~pect

to h<~Auiin

to which 1hey h.:i.-c;c:
,
resistance at temperat1.m::s up to
0
1
'' '('P
d eye l e gas iur 'omes
.
. il<.::,n.nn
. 1•
i:::J
1.1 0,. 'fh
.
us ,.ior c,o;,e
u~rng
t h ese a,'l oys
are ar. automau.c cln1cc.
Now, due to developments ir:i manufacturing and nuchaning
methods, molybdenum alloys with the addirion of titanium a.nd
circonium can be cast rnto blocks of one tme or more from which
turbine parts can be: forged, The fact that these aUoys can also be
wdded gives them ad(kd advantage in the manufacturing programme over other m:..teri:ds.
(ii) Suirface corrosion. \Vith the use of elevated pressure
and temperature the surface c)rrosior1 has become one of the barrieu
,vh;ch must be cc.J,,<::d before reliable gas turbines can be prod.need.

The indnstd,tl g'":' turbine is the lJir::qest sufferer in this matte,,
1• .Jf such turb; ,,es us,: of inexpePsive fud such as crude oil is a mu;t.
£,.,ea 'N!lh a rnrdi ga~ turbine ,he sav;ng so ohtained amounts to
sev~ra! thon,and nrn "c,-'; per annum. These fuels have a'> ash r:ontent
of ,1b ;Ut O Cl l tn Ol O per cent, which al,o contains a high percent.
, ;e of vanadiu:n
Th-e combustioci produc~is are highly corrosive"
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Another factor which makes the industrial gas turbine more succept·
able to corrosion is that unlike its aviation counter part it cannot
fly away from the dirt in the inlet air to which it is e;.posed. The
fact that air-fuel ratio for a gas turbine is 50 or more, makes even a ,
small degree of contamination of air much more disastrous than even
a I!luch iarge degree of fuel contamination. Moreover, the life
required of an industrial turbine is very high typical example is a
Westinghouse turbine manufactured for Mississippi River Transmis~
sion Corporation which has completed l :;I 1,000 hours of operation
before shut-down for inspection. The turbine was 17 years old when
it started its endurance run.
The high temperature corrosion is mainly due to presence of
vanadium, sulphur and some sodium compounds in the fuel. The
non-volatile vanadium occurring as an organic compound accumulates into the residut: during distillation. This, when burned, gets
converted into vanadium oxide (V 2 0 5 ). The V 2 0 5 content of such
ashes varies from 20 to 40 per cent and can be as high as 90 per cent
in some cases.
All known heat-resisting steels are severely attacked by ash
containing vanadium at temperatures higher than the ash melting
point. Even a few grams of vanadium cause catastropic damage
in a few days. Moreover, the attack becomes intense at elevated
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temperatures. But c,1rrosion rcan begin at temperatures below the
meiting point of V 20 5 , which is 67YC, because due to invariable
presence of sulphur and sodium, complex sodium vanadates are
formed which are potentially more corro~ive at bwer temperatures
than V 2 0 5 itself. Thm the corrosion attack can start at temperatures
of about 600°C. In addition to above, the V 20 5 fluxes the protective
oxide film from the surface and, thus, permits further oxidation of
the exposed base meral.
Fig. 7·33 shows that even a small amount of sodium, in the
presence of vanadium is quite corrosive. These data are taken in
the pressurised passage at 800°£i: metal temperature and 3 atm
pressuse for 150 hours. Fig. 7·34 gives. the corrosion rate of several
alloys when burning 3--JT fuel compared to normal oxidation after
150 hours. This fuel contained 5 ppm sodium and 2 ppm vanadium.
Very high corrosion rates are apparent.
Removal of vanadium from the fuel is very costly ; therefore,
two approaches are used to solve the problem. These are :

(1). Dilute the ash so that its vanadium content is harmlessly
low.
(2) Increase the melting point of the ash above that of metal
temperature likely to be en: ountered.
The second approach is more promising and additives like
dolomite, magnesium oxide, calcium oxide, silicic acid, alumina,
kaolin etc., may be added.
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(iii) Typi~a ait~rs for gas turbines. A large number r;f
alloys, coatings,,and surface treatments,. have been investigated for
gas turbine use, Earl:y..machines. used stainless steels, stel!ite (a
cobalt ba.s~ aUe1yJ and inconel (a nickel base alloy). For the temperatur~ characteristics o( these early gas turbines, these . alloys
had adequate mechanical properties but exhibiting a tendency
towards corrosion .
. Table ?' I shows the super alloys and their compositiom which
are likely to be used i.n .present and future gas turbines. Nickel-base
alloys have niore resistance to vanadiuJD attack and also have good
mechanical properties, but unfortunately they have poor resistance to
sulfidation. In g~neral, higher chromium alloys have better (or at
least the.attack is less severe) corrosion resistance than those predominari.tly nickel. Presence of aliuninium reduces resistance to scaling.
The present trend in the development of nickel base alloys of increasing aluminum and decrt>asing chrnminm is, thus, resulting in poor
corrosion resistance. This trend is likely to be reversed for super
alloys.

Inconel X, so far widely recommended, has good resistance
to V 20 5 but poor resistance to. attack by •ulph:ur, INCO 713 C
has better mechanical properties and b.etter oxidation resistance.
Udimet 500 with high cromium content is quite resistant to surface
corrosion and is among the nickel-base; alloys being widely recommended; Other alloys under test are INCO 738 X., ,with a better
strength at elevated temperatures and X;45, NJ55 and MU2l. Type
310 stainless steel is also of interest .
. Some other very high str.ength nickel-base alloys are TAZ-8,

MAR-M 200, IN-100 and HasteUoy-X. TAZ-8 which has, by
weiglit 8% tantalium, 6% cromium, 6% alminium, 4% molybdenum
4% tungsten, 2·5% vanadium, l % zirconium, 0· 125% carbon and
rest nickel, is basically a cast alloy in which vanadium is the main
binding material. This alloy has high heat resistance and good
mechanical strength. However, it is highly oxidized at 900"0 because
the melting point of V 20 5 is only 675°C. So a modified version of
T AZ-8, called TAZ . 8A has been produced by removing vanadium
and adding 2·5% columbium which forms a relatively high melting
point intermediate compound Ni 3 Cb, and also 0·004% boron which
improves stress rupture life and hot workability of s,)me nickel-base
alloys. Another alloy of interest which has a high oxidation resistance is Hastelloy-X. But it is still to 1,~ :'lvestigated for commercial ~pplication.
Above of temperature of 900 or lQ00°C and more, most ?f the
alloy which possesshigh heat-resistance. are no !onger sufficiently ·
scale resistant. This is especially true .for the molybdenum alloys,
which are otherwise very interesting due to their high creep strength
at high temperatures. The closecl cycle ~as turbine is better pla~ed
than its open cycle counterpart because of the fact that the workmg
medium need not necessarily be air or some oxidizing gas. Instead
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TABLE: 7·1
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (IN·MASS %) OF SOME·TYPICAL
HIGH TEMPERATURE·SUPERALLOYS
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a neutral gas like helium can be used without any allowance for
scale formation.
The temperatures and pressures used are increasing continuously over the past years and the demands on the material are increasing
so steadly that very soon even the austentic steels will not remain
satisfactory. The trend is now towards non-ferrous alloys of high
heat resistance. Ceramics and ceramals are also under active consideration for use in turbine blades.
It is felt that ultimately some combination of blade coating
additive treatment and blade cooling may be proper answer to the
corrosion problem in gas tnrbine. Blade cooling is an instrument
in reducing both oxidation and a sulphidation type of attack.
Studies have fhown that the amount of corrosion attack exhibited by
super alloys is dependent upon metal surface rather than the gasstream temperature and is an e:rponential function of the metal
temperature. , This fact makes cooling even more important.

7·16. COOLING OF TURBINE BLADES
The advantages of employing high turbine inlet gas temperatures
are well known. Use of higher turbine inlet gas temperature results
in higher thermal dficiency and lower specific fuel consumption.
As is clear from Fig. 7·35 the output increases approximately by 12
percent and efficiency by 3 percent for a non-regenerative cycle gas
turbine or 8 per cent for a regenerative cycle unit for each 55°0
increase in the inlet temperature. Output and efficiency in~rease
approximately by 2· 5 per cent for each 1 per cent increase in turbine
efficiency and I· 5 per cent for each I per cent increase in compressor
efficiency. This would require a proper matching of the turbine
efficiency and the inlet temperature to be used. Also, in an aircraft
gas turbine the minimum specific fuel consumption conditions
require a high turbine inlet temperature. If weight is more important, then the optimum turbine inlet temperature for maximum
. specific thrust is still higher. Thus, the present trend for using high
compression ratio and high turbine inlet temperatures mean that
there will be a large thermal stress on the blades in addition to the
usual centrifugal stresses. This problem can be met in two ways :
(i) Development of high-heat resistant materials.
(ii) Development of better turbine blade ,cooling methods so
that a bigha turbine inlet ~ernperature can be used without increasing the blade metal temperature.

, 1t is truP. that the best approach is to use the first method
because the me of second method involves a partial loss of simplicity for wUch the gas turbine is famous, and also .increased maintenance. Howevt>r, the development of a new high-heat resistant
material involves arduous development work and may take a couple
of yea, s before it can be commercially used, and thus, it is onys
because of the developments in the field O f blade ccolir,g that it hla
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been possible to use high temperature operating conditions which
otherwise would have remained metallurgically impossible for many
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Fig. 7·35.
,

l
Effect of turbine inlet temperature on gas forbine
output and efficiency.

\

years to come. Currently a maximum cycle temperature as high as
1500 K has been used. By employing blade cooling one can not
only use the present-day materials to sustain higher temperatures
and pressures, but also cheaper materials can be used for some parts.
Thus the cost can be reduced drastically by resorting to cooling of
blades, which seems to be the only promising line of development
towards the use of higher turbine temperatures.
The blade cooling systems may he broadly divided into two
main categories :
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( 1) Air cooling
(2) Liquid cooling.
These can further be divided into
(i) Internal air cooling
(a) Hollow blade, with or without inserts
(b} Solid blade with radial holrs, with or without inserts.
(ii) External air cooling
(a) Film cooling
(d) Effusion cooling using porous blades or transpiration
cooling
(e) Root cooling
(iii) Internal liquid cooling
(f) Forced connection cooling
(g) Free convection cooling in the open thermosyphon
(h) Free convection cooling in dosed thermosyphon
(i) Evaporative cooling in closed thermosyphon.
(iv) External liquid cooling
(j) Sweet cooling using fOrous bfades
/k) Spray cooHng.
The principle underlining most of the above system is to allow
the heat to flow into the blade and thence remove it by the coolant.
The main excepti°"n is film cooling. In this type of cooling an
insulating layer of air is provided around the blade which reduces
the heat. flow into the blade. Some manufactures also use a ceramic
coating ov('r the blades to reduce heat flow into it.
7· H:d. Internal air cooling

Internal air cooling through a completely hollow blade or
through a number of radial holes in an utherwise solid blade is

f\
' '
/)

/,
(a)

Hollow
lade

a

··I/
-/

\ t---4.j

(b)

( d) Cooling with elliptical hoks
Partition
Hollow blades
included to with tubes to
give more increase heat
heat surface transfer surface
Fig. 7·36. Blade cooling arrangements.
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relatively simple, and after 1960 has come into wide use for industrial,
aircrafr, and marine g'!s turbines. Air is bled from some point in the
high pressure compres,or circuit and fed to pas~ages formed within
the nozzle guide vanes arid the rotor bbdes. The air remove, the
heat andj,:Jim the main gas stream of the turbine. About 2 per cent
of the total turbine flow per set of rotor and stator is required to
keep the bbde temperatures within limits The heat transfer co·
efficient of the hollow blades can be increased by partitioning it or
by packing tubes inside the holh.v blade (.~ee Fig. 7·36).

Fm. 7·37. Typical internal air cooling systen,

Fig, 7·37 shows a typical internal air cooling system in which
cooling air is suppiied into passage! starting from within the blade
root and running spanwise to blade tip, where it is discharged. In
order to ensure that overtip leakage of main ga5 stream is {educed
and that all cooling passages discharge against more or les~ the same
static pressure a ;hroud an~ a sealing system fa used over the blade
tip. The static pressure difference between . the coofant and the
main gas stream depends upon the detailed seal design.

Fig. 7·38 shows the heat transfer distribution along the blade.
The cooling effectiveness of the air is reduced towards the blade tip
as it gets heated. Therefore, the general level of the temperature
tends to rise fnm root to tip. If the r,.dial temperature distril:m• i(,n
of the gas relative to blade is very non-uniform, it may reach its
highest value away from the tip as is clear from Fig. 7·39. This is
very important because it reduces the maximum stress occurring at
the _blade tip. The local tem:Jerature distribution also affects the
oxidation and corrosion resistance of the blade.
Anot-her important factor i.n internal air cooling system is the
acceleration of the coolant flow to the rim speed of the turbine rotor.
The temperature of the coolant rises by an amount Ur;m 2 /2 Cp, which
can be as high as 50° to 60°C. That is, the air gets preheated even
before it had actually started the cooling process. This becomes very
undesirable where high pressure ratio compressors are used. To
avoid this, an alternative feed system is used which allows the air to
expand through a number of prewhirl nozzles. By matching the
tangential speed of the air entering the turbine wheel with that of
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l·O

L.E.-Lcading edge . T.E.=Trailing edge
Fig. 7·38 Heat tramfer distribution along.the blade.

Operating conditions
Reynolds no. 3 x 105 ;
Gas temperature,
mean 1427 K,
Peak 1507 K; Cooling
flow ratio 1·35%

Fig. 7·39. Blade surface isotherms.
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the rim speed, a reduction of 50° to 60°C in the air temperature is
obtained. Th.is allows a reduction in the necessary amount of
coolant flow, though at a loss of certain pressure head. However, this
is sometimes an advantage in that the static pressure ratio (coolant
inlet/outlet pressure) required to be sustained by the tip seal is
reduced. In a typical turbine with prewhirls the coohnt flow required was reduced by 4 per cent and the static pressure ratio from l ·8
to I ·3.
Since air is taken from the compressor, some direct loss of turbine power occurs. If the coolant air joins back the main gas stream
after its cooling function some of this loss is recovered. However,
work has to be done in pumping the cooling air, and lqsses occur at
various take-off and joining places, and most important of a11 when
the coolant air mixes with the main gas stream, some mixing losses
occur and the main flow is disturbed. This mixing of cold air into hot
main stream also results in some heat losses. The combined effect of
all is to reduce the power and efficiency by some degree. Fig. 7·40
shows that the efficiency falls very sharply with the increase in the
coolant air flow.

------·-..

I , -,
/J

I

'
~,

..

l,lI '
UJ·

IZ

fl1w

rali~,

14

%

Efficiency based on inlet mass flow alone.

l 1st. stage rotor cooled.
2nd stage rotor cooled,
I, H Both rotors cooled (2nd stage coolant ratio constant at 7%)

H

Fig. 7·40. Effect of cooling air discharge on the overall efficiency of
a two stage turbine.
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External air cooling

In case of film cooling, a layer of coolant air is formed on the
surface of the blade by injecting air streams at various places. A cold
boundary layer i:, formed which act5 as an effective insulator for the
bl.tde. This method, thus, prc:vents the heat fl0w to the blade unlike
other methods in which heat flo.v is allowed into the blade from
,,here it can Ge removed.
The co0lant has a high velodty panllel to the c:)o'.ed wall and
rrmoves the heat flux by convection.
In transpiration or effusion
the blade is made of
pcm:~s n:aterial .so that t:y discharging, the 12ot,lant
thes,~
serm-mfinite nmnoec of sm::11:. ;_1o~ts . a cooi bonndary
produced. This method is Si.'.en ,o
the uhimate
eo,ir
b,:,ause
it c:;mbines the co11vention2.l C(F1ve,dve cooling (as the air Hows
;i'nng the cool
i e. within th,:- turbine blade) with thic: film coolini on the other
it r-merges from the pores. This
ha·~ been pns~ible because of rb.e devdopment of sintered material
wi,h the help of the
metallurgy
The sintedng proctss
cn•.ures the maxiin•Rm contact hc:twce;i ,he laminae a,d 2.lso the
physical
in ::,dditi )11 to convec•iv'C? and film
tl:K: heat is
thc:: highly_ ~ffoctive interstitial
transfer proce3s. This is Hk:: packed. bed type of con·
vective hrnt transferc
The cooling obtained
transpiration depern:Jl2 upon the
materi.'lil used for uhe
range from ekctron-beam
driUed: z:hct.'.,
,1nd M 0 , ,;.;oven gauges of varying fineness e.g.

12 x

50 X 2.:.G, where the figures indicate the number

of warn &ind we!f wil'ss pe,· ~,1ch, to the closely controlled permea-

bil . :y
The fine gauges, made from wire diameters of the order of
f}C''.76
11d1ave llke the ,.-c1e porous material. The drilled shet·t
beh
n,c: a p,yons material but performs a litt;e less ·weH
than ·, .,:, 1·:
Porous materials used are bronzes 01· ~tain!es,
powder metallurgy, e g, "Porosint" bonze of
D and porous stainle~s steel of porosity grades H
that about 3 to 3·5% of the mainstream fl.ow
l"')W of bb.de, i~ required to keep blade temperature below l
K
with
air at 300 IC The exact value would namral!y depend
upon the convective heat transfer coefficient between the coda:mt
and th;; 1nm:r surface of the ro,ous materials.

.x,,,
0

The future of the transpiration cooling will depend upon how
closely the permeability along and across the sµan can be contrd!ed
for optimum heat transfer distribution and the long-life ,.ervice of
these materials. The porous materials are likely to be blocked
presence of any fordgn particles in co,)!ant and mainstream flow.
The resistance to corrosion and oxidation of the~e maierials is still
under investigation. The losses due to mixing and other aeorodyna.
mic effects of this type of cooling are \ff)' small and the fall in
efficiency in the turbine is less than 2 per cent. Developments in
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material technology suggest th~t very soon this method of cooling
will become a standard practice in future high temperature turbines.
Temperatures at least as high as I 500 K are feasible with transpira ·
tion or effusion cooling.
7·1(d.

Internal liquid cooling systcm.s

(i) Forced
convect-ion cooling.
In this system water is
pumped radially outwards through holes driiled in blade s:~ction an;J
returned through two parallel holes. T'h:~se holes have chordwise
cro,s-conncctions at the tips. This system has been very little used
because of the diffic1dty in providing a co,itimwu~ fl.o\v system
vvithin the r,arrow confines of the blade interior. Furtllermore, lt is
quite difficult to match the performance of free-convection system
presently inuse, even'after using organic liquids of higher L,oiliug
point.
··
(ii) 0 pen erded free convectfon s.ystem.
The open-ended
free-convection system consists of a heated tube, c!Jsed at one end,
and opening at the other into a large reservoir of Fluid (see
Fig. 7 41). Due to the cernrifugal accelaration 1he heated fluid flows
o,·er the ,Val is tov,ards the reserVoir
nd.tUr~l convection. Simul~
taneous!y · a core of cool. fluid from reservoir penetrntes in the tube
and fills it. The pressure is high enough to preveii('; formation of
steam in the· blade cavities. If any
fa formed it is
the inner :fri!e surface of the water.
steam can be
condensation and recirculation or can be used to drive
steam turbine, or in a steam jet refrigerating plant to
efficiency by pre-cooling inlet air.
Blades with c·avities of circular cross section
better resuk,
than rectangular m· other shapes because it h;,;s
characteristics.
is better
use a iarga hole thau
holes because
mixing of hot and
avoided. The
is also important. The
better overall heat transfer
the rounded
0

The main difficulties with
system are-,
the

the

.! ) The blades are more prone to corrosion because ,1ia1et
· practical coolant.
•

(2) There is more likelihood of foreign material accmrmlalion
in the blind end of the system. This may result in
failure of turbine blades.
Ebullition takes place in the tu.be. This results in uneve:n
and out-of.balance forces on the turbine blades
severe
vibrations. The control of coolant flow is also difficult due to
ebullition.
( 4) Coriolis acceleration, due to rotation acting on the flu.id
<lrnsity distribution, distorts the flow and sometimes causes orifice
instability,
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The mixing problem d~e to orifice instabil~ty cax_i be mitigated
by maximising the cross-sectional area and by mducmg a separa~
tion of hot and cold fl.ow by suitable tube inclination,

,. p,zy !/''fl; /'/ii 'I
CiJtil.Ril_T

_______
___ - ---

....,.

..,

---------- -(a)

Open ended system

Mt.@H~A4"J

...........

Q~Nf

(b) Closed ended system

Fig. 7·41. Internal liquid cooling systems.

(iii) Closed ended free convection cooling.
Fig. 7·4I (b) shows the dosed-ended free-convection cooling
system and Fig. 7·42 its various arrangements. In this system the

Fig. 7·42. Vadous internal arrangements of blades in closed ended system.

primary coolant is completely encloied by extending the blade root
and cooling pas~age into ,he rotor drum and sealing it at both ends.
This avoids the possibility of failure due to accumulation of foreign
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material. The heat is transferred from blades to the closed thermosyphon and subsequently transferred to a secondary fluid.
The circulation of the coolant at the heated and cooled ends
of the blade passage is in opposite directions aueen in Fig. 7·4 l.
The motion of the primary fluid in the closed-end thermo;
syphon is a combination of the three coupling modes shown in Fig.
7·43. These modes co-exist in a complicate;:l manner depending
upon the Prandtl number and strongly affect the heat transfer coefficients.
A radial focusing jet is generated by the approaching cold and
hot coolant annuli. ·: his jet is highly stable at very high Prandtl
numbers associated with the laminar flow. When the jet is highly
stabie the heat transfer across the coupling is only because of axial
conduction as seen in Fig. 7·43 (c).
This highly stable jet
breaks down immediately after formation if a large temperature

HEAT OlJ'f

ill
(a) Mixing

(b) Convective

(c) Conduction

Fig, 7·43. Coupling modes in closed-en_d free-connection system.

difference is present. Then the hot and cold streams burst open
into each other at high Prandtl number and a convective mode of
coupling is produced resulting_ in .maximum heat tran?fer. This fa
shown in Fig. 7·43 (b). For sull higher temperature difference and
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low Prandtl number the jet becomes turbulent [see Fig. 7·43 (a)].
Fne exchange of momentum and heat transfer takes place. The
overall heat transfu is intermediate betwten that of the maximum
by convective mode and the minimum by conduction mode. The
effective cooling can also be increased by I mploj ing inclined tubes
as in open-ended free-convection system.
One advantage of closed thermo~yphon system is that it allows
a wider choice of primary coolant. Substam:e which would have
unacceptable properties like toxicity, chemical unstability, cost or
sheer weight for an open thermosyphon system, would now be enclosed in permanently sealed tubes and water or air can be used as
the secondary coolant. One imponam example of such a choice is
the possibility of the use of liquid metals for coo!ing purposes.
Liquid metals have high critical temperatures and thus allow a
higher temperature, very near to the maximum with present materials without the use of excessive pressures on blade. Sodium-potassium eutectide mixture (Na KJ with water as secondary coolant
allows a mean blade temperature of 570°C with a gas temperature
of l 320°C. The maximum metal temi!erature at the trailing edge
of the blade does not exceed 7b0°C.
Another advantage is that the primary coolant can be used up
to its critical point where the heat transfor coefficient tends to be
very large.
(iv) Evaporative cooling. In this system of cooling the blade
cavity is only partially filled with the primary.coolant and the advantage of high heat transfer due to boiling in the heated length and
,condensation in the cooling length is taken.
The use of reduced
amount of fluid also results in reduced mechanical difficulties by
ebullition induced vibrations and hydrostatic pressures.
For gas turbine blade the use of water has the great disadvantage of having a lo':' critical _te~perature f?r evaporati~e _cooling.
But at the same time w'"ter 1s highly supenor to other hqmds due
to its very high thermal conductivity ancl latent heat. Some liquid
metals, especially mercury, is quite suitable for this type of cooling
if a condensing mercury which would wet a metallic wall can be
prepared.

7·16·4.

External liquid cooling

External liquid cooling systems include spray cooling and
sweat cooling. In spray cooling water is injected over the blades in
such a manner that complete blade is covered while sweat cooling
utilizes a porous blade material for passing the 1i quid to the blade
surface.
Spray cooling is more prone to corrosion and erosion of blades.
It also renders the gas relatively colder for use in the later stages of
a multistage turbine in addition to having adverfe aerodynamic
effects.

[SEC,
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Use of sweat cooling largely depends upon the development of
materials with closely controlled porosity for ensuring the optimum
distribution of the coolant around the blade surface.
Liquid cooling systems have greater thermodynamic advantages over its air counterpart. However, these systems are not
suitable for aircraft turbines, which needs maximum cooling, be$
cause of the necessity of carrying large quantities of water. The
difficulty of designing a very reliable liq uid-cooiing system at very
high speeds used in marine and industrial turbines is also a big disadvantage. This is coupled to the fact that yet much is to be known
about the heat-transfer characteristics of liquid cooling systems with
various geometries, liquids and other parameter over the working
temperature range.

ILLUS I'RATIVE EXAMPLES
7·1.

Medti-stage impulse gas turbine : No. of stages

A multi-stage gas turbine is to be designed with impulse stages,
and is to operate with, an inlet pressure and temperature of 6 kgf/cm 2
and 900 K,land an outlet pressure of 1 kgf/cm 2 • The isentropic efficiency
of the turbi1&e is likely to be 85 per cent. All the stages are to 'kave a
nozzle outlet angle of l 5°, eq1:al inlet and outlet blade angles, a mean
bla~e speed of 250 m/s Mid equal inlet and outlet gas velocities.
Estimate the '3umber of stages required. Assume Oz,=()'276 anil

'{=1·333.

For isentropic expansion.

T'
2

n-1

900
o-333

=575 K

({- r·:m
TheJisent.ropic efficiency is given by

T 1 -T2

'l'Ji=r-F
l
2

. • The total temperature drop

P 1 -T2 =0·85(900-575)
=276·3 K.
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For optimum blade speed ratio, the absolute velocity 0 1 is
given by
2x250
2U
517·6 m/s
01-- COS IX1 cos 15
Given

~2=~1
C0 =02=01 sin or. 1=517·6 sin 15=134·1 m/s
The temperature drop manifests itself in increased velocity of
flow. Therefore, by writing .down the energy conservation for the
nozzle, we get
and

Cp(To-T1)=f(012 -0,})

The stage temperature drop
T~-T_, 011-002 5I7·62-134,p1
=108·7 r
"
2cpgJ --2 X U·276 X 9•81 X 427
~
Total number of stages required
276·3
= 108· 7 =2·54

i.e.,

3 stages
Ans.
7·2. Axial Tu.rbin.:e : Impulse wheel
l n an axial-flow ga8 turbine ',uing 30 kg of gas per sec the (J<UJ
at entry to the nozzle ring has a pressure of 4·5 kgf/cm2, the temperature
of 925°0 and a velocity 150 m/s. The gas expands witk an adiabatic
ejficieni;y of 95 per cent to a preas·ar.e of 1·75 kgffcm2 • Calculate:
(a) the gas speed leaving the nozzle taking Cp=0·276 and y=1·34
(b) the nozzle outlet angle required to give a whirl velocity of

670

m/s.

The turbine rotor has a mean blade speed of 320 m/s1 and the
blade angles at entry and exit are equal. Find the blade angle required
and, assuming an impulse wheel with an efficiency of 90 per cent, the
"!i.orse-power developed.

s
Fig.7·45
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14, 5.

913 K

)0,286

\1 ·75
T 1 -T2
T 1-T2'
·.

T 1 -T2 =0·95x(ll98-913)

=271
Now

Ol0/·
2,gJ

=Cj)

• Osli-(1502)

(T

1-

T \
2,

....•

. . 2x-9·8lx427=0 276x271
0 2 =803 m/s

Ans.

Using angles from the axial direction
-

• -1

«o-s.m

670 - • -1 670
02 -sm 803

0:0""'56·6°.
C,.1 =U11 cos oc0 =803 cos 56·6
=456
350
350
i;:1 =tan- 1- - =tan-1 - Oa1
456
«1=37·4°
~=90-«1 =90-37·4= 52·6°
.
Bla d e effic1ency=K E W.D. .
. . supp 11e
U(L}.Vw)

2g

=-·-g-x u~
=0·9

...

U(L}.Ow)= 0/

X (803)11=291000

Horse power developed
MU(t::.Uw)
75xg

. 30x291000
75x9·8l

=11880 H.P.

Ans.
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7 3.
Cexit ;

Reaction ga:!> turbine: velocity diagram.;
; blade angles

W.D.;

t, ; and t 21

The final stage of a ga.s turbine rotor with part reaction blading
is supplied witn gas at 1 5 kgf /cm 2 and a static temperature of 680°0 .
.At mean section where the blade speed is 200 mis the gas velocity at
entry to the moving blades h,;,s a periphural component 430 m/s and
an axial component 330 m/s. The gas expands through the stage to
1·04 kgf/cm 2 with an actual drop of temperature of 67°0. C11 =0·276.
(a) Ga{culate the work done per kg of gas and the peripheral gas
velocity at exit.
(b) l alculate the initial and final tctal temperaf1tres of the gas.
(c) .Assuming the annular area of the cross-section through the
rotor to be constant find the axial gas velocity at exit and the required
blade angle.

Work done is proportional to the drop in total temperature
W.D.=Jcr,6.T=427x0·276x67
=7900 kcal/kg.

Ans.

If the blade peripheral velocity js U.

u

Then

W.D.=-(Cw1-Gw2)=Jc'f)t:,,T
IJ
_
7900
x9·8i _ 388
0
w2200
-

a _
Wl

Cw 1 =430

m/s

Ow 2 =430-388=42

Ans.

0 1 = ,v4302 +330 2 =54l m/sec
Temperature equivalent of this velocity

0'

54Jll

Te•=--1- =!26·8°C
~
2gJcp -.2x9·8lx427x0·276

Total temperature at inlet to blade
T,=T1+Tc1

=680+ 126"8=806' 8°0.
Total temperature at exit
=Ti-6.T
=806-8-67
=739·8°0
Now

Mass X Specific volume=i•a. X A

Aas.

Ans.
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Mass and A being constant, we get
Ca
.
=constant
Specific volume
Specific volume= _!lT
p
PX Ca .
.-T--= constant

...

P1Ca 1 _P2Ca2

or

-p;-T;:
T 2=Tt-Tc2

=(739·8+273)-~
'LgJc11

T2=T,i-Tc 2 =(739~8+273)- Cai_

2gJc 11

1·5x 330
953

Or

or

1012·8- .
Ca22
2x9·81 x427x·24

1012·82 X 9·81

Ca 22
_ 953 X l ·04
2
427 X 0·24
l ·5 X 330 Caa

X

or . 1012·8-0·000496 Ca22 =2Ca,.2
Ca,.2

1012·8
2·000~96

Ca 2 =22·4

.
\

m/s

AB
200
tan cc 2 =-----=8·94
C.,.2

-

'L'L.·4

Ans.

rt 2 =83·6° .

7·4. Turbine design on free vortr.x theory
In a single-stage turbine designed on free vortex theory the
following partfoulars are given :
Mass flow through turbine
Inlet total head temperature
Inlet total head pressure
Axial velocity at nozzle exit
Blade speed at mean diameter
Nozzle angle at mean diameter
Ratio of tip to root radius

=18 kg/s
=1000 K
=4 kgf/cm 2
=260 m/s
=305 m/s
=25°

=1·4
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The gas leaves the stage in an axial direction. Assuming that all
the nozzle loss amounts to 4 per cent of ihe isentropic heat drop across
the nozzle, find :
{a) the total throat area of the nozzle ;
(b) the nozzle efflux angle at root and t,ip ;
(c) the static pressure after nozzle at root and tip ;
(d} the gas inlet angles at root and tip
the blades ;
(e} the rate of work done on the turbine blades in hp

Assume a mean spedfic heat at constant pressure of 0·274
(B.H.U., 111.E., 1970)

throughout the cycle.

For no loss up to throat
1'333

y

_!:_ ~r-2-)· y-1
Pt

.....

,

y+ 1

=(~)1·333-1 =0·542
2·333

P*=4X 0·542=2·168 kgf/cm2
y-1

Also

...

T*

(' P*

rF;= Pt

)y =:;:+1=2333
2
2

T*= 1000 X - 2- =858 K
2·j33

c2

. Tt=T*+ - - 2gJc1J

0=-/2gJcp(Tt-T*)
::"{2x9'8l x427 x0·274(1000-858)

=572 m/s

Throat area

A=
are

Anf>l.

Angle Cl1 at any radius r and
by the equation

r

tan tt1 = -tan "'1m
rrr1,

Given.

Tip radius =l· 4
Root radius

o:x,n

at the design radius r,,,
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},,1ean radius
Root radius

Ot1m=25°
tan IX1 root= -

1~ ,root

rm.a"

X tan

i:t1m

l
= -2tan 2:i.0
l'

Ans.

root=21 ° 15'

!X1

tan

rti'I)

ct1

th,= - - X tan

r,oot

ec1

root

= l ·4x0·3ij9=0·5446
Ans .

...
The gas inlet angle at root and tip (~ 1)

T r---13, --,-----...:.____,. . . __
C

I

il

flt

Fig. 7·45

rm
r,

U,=--xU,,.

305
= T2=254·2
m/sec

260
=1·2x tan
- 25.,

=

I ·2 X 260
0·4663 =669 m/s

PVa 1
260
tanr'u·-v,,,1,-U,- 699-254,2
~ir=

32° 6'.

0·629
Ans.
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r cot "- 1m-- ( - r
cot ~1 = ·-rm
"°
rm
Replacing m by r

r

_-2?!:

r

\l cot

J

0(1m

Ans.
(c) Since there is no swirl, V w = V wt· The same work will be
done per kg of gas at all radii·

:.

Work done/sec.
QxUxVw
(J

18 X 254·2 X 669
=

9·81 X 75

=4Hi0 H.P.

Ans.

( f ) Static pressure after the nozzle at root and tip.
First consider the root

260

sin 21°15'= 717 m/s

0/•r
(717) 2
Pi=·Tt-2gJcp =lOOO- 2x9·81 x427x0·274

...

T 1 =776"5 K.

Since the losses are 0·04 of the isentropic heat drop,
T 1 -T1'-0·04(Tt--Ti")

or

...

776·5-T/=0·04xl000-0·04 T,'

T/=767 K
1·333

( 767
1000

Fer tip

)o-133
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clt2
(544)2
T - T t---=10001
2gJc'P
2 x9·81 X 427 X 0·274

=871·7
T 1-T/ =0·04(Tt-T1')
871 ·7-T1'=0·04(1000-T/)
T'-~=866
K
1 0 96
y

T'

Pressure at tip =Pi X ( ~/

)"-1
1

•

866 ')'
= 4 X ( 1000

..;,2-249 kgf/cm2

Ans .
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8
JET PROPlJLSI01V
8·1. INTRODUCTION
All the propulsive devices are based on two fundamental iav,s,
namely, Newton's second and third laws of motion. All these devices
cause a change iri momentum of a mass of fluid, called propellant,
by imparting it energy, and the reaction of this accelerating mass of
fluid produces, in a direction opposite to that of the mass flow, a
propulsive force called thrust. This thrust propels the engine.
The propulsive devices can be classified into two main
catagories :
1. Air breathing engines.
2. Rocket engines.
As the name implies. air breathing engines depend on the
atmosphere for their supply of oxidcnt (air) while rocket engines
carry their own supply of oxident. In the first type of engine the air
is taken in, accelerated either by a propeiler or by expanding high
pressure turbine exhaust in a nozzle or by a combination of both.
This accelerated mass of air is ejected at the rear of the engine, the
resultant change in momentum of the fluid produces a thrust to prope
the engine. In a rocket engine the fuel is burned in the combustion
chamber, the source of oxygen being within the rocket, and the
products of combustion expanded in a nozzle imparting them a high
velocity which produces the propulsive force. The performance of
air-breathing engines is, therefore, affected by the ambient conditions and the forward speed of the aircraft while rocket performance
is not affected by the forward speed and very little affected by
ambient condition. In this chapter only the air-breathing engines
have been discussed. Rocket engines form the subject matter of n,~xt
chapter.
Air- breathing engines can further be classified as follows :
1. Reciprocating Engines.
2. Gas Turbine Engines.
(i) Turbojet.
(ii) Turboprop.
C.

Note: In this chapter absolute velocity has been taken as V and not
Vhere is not relative velocity.

[irno. 8·1J
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3. Ra~Jet.
4.

Pulse Jet.

5. Ram Rocket
'I'he recipt'o.::ating c1151I1e develops its proptilsive force or
thrust oy accelarating the air with the help of a propeller driven by
it, the exhaust. of engine imparting almost negligible amount of
thrust to that developed by the propeller.

- ., ...

___,..- - i
~--·j_-C~m/""""
.

.

Fig. 8·1.

---C~=:1::::'4-_..::r:::,
Schematic diag,arn of kturbojet engine.

A turbojet engine, as sliowh in Fig. 8 l, consists of a diffuser,
compressor, combµsiioti cµ~rriber, turbine and a nozzle. The ait- is
inducted iri the diffuser y,•hich reduces its velocity, thereby, raising
its pressure. The air is then compressed in a compressor of either
axial or centrifugal type. The compressed air then passes to a
combustion chamber wh,ere ft1el is added and burnt. The products
of combustion. are fed to a turbine which produces powe1· jtis"t sufficient to drive the compressor and other auxiliaries such as fuel
pump, lubricating pump, etc. This artiouhts approximately ro about
two-thirds of the available energy in the exhau~t. Exhaust from the
turbine, which is at a higher pressure than ambient air pressure, is
further expanded in a nozzle to a very high velocity. The reaction
of this_ high velpcity jet produces the propulsive force. About onethird of the available exhaust energy is used to produce thrust.

'°-"d,.orller
Pn,pel/.-,. l'1'tl11r/,M .f't'III".

Fig. 8·2. Schematic diagram of a turborrop engine.

The turboprop engine (.~ee Fig. 8·2) differs from the turbo jet
in that it uses a propeller to increa~e the r11ass flow· of air. In order
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to turn both the compressor and the propeller the turbine extracts
almost all the available energy in the exhaust leaving very little
energy for the acceleration of exhaust gases in the nozzle. This
small energy which produces thrust by acceleration of exhaust gases
in the nozzle amounts to about 10 percent of the total available
e,nergy in the exhaust. The air flow produced by the propeller bypasses the main engine and is ducted around the engine. The total
thrust produced is the sum oft.he thrusts produced by the propeller
and the nozzle respectively. The compresrnr used in a turboprop
is generally of axial flow type. The turbine used may be coupled
to both the compressor and propeller through suitable reduction
gear or a two stage turbine may separately drive them.
In a ramJet, simplest of all the propulsive devices, there 1s
"......llt:ither a compressor nor a turbine. It consi,ts of only three main
components : diffuser, combustion chamber and the exhaust nozzle.
The· pressure of the incomfr.g air is increased by the ram effect in
the diffuser to a level sufficient for combustion. Fuel 1s injected in the
combustion chamber and the products of combustion are expanded
in a nozzle to produce thrust for the propubion of the craft. In a
turbojet engine the turbine is needed only to drive the compressor.
As the compressor is eliminated in the ramj~t due to compression
·obtained by ram effect, turbine gets eliminated automatically and
the device has no moving parts. The ramjet will not operate
statically unlei.s a continuous stream of air is passed into the diffuser
to produce sufficient pressure rise for combustion. For this reason
it must be launched by some other. power plant before it starts working .. ·,This results in very high specific fuel consumption for the
ramjet.

.

. The pulse-jet resembles a ram jet except that it has shutter
va~es which make the process_ of induction intermittent. Air
pressure is 1aised in the diffuser which opens the shutter valves and
enters-the-combustion chamber. The fuel is burnt in the combustion
chamber and the consequent rise in pressure closes the valves and
combustion takes place at constant volume. In this way pulse-jet
cycle resembles the Otto cy<:le. The high pressur.! ~nd hi~h tempera·
ture gases, then, expand m the nozzle producing high exhaust
velocities; Du~ to this high degree of acceleration a fall in the
pressure of combustion chamber occurs and the pressure differ-:ntial
between the air in the diffuser and combustion chamber forces open
the shutter valves, supplying fresh air for burning. Thus the cycle is
repeated at a frequency of about 40 to 50 cycles per second depe11ding upon the natural frequency of the duct, and a buzzing noise is
produced. __ .

_ 11'2. THRUS'l"
Before we undertake the d-et!'iled discussion of various propelling
dev~~es; their thermodynamic ~ycles and performances, it is worthwhiJe to discuss some of the baste laws of tl,rust production and the
factors which affect the performance of the engine.

{S.EC
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. Let us consider the control volume of a schematlc propulsive
device ~hown in Fig. 8·3. A mass ma of air enters 'i:he control volume

Fig. 8·3. Schematic diagram of a propulsive device.

with a velocity V, and pressure p, at the point i and the products 0 (
combustion of m~ss m, leaves the control volume with a velocity V6
and pressure p. at the point e. The flow is assumed to be steady
and revc:rsible outside the comrol vvlume, the pressure and velocity
being constant over the entire control volume except that at
the exhaust area A,. Force F' is the force necessary to balance the
thrust· produced due to change in momentum of the fluid as it passes
through the control rnlume ..
If 'Pm is the atmospheric pressure, then writing the moment,cim
equation, we get
m.,V6 -mmVm=F+(p;-pa}A;-(p.-p.,)A.
(8·J)
or thrust
F=(m.V.-maVa}+(Pe-Pm)A,-(pi-Pm)A,

We have, by mass balance

(8·2)

m,

where m~, ma, and
are the mass flow rates of exhau~t gases,
air, and fuel respectively. If
.
•
f = Fue l air
.raho=-

m,

m.,,

m.=ma(I +JJ
(8•·3)
ma[(l +J)V.-· Va] +<p,,-pa)A • ...;..(p,-p,,)A,
Thrust='-----y---·_;

Momentum thrust

'---·-v-----J

Pressure thrust
{8.4)'

From equation (8· }) it is clear that the net thrust produced is
made up two parts-momentum thrust and the pressure thrust.
If the e11:haust velocity V • from
the control volume is
subsonic, then p,;::::,po, and alw p,'Zpa . so that the pressure
thrust is zer,o. Similar is the case for propeller engines. For super•
sonic exhaust velocity the pressure P• may differ from pa, However
the pressure thrust developed is so small as compared to ·tliJ
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momentum thrust that it can i;afely be neglected for simple calculations and the net thrust is given by _
Thrust,

F=maW+f)V,-Va]

(8·5}

The thrust, given by equation (8·5), can be increased by increasing the mass flow or increasing the velocity of the exhaust jet for a
given Va, Equation (8·5} has been derived for a simple control
volume shown in Fig. 8·3, but is equally applicable to a plane flying
at a forward speed V,. In the latter case the velocities are considered
relative to the aircraft. The air has a velocity V,, equal to aircraft
forward speed, relative to the engine. Thus, we see that a large
amount of thrust can be obtained either by propelling a large ma~ss
of air and increasing its velocity by a small amount, as in propeller
engines or by increasing the velocity of a small mass of air to a high
value as in turbojet engine. In the case of turbojet the fuel-air ratio
f is very small (about O 01 to 0·02) and hence the mass of fuel can
be neglected safely without causing much error in the performance
calculations.
The thrust is, then, given by
(8·6)

However, in the case of ramjet the fuel air ratio fa near stoichiometric value.
Equaticns (8·4) to (8·?) dearl~ show ~n important point in that
the thrust developed by ~ir- breath11;g1 e~gmcs greatly depends upon
the forward speed of the aircraft, wh1cn is represented by V" here.
In the case of a rocket tngine Va is zero and the thrust is independent
of the rocket forward speed. The dependence of thrust on forward
speed of the airer.aft has led :o the .development ?f different types of
jet propulsion devices for use m vano,u types of aircrafts.
Tue thrust developed by the engine overcomes the drag of the
aircraft and in doing so does some work, called the thrust power,
given by
Thrust power=F.Vo
=ma[l +f)Ve-Va] Vo
and neglecting the amount Lf fuel flow
Thrust power=w,.(V.-VaWo
Tt may be pointed out here that an engine driven propeller is
rated in horse i,ower \\hile tmb0je1, ramjet, etc. me rn1ed on the
basis of thimt developed.
Thrnst pi r unit of mass flow is referre~ as. specific thrust and
neglecting the I ressure thrust and fuel flow is given by,

Spedic th1ust=(V.-V0 )
(8·7)
The sp:cif,c fuel consumpion ls alw r2efir.ed on the b,,sis of

thrust.
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Thrust specific fuel consumption (tsfc)
_ Mass flow per hour
- Thrust produced

.

m,

tsfc

ma[(l+i:ve -Vo]

tsjc=T

kg/hrekgt

For turbqjet and turboprop engines the thrust specific fuel
consumption is based on take-off conditions, i.e. static thrust and fuel
consumption while for ramjet and pulse jet, because ofthe operating
principle, cruising speed is taken as reference. For piston engines
the specific fuel commn.ption is given in terms of kg/h.p.-hr.
Propeller-engines, and turbo-prop and turbofan engines, which
accelerate a large mass of fluid to a relatively lower velocity for
each unit of fuel burned, will have according to equation (8·8) lower
specific fuel consumption than turbojet engines accelerating a
small mass of fluid to a higher velocity since the value of/ more or
less remain,; constant. The value of f is constant because the
maximum allowable temperature for all turbines is almost the same
which is obtained at a given fuel-air ratio. Thrust p.e:r unit mass of
the _fuel, rather than fuel economy. is a rough indication of' the size
of the engij:ie for a given thrust.

8·3.

THRUST VS. THRUST HORSE POWER

No direct comparison is possible between reciprocating engine and
jet engine because the former is rated i.n horsepower while the latter
is rated in terms of thrust. One method is to convert the horse power
developed by a reciprocating engine into thrust developed by the
propeller. Alternatively, the thrust of a jet engine can be converted
into thrust horsepower (tkp). However, th ere seems to be no direct
comparison between thrust and thrust horse-power because the latter
depends upon the aircraft speed according to the relation
Thrust horsepower (thp}=FxV
where
F=Thrust in kg/hr
V =Aircraft velocity, km/hr

(8·9}

Because of this variation of thrust horsepower with speed it is
not used to rate the jet engines ; instead thrust per kg of mass
flowing or fuel burnt is used to rate such engines.
Take-off thrust .. Take-off thrust is the thrust available while
starting a propulsive device.
From equation (8·6) the fakt:-off thrust (V0 =0) is given by
F,tatic""'ima..:.. Ve,

i.e.

the static thrust per unit mass flow of air is directly
proportional to the exhaust jet velocity. Whtie the thermal
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efficiency at V0 -=0 is giveq ~y
(I+

1(

"ljtll

fxO.V.
Combining both the above equatior,s, we get
,,.,
2.71111xO.V. xm1
JJ

stauc

(8·10)

Ve

Equation (8· 10) shows that for a given fuel rate and thermal
efficiency the take-off thrust is inversely proportional to exhaust
velocity. So· if a large mass of air is accelerated to a smaller exhamt
velocity the static thrust would be more than when for the.same
energy conversion a small air mass is accelerated to high velocity.
Equation (8·10) clearly illustrates the takeoff characteristics of
various propulsive devices. The static thrust is highest for propeller
engines (see Fig. 8·4) which accelerate a large mass flow to a
relativt:IY smaller velocity, while it is less for a turbojet engine;
turboprop engine falls between the two. The ramjet does not
have any take-off. thrust because unless it moves with a very high
speed no compression will occur and no power can be taken
from it.
In Fig. 8·4 is plotted the thrust Jeveloped by an adjustable
pitch propeller and a jet engine at various aircraft speeds. It can
be seen that a jct engine develops almost the same thrust over the
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Fig. 8·4. Thrust v~speed for propeller driven and turbojet engine.
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· whole speed range while a propeller engine has very high thru~t
at low speed which rapidly decreases with the aircraft speed. Th1s
gives the propeller engine very good take-off and initial climb
characteristics. Howew r, the rapid decay in thrust with flight speed
limits the flight range of the propeller engine. Turboprop engines
have better take-off characterstics than the turbojet engine.

!N.

EFFICIENCIES

For the evaluation of the performance of a jet propulsion plant the
efficiencies of its components must be found along with other per·
formance parameters. 2valution of the efficiencies will give an
indication of the slate of development of a particular component and
improvements can be effected to increase the overall efficiency of the
plant.
(i) Ram. efficiency, Almost all the jet propulsion plants,
except the propeller engine and the rockets, utilize a diffuser to
increase the pressure of the incoming air by converting its kinetic
energy into pressure energy in it. Some devices such as pulse jet and
ram jet which do not have a compressor rely exclusively on the
diffuser to raise the air pressure. Hence the efficiency of diffuser fa
important in that it greatly affects the power output and the thrust.
The compression obtained in a diffuser is called the ram compression
(fig. 8·5) and its efficiency is called as ram efficiency.

T

Fig. S·S. Ram compression.

In the calculation of ram efficiency total temperature and
pressure conditions are used to consider the effect of forward speed
of the propulsive device. If VO is the forward speed of the engine,
Tt and Ta the total and static temperature, then
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In an ideal diffuser the pressure will rise to the faentropic
pressure given. by
,

pt'

(Tt')

-- pa - Ta
or

pt'=pa [

....:L_

y-l

I+

-

I 1+~--=,...
Vo' ]
2gJcpTa

_Y_

y-1

L

V 2
2gJc: 1',,

J

y

(8·12)

y-l

However, d.ue to losses in friction and shock, etc., the actual
pressure will not rise to the value given by equation (8· l 2). If "Yj.i is
the efficiency of the diffmer, the actual pressure rise is equal to
isentropk pressure rise multiplied by the efficiency.
y

or

P12-Pa=[Po (

l+

'lg;;:Ta )

y-l

J

-p@

"Yj<J

where p 2 is the final pressure in the diffuser.
y

pf2=Pa+·1J1·Pa

[ ( l + 'lgj::'l.'a ) y-l - l }s:13}

If the velocity is written in terms of Mach number, we get

t: =[ +YJ, 'Y-;
l

l

M2

J

y

y-::1

Alternately, the efficiency of a diffuocr is defined as a pressure
recovery factor such that if multiplied by the isentropic pressure it
will give the actual final temperature, i.e.
Final pressure,

Pt=rJrXPa [

I+

V/
'2gJcp'l'a ·

J

y

y-1

(8·15)

where ri, is called the ram efficiency.
It can be seen from these expressions that the amount of ram
compression which can be obtained in a diffuser depends greatly
upon the forward speed of the aircraft. The efliciency of the diffuser
varies from O 7 to O 9 depending upon fli_ght spc,cd.
(ii) Propulsive efficiency. Proµulsive efficiency is the
measure of the effectiveness with which the kinetic energy imparted
to the fluid is transferred into useful work. The useful work done
by the system is the product of the thrust and the flight velocity, i.e.
F X V10 and is called thrust power. The kinetic energy imparted to
the flu:d is the differenc.. between the kinetk: energy at odt and
kinetic energy at inlet and is called propulsi!Je power. The differ·
ence between propulsive ruwer and the thrust power is called the
leaving losses.

[SEC.
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Kinetic energy of air at inlet
-==ma

v,,:,
2

Kinetic energy of gases at outlet

=ma(l+f)
:. Propulsive power=ma\l +f)

v.i

2

+-ma ·-jV

Vs

2

V

2

V

21

=m,, [ {I +f) 2" - 20 .J
Thrust power=FXVo=ma [(1+/) Ve-Vo] Vo

(8· 17)

Propulsion efficiency
Thrust power
Propulsive power

0 +fl [V. - Va] Vo

or

ya]
~ --t-

V

'Ylv= [

(l+J)

(8·18)

2

For turbojet engines the mass of fuel is very small, about l or
2 per cent of the mass of air. Neglecting the mass of fuel, we have
'IJp=

2W.-V.) Vo
V.2-Vo 2

2Vo

=v.+vo
W h ere

r

.

1S

h

.

t e speed ratio

(8· 19)

Vo
v:-·

Differentiating equation ( 18· 19) w1th respect to the speed
ratio r and putting equal to 1ero, the condition for best propuslive
efficiency is obtained which is r= 1, i.e the velocity of the gas jet
is equal to the velocity of the airc,·aft and at this point the value of
propulsive efficiency is JOO percent. However, from equation
(8 6), it is dear that at the condition of maximum propulsive
efficiency the thrust developed is zero and no useful work output can
be obtained fro:nlhe power plant. So it is not practical to maximise
propulsive efficiency of a jet engine. Other parameters such as
thrust, etc., must be considered for performance evaluation.
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Thrust power=[ma(l+/J V._:V 0 ]V0

=m~,~~2 .

[o+J) -~:]~:

=ma,V.2[(1 +f)-rJr

(8·20>

Neglecting the mass of fuel ··
Thrust power=m\.V.2 (1-,·)r
(8·21)
By differentiating with respect to i· and equating to zero, we
see that maximum thru~t occurs at 1·=0·5, i.e. when the speed of
the aircraft is ha.Jr the speed of the gas exhaust jet, and the corresponding value of the propul~ive efficiency is given by
2r
-2x0·5
1lp=I+r= l+0· 5
0·667
(8·22)
Thus it is evident from the aboye analysis that for. a turbojet,
ramjet, and pulse jet, the points of maximum efficiencytam~ maximum
thrust are different and some compromise must be done · to get
reasonable thrust with a good propulsive efficiency. Turboprop
engines are essentially two-fluid stream engines and this analysis
cannot be applied to them. For each stream a separate equation
must be written.
In the case of propelJer, engine aircrafts the propulsive efficiency is basi:d on the brake horse power of the engine, i.e.
Thrust power
'l)p
Brake horse•pi)Wer

Fia. s· 6. Propulsive efficiencies of air screw and turbojet engine.

Fig. 8·6 shows the populsive efficiencies ofa screw~propeller
and a jet engine. The efficiency of a jet engine increases with the
aircraft velocity. For the. propeller en,dne the efficiency at fiut
increases rapidly but after a certain speed it starts falling because
of the air reaching supersonic velocities which results in shock. and
fiow s~paration losses. For velocities greater than. about 800

.[S;EO,
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km/hr, the jet engine is more efficient than the propeller engine.
In the case ofrockets, the mass of the air entering the power plant
is zero, i.e.

f=

mi tends to irtfinity. The propulsive efficiency can
ma
also be written as :

Thrust power
YJp= Thrust power+Energy lost at exit

ma[(l +J) V.-VaJVo

-

m,,[(I +!) V 6 -V0 ] l'0 +ma(l +/)

yv2

l

l

- ---,.(,:--1+-/=)--

1 +2r[( l +/)-r]

1+

I

'.

8·23a)

1_ )
2r(.l--

l+J

Putting

f=OO,
1Ji,=

]

l+-.2,-

(8·23b)

.
i.e. the rocket propulsion efficiency would i:rn::rlise with r and
would be maximum at r=oo. (iii) Therm.al Effl.dency. Thermal efficiency ofa. propulsive
device is an indication of the degree of utilization of energy in fuel
in accelerating the fluid flow and is defined as the increase in the
kinetic energy of the fluid divided by total energy in fuel.

Th

l ffi •
erma e ciency

=

Propulsive power
Fuel flow rate x Calorific value of fuel

ma
==

[(l +f} l!f- -+ J
m,xo.v.

(l+/J
YJ Ill

v,2 - Vos
2

m, xO.V.

2

(!+!}

~2_vf

. fxO.V.

-

( 8·24)

fflu,

It should be noted that this expression applies only to turbojet,
ramfet, ii\n9 pulse jet engines and does not apply to propeller er.gines
and ·rocket engines.
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For propeHer engines thermal efficiency is defined as
brake horse power
'Yjth Fuel rate X O.V. of fuel
In the case of turbo-prop engine shaft power as well as thrust
power both are used for propulsion. However, the shaft power is
considerably larger than the thrust power and it is usual to define
thermal efficiencyon the equivalent shaft power basis such that
the thrust power due to exhaust jet is also included. For cakulat.
ing thrust power some suitable velocity for the aircraft is
selected.
(iv) PropeUer efficiency. The propeller produces thrust
power by accelerating the air. The propeller itself is driven by the
engine. The efficiency of the propeller is defined as the ratio of the
thrust power to the shaft power.
Propeller efficiency

Thrust power
Shaft power

FxV

=--0

(8·26}
shp
In the case of turboprop engine the thrust power developed by
the exhaust is also considered.

(v) Transmission efficiency. . IJJ._!ll_an.y cases the engine or
the turbine output cannot be directly applied to the propeller ;
some form of transmission is involved o~tween the engine and the
propeller in the form of a reduction gear. The main reason for
providing. reduction gear in the case of a turbo-prop engine is· high
rotational speed of the turbine at which the propeller can.not be
rotated efficiently. In addition to this someJayout problems. always
occur. Dueto friction. and other losses the .output from the transmission system· is always less than input to it and the transmission
·
.
·
efficiency is defined as :
,
f
. .
Output of the transmission
Effi c1ency
<, transmission= I
h
. .
nput to t e transmission
(vi) Overall efficiency. The overall efficiency of a propulsive
device is the ratio of the useful workdone to the chemical energy
supplied in the form offoeL
.
Useful propulsive work
0 vera ll effi c1ency
=
.
.
Chemical energy supplu:d
Overall efficiency, 'IJo
_ Engine output
- .Engine input
X Transmission output

Useful propulsive work
Transmission input X Input to the propulsive
device (Transmission
(engine output)
output) ·

[s1co. 8·4]

or

317
= Thermal efficiency x Transmission efficiency
x Propulsive efficiency
1lo=1J111 X'Y)t,X '/J1>
(8·2;l)

It follows from the above that the overall effect of the propulsive device is made of a power plant converting rnme percentaae
of the chemical energy supplied to it into a form useful for propiision (shaft horse power in case of prope!Ier devices and acceleration
of mass flow for jet devices). This indudes the losses in the
transmission, if used, (the transmission converting the energy in a
more useful form, i.e. in acceleration of the fluid) ; the final propul~
sive device converting this energy into useful work output. This
is shown in Fig. 8·7.

Propulsive Devices

In what follows in the next few pages, the various propulsive
devices, their principal parts, thermodynamic cycles and perfor~
mances are discussed in detail and compared.

8· .5 AIR SCREW
In an aircrew, the source of power is a redprncating interr.aI
combustion engine which drives a propeller connected to iL Th,~
propeller displaces rearward~, a large mass of air accelerating it irl
the process. Due to this acceleration of the fluid a propulsive fo~ce
is produced which drives the aircraft.
Nearly all the early aircrafts used reciprocating engines as tb,
source of energy to drive the propeller. Early use of steam
failed miserably due to very high weight and bu:'.; of such
The extensi-;e use of aircrafts for military purposes h,d to ;(, very
development of reciprocating internal combmtfou
the two world wars and it is now a highly
equipment as compared to its industrial counterpart.
development resulted in the use of highly supercharged and turbo
charged engines. All these engines were gasoline enginei, the diese,
engine in spite of its good fuel economy and reliability was not use:1
due to higher weight.
Howerever, the use of reciprocating engines is cominuousiy
the decline because its development has reached a stage of nee,>'.'
saturation as far as maximum p'.)wer developed is concerned, while
the demand of present day aircralh, in terms of high
spt::,:d'.c,
long-distance travels and high load carrying capacities, is soaring to
new heights. A power output more than about 5000 HP is difficult
to obtain without modificatiom in the present reciprocating engine
plant. The output can be increased by increasing the cylinder sizes,
in,talling large number of cylinders or by running the engine at
higher speeds. U nfortunatdy all these methods of raising the output
of the engine increase the engine size, frontal area ol t~e aircraft,
complexity and cost of the plant. The drag of the plane will also
increase to critical values with increase in engine dze.

-o

=
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_
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J

w,
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Fig, 8·7. Block diagram for aircraft en ·ine efficiencies.
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Thus the speed of airscrew is limited to a range of about
700 km/hr because of the power requiremem and the propeller. The
propeller loses its effictivcness ac higher speeds due to separation of
flow and she ck waves as the air velocity approaches the sonic
velocity; At lower speeds' the propulsive efficiency of the propeller
is about 95 percent.
For small aircr~fts flying at velocities less than about 500 to 650
km/hr reciprocating engine is in an enviable position due to its
excellent fuel economy and good takt.-off characteristics. However,
due to comparatively large drop in power with altitude operation
. and the need of using high octane fuels, along with the difficult
cooling and lubrication problems, high weight/power ratio, and
larger frontal area of such engint"s these are being replaced by turbojets in higher speed rarges.
·
Rapid developments in design of turbojets and turboprop engines
are Vt ry soon likely to explode the best fuel economy ID) th of the
r~ciprocating engines as they are nearing the specific fuel consumption value of such engines. Still the reciprocating engine is likely to
be used for small aircrafts needing only a few hundred horse-power
both because of good take-off characteristics and due to
difficulties in "the development oft smaller gas turbine engines giving
reasonable fuel economy and cost.
8·6. TURBOJET
The very rapid faIJ in the propeller efficiency at higher speeds led to
the use of turbojet in the high speed flight range in place of recipro~
,,:"ue/

- - - -

Combvrlion ellam/Jer

Tt'm,t,t'l'IYIVl't'

- · - - P,t>ssurt'·

/

/
/
/

/

Spedfic Vo/vn,e

Fig. 8·8. Internal arrangement ofa turbojet.'usiog axial flow compressor.

eating engines. Turbojetengines, with all their modifications toimprove their performance, are now widely used.
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(a) Components. As already discmFed a turbojet consist; of
a diffuser at the intake, a compressor to raise air pressure, a combustion chamber to bum the fuel and a turbine developing p,.>wer just
sufficient to drive the compressor and auxiliaries, and an exhaust
nozzle as a propulsive device. Of the total compression of air, a part
is .obtained by the ram compression in the diffuser and rest in the
compressor. Similarly, a part of the total expansion ratio available
is used in turbine to drive the compressor and rest used to produce
thrust with the help of th" exhaust nozzle.
Fuel

+

Fig. S 9. Turbojet using centrifugal compressor.

A schematic diagram of a turbojet engine and its internal
•
•
•
• . J:''
• d pressure,
arrangement 1s
show!;m
UH'
,, ig, .,,C' 0·'·., •,r•h
~: c assocrnte
temperature and velocity are also shown m Fig. 8.!t
The compressor used in a turbojet nn be either centrifugal
type or axial flow ,ype. The use of a partkular type of compressor
gives th(;
typical characteristics. The centrifugal compressor
produces a
of a boi,it 4 : l to 5 : l in a single stage
and muallv
·•otor ,;:; used to reduce the engine
diarnete1·. 'fne
a CCi.Hrifogal compressor has a short
and sturdv '.'cDU"arance (see Fig, 8 9). The advantages of,centrifuaal
• ' higt1 rlura,,b"l'
,:
"'
corn.pressor' :,r:::
, i,y, ease o f" manu1acture
and low cost,
an<l' gc "Jd opera lion under adverse circumstances such as icing and
when -sa1,d and s::m,,U
articles are inhailed in inlet duct.
The axial-flow compressor is more efficient than the centrifugal type and. gives the turbojet a long, slim, streamlined
appearance (see Fig. 8·8). The engine diameter is reduced
which results in low aircraft drag. A mu.hi-stage axial flow compressor can develop a pressure-ratio as high as 6 : l or more. The
air hantlled by it is more than that handled by a centrifugal
compressor of the same diameter.
The demand for increased power has led to the use of split or
two-spo0l axial-flow compressor. Fig. 8- JO shows a turbojet usin"'
such a compressor. A very high pressure ratio of about 9: l to 13: l
is obtained by using a high pressure and a low pressure rotor driven
by separate shafts. The use of high pressure ratio gives very good
specific fuel consumption !0·75 kg/kg thrust per hr) and use of two
rotors allows greater efficiency be~ause firstly, the high pressure rotor
can be governed for speed and secondly, the low pressure rotor can
be allowed to run at a speed giving maximum efficiency.
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The turbojets having centrifugal compressor have about 20 per
cent weight advantage ovrr the axial flow turbojets. Thrust per unit
_ length is more for the first type while thrust per unit diameter is
more for the .second type. The.axial flow turbojets have about 6 to 8
per cent less specific fuel consumption.

.

'

\

'

."

(b) Thermodynamic cycle. Fig. 8· 11 shows the basic
thermodynamic cycle of a turbojet engine on p•v and T-s diagrams.
This is Joule or Brayton cycle. · In the analysis of the turbojet cycle
following assumptions are made.
(i) There is no loss of pressure in the combustion chamber.
(ii) The specific heat is constant.
(iii) Power developed by the turbine is just sufficient to drive
the compressor.

,..

..

0

"'"'
...

0-

\

2'-'

'J)ift(IU?

(a) p-v diagram

7

I

5
(b1 l~s

diagram

Fig. S·ll. Thermodynamic cycle of a turbojet engine on
p-v and T.-s diagrams.
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At the inlet to the diffuser air enters with a velocity equal to
the forward velocity of the aircraft. In diffuser afr velocity is decreas·
ed "nd pressure increased. In the ideal case the pressure will rise
such that the velocity at the exit of the diffuser is zero. However, in
actual practice the air will have a velocity of about 60·90 mis at
diffuser exit. If TJ<1 is the efficiency of the diffuser then the total
pressure at the end of diffusion process is given by :
y

Pt• -( l t . Y-1 Ma
]Ji -·
.~ 2
.1

)y=-:i
.

From the diffuser air goi;s into a compressor. If 7J• is the
compressor efficiency and PtalPt2 the pressure ratio, we get
7J.=

ht3'-ht2
ht3 -h12

h, 3 ·-ht2 =_!_ (hi 3 '-h12)-:-· Cp \Ti' 3 -Ti2 )

·Or

7J• . . .

== c'.P T1 ;,ta'
2(

7Jc

-l )

1 12

7J•

y-1

c'.P ; '2
,4

a

[(~)-Y~l]
Pta

The heat supplied to the combustion chamber is given by
q=(h,,-ht3)
We assume that there is no pressure loss in the combustion
chamber so that· the pressure remains constant and full pressure is
available for exp.insion in tlie turbine and nozzle.
Since we have assumed that turbine and compressor work are
same

h,3 -ht2=h1,,.,,_ht5
If 7Jt is the turbine efficiency and (p1 5/ pi 4) turbine pressure

ratio,
y-1

h1,-h15=·q1

Ci,

Ti, [

1-( ~ )-"(-]

By equating the turbine and compressor work, we get
y~l -1

c'.P

::f(!:: )1

y-1

]=-qt cp Tt

4

[

t-( :~)

Y

]

(8·30)

From the equation (8 30), knowing the ram compression and
the compressor pr<"ssure ratio, the required turbine ratio to produce
a power equal to that abs'lrhen by thr': ,·ompressor can be obtained
and from the turbine pressure ratio the nozzle press~ire can be
obtained.
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If 'YJn is the efficiency of the nozzle we have
h15-h7
(8·31)
'l'Jn
hta-h7'
Points ,1 and.6 are the same assuming that there is no loss in passing
the gas from turbine exhaust to the nozzle. It should be noted that
in equation (8·3i) h7 is used instead of total enthalpy ht 7 because
the exhaust nozzle efficiency is an indication of the percentage of
total energy converted into velocity energy.
·1-1

ht~-h1 =rJ,..

Cp

Tts

L1-( ;

7
16

)

~

J

The exhaust velocity of the nozzle can be obtained by writing
energy balance equation.

v.2

h16-h1=2

or

y-1

r

or

V,=

~ 2c2>·1l,,Tta r I-( P.2_ r
\}1

L

\ Pt5

,

Jl

Thrust developed=ma[(l +f) V.-Vo]

{

r·--y--1

+!(\} 2cp't),,1't5 [

1--(, .}!_7_
) r J-vo}
Tta
J

(8·32)
From the above, thrust specific fuel consumption and also the
thermal efficiency can be calculated.

(c) Perfori_n~n~e of-~ turhoj~t engine. With the help of
the above analysis 1t 1s possmle to estimate the performance of a
turbojet engine as affected by component efficiencies and other
parameters. Fig. 8· J 2 shows the thrust specific fuel consumption for
various compression pressure ratios at two different Mach numbers.
It is evident that for a given Mach number there is only one compressor pressure ~a!io ~hich gives ~est fuel economy for given values
of component efhc1enc1es and max1mmn allowable temperature. As
the pressure ratio increases wi!h a given maximum temperature fuel
consumption decreases to a minimum. After that further increase
in pressure ratio will not improve the fuel economy until maximum
temperature is n°it raised. For a given ;ircssurc ratio higher maximum
temperature will result in more th1ust. .Maximum thrust produced
per unit mass of fuel is at a lower com;Jl'ession ratio than which
produces minimum specific fuel consumpfrm ~~t the same turbine
inlet temperature.
In addition to above parameter~, three more varhbles:._fli-ght
:,meed, altitude (inlet temperarure: and pressure), and fuel flow r.ne
g~eatiy affect the performance ot a jet engine.
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The turbojet is almost consta11t thrust engine. The static
.hrust of such engines is very low as compared to propeller engine
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Fig. 8·12. Thrust specific fuel consumption vs compressor pressure
ratio for a turbojet engine.

aircrafts for which cruise thrust is about 60 per cent of the take-off
thrust. The thrusf at first decreases with increase in speed be..
cause the velocity V 0 in the thrust equation increases. After a

Fig. 8·13. Thrust specific fuel consumption and thrust horse
power rs. flight speed.

minimum value, the thrust starts increasing (see Figs. 8·4 and 8·14)
due to increa~ed ram compression at higher speeds. The specific
fuel consumption based on thrust horse power reduces because with
almost constant thrust the thrust horse power incre11ses as shown in
Fig. 8·13. Therefore, the maximum speed limit is the msst efficient
operational point for the turbojet.
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As the altitude increases, the thrust decrease~ due- to decrease
m density, pressure, and temperature of the air (see Fig. S 14)o

Fig. 8· 14. Effect of altitude on thrust at maximum I pm.

However, the rate of decrease of thrust is less than the rate
of decrease of density with altitude because some loss due
to reduced density is compen.sated by lesser drag.
The
thrmt is maximum at sea level. But, due to considerable
reduction in drag (at an altitude of 8000 m the drag is reduced to
less than 25 per cent of sea level drag), the turu bojet is most
efficient when flown at high altitudes and at relatively high
speeds.
The fuel consumption on fuel mass per km of travel increases
with speed as power developed is increased.
The operational range of turbojet engine is about 800 to 1100
km/hr and the specific fuel consump,ion is about 0·9 to l ·5
kgf-hr/kg
cruising speeds and are still greater at lower speeds.
The altitude limit is about 7500 m.

at

(d) Turbojet vs. engine-prGFcHer.
Figs. 8·15 and 8·4
compare the thrust and the power for the two types of propulsivc:

F06HT SPEL'])

.Fig. 8·15. Pov.er vs speed characteristics of turbojet and
propeller engine.
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devices. It is seen that the engine propeller has very good -takeoff thrust as compared to a turbojet engine. The maximum speed
of turbojet engine is more than the engine-propeller. However, in thelower speed range the power available for engine-propeller is very
high and the two are equal until when the turbojet has reached a
minimum speed of about 700 km/hr. So below this speed, engine
propeller is better. For turbojec the fuel econo'my is also poor at
lower speeds .
(e) Advantages and disadvantages of turbojet

Acliwdages of turbojet

I. The power weight ratio of a turbojet is about 4 times that
of a reciprocating engine propeller system.
2. It is simple, easy to maintain, and requires lower lubricating
oil consumption. Furthermore, complete absence of liquid cooling
results in reduced frontal area.

3. There is no limit to the power output which can be obtained from a turbojet while the piston engines have reached almost
their peak 'power and further increase will be at the cost of
comlexity and greater 'engine weight and frontal area of the
aircraft.
,
4. The speed of a turbojet is not limited by the propeller
and it can attain higher flight speeds than engine propellet'
aircrafts.
Disadvantages
po..)r.

1. The fuel economy at low operational speeds is extremely

2. It has
characteristics.

low take.off thrust, and

hence poor

starting

18·6. THRUST AUGUMENTATION
The poor take.off characteristic of the turbojet engine can be
improved by augmenting the thrust. The thrust from a turbojet
is given by
F=ma[(l +f) V.-Va]
in which the exhaust V. is the function of the maximum temperature
in the cycle. Higher the maximum temperature higher is the value of
V.. Another method of,increasing thrust is to increase the mass flow
rate. Improved thrust results in shorter take-off distances, high
climb rate and good manoeuvrability at high altitudes. The thrust
augmentation can be affected by the following methods
{i) Reheat or afterburner. The exhaust of the turbojet
turbine has sufficient oxygen to_ burn as there is always excess air
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available. This allows the burning of additional fuel in the exhaust
of the turbine before it reaches the nozzle. It is called afterburning. This increases the mass flow and the velocity of the exhaust
jet, thereby, b@osting the thrust. A boost of about 30 per cent can be
obtained in this manner. However, the fuel consumption increases
rapidly. For about ~O per cent thrust increase by use of reheat the
overall fuel consumption may be increased by more than 100 per
cent and this additional mass of fuel has to be carried by the turbojet.
Therefore, it is used only for take-off or for high climbing rates and
for a very short duration. Use of reheat for thrust augmentation
requires that the exhaust jet area should be variable to meet the
demands of increased flow rate, i.e. to avoid chocking flow (otherwise
some loss of thrust will always occur during unaugmented operation).
Fig. 8·16 shows a turbojet with :Jn afterburner.
(ii) Water-methanol injection. To improve thrust at takeoff or at high altitudes a mixture of water and methanol is injected
in the combustion chamber (Fig. 8·17). Water evaporates and
there is an increase in mass flow giving greater thrust. The loss in
evaporating water is compensated by the energy of methanol and
the working temperatures are kept same.

Fig. 8·17. Water injection in combustion chamber.

Actually due to the fixed pressure ratio of turbine, water injection in the combustbn chamber tends to reduce air flow by an
amount corresponding to the amount of water injected. However,
a decrease .in airflow results in compressor shifting to a higher
pressure. This is because the turbine keeps the compressor speed
same and if air flow is reduced higher pressure will be developed by
the compressor. So water injection causes a lower mass flow and
higher pressure ratio of compressor and a higher total mass flow
through the turbine, increasing thrust.
·water can also be injected in the compressor (see Fig. 8·18). By
injecting water into compressor inlet the inlet air is cooled. This results
in increased compressor pressur~ ratio in addition to increased mas3
flow. Increased compressor pressure ratio allows a greater expansion
ratio for the exhaust nozzle so that thrust is increased both by increase
in the mass flow as well as in the exhaust velocity. Amount of water
injection at compressor inlet can correspond to inlet air saturation
or to compressor· exit air saturation. In the latter case extra water
is evaporated during the mechanical compression process.
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The ai:nount of extra thrust at a given flight speed is al::n•::st

~h~ s~me wuh water injection in combustion chan;ber and ,q·,~er

1~Ject10n for compn'ssor exit saturation. Thrust :1u!!ruc, tation of
anout 30 i:;er ~ent is J?Ossible by water injection. Th·.: :; ecific lie; :i.d
cor.sumpt101, is very high.

1

(iii) BieecLhurn cyde. Since in a turbine <c::c,"'~ air is 2:,,)
present, a small percentage of high pressure air fi om the compre,,,,:,;1s l~led to an. auxiliary combus1ion chamber by by-pa,sing u:~
turbine (see Fig. 8 19). In auxiliary combusticn chambn .... e

P;,-i;m;r/1' Ii.·,,/ ;v,,uf.-

/ " IJf,u.l g ,q .14.,,,,i.:, ,Y

Fig. ~·19.

Air bleed system.

!)Jed air is heated by an additional fuel supply to a higher tempera~
ture than would be permissible in the main engine on account of
the limiting temperature at the turbine blades. The hot gases are
then discharged forming an additional jet. A shut off \'a ke is used
t:) bring the engine to normal pnsition.
Water is injected intn mab
combustion chamber to replace the ma1s of the extr2c:c,i air, :-l,c:s
maintaining the discharge of main jet at the same level. This merhod
is usually used for take-offs only due to high rate ofliqt,id c0nsu'1irtion which cannot be carried with engine while i,: night. The
augmented thrust ratio is highest for t,is method among the three
methods.
AfterbJ1rning se1cms to be th~ only practical method for th,ust
augmentat\i!t'l during flight. The air bleed-off system gives
maximum· thrust augmentation but at the expense of large hd
consumption. This is used only when a large take-off thnEt i,
needed. For smalll'.'r thrust augmentation ratio water injection is
used because of simplicity and light weight. Afterburner is used
for medium thrust augmentation ratio. Afterburner combined
with water injection can also be used.
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TURBOPROP ENGINE

A little thought over the thrust and thrust specific consumption
equations will reveal. that a higher thrust per unit mass flow of fuel
can pe obtained by increasing the mass flow of air and that this also
results in better fuel economy. This fact is utilized in a turboprop
engine which is an intermediate between a pure jet engine
and a propdler engine. Turboprop engine attempts to increase the
air flow by using a propeller driven by the turbine in addition to the
thrust produced by the exhaust nozzle.

Fig. 8·20.

Schtmatic diagram of a turboprop engine.

s,20 sbows ;,,, schematic diagram of a turboprop
The air enters the dif-Tuser as in a turbojet and compressed in a com.
pressor before
to the combustion chamber. The compressor
in the
is essentially an axial flow compressor. The
ducts 0f
expand in a two-stage or multi.,s,age turbine.
:stage of the turbine drives the compressor and the other drives the
propeller. Thus the turbine expansion is used to drive both compressor as well as propeller and less energy is available for expansion
in the nozzle. Due to lower speeds of propeller a reduction gear is
necessary between turbine and the propeller. About 80 to 90 per cent
of the available energy in exhaust is extracted by the turbine while
rest, about 10 to 20 per cent, contributes the thrust by increasing the
exhaust jet velocity.

(a) Tl::i.er.modyna:m.ic cycle. The thermodynamic cycle of
turboprop is similar to that of a pure jet engine except that DO'N more
energy is med in the turbine as seen from the T-s diagram of
8·21. About 80 to 90 per cent of the total energy is used in
turbine and only about lO to 20 per cent is used in exhaust nozzle.
The propeller produces its own thrust and thus the turboprop engine
is essentially a two fluid stream engine.
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7

s
Fig. 8·21. T-s diagram for a turboprop engine.

The optimum power ratio for turboprop engine can be determined as foilows :
Let the total expansion be divided into parts .such that :
h1 =enthalpy drop in the nozzle.
~=enthalpy drop in the turbine.
'rJtr= transmission efficiency of the propeller and gears.
'r)t= turbine efficiency.
"lj 11 =nozzle efficiency.
ma=mass rate of flow i~ turbine.
Total thrust= Nozzle thrust+ Propeller thrust.
=ma[Ve-Vo]+FVo

=m/ 'vr 2gh1

Yj11- Vo]

-t-ma'YJt h2 'Yjtr

=ma[ ,(2gh1 '1)11-Vo+'r)t 'r)tr h 2]

By assigning suitable values to
be optimised for maximum· thrust.

'Y)t,

'YJn and

(8·33)
'ljtr

thi~ 'equation can

(b) Performance. Turboprop engines combine in them the
high take-off thrust and good propeller efficiency of the propeller
engines at speeds lower than 800 km/hr and the small weight, lower
frontal area, and reduced vibration and n0ise of the pure jet engine.

Its operational range is between that of propeller engines and
turbojets though it can operate in any speed upto 800 km/hr.
The power developed by the turboprop remains ;f'nt;st same
at high altitudes and high speeds as that under sea-level and takeoff conditions because as speed increases ram effect also increases.
The specific, fuel consumption increases with increase in speed and
altitude. The thrmt developed is high at take-off· and reduces at
increased speed.

\
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(c) Advantages and Disadvantages

1. Turboprop engines have a higher thrmt at take-off and
better fuel ec,)nomy.
2. The fiontal area is less than propeller engines so that the
<lr&.g is reduced
3. The turboprop can operate economically over a wide
ra!ige of speed,, nnging lrom Jow speeds where pure iet engine is
uneconomical to i1ig11 speeds of about 800 km/hr where the propeller
engir.e e.Iiciency i~ !ow.
4.

It is easy to maintain and has lower vibrations and noise.

5. The power output is not limited as in the case of propeller
engines.
6. The multi-shaft arrangement allows a great flexibility of
o;:xration over a wide range of speeds.

Diswl1·a n iarvs

1. The main <lisadvantag~ is that at high speeds, due to
sh:.cks and flow separation, the propeller efficiency decreases rapidly,
thereby, putting up a maximum speed limit on the engine.
2. It requires a reduction gear which increases the cost and
also consumes ccrcain energy developed by the turbine in addition
to requiring more space.
(d) Ap::3Hcations

The turbo:,rop engine is widely used in commercial and military
air:::rafts due to i•s high flexibility of operation and good fuei economv. It is likely to eliminate propeller engines from moderate power
and speed aircrafts.

8·9.

BYPASS AND DUCTED FAN ENGINES

By<1ass and ducted fan engines are very similar to turboprop engines
ex~ept that iustead of a propeller these engines use a low pressure
compressor or a fan for accelerating the secondary stream of air flow.

In bypass engines (see Fig. 8·22) the secondary air flow completely bypasses the turbine, combustion chamber and the nozzle such
that the thrust obtained is the sum of that produced by 1he lowpressure far:. and that produced by exhaust nozzle.
Iu ducted r,m engines (8ee Fig. 8 23) the secondary ai.r flow,
though bypasses the turbine and c0mbustio1! chamber, is mixed with
the main tlow in the exhaust nozzle and expands in it to produce
thrust.
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Both these types use two-stage compressors-one low pressure
compressor for secondary air flow and another main compressor

Fig. 8·23. Ducted fan engine.

driven by a two-stage turbine. Sometimes the two compressor stages
can be made integral on the same shaft driven by a single turbine.
By a simple analysis it can be shown that the thrust and fuel
economy can be improved by increasing the secondary air flow.
A typical example is sho,vn in Fig. 8 24. It may be noted that as
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Fig. 8'24. Effect of by-pass ratio on performance of a turbofan engine.

the bypass ratio is increased the drag also increases so the best bypass
ratio is that which gives maximum increase in the thrust. A value
of about 1·2-1·4 is usual.
The ducted fan engine results in lower exhaust velocities which
means lesser nojse.

8·10. REGENERATIVE DUCTED FAN ENGINE
Fig. 8·25 shows a ducted fan engine utilizing the exhaust heat of the
turbine for preheating the air by ducting it to turbine exhaust and
back to the combustion chamber.
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Use of regeneration results in exceptional fuel economy, very
good endurance and long range capabilities. The part load operation

Fig. 11·25. Specifi.:: fuel concemption for regenerative
and]non-regenerative engine.

of the aircraft also becomes economicaL

The fuel consumption

can be decreased by 25 to 30 per cent as seen in Fig. i8·25.

Fi;. 8·26. Direct gas-to-air reg~nerator engine.

N::iw-a-day:i ]regeneration is widely used for long ran 5e
aircrafts on:p:c.trol, ]observation and search missions. The weight of
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the aircraft . is also reduced since has to carry less fuel and this
amounts to about 30:50% longer range for present day non-regenerative ducted-fan engines.

8·11. TURBOSHAFT ENGINE
Turboshafr engine is that "'hich uses \\hole of the available
expansion in a turbine to d1i\'e a propeller couplt d to it through a
reduction gear. In this arrangement the exhaust gas does not cc ntribute to the production of thrust. Use of a turbine results in smaller
and light weight engine, with less noise and vibration as compared
to a reciprocating engine power plant. This type of arrangement is
used in helicopters.

8·12.

RAM JET

The fact of obtaining \ery high pe~rnre ratios of about 8 to
10 by ram compression has made it possible to , esign a: jet
engine without a mechanical compressor. A deceleration of the
air from Ma(h number 3 at diffuser inlet to Mach number 0·3 in
combustion chamber would cause pressure rise ratio of more than 30.
Due to shock and other lo~ses inevitable at such velocities all of this
pressure rise is not available ; still whatever we get is more than suffi.
cicnt for raising the air pressure to combustion pressure.

--·-----

---

Fig. 8·27. Schematic diagram of a ramje(engine.

Fig. 8·27 ~hows a scherr,atic di2gram of a ram jet. Ram jet
is simplest of aH the air- breathing engines and consists or only tli~ee
main parts-a diffuser, combustion chamber with fuel-injector, and
.an exhaust nozzle. There is no moving part in the ram jet.
Air enters the diffuser at a very high velocity and gets compresred. Since mua lly the mm jt-t operates at supersonic speeds, the
total cf'mrn,ssif'n oht?inl:'d is partially due tr) shock waves at the inlet
of d,ffmer and partially in the divrrging section of diffuser. The
..:ir then <'nters the combustion chamber, fuel is injected and mixed
with t1,e air anci burnt. Flame holder or stabiliser is used to reduce
1hr velocity ofajr mi=--ture in scme part of the combustion chamber,
rn 1bat cc,rnr usricn is ~tablr- in an otherwise high velocity flow.
C<mi miion i~ iri,tiated with tl-·e help of a ~park plug. By the C:me
bvn,irg1cJ1:es1hHe21dth(· urrrtra(ntd the gmesiroeafed,the
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fresh supply of air to the diffuser builds up pressure at the end of the
diffuser so that these gases cannot expand towards the diffuser, but
instead, are obliged to expand in combustion chamber towards the
tail pipe and further expand in the nozzle to produce a very high
velocity jet. The thrust provided by this high acceleration of exhaust gases is applied to the ram jet structure through pressure at the
end of diffuser and shear forces all over the surface of the engine.
(a) Thermody:munic cycle. The ram jet thermodynamic
cycle is exactly same as that of turbojet engine, i.e. Brayton cycle.
Fig. 8·28 shows this cycle for a ram jet on T-s diagram. In an idea!

T

Fig. 8·28.

Ram jet cycle on T·s diagram.

cycle process 1-2 is isentropic ram compression and process 3.4' is the
isentropic expansion in the nozzle. In actual practice there will be
losses due to shock. friction and mixing at the diffuser and losses in
the nozzle. The actual compression and expansion is shown bv the
pro:esses l-2 and 3-4 respectively. Cnmbustion is represented by the
process 2-3.
Since the expansion and compression is assumed isentropic, in
an ideal ram jet cycle the stagnation pressure must remain constant
and the pressure ratio of ram compression and nozzle expansion
ratio must be same.

and
where JJ1 1 and

are inlet and exh3.ust ?\fach numbei

Pn= Pt3
Pi
P4
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Mx=J.tl.
V0
V.
'V yR'l.'1
,{ yRT4

V.=Vo

f J.',
\J Ti

(8·34)

By.putting this into thrust equation (8·33) thrust and thrust
specific consumption can be found,
(b) Performance. Fig. 8 29 shows the thrust specific fuel con·
sumption and net thrust per unit weight of a ram jet engine. It can
be seen that at low flight speeds the thrust fuel consumption is very
high while at high speeds it reduces considerably. This is because at
Jow speeds the compression is poor.

As is clear from the Fig. 8 29, the thrust is maximum at sea
level and decreases as the altitude increases, dueto reduction in

C'n.1u fliru~t

60~~-o=--~z~~=--~3~~~~3~~~4~.-.,---:!.,4
llfaeh 1'1Um/Jer

~~-o;:--2':!'-s::::-:s-:,"C"o-:s-=,s'-c--4L_,.---'.,·s

0

,.,,u·n number

Fig. 8·29. Performance of a, ramjet engine.

density with altitude. However, the velocJty of the ram jet increases
due to lower resistance at high altitude, thereby, improving specific
fuel consumption, if the increase in thrust by increased velocity is
more than decrease in thrust due to reduced density ; otherwise the
specific fuel consumption will be independent of altitude.
The thrust, at a given altitude, rises rapidly with an increase
. in the flight speed due to increased pressure ratio but at too high
l\1ach numbers the losses in -diffuser reduce the thrust. Ram jets
have highest thrust per unit weight of the plant amongst air breath•
ing engines and is only next to rockets in this respect.
Though a ram jet can operate at subsonic velocities just below
the sonic velocity, it is most efficient at high velocities of about
2400-6000 km/hr and at very high altitudes.
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(c) Advantages and dis advantages
Advantages of ram jet

1. Ram jet is very sim?le and dJes n-it have any moving part.
It is very cheap and requires almost no maintenance.
2. Due to the fact that a turbine is not used to drive the
mechanical compressor, the maximum temperature which can be
a!bvved in ram jet is very high, about :WOO"C as compared to about
90CfC in turbojet~. This allows a greater thrust to be obtained by
burning fuel at air-fuel ratio of a \)out l 5 : ! , which give3 higher
temperatures.

3. The specific fuel consumotion is
engines at high ;peed and high a!titt~des.

better than turbojet

4. There seems to be no up;:>er limit to the flight speed of the
r~m jet.
Disadvantages of ram jet

1. Since the compression of air is obtained by virtue of its
speed relative to the engine, the take-off thrust i.s zero and it is not
possible to start a ram jet without an external launching device.
2. The engine heavily relies on the diffuser and it is very
difficult to design a d1ffuser which will give good pressure recovery
over a wide range of speeds.
3. Due to high air speed, the combustion chamber requires
flame-holder to stabilize the combustion.
4. At very high temperatures of about 2000°C dissociation
of products of combustion occurs which will reduce the efficiency
of the plant if not recovered in nozzle during expansion.
(d) AppHcatfons. Due to its high thrust at high operational
speed, it is widely used in high-speed aircrafts and missiles. Subsonic
ram jets are used in target weapons, in conjunction with turbojets or
rockets for getting the starting torque.

'8· 12.

PULSE JET

Pulse jet is very similar to ram jet in construction except that in
addition to the diffuser at intake, combustion chamber and exhaust
nozzle, it has mechanically operated flapper valves which can allow
or stop air flow in the combustion chamber. Thus pulse jet is an
intermittent flow, compressorkss type of device with minimum
number of moving parts. Pulse jet was the power plant of German
V-1 bomb popularly known as 'Buzz bomb' first used in World
war H in 1944. Fig. 8·30 (a) shows the schematic diagram of the
pulse jet and Figs 8·30 (b) and (c) respectively show its theoretical
and actual p-v diagrams.
The operation of the pulse jet is as follows: During.starting
compressed air is forced into the inlet which opens the spring loa.de d
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flapper valves ; the air enters combustion chamber into which fuel is
injected and burnt with the help of a spark plug. Combustion occurs
with a sudden explosion [process 2-3 in Fig. 8·3!)(b)], i.e. the combustion is constant volume com'mstion instead of constant pressure

Fig. 8·30 (b). Theoretical pulse jet cycle on p·v diagram.

Fig. 3'.30 (c) Actual pul3e jet cycle on p-v diagram.

comhustion as in other propuhive devices. The pulse jet cycle is
more near to Otto C'/cle. R::i.rn action can also be u,ed ti increa,,e
the r;,·cssci~,~ of the C\;c!e (s·e~ Fig. 8
. Due to increase i,1 pressure
ln t'!-1~~ ccn-(b:_1s~io:1 charrji)et, the !lapper valve's cl )Se Stopping the air
•
1
r
d out. Olr t J1c nozzte
1
su.~' ,,' ~Fhi1 at_ t111L~ sc:tn(? t.irne
L1c
gas,:s. . . arc: 10:c;,__
,vnh 1 \¥c·ry h1:~n '1/;_~'.,-:·-::ty. n-;~c.J.use ot th1s h1gn \.telc1:1ty, th_~ pressure
con~;nu:~.,:; to fi.!l sin.-..:e vacuurn is <~reated in the con'!busti•n1 char.aber.
1--.his z. Jlo\V'.· th~.::: Ha::per vtd.vcs to open and fre~.h air enters the com ..
hu~;·j:1t1 ci1·;n11):T. Sn,;ie air ;:(s·) ret~nteL.; from the t~il pipe becau~e
pres-we· in tl-; tail ripe is also very low, and the next cycle starts.
Tlfr; increase iu pressure due to back How hdp3 in better o,mhustion
as it •sill be hot bv the time it reaches combustion chamher and also
irn::rea.;cs t e thr'mt due to arlditional filling. The frequency of
cvcles clep~nd, upon the duct shJ.pe and workirig tl:'m'1erature. In
V-1 rocket it was n\Jout 40 cycles per second whicli corresponds
to about 2·WO r.p.m. of a two stroke reciprocating engine.
1

1

Once the cycle is started neither the initial flo,v of compressed
air nor the spark plug is necessary as the inlet diffusion will produce
sufficient compression and any residual flame or t'.ven a hot part in
the combustion chamber will ignite the fuel. Though the air flow
is intermittent, the fuel is continuously supplied.
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The pulse jet has low thermal efficiency and limited speed
range. In early designs the efficiency obtained was about 2 to
3 per cent wit.I:: a total flight life of 30 to 60 minutes. The
maximum operating speed of the pulse jet is seriously limited by two
factors : (i) It is not possible to design a good diffuser at high speeds.
(ii) The flapper valves, the only mechanical part in the pulse jet, also
have certain natural frequency and if resonance with the cycle
frequency occurs then the valve may remain open and no compression win take place. Also, as the speed increases it is difficult for the
air to flow back. This reduces the total compression pressure as well
as the mass flow of air which rernlts in inefficient combustion and
lower thrust. The reduction in thrust and efficiency is quite sharp
as the speed increases. At subsonic speeds it might not operate as
the speed is not sufficient to raise the air pressure to combustion
pressure.

Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages of pulse jet
I. This is very simple devic.e only next to ram jet and is light
in weight. It requires very small and occasional maintenance.
2. Uniike ram jet, it has static thrust because of the compressed air starting ; thus it does not need a device for initial
propulsion. The static thrust is even more than the cruise thrust.
3. It can run on almost any types of liquid fuels without
much effect on the performance. It can also operate on gaseous fuel
with a little modifications.
4. Pulse jet is relatively cheap.

Disadvantages of pulse jet
1. The biggest disadvantage is very short life of flapper valves
and high rates of fuel consumption. The specific fuel consumption
is as high as that ofram jet.
2. The speed of the pulse jet is limited within a very narrow
:range of about 650-800 km/hr because of the limitations in the
aerodynamic design of an efficient diffuser suitable for a wide speed
range.
3. The operational range of the pulse jet is also limited in
altitude range.
4. The high degree of vibrations due to· intermittent nature
of the cycle and the buzzing noise has made it suitable for pilotless
crafts only.
5. It has lower propulsive efficiency than turbojet engines.
A.ppU.cadons
Pulse jet is highly suited for bombers like the German V-1 ;
it has also been used in some helicopters, target aircrafts missiles,
etc.

8·14]
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RAM ROCKET

Ram rocket (see Fig. 8·3 l) is an attempt to combine the initial thrust
of a rocket with the lower fu~l combustion ofram jet. Afterburner can
alw be used in a ram-jet for thrust agumentation. However, me of
a rocket, as shown in the schematic diagram, allows it to start itself
from rest and accelerate to its efficient operatiog speed range. The
:rocket is shut down at high speed. Due to high specific fuel con~
sumption of rocket, the ram rocket unit has very high specific fod
consumption at lower speeds.

C'omJusl-icm
F«e!.,jnf-4P/q~ /

-

--- .-=--,__

--

Jl;,-u.r.1--

::::

lls::'l:ZZZ.!::b..-lJ-+-~_e:~~:::a:!:zi!l!n:d.::::

J'oek~f /'q~/ 411,u/
0

-

--"Ii!>

tJKttfiJ'1P Jn/ttf
Fig. s·:H. Schematic diagram of a ram rocket.

~M.4.

COMPARISON OF VARIO US PROPULSION
DEVICES

In comparing various types of propulsion devices for a particular
application, the weight of the power plant with its associated control
equipment is most important. This includes the weight of the fuel
which must be_ carried with the engine to meet its particular
requirements. For short range vehicles fuel consumption is not so
important a factor as in case of long range vehicles. The weight of
the fuel is directly related co the fuel consumption of the vehicle.
So depending upon the long or short range requirements and the
fuel consumption, each type of power plant is suitable only for a
particular speed range, altitude range and for military or commercial
or experimental applications. A judicious choice of a particular
plant for a given application requires a detailed study of the
characteristics of the various plants suitable to the needs to be met
and thdr economy. Such a comparison cannot be generalized.
Still, however, in what follows, an attempt has been made to
compare various propulsion devices.
The most important performance parameters which must Le
evaluated are thrust to weight ratio, specific fuel consumption, and the
variation of thrust with altitude. Fig. 8·32 an,l s· 33 show such a comparison for various types of propulsion devices. It can very well be seen
that though rocket and ram jet have very high thrust but their specific
fuel consumption is nearly prohibitive. Ram jets are efficient only at
very high speeds. Rockets improve their thrust with an increase in
altitude while for all other devices the thrust :reduces with increase in
altitude Table 8·1 shows the components and fuel used for different

propulsion devices.
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Fig. 8·32. Propellant or fuel consumption vs flight speed for propulsion devices.
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Fig. 8·33. Variation of thrust with altitude for different propulsion devices.

t:omponents

I Pulse jet
I Rocket

6.

7.

Combllslion
chamber,
exhaust nozzk, fuel and
oxidenl storage.

Diffus~r. flapper valves,
combustion
chamber,
exhaust noz7.le.

combustion
chamber, exhaust nozzle.

Diffuser,

chamber,

----------------~-..~-··-· ...-~--.

I

IRam jet
5.

turbine.

combu,tion

Diffuser,
back
flow in tail-pipe

I Diffuser

prcssor.

Carries its own
oxident supply.

-do-

-do-

I Exhaust

Kerosene,
tion fuel.

Kerosene, av
gasoline

High octan

Fuel use

nozzle

nozzle

Solid, liqui
pellants.

-do-

liquid fuels

I Wide rang

or I Kerosene, a
fuels.

Exhaust nozzle

Exhaust

Fan nozzle
nozzle alone

IPropeller,
exhaust
nozzle
-do-

fan or by-pass
·engine)

Diffuser,
compressor,
combustion
chamber,
turbine, propeller, 1eduction gear,
exhaust
nozzle.

com-

Exhaust nozzle

Propeller

Propulsion device

-do-

I Turbofan (ducted Diffuser, fa.n, comprcs,or, f Diffuser.

com-

Atmospheric air

-<'o-

Diffuser,
prcssor.

I

S:1urce of
oxygen for
combustion

com-

Turboprop

3.

Diffuser,
combustion,
chamber, exhaust nozzle,
compressor and turbine

Engine

Compressing
device

Diffuser,
pressor.

Turbojet

4.

I
I

~e~~ \ Piston engine propeller

Type of
en ine

2.

1.

S.No.

-------·--·---~-·----·-

TABLE 8·1
COMPONENT AND FUELS USED FOR VARIOUS l'ROPULSIVE DEVICES
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Trm&- 77?,-nv!es

Fig. 8·34. Total weight vs flight time for different
propulsion systems .

. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES-8
8·1.

Ideal gas turbine : h.p. : exhaust thrust

A gas turbine power unit consnmes 30 kg of ai:r per second. The
air ente.rs the compressor at a pressure of 1 kqf /cm 2 and tqmperature
15°0 and leaves ai a pressure of 35 kgf/cm 2 • The combustion process
occurs at a constant press11,re and produc~s a temperature ri.~e of 480°0.
The air then expr;inds ihrnugh the turbine to a pre.~mre o.f 1·3 kqf Jcm 2 •
Calculate the net power output .from the nnit assuming that the flow
tftroug'h the compressor and turbine is reversible and adiabatic.
If the flow from the turbine is discharged to atmosphere at
1·01 kgf /cm 2 through a circular nozzle 300 mm in diameter, calculate
the thrust produced by the unit.

For reversible and adiabatic compression
r-1

m_p
..r.2-,- ;
·

(P2,)1
P1
-

(SEC,
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T

Fig. 8·35
0'4

_

=288x( ~5 ) 1~ =796K
T 1 -1'1 = 796-288= 508
T 3 =796+480=1276 K
.
.
.
35
T ur b me
expansion rat10=173

For·reversible and adiabatic expansion

~ - y-1
-=
T ,( y~
p

4

1276

-498 K

o· 1.-

)-t· (1·335 )4T

T 3 -T4 =1276-498=778

Net work output=m c1>[(T3 -T4 )-(T2 -T1)]
=30 X 0·24(7'i8-508) X 5·612
=11000 hp.
Thrust from the nozzle

Assuming that the expansion in the nozzle is reversible and
adiabatic we have
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498

- - ~0-.4- =464 K

{\ ~)]74
1 ·0l

Change in enthalpy=cp(T 4 -T5 )=0·24 X (493-464)
=0 24x34

=3·16 kcal/kg
Change in enthalpy=change in K.E.

02
Cp(T5-T6)=2gJ

./ix 9·81 x427 x 8· 16
,;,.262 m/sec--. ···
rate X change in velo.::ity
Th r u s tmass
=----',.

g

30 x262
9·81
=800 kgf
8·2.

Ans.

Jet propulsion
A jet-propelled plane consuming air at the rate of 20 kgjs, is io

fly at a JJ,f ach number O 6 at an altitute of 5000 m where tlie pressure
is 0·55 kgffcm 2 and temperature is -20°0. The d(f:fuser which has a
rpressure coefficient of 0·9 _de~elera./es the flow ~o a negUgible velocity.
The compressor pressnre ratio is 5 and the maximum temperature in
the combustion chamber is 1000°0. After expanding in the turbine, the
gases continue to expand in the nozzle to a pressure of 0·7 kgf/cm2. The
iseniro pie efficiencies
the
turbine, and nozzle are
o·8l, 0·85 and O 92
value
the
is

properties

(M

air, find

to the compressor ;
the

output of the turbine ;

the f uel,afr ratio ;
(d) the exit .Mach number;

the thrust provided by the engine ; and
( f) the thrust poiter developed.
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Solution

Fig. 8·36

For air, the velocity of sound is given by

a=20·1 </T 1
The

=20·1'1/253 =320·0 misec
velocity
V =Jfa"'"' 0·6 X 320= 192

By energy
V

_m
'

0

vve ha;ve
f'Yi 2

...
•
192
= 'J. 1 -l-' -'2gJc1)
~ - =2 J3-+- =-----c~
---' 2 X 9 Sl X 0·24-x t127
rn

2

=271·4 K
ff the flow in the diffuser is isentropic, then
"{

--- j

rl

=v·

55

X

/1')"71.
"- !
,
\

I

n5"
L.

j
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Diffuser efficiency is given by
P2-P1
'tJdift·=p '-p
Z

1

Pt-0 55
o· 9 =0·7-o 55
JJ2=0·55+0·910·7-0·55)
=0·685 kgf/cm 2
p 3 =5 XO 685=3·43 kgf/cm2
y--1

m ' - T X { J!_z_ )
.,_ 3 i
\ P1

y

=27 l ·4(5;°" 286 =430 K.
The compressor efficiency is

T/-1'q
'l)c

m

.J.3-

'1' 2

430--271 ·4

0·81 =-Ta _::z71-:-4

:.
T 3 =467·4 K
Compressor work per/kg=c,,(T3 -T2 )
=-0·24(467·4-271 ·4)=47 kcal
Power input to compressor
20 X ·4 7 X 3600 =S3 SO h.

427 X 75

p

Ans.

(b) The power output of the turbine is equal to the power input
to die coropessor.
Ans.
(c}
:'.1'4 =273+ 1000= 1273 K
Let m be the air-fuel ratio.
• • Amount of gases in turbine
=(m+l) kg/kg of air
Using conservation of energy
Enthalpy of air+ Calorific value of fuel =Enthalpy of gases
m.cPTs+c.v = (rn+ l lcr,T,
nr
m.;,,;0·24x467·5 l000ll=(m+1)x0·24x 1273
rn<t&E
5~
Air-Fuel ratio=50·5
or
Ans.

cvm(T 3 -1'4 )=cp(m+ 1)(T4 --T5 )
or

T 4 -T-=
_!!!_(T3 -112)
0
111+1

50·5
ir·
q o
=51·5 X _::iti= 1- 2 ..

T 5 ·= 1080·8 K

[SEC.
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...
p4

and

1)5=----y

...

( T 41_ ) y-1
'l's
.
Nozzle expansion ratio

(

~)3.;;

1047

= _j!§__ =~l =2·44
U·7

Ps

T

!080·8
(2·44))o-2ss =839 K

Ta'= - - s k-I-

( ;:)"

The isentropic efficiency of nozzle is
0·92= Ts-Ta
Ts-Ts'
1080·8 --T6
-

HJt$U·8- 839

T6 =858·8
Nozzle exit velocity
m

V 6 = ,f 2gJc'J)tT6 -'1'6 )
= 4/ 2 X 9·81 X 427 x·-o·-,,.24-x--=-22-2
=670 rn/sec
The sonic velocity corresponding to TG is
a 6 =20·1./ Ts
=20· l 4°858 8
=589 m/sec.
The Mach number at exit
Vs
670
Jf6
589 =1·14

=a;-=

(t) Thrust force F==

;[e~m )v

6 -V 1]

. ., 9·tH
..!'!_[..5 l50·O X 670 - f92. J

=1001 kg!.
Fx f' 1 1001 X 192
(!) Thrust power, P= ~ = ~ -=2570

Ans.
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8· J.

Turbojet : nozzle diameter ; thrust ; s .f.c.
A 8 imple turbojet unit operates with a turbine inlet temperature
of 1000 K, a total head pressure ratio 4 allowing for combustion
chamber pressure loss, and a mass flow of 25 kg/s itnder design
conditions. The following component efficiencies may be assumed.
Total head isentropfo efficiency of compressor=80%
Total head isentropic efficiency of turbine
=85%
Combustion efficie11cy
=98%
Nozzle efficiency
=90%
.1..lfechanical transmission efficiency
=99%
=10300 kcal/kg
Calorific value ofJu, l
Cp=0·24,
y=1·4
For air,
For gases,
cp=0·276
y=1·33
Calculate the propelling nozzle diameter, design th1ust, and
,;peciflc Juel consumption 1vhen the unit is stationary and at sea level
where the ambient conditions may be taken as 1 kgf/cm 2 and 300 K.
The relation for the Juel between the ideal combustion temperature rise and fuel/air ratio at 300 K ia given by
Oombustion temperature
100 208
405
592
770
rise (0 0)
Fuel/air ratio
()·00225 O 005 ()·OJ() () Olli 0·02
(Ba.na.ras Hindu Univercity, M.E. ,1970)

r
/tJ()O

- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - ]

s
Fig. 8·37 (a)
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=(~)

.!'../..:..

1'4-1

y-1

y
=4--r;r =1·486
T1
1h
T 2'i=300 >< l ·486;=445
145
Tit-T1 t
Compressor efficiency ·i;c=0·8
1'u-T1 ,
T 21 -T1 t=181 K
T 2 t=481 ·2 K

or

Now, Work output of turbine= Work of compressor
r: :1 X 0·99(T 2 1-T4 t)=Cpa(T2 t-T1t)
0·276 x0·99(IOOO-T41 )=0·24(l81 ·2)

T 3 t=840·5 K
Now

...

T 2 r-T~t =O 85
T 3 1-T4 t
T/t=812·5 K
y-1

And

T~t

T4

t

=( Pa"
)
P,t

y

...
y-1

Nozzle:

T~t
Tst

=(P4t) Y
Ps

1'33-1

or

...

840·5 ( l ·73
TT=
1 -

)T-33 =1·14s

T/=732·5 K

To find velocity C5 , find T 51 -T5
Efficiency of nozzle
Tt-T
0·9=,-~
T 4 ,-1 5

or

...
Now

0· 9

{Note

T 4 t=T51 )

840·5-T5
8·10· 5- 7 32·· 5

T.=743·2; T 4 t-T5 =96·3 K

GAS 'l'URBINE AND JE l" AND ROCKET l'BOPULSION

05= ,f 2gJcp(Tsi-T5 }
,_if2x9·81 x427 x0·276x~6·3
=472·5 m/s
'f'I!.
/k t · mC5
1 X 472·5
48 . 1
MfUSt g S=-f}g-Bl

Total Thru.st=48·lx25
=1202·5 kg]s

Ans.
Ps should be check,i

At this stage the operating pressure ratio

P4t

ed against the critical pressure ratio P• . If P 5
Pit

p4t

> ..l!.!_

then

a

P•t

simple convergent nozzle w~u!d be sufficient for the expansion.
Pr,
Pe
•
If -<-a convergent-divergent nozzle is needed. In actual
Pt.t

P4t

practice only convergent nozzles are used and the expansion takes
place upto Po (if Pc is higher than Pi), Hence in addition to the
momentum thrust there will be a pressure thrust given by
<Pe-Pi)

Here
Hence there is no question of contdbution hom pressure
thrust.
Specific volume at outlet
RT5 29·27 X 743 2
115= - - - - - - - - · ~ - ! 1\
1 X }04
I
2
=2· J74 m /kg
Now
area of nozzle x vdocit y =volume,

=mv

Ax05
Ax 472·5=25x 2·174
A=O·ll5
or
d==3S 25 ems.
Aas.
Actual diameter should be slightly greater than this value
because of boundary layer effects.
Temperature rise during combustion
=1'3 1-Ti,
= 1000-481 ·2-518·8 K

or
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From· the given data, plot the graph between fuel-air ratio
and combustion. temperature rise and find the fuel-air ratio for
518·8°0.temperature rise. It comes to 0·013.

4·113

Cnnlu,s lib»

518·8
U1"fl~Y"

h,,~

ris~
Fig. 8"37 (b)

Now, combustion efficiency is 98%
:.

Fuel air ratio= ~·.~~3 =0·01326 kg. of fuel/kg air

Specific fuel consumption/kg thrust/hr
_ 0·01326 3600
48·1 X
=0·992 kg/thrust/hr.
Turbojet: thrqst; s.f.c.
:.

8·4.

Ans.

· A turbojet aircraft is flying at 800 km/h at an altitude of
10,000 m where the pressure an<l temperature of the atmosphere are0·25
kgf/cm2 ancl -45°0 respecti'IJely. The compres,or pressure ratio is 10: 1
and the maximum cycle temperature, is 800°0. Calculate the thru8t
develope.d and the specific fuel consumption i'.n kg/kg thrust/hr. Assume
tlte following data :
Intake duct efficiency
=90%
I sentropic efficiency of compressor
=90%
Total head pressure loss in the combustion
chamber
= 0· 14 kg//cm"
=10300 kcal/kg
Ca.lon"fic value of fuel
Combustion efficiency
=98%
I sentropic efficiency of turoine
=92%
Mechanical efficiency of drive
=98%
Jet pipe efficiency
=92%
Nozzle ouUet area
=0·08 m2
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tp,Jor compression gas=0·24, for combustion gas=(Jr2'15
y, for compression process=1·4, for combustion and expansion
prOC088= 1 ·333.

The nozzle fo the turbojet is convergent.

7
fl73

Fig. 8·38

Kinetic enl'!rgy of air at inlet
800x 103 ) 2
1
= ( 3600 · =2x9·8lx427
=5·9 kcal/kg
5·9
5·9
'l't1 -T0 = - 0- = 0 .24 =24,6 K
p
.t..

Tu=(-45+273)+24·6=252·6 K

Now intake-efficiency

o·g=

...-.
..

T,/-T11
Ti 1 -T11
Tt1'-T0 =0·9x24·6=22·14
Tu'={-45+273)+22·l4=250·H.K

As 0-1' is isentropic compression
i

1·4

pt'11_( T,i'
)1-1 =( 250·14) o·4 -1-11,11_ • ·"96
T
228
- " :;

. Po -

0

JET PROPULSION

...
Compressor
0·4

=IoTI = 1·932

...

T1 2 ' = l ·932 x252·6=489 K

-0·9- T12'-Tt1
- T t i - T ti

'i'J•-

...

Tt -T, _ 489-252 6__ 23fi·4 _ 263 K
2
i0·9
u -

..

"

T.2 =263+252·6=515·b K

Also

P12= 10 XP11 = 10 x0·.349

=3·49 kgf/cm2
Hence

pi 3 =:t11 3 -loss of total pressure in combustion
chamber
=3·4$-0·14=3·35 kgf/cmx

T,urbine

The power developed by the turbine is equal to th~t
the compressor and to overcome friction

0·24

or

263

T1 3 -Tt4 = 0.275 Xo:§s=234
'1', 4 =T1 3 -234=1073-234=839

..

0 92
'IJT=.

...
...

K

4
= TtT1~-Tt
3 -Tt~'

234 =254·2
T,.-Tt.'=
·~
~
0·92
Ti 4 '=1073-254·2-8l8·8 K
1'333

Then,

P ta

Pt 4 '

(

=

1073 )0·333
=l l ·311) 4 ·01 =2·96
818·8

2·35

:J}t11,'= -2:-96 =1·13!

kgf/cm2
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For choked flow in the nozzle
1'333

y

p*

(

= r+ l

Pi,'

...

2

)'( -1

(

=

2 '- 0 333
2·333 )
=0·.5 4

p*=0·54x 1·131
=0·611 kgf/cm2 =p 5

Therefore in this nozzle the flow is choked and an unresisted
expansion from 0·61 l kgf/cm 2 to atmospheric pressure of0·25 kgf/cm2
takes place outside the nozzle.
Temperature at throat

T*
2
2
~ - Y+ l -2·333

...

T*839x2 --20 K-T,
- 2·333 _,
- 5

Now jet pipe efficiency
0 .92 = T1 4 -T5

...

Ti 4 -T6 '

Ti 4 =T5 =0·92(839- 720)= 109·5 K
T 5 =839-109·5=729·5 K.

Now

R
0·275 X 427 x0·333

Hence

·-= RT5
p5

ta

_
-

29·35 X 729·5
0·611 X l 0 4

29·35 kgf-m/kg- K

= 3 .5

m

3 /k

Also for the nozzle, from the ffow equation
C 2
C2
,. T 4'2g0J
' 4 ---cp
'- s
Vp[!
, g T j"["-'2.[JoJ

...

0 5 =jet velocity leavin;5 the aircraft.

Cl

2--J=Cpy
go

(T14--lm)
5

=0·275 X 109·5
=30·2 kcai/kg
0 5 =504 m/s
Then
Mass flow

=

A 5 C5 = _0·08 x 504
tl5
3·5

= 11 · 5 kg/sec

g
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Now, momentum thrust
m(C'5-Ca;rcrafti

Yo
l I ·5(504-222)
9·81
=330·5 kgf

Pressure thrust=(p,-]latm)A
= (0·61 ! -0·250)I0 4 x 0·08
=288·8 kgf

Total thrust=330·5+288·8
=619·3 kgf

Ans.

Now, heat supplied
=mc'P9(T3 t-'1\r)
= 11 ·5 X 0·275(1073-515·6)
= l 761 kcal/sec

C' r

mi. ·'

...

·=

l761
0·98

1761

1

.

m,= o-98 x 'lll,:;Fo =0· i 748 kg/s

Hence, ~pecific fuel consumption
0· l 748 X 3600
c·d 018 kg/kgf.hr

Ans.

EXERCISES8
SECTION A:
8·1. What are the two main propulsive devices and what is the b~sic
d iffe~ence between them '?
8·2.

Classify !he air-breathing engines and list the main components
Which ~re the suitable fuels f0r each one of them :

.::,f each engines.

8·3. Draw the schem:1tic diagwms of the various prorulsion engines
t:s',::; turrinc and show tJ1e b,isic difference in the mode of production C1f thrust
in ; ropellcr, by-pass, and turbcjet engine.
0

8·4.
tw·bine?

Why a ram jct engine does not require a· compresso, and a

8·5. Draw a schematic dia<.::ram of a turbojet engine and explain its
"'"orking by the help of a T-.,· diagram:
8·6,

What is ram effect ,, ·

8·7. What is the iota! thrust comprisctl of'' Deriv1: a gcnewl equ:ition
for the thrust developed in a jct engi nc. Hence, show that 1bc thrust developed
gre;itly depends upon the forward ,.peed of aircraft.
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8·8. Define thrust specific fu:l consumption ::nd show that the turu,,jet
emdne will have higher thrust s;:>e~i!k fuel co,1su,nption than other air-breathing
engines.
8·9.
8·10.
power?

Define rnm efficiency and derive an expression for it.
Why jet propulsion , ngincs are not

rated in terms ;;f iE'rse-

S·H. Define propulsion efficiency and derive an expression for it.
Discuss its optimum values.
8·12. How overall efficiency of a jet engine is related to its th,rmal,
transn1ission, and propulsion cffidencies '?
8·13. Show by suitable
power with flight velocity for a
a reciprocating engine.

the variation of thrust and thrust ho:seenginc and compare these with th,H for

8•14. Compare tl;e speciflc fuel consumption, thrust, and thrust horsepower of a reciprocating engine and a turbojet engine at varying altitudes.
8·15.

Which compressor. axial flow or centrifugal, is more suitab!t: for
·

a turbojet engine ? Why '/

8·16. Briefly state advantages and disadvantages of a tmbojet engin:.
8·17. When thrust augmentation is necessary in an aircraft engine?
Briefly describe the various methods of thrust augmentation in a jet engi:1e.
For which applications these various methods arc snitabie '!
8·18. What is the difference betw<!en a turbopr.op engine and a bypass
engine ? When a bypass engine would be preferred over a turboprop
or a turb,1je! engine ?
,he statement '•A tmboprop engine combines in itself the

,!cs of a turboj~t engine and a reciprocating engine for
,;,vhy ~. r~cip,·;:1.cating: engine having the same avai1abh
powe1 outp,ut at
km/r.r as a turboprop engine, has a lesser availabie thrus,
horse-pow;;, r: me t•,1/hr ?
:·.·.,· ,1 ;c;.;":;;,1atk diagram of a ram j,:t engine and describe its
·:·2 .
operation. Wt:,,t are its advantages and disadvantages?

8·'.!2.

How an ah···craf. having a ram jet engine takes off?

8 .~,
,;,,.,,.
Pren'' :1 schematic diagram of a pulsejet engine and descri he iis
operation. \Vhat are the advantages and disadvantages of pulse jet engine ?
8·24. How ram rocket combines the desiralJle characteristics of a rocket
and a ram .iet '!

SECTION B
8·1. Jct Propulsion : Propulsion, therm:::! and overall efficiencies.
The leaving velocity is 1750 km/hr from a jet and the inlet velocity is 880
~m{hr: The specific fuel consumption_ is l 2 kg _µer hr for each kg of thrust.
ua~olme of 10200 kcal/kg lowec heatmg vdue is used as fuel. For 2000 kg
thrust comp_u:e the air flow in kg/sec. Compute the probable propulsion and
thermi;l effic1ences, and finally estim:ite the overall efficiency of this jet-prcpell.

ed u mt.

(Aligarh, M.Sc. Engg., 1972)
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8·2. Turbojet unit: net thru~t; given nozzle efficiency
In a turboj:t unit flying at a speed of 10)0 km/hr at an altitute wi,ere the
ambient temperature is -43°C the maximum temperature in the cycle was 700"C.
The pressure r.::ti.:i w:is lQ. Assuming that the static pressure at compres,or
inle1 arid nozzle outl!t are equal to the loca! atmospheric pressure and that the
£a~e, leave the turbine v.ith a velocity of 90 m/s, calculate the net thrust of
the engine for a mass flow rate of 35 kg/s. Given the isentropic efficiency of
the nozzle o·95.
[W1urhine=SJ·45 kcal, elllhalpy drop nozzle=58.·2 kcal Cs=705 m/s, C1=278
m/s. Thrust= 14900 k g-m/sec].
fU.

Jct Propulsion: Power required ;

oi!Xit

speed ; thrust.

Air enters a jet propulsion engine at the rate of 2000 kg/min at 15°C and
1 ·03 kg/cm2 and is compressed adiabatically to 182° C and foor times the
enirv pressure. Products of combustion enter the turbine at 8l5°C and leave
it at' 650°C to enter the tail nozzle.

Find the isentropic efficiency of the compressor, the pJw :r required to
driv.: the compressor, the exit speed of the gases and the thrust created
when flying at .800 km/hr. A,sum: isentropic efficiency of turbine same as
that of the compressor and !he nozzle efficiency 90 per cent.
For air y=l·4 and Cp=0·238 kcal/kg- K.
["l),=84%. h p.=7560, p4=2·055 kgffcm\ T5=775·4 K, C,x1.1=552 m!s
Thrust=l 120,kg.]
8·4. · Turbojet engine : fuel consumption.

· In a turbojet with a forward-facing ram intake, the jet velocity relative to
the propelling nozzle at exit is twice the flight vekdty, Determine the rate of
fuel comsumption in kg/s when developing a ·hrust of 2500 kgf under the
following conditions.
Ambient pressure and temperature
Compressor st@gnation pressure ratio
Pressure at nozzle exit
Fli!;ht Speed
Enthalpy of combustion of fuel
Efficiencies :
Ram
Stagnation, compressor
Stagnation. turbine
Nozzle
Combustion

0·7 kgf/crni and ff'C resptcti v,:;Jy
5:1
0·7 kgf/cm"
800 km'·
ll0500 k, . ''lqg

100%
85%

90%
95%
98%

Assume that the mass flow of fuel is small compared with the mass flow
of air and that the working fluid throughout has the prop~rties of air at low
temperature. Neglect extraneous pressure drops.
8·5. Jet proplsion : power to drive compresso;:, air fud ratfo, thrust

In a jet propulsion unit, air is compressed by means of an uncooled rotary
compressor, the pressure at deliYery being 4 times that at the entnmce, and the
temperature rise during compression is 1·2 times that for frictionless adiabatic
compression. The air is then led to a combustion chamber where the fuel is
burned under constant pressure conditions. The products of combustion at
S00°C pass through a turbine which drives the compressor. The exhaust gases
from the turbine are expanded in a nozzle down to atmospheric pressure. The
atmospheric pressure is 1·03 kgf/cm2, and the temperature is 10°C.
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Assuming that the values ofJl. and y after combustion remain same as that
for air, estimate (a) the power required to drive the compressor per kg of air
per second, (b) the air-fuel ratio, if the calorific value of the fuel is 10400 kcal/kg,
and (c) the thrust developed per kg/sec. The velocity of approach may be
neglected. The gases are expanded isentropically in both the turbine and the
nozzle.
·
8·6. Jet propulsion : given all efficiencies ; thrust, sfc
A gas turbine plant for jet propulsion has a centrifugal compressor, a
combustion chamber and a turbine, the power output of the turbine bein~ just
sufficiem to drive the compressor. The gases leaving the turbine expand to
atmospheric pressure in the nozzle. The aircraft is flying at 250 metres per
second at 12,000 metre altitude. The ambient conditions at this altitude are
pressure O 20 kgf/cm2 and temperature 217 K. Calculate the thrust and
specific fuel consumption assuming the following data :
Isentropic compressor efficiency
Jsentropic turbine efficiency
Pressure ratio (allowing for combustion chamber
pressure lossh
Combustion efficiency
Nozzle diameter
Nozzle efficiency
Ram efficiency ·
Mechanical transmission efficiency
Maximum cycle temperature
Theo~etical. Fuel air ratio
For air, c,.=0·24, y=1·4
For gases, Cp=0·276, y-1·33

=80%
=-85%

... 5; 1
-95%
-30cms
=90%
-90%
=98"5%
=950 K.
-=0·0136
[B.H.U., M.E., 1971]

[P,am=0·306 kg/cm2, T2 1=429·1 K, T4t=790 K, p41-0·627S kgf/cm2,
pij=0·339 ku/cm2 , T 5 ,,;,,691 K. C5 =478 m/s, m=5·66 kg/s, momtntum thrust
= J31 ·5 kg, pressure thrust=98·4 kg. total thrust=229·9 kg, sfc=l ·26 kg/kg
thrust hr.]
·
8·7. Ram jet : Specific thrust and sic
{a) For turbopro engine it is usual to employ propulsion efficiencies
close to unity whereas the practice for turbojet is to employ propulSion
ef:kiencies between 0·55 to 0·7 only. Explain why?
(b) Derive an expression for overall efficiency of turbojet device and show
tL, t for a given jet velocity it is maximum when the flight speed is approidmareiy half that of the jet vdocity.
Cc) A Ramjet is flying at Mach number 2 at an altitute of 9000 m where
tre p~essure and temperature are O·J kgf/cm 2 and 35°C. If the maximum comb;.iqion temperature is limited to 10:o•c and the adiabatic efficiencies of the
dduser and nozzle are 100%, using Air Tab!e1, find out the specific thrust
d~\ :loped and the spe~;fic fuel consumption.
Assume suitable vnlucs for the gas velocity through the ramjet Take
th~ ::alorific Yalae of the fud as 1(),300 kcal/kg.
(Aligarh, M. Sc. Engg., 1972)
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ROCKET PROPULSION
'9 1 INTRODUCTION
A rocket propulsion device, though working on the ~ame principle a~
thzit of a jet e-ngine i e. of obtaining a propulsive force as a rrnction
to the acceleration of a mass of fluid, characterises itself in ,hat it
carries, with it, its own supply of oxidant. The fact that it does not
depend upon atmosphere for the supply of the oxidant allows it to
operate at very high altitudes and even in vacuum.
The his:ory of rocket propulsion can be traced back lo eighth
century when the Greeks knew about flying fire. Though the actual
period when the use of :rocket principle started is quite uncertain, the
Chinese were, perhaps, the first to use this principle in fire arrows as
early as in 1235. In spite of the fact that a large number of investigators were working on rockets, it was only during the two World
Wars that rocket was given its due importance for warfare and other
·uses. Noted amongst these early workers were Alexander Rynin and
Tsiolkovskiy (1903) in Russia, H. Oberth, Fritz Von Opel, Ziolkovskv
and E. Sanger in Germany and Dr. R.H. Goddard in U.S.A. It was
in 1919 that Dr. Goddard published what is called as the first report
on rockets. After that, with the advent of German V-1 and V-2
rockets, the rockets were fully established. Werner Von Brown
pioneered these V-1 and V ·2 rockets during 1924-42. First came
the V. I rocket working on constant volume explosion type comim·sion; it was actually a pulse jet. Then in 1944 came the V-2 rocket.a liquid propulsion device using liquid oxygen and ethyal alcohol in
water as main propellants. The main propellants were burned in
the combustion chamber and the products expanded through a nozzle
to obtain thr.ust. To drive the centrifugal pumps used to inject ihe
main propellants into the combustion chamber, as second propellant, hydrogen peroxide and calcium permanganate were used.
These, when combined, produced superheated steam which was used
to drive a separate turbine to d, ive the auxiliaries, such as the injector pump, etc. During and after the war Americans studied the
captured V-2 rockets and by the ~econd World War the rockets
established themselves for war purposes and now they have beea
used for war as wdl as other purposes such as inter-planetary travel,
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assisting/in take off of heavily loaded jet crafts, startina ram jets
etc. All the post war eff.1rts culminated into the magnific~nt moor{
landing by Niel Armstrong in 1969 ; and the success of the Russian
Lunar vehicle "L1.mokhod" has opened new horizons for the exploration of inter-steller syste'ms an<l a great boost to the insatiable explorative instinct of the man.

9·2 CLASSIFICATION OF ROCKETS
The necessary energy and the momentum. which must be imparted
to a propellant as ic is expelled from 'the engine co produce a thrust
can be given in many ways. Chcm_ical, nuclear, or solar energy can
be used and the moment~m can be 1mpar1ed_ by expanding trom a
pressure or by electrostanc or electromagneuc force. Alternatively
the propell.. nt can be heated with the help of electric power and
expelled in a nozzle. Fig. l O l gives the cla~sification of rockets on
the basis of the meth.ods used for accelerating the propellant.
Chemical rockets, SC\ far the most widely used rockets, depend
upon the burning ot the Juel inside the combustion chamber and
expanding it through a nozzle to obtain . thrust. The important
characterstic of chemical rockets is that the propulsive energy is
obtained.from within the fuel andtht:, oxidant .. 'fhe p1-'0pellant may
be solid or liquid. In the free radrtal propellant system, the prope1lant have certain free redicals.in them so t~at when they recom~
bine enormous amount of energy 1s released which can be used for
getting propulsion.
·
The vast store of the atomic energy is utilized in case of
nuclear propulsion. Fissi~n or fusion both can be used to increase
the energy of the propellant.
In case of electrodynamic propulsion devices a separate energy
source is used and the prop~llant is accdarated by electrostatic or
electromagnttic forces. The propelfant is either discrete charged·
particles which are accelerated by electrostatic forces or a stream
of electrically conducting material so that it can be accelerated by
electromagnetic forces.
The first type is called ion rocket, and the second type . is
called plasma jet.· Photon propulsion is the ultimate in propulsion
efficiency, the propellant being expelled in the form of photons
travelling with the velocity of light. Photon propulsion does pat
seem to be technically feasible at present. ....
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9·3 PRINCIPLE OF ROCKET PROPULSION
The rocket engine in its simplest form consists of a combustion
chamber and an expanding nozzle. The fuel and the oxidant, which
after burning constitute the exhaust from the nozzle, are called propellants, as it is .these only which produce the propulsive forces.
Propellant gases are generated into the combustion chamber by burn.
ing propellants and are then expanded in a nozzle to a _supersonic
velocity, thereby, requiring e, convergent-divergant nozzle, These
high velocity gases going out of the nozzle produce the thrust and
propel the rocket.
If

m=mass rate of propellant
V.=exhaust velocity from the nozzle
F=thrust
P=power required to give an exhaust velocity of Vs
L=accelaration of the rocket
m=mass of the rocket
. V 2

then

P=m-i-

and

F=;,,, V.=m"'

Combining these, we get,
p
tX.V,
·--m=-2-

(9·1)

From the above equation it is clear that the velocity and the
thrmt which can be obtained from a given type of rocket propulsion
system greatly depend upon the power which is available for imparting kinetic energy, and the mass of the rocket vehicle.
ln the case of chemical rockets this energy is extracted from the
propellant itself and depends greatly upon the characteristics .,f the
propellant. Such rockets are energy-limited in that their performance is limited by the low exhaust velocity obtained by the use of
present-day propellants. S,une is the case for nuclear rockets.
In the case of ion, plasma, and photon propulsion, this .energy
is supplied from a separate power source which is usually an electric
power obtained by nuclear or solar source. Such rockets are- .power
limited as it is very difficult to produce such a huge amount of power
within the small mass of the rocket.
'
In order to obtain high exhaust velocity, i.e. high specific
impulse for a given thrust, very large amount of power is required.
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In the case of nuclrar rockets this is limited by the temperature
by the rocket walls.
In other methods of electrodynamic
propulsion huge equipment is needed to convert such large
amount of power into kinetic energy which increases the
mass of the vehicle beyond economic and practical limits. For low
exhaust velocity the mass flow required will be high. Since this
mass of propellants has to be carried with in the rocket, a compromise
is always m;ide in terms of be&t rconomy obtained. For a given
power, very high velocitirs may not be of any use as the thrust is
so low that it will not take any payload. It must be noted that the
useful output of all propulsive devices is thrust, the pull which
motivates the craft. Fil!. 9·2 shows the range of the accelarations
and the exhaust velocities obtainable from different types of rocket
propulsion systems. For going out of the earth's gra.,itational field

l'arfJ.

s.. -rlue

Gro~ifatiott•C

lie~ •la-...tJ-

.17777/,'.~
'"'11011
1/l~Q~fOY

So/av~
OTC

100

'"'

,oa

,oJ

IZJt.1'1tlt••1'I "fletMJ'/"y

1of
,os
km/uc

Fig. 9·2. Range of accelerations and exhaust velocities obtainable by
different rocket propulsion systems.
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high acceleration is needed so chemical and :nuclear systems must
be used. Once the gravity Hmit is crossed the low acceleration
available by ion or plasma devices is suificient for inter-planetary
travels.
9·4. ANALYSIS OF AN IDEAL CHEMICAL ROCKET
Fig. 9· '.j (a) shows the schematic diagram of an ideal chemical rocket
and its cmresponding T-s diagram.

T

9·3. (a) Schematicdiagram of a chemical rocket and its
corresponding T-s diagrams,

HiOO !---+--+--+--

~
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~

<ll.l

·4liJ()
(}

!itJtJ ltJtNi

J

2

'!I'

4

5"()Q(j

Com.busftoll lem1~rafur11 °K.
Fig. 9·3. {b) Specific impulse as a function of temperature for
several different fluids.

The propellant is stored in the combustion chamber at pressure
p 1 and we assume that the burning occurs at constant pressure. The
products of combution enter the convergeni-divergent nozzle H
point 2 (point 3 corresponds to nozzle throat) and.get expanded
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isentropically in the nozzle, leaving it with an exhaust velocity V•.
We also assume that the gases behave as perfect gas.
Since the expansion is isentropic, we get

V,-J

2

,,T.[ !-( :: )

y~I

J

. (9·2)

Putting c'lJ in terms of universal gas constant R 0 , molecular
weight M, and ratio of specific heats y, we get

= '

V
6

l

\J

2yRo T [
2

(y-1).111

1-( P__!_)y~l
-]
Pa

(9·3)

11 Q is the heat supplied in the form of chemical energy per
nit mass of propellant, we get
Q=cp(T2-T1)

Then, from equation (9·3), it follows that

V

•

='\r
"

2yRo ( T
(y-l).11,J
1

+ Q-)f 1-( p4 )y;l ](9·4)
Ci,

...

P2

If At is the area.of the throat of the nozzle and Pt the pressure
at throat it can be proved that the mass flow rate is given by

m-

JA,

p,

~T2

r

\J

y (. _ 2

The thrust produced is given by
F=mV.+lp4-pa)A4

)~=~

(9·5)

y+l

(9·6)

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure. It should be noted that the
term (p~-pa)A 4 has not been neglected because the exhaust velocity
V8 is supersonic.
By putting equation~ (9·4) and (9·5) i°:to equation (9·6) the
thrust produced by a chemical rocket can be written as
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As is dear from the above equation, the thrust, depends upon
the pressure in the combustion chamber, the properties of the pro,
pellant and the geometrical shape of the rocket.
To obtain high thrust the molecular weight of the propellants
must be as · iow as
possible (see Equ. 9·7). Most of the
propellants, presently in use, produce CO, H 20, CO 2 , N 2 and H 2 ,
and the average molecular weight of such species is about 25 and
seldom less than 20 or so. It means that a limit on the performance
of a chemical rocket is imposed by the fact that the molecular weight
of the products of combustion cannot be reduced below certain
limit. Alternative fueis such as hydrogen and fluorine (molecular
weight 8·9) or hydrogen and oxygen (molecular weight 9) or even
some light meta is like lithium with a molecular weight of 7 can be
used. Even with the use of such light materials this limit cannot
be lowered indefinitely because ihe me of lower molecular weight
reactants do not necessarily give lighter products.
Another factor 'Nhich limits the thrust obtainable is the
maximum allowable temperature as well as the maximum tempera,.
ture which can be produced by chemical reactions. At very high
temperatures, dissociation does not allow the whole of the heatenergy to be converted into the kinetic energy and the maximum
obtainable temperatures are limited. The pressurisation of combustion chamber, to a certain extent, curbs the dissociation but above
a pressure of about 20 kg(' cm 2 this curbing tendency almost vanishes.
Thus the chemical rocket is energy limited in the sense that in the
fi:st instance a large amount of heat release from the propellant is
difficult to obtain. and if obtained it is still more difficult to utilize
it d 1.1e to dissociation. The effect of variation in the ratio of specific
heats is not very much due to the presence of dissociation. The value of
y varies between l ·2 to I· 3 for almost ail rocket propulsion fuels. Table
9· l and Fig. 9·3(b) gives theoretical heats which can be obtained in
chemical rockets and the specific impulse obtainable with different
fluids.
TABLE 9·1. THEORETICAL HEATS WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED
IN CHEMICAL ROCKETS
Highest
temperature

molecular
I Lowestweight

System

Cyanogen
and ozone

Hydrogen
:ind flugrine

Specific
irnpulse, sec,

270

I

Lowest ratio of
specific heats

Hydrogen peroxide
and gasoline

I

373

I
I

Flame
te rnpera t ur e
5525'C

Molecular
weight
8·9

248

Ii - -

Ratio of
specific heats
1"20
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Apart from the effect of the characteristics of the propellant the
area-ratio of the nozzle and its shape also play an important part in
dictating the performance of the chemical rocket as it affects the
velocities obtainable as well as the drag on the rocket. A detailed
anal5>sis of this is beyond the scope of this book.

9·5 OPTIMUM EXPANSION RATIO FOR ROCKET
The thrust developed by a rocket is given by

F=mV,+(p,-pa)Ae

(9·6}

where m=mass flow rate
If the divergent portion of the convergent-divergent nozzle of
the rocket is increased the area A,, velocity v., and static pressure
fP• at nozzle exit will vary. By differentiating equation (9·6) with
respect to pa and equating to zero, the condition for maximum
thrust is obtained as

dF
dV.
_.
) dA. O
-d-=m J- +.a.e+(p,-pa - d =
Pa
"'F•
P•

(9 7}

Euler'11 equation can be written as

dp, =-p. v.
dve

(9·8}

By continuity equation m=p, Ve Ae, we have

dp./dV,=--m/A,

(9·9}

From equations (9:7) and (9·9), we have

A,
dA. O
- m x - +Ae+(p,-pa)-=
m
dp •
.or
Since

:::=1=0, the .condition for maximum thrust is given

by

{9· 11)

i.e. the optimum expansion condition is that when the static
pressure at the exit of the rocket nozzle is the same as the ambient
pressu~e. This conculsion can also be arriv~d at by simple physical
!e~somng. Suppose that the len.gth of the d1":erging nozzle passage
is mcreased o".er t~at corresponding to the opt!mum expansion ratio
<Pa =p,) ; this will result in further expansion in the nozzle and
pressure at exit of the nozzle will be less than ambient pressure pa
and the second term in the equation (9·6) will become negative and
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thr!-lst will decrease. On the other hand, any length of the nozzle
which is less than that cc,rresponding to P•=Pa will result in lesser
expansion and hence in reduced exhaust velocity and thrust will
agai~
reduced. So the condition p.=pa gives the best expansion
cond1t10n for a rocket nozzle with a given threat diameter.

?e

9 6 THE CHEMICAL ROCKET
Chemical rockets are classified as follows on the basis of the type of
propellant used :
1. Solid propellant rockets.
2. Liquid propellant r-.ckets.
3. Free radical rocKets.

The nat_ure of the propellant to be used greatly affeds the overall shape a11d sfae of the rocket and major differences in details
occur. One typical example is that in the case of solid propellant
rockets no fuel pump and injector is required as in is required liquidpropellant rockets.

9·6·1. (a) Solid propellant rocket
Fig. 9·4 shows a schematic diagram of a solid propellant rocket.
It consists ofa combustion chamber, an expansion nozzle, and an
igniter. The peculiar characteristic of this type of rocket is that
whole of the fuel is contained in the combustion system which has
its oxidant within the fuel itself.

---.....
- Exnausl
Fig. 9'4 Schematic diagram of solid a propellant roc_ket

An igniter, which is a detonator or a fuse containing
highly reactive prima.ry explosive material like lead oxide, is used
to start burning of the propellant. The burning occurs with
rapid decomoosition and heat release. This heat is conducted back
to the propellant and thus the process is self.sustaining. Such a process is called bnrnin!J b.1/ deflagration. The burning rate depends
upon the pressure of the chamber and increases with an increase in
pressure. Burning may be controlled or uncontrolled. To obtain
maximum thrust whole of the combustion space is filled with the
propellant and it is allowed to burn like a cigarette. However, this
results in very small operational time and difficulty in the design of
nozzle, because in solid propellant rJckeu only cooling available is
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due to external environment. Therefore, the burning rate is usually
controlled by pressure as well as by giving different shapes and sizes
to the propellant. This propellant shape is called grain. The
various types of grains are shown in Fig. 9·5. The pressures
developed in a solid propellant rocket are about 80 to 200 kgf/cm~.
The thrust and duration of operation depends upon the shape, size
and the material of the propellant. Usually the foe] is used in
cast or extruded form.

ZJouble compo&JlioN
Fig. 9·5. Internal-burning char:e designs.

Solid propellant rockets are used in assisted-takeoff missiles,
projectiles and a numbf'r of other applications. For small rocket
missiles almost invariably solid propellent rocket is used as it is,
quite adequate for the range in question and is much more easy
to handle than the liquid propellant rocket of same size.
Solid propellant rockets have limited duration of burning and
it is difficult to control the burning of the propellant as well as
cooling of the combustion chamber.

9·6·1. (b) Solid propellants
In general, the solid propellants can be classfieci mto two main
categories :

[SEC.
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l. Composite propellants.
2. Double-base propellants.
Composite propellants consist c;f an oxw1ser in a ground crystalline shape mixed in the fuel of plastic n;,tme acting as a binder to
hold the mixture and to keep a uniform composition. Typical.
oxidisers are ground crysta!s of
lithium or ammonium perchlorate or nitrate. The bir:der may be rubber, asphalt or elastomers.
Composite propellants are difficult to cast and have a high oxidiser
content which results in high density of the exhaust. The mechanical
properties of the composite propellanu depend upon the nature of the
binder used, for example, me of polystyrene as a binder results in
hard structure of the grain. The burning rate of the propellant can
be controlled by controlling the ratio of the mass of the fuel to the
oxidiser, by addition of
or
the shape and size of the grain.
Double-base propellants or the homogeneous propellants are character~
ised by nitroceliulose containing [C 6 Hn(ONo:;) 3 J compounds which
act as a plastic and gives the fuel a colloidal characteristic. These are
true mono-propellants in that each molecuie of the propellant has,
in it, the necesrnry amrnmt of fuel and oxidiser. Double-base propellants, combinations of nitroglycerin [C 3 H 5 (No 3 ) 3J and nitrocellulose
with small quantities of additives are very commonly used. The
additives are provided to impart stability of combustion and freedom
from ageing which arc neces,ary for achi..:ving high performance.
Such propellants are plastic in nature, have a very high
viscosity and their appearance is smooth, almost waxy. These are
made in required shape by casting or extrusion.
Now-a-days this clagsification of solid propellant has become
arbitrary in nature because of the development of such nitrocellulose,;
nitroglycerin based propellants which also have oxide5ers like potassium perchlorate.

In table 9·2 are given the
chemical formula and properties.

typical solid propellants, their

TABLE 9 2 SOLID PROPELLANTS
Solid propellant system

Fla me tempera-

ture K.

-------

impulse,
!Afolecular Weigh) Specific
seconds
I

i

KC10 4 and C 2 H40

1800-3030

25-35

165-210

NH 4 Cl04 and C2H40

1800-2150

22-25

175-240

Nitrocellulose and
nitroglycerine

2360-3140

22-28

105-195

Asphalt and
rate

2360-2640

perch lo180-195
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9·6·2. (a) J,iquid propeUant rocket
Fig. 9·6 shows a schematic diagram of a liquid propellant
rocket consisting of fuel and oxidiser tanks, pump and injecti:,g
device, combustion chamber and an expanding nozzle. The pwpdlant is stored in the rocket and with the help of pumps injected
int0 the main combustion chamber, the fuel also cooling the combustion chamber in the process. Fuel is burned into the combustion
chamber and the products expanded in the nozzle to produce thrust.
Some device must be used to increase the pressure of the liquid
propellant to inject them into the combustion chamber. This device
may be any one of the following :
(i) Pressure-feed system.

(ii) Pump feed system.
(iii) Bleed system.

In pressure-feed system a pressurised gas cylinder containing
an inert gas, usually nitrogen or helium, is used to force the fuel and
the oxidiser into the combustion chamber. This is shown in
Fig. 9·7. Such a device is simple, cheap, and reliable.

_W/IJ ram
- - --W/llu;ul ram·
Fig. 9·7. Inert gas pressure feed liquid propellant roc:ket.

Fig. 9·8.

Pump feed liquid propellant reeker.
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I:Jowever, it suffers from a big disadvantage that if long operational period is required the weight of the inert gas tank will be high.
Therefore, usually such a system is used for low operational period
requirements. The pressure of the inert gas ;s quite high about
120 to 250 kgf/cm 2 , i.e. it will require bulky containers.
Another alternative to the use of an inert gas tank is a gas
generator, in which fuel and oxidiser can be fed frf!m main tanks and
a constant pressure is produced which will work just as the inert
pressurised tank. The product temperature iri the g1s generator
wiH be iess than that produced in main combustion chamber.
Still, an;ther alternative is the w:e of hypergolic foels. Hypergolic fuels are those which are self-igniting, i e. as soon as the fuel
comes in contact with the oxidiser it will ignite" Use of a hyperfuel in a tank can also be used to generate pressure necessary
the injection in main chamber.
In the pump-feed system a separate set of pumps is used to
drive the fuel into the combustion chamber. The pump is driven
by a turbine which is run either on a mono-propellant fuel or the
same fuel as in main chamber. A schematic diagram of such a system
is shown in Fig. 9·8. The source of turbine po;er, if it is a separate
chamber, will result in increased weight and reduced efficiency.
However, a part of it can be compensated by the thrust
agumentation obtained by the exha·1st of thi~ turbine which is
expanded in another nozzle. This extra jet can also be used for
yaw. and roll-control of missiles. Such a svstem does not limit the
duration of the flight and is used for high power and long duration
flights.
For the ignition of the fuel, it must be injected in an atomised
form, mixed properly and vapourised for efficient burning. The
mechanism of burning will, however, depend upon the type of the
propellant used.

If the propellant is monopropellant, i.e. one which does not
need an oxidiser to rekase its chemical energy, the process of burning is exactly like that in an internal combustion engine except
that no air is introduced with the fuel. The fuel is injected,
vaporised, ignited and completely decomposed before entering the
nozzle.
If the propellant is bipropellam, i.e. which has a fuel and
an oxidiser, both of which are combined in the combustion chamber,
first of all a very through mixing of the two must take place"
The
ratio of the fuel and the oxidiser decides the temperature of the
reaction products.
If the fuel is hypergolic it does not require much of vaporisini?
or mixing and it will inztantaneously start burning as soon as it
comes into contact with the oxidiser.
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Except for hypergolic foels which do not require any source
of ignition, all othtT propellants must be ignited with the help of
an igniter, which may be a spark plug, an ignited glow plug or any
other suitable type of igniter. Once the ignition stuts all propellants
have self-sustaining characteristic.
The pressures in the combustion chamber of a liquid propellant rocket are about 20 kgf/cm 2 to 45 kgf/cm 2 depending upon the
nature of the propellant, feed system, and design of the injector and
cooling system used. Cooling is necessary to reduce the temperature
of the rocket wall to ab0ut 3000°C. This is done either by regenerative cooling or by film cocJling. In case of regenerative cooling
the propellant is circulated around the nozzle and the combustion
chamber before it is injected so thi\t it takes away heat from rocket
walls and gets preheated. In film cooling the fuel is injected
through a series of holes or through porous sections in such a way
that a thin film of the propellant is formed on the inner surface of
the combustion chamber such that the wall is cooled and is not
subjected to direct heat from the products of combustion.

9·6-2. (b) Liquid Propellants. As already discussed there
are two basic types of liquid propellants, namely :
Ul Monopropellant, and
{ii) Bipropellant.
1'fonopropellants are those which do not require an oxidiser
and can produce thermal energy by decomposition either by a
cataiyst or by ignition.
Typical examples are nitro-metha ne,
trinitrotoluene, nitroglycerine and hydrazine. Monopropellants are
usually hazardous and are not preferred. They are used for limited
purposes such as for a source of power to the turbine in a pump,
feed system, rte. ·
Bipropeilant, as the name implies, is a combfnation of a fuel
and an oxidiser, which when combines produces thermal
Typical examples of such corn bi nations are hydrogen peroxide
alcohol, liquid oxygen and iiquid hydrogen, etc.
Some other such
combinations are given in table 9·3.
The above combinations may or may not be hypergolic.
Now a-davs, a combination of metallic fuels li!,e lithium or
beryllium' wich either oxygen or flourine and liquid hydrogen,
what is called as a tripropelhnt, is also being used to improve the
performance of chemical rockets.
Table 9·3 shows the common liquid propellants used along with
the anuroximate obtainable thrust them from. FlU'Jrine is the most
powe;· ·foe oxidiser, next is the chlorine triflu0ride which is so active
that even the gla~s-fibre cocton, a firepro:::if material burns in it.
Hydrogen peroxide and owne are also good oxidisers. Liquid
hydrogen has maximum heat value but is very explosive. Kerosene
and gasoline ,vere used as
fuels for V-2 rocket by Germans.
Kerosene is also used with some powdered metals as rocket fuel.
. Hyd,azine requires comparativeiy smaller quantities of oxidiser for
burning.
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Oxidiser -
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COMMON B!PROPELLANTS USED IN LlQUlD
PROPELLANT ROCKETS

1
:
1

rue!

,·,

II Afolecu!lor

Tempera1ure,
oK
1

,

wdg1t

I
I
-----1-----1----,--Hydrogen peroxide

(H 2 o 2 )

.Red fuming nitric
acid (HN0 3 )

f

I Gasoline
JI

Gasoline

I

J

/

2930

I

3 .120

.
1

3340

/

Liquid oxygen

I Alcohol

I

Liquid oxygen

/ Liquid ammonia

/

Liquid oxygen

I Hydrazine (N 2 H 4 )

/

Liquid oxygen

Liquid hydrogen

2760

Liquid fluorine

Liquid hydrogen

3090

Liquid fluorine

Ammonia

4260

Nitric add

Aniline
(COHsNH1)

Nitrogen tetroxide

Hydrazine

Ozone

Cyanogen

Hydrogen peroxide

9·6].

-3240

Specific
impulse,
seconds

21

248

25

240

1

259

I

280

1
II

9

364

373

19

523

306

270

Ethyl diamene
(C2H4N2H4)

1}6·2. (c) Requirements of a
liquid propellant.
Any
liquid or a combination of liquids, if capable of producing mainly
gaseous products by an exothermic chemical reaction, can be
regarded as a liquid propellant. However, to be ideally suitable
for liquid propellant :rocket it must have certain specific characteristics which are given below.

1.

The calorific value of the propellant must be high.

2. In order to minimise the space requirements its density
should be high.
3.

It should be easy to store and handle.

4.

It must have low corrosion characteristics.

"'

Its toxicity must be low.

[SEC.
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6. Its performance must not be greatly affected by ambient
temperature.
7. Its ignition mmt be smooth and reliable.
8. !t must be chemically stable and must not deteriorate over
reason able storage periods.
9. The change in viscosity with temperature should be low
so that at low temperatures the pumping work is not high or at high
temperatures it does not simply come out of the tanks.
As far as known none of the presently available propellants
meets all these requirements and still lot of development work
is needed in ,his field even after so much successful launchings of
rockets and satellites.

9·7.

ADVANTAGES OF LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS
OVER SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

The following are some of the advantages of liquid-propellant rockets
over the solid-propellant rockets :1.

Duration of operation can be increased.

2. Use of cooling allows the metal walls to keep their
strength.

3. Use of lower pressures in conjunction with cooling makes
it possible to use less expensive or .non-critical materials.
4. Size of the combustion chamber is smaller as whole of the
fuel need not be stored in it.
5. It is very easy to control such a rocket by
controHing
the propellant flow.
6. Heat losses to the wall are reduced to preheating of fuel
during cooling process.
Liquid propellant rockets are extensively used with aircraft,
for assisted take-off, ballistic missiles, thrust agumentation, and in
space flight.

9·8

FREE RADICAL PROPULSION

If a stable chemical material is supplied with sufficient energy to
break the energy bonds some unstable free radicals will be produced.
If these free radicals are used in a :rocket so that they recombine and
release a vast amount of energy, the limitations of a chemical rocket
can be partially overcome.
Molecular hydrogen with certain concentration of unstable
free radicals in it seems to be the best propellant due to its lower
molecular weight. However, it is l0ng time before such a system can
be used in practice due to difficulties in generating free radicals,
preserving them for sufficient time and controlling the recombination
rates.
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The maximum exhaust velocity which can be 0btained in a chemical
rocket is limited to about 4·5 km/sec because of the lower energy
release from the propellant and other limitations such as attainment
of a high temperature in the combustion chamber. It is well known
that in a nuclear reaction vast amounts of energy, 10 6 to 108 times
that of a chemical reaction, can be obtained. This high rate of
energy release will result in very low mass of the propelling
device and a wider !attitude in selection of pro pr lLmt material.
Detailed study of these reactions and related equipment is beyond
the scope of this book and only a simple discription is given below.
There are two types of nuclear reactions which can be used
to produce energy, namely
l. Fission.
2. Fusion.

In fission a heavy maiecules is broken into fragm::nts by the
bombardment of neutron on its nucleus. \'\Then the neutron i5
absorbed into the nucleus, the heavy molecule splits up into number
of fragments and energy is released in the process. This energy is in
the form of heat energy. In addition to this, the reaction also
produces about 2·5 neutrons which makes the reaction self.
sustaining.

unit.

Fig. 9·9 shows a schemz;tic diagram of a nuclear propulsion
It consists of a nuclear core having 92 U~:io as the nuclear

Ftg. 9·9.

Schematic diagram of solid core nuclear-heated hydrogen rocket.

i:uel. The reaction is controlled by the control roads. A reflector is
provided to avoid leakage of neutrons. Hydrogen is used as a
propellant which takes up heat from the reactor and expands in the
nozzle.

In the second type of reaction, i.e. thermo-nuclear reaction or
fusion, char~ed nuclei of light elements are fused into a heavy
nucleus and m the process vast amount of energy is reieased. To
start fusion reaction, coulomb repulsion forces between the nu.::lei
must be overcome which presents a formidable problem as it

· (sxc. 9·il]
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requires temperatures of the 01der of 106° K. Nevertheless, nucl~ar
fusion might be achiev(d in near future and the futu1e propulsion
devices are. very likely to be nuclear.
Nuclear propulsion has been successfully used in submarines,
·
ships, and some experimental rockets.

ELECTRODYNAMIC PROPULSION
9·10.

ION PROPULSION

Fig. 9·10 shows the schematic diagram of an ion rocket. In
this type of rocket, the propellant consists of charged particles which

Fig. !)'10. Schematic diagram of ion rocket.

: are accelerated by electrostatic forces, just as in a cathode-ray tube.
The neutral propellant is supplied to an ion chamber where it is
ionised. The ions are extracted from this chamber by the electrodes
at very high potential. These electrodes also accelerate them and
give a definite beam shape. The electrons produced in the ion source,
which is always k~pt at . high positive voltage are taken out with
the help of a generator and dissipated in a hot filament. A l].uclear
power plant may be used to provide high voltage across the
electrodes and the prooellant is ionised from the heat developed by·
this power plant. .
/
Ion propulsion can only be carried out in vacuum.,However,
the outer space: environment whic.h is near vacuum can also be used.
The specific'' impulse, i.e. · the exhaust velocities ah~· very highbut. the thrust is so low that such a system is suitable only- .for · outer
· space . travel· where gravitational forces are not to .be overcome
by the rocket :

9·11.

PLA.SMA PROPULSION

Plasma propulsion differs from ion pi:opuls)on in that the ·
electrical forces are not directly used to ace,elerate the propellant ;
I
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Instead the propellirnt is first heated to a very high temperature- and 1hrn expanded through a nozzle. It is a hybrid
thermal-electrical propulsion system in that it relies on expansion of
a hot plasma for bulk of its thrust but its energy is supplied electrically rather than by chemical combination or bv nuclear fusion or
fission,,

Fig. !Ml. fcl:ematic diagram of a plasma jet.

A high voitage source, which again may be a nuclear reactor,
is used to produce an electric arc which heats up the propellant to
a high temperature. The propellant is either hydrogen or helium as
both 'have low molecular weight and high maximum stagnation
temperature before they dissociate. Helium is preferable as it
has a higher stable temperature. Once the propellant is heated
to a.high temperature it is expanded in a conventional nozzle to get
propulsive force.
For starting, the electrodes are brought closer than the normal
position to produce a spark. The chamber core becomes a good
conductor in the pre~ence of positive ions and after the arc is
established, the electrodes are taken apart to their normal position.
Energy le?,V<'S the arc in electromagnetic radiation and is consumed
in increasing the potential energy of ionisation and dissociation. The
temperature of the material in Ihe region of arc is increased. The
propellant is fed in the form of vortex to concentrate the arc into a
narrow region. This allows a very high temperature to be obtained
in the central core-much more than the wall n:aterials can with~
stand since the propellant vortex also cools !he wall. A temperature
as high as 50,000 K has been used. This high temperature pla,;ma
escapes through the nozzle and a p1opulsive force is created.
Since ionirntion of hydrogen takes place only at about J0,000 K
a large amount of energy rnpplifd. to the arc is not available for
producir:g thrust .. Unles~ this enngy is used back by proper reccm;
bination, the efficiency will be very low.
Production of an efficient pl2~rna arc, the difficulty of cooling the
rocket wall, and the need of very high power for arcing are die major
liD1itations of plasma.jct propulsion system. Hot plasma erodes the
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nozzle, and the life of electrodes is limited to a few minutes. Not
much information is available about it but it certainly has .a great
future potential.
"
·

9· 12. PHOTON PROPULSION
Photons are electromagnetic quanta of energy which do not carry ·
an in'.rinsic mi;s b·1t clrry a m1mentum equal to hf/c where his
Plank's c)nstant, /the freluency of r<1diation, and c i3 the velocity
of light. When photons are produced some m:1ss, according to
Einstein's equation m~E/o2, disappears, i.e. in other w.1rds if photons
are emitted some mass is transferred. Fig. 9· 12 shows a schematic
diagram of a photon propulsio,1 unit in which a hot nuclear powersource generates a flux of photons which is fhaped by a photon
absorber and then escapes through the nozzle producing a thrust
equal to
F= d

(¥)
dt

IOOOP,
C

where P • is the power in jet in kilowatts.

!Vc1zz/c!'
f ~~~&~ft'>'Jl'J"
Fig. 9·12. Schematic diagram of a photon propulsion unit.

EXERCISES 9
Section A
9·1. What is the basic difference between rocket propulsion· and jet
propulsion? Can rockets wo, k in vacuum ?
9·2. How rockets can be classified ? · What is the stage of develop'
·
ment of each type ?
9·3. Derive a general expression for the thrust produced by .a chemical
rocket and hence discuss the importance Qf the molecular weight of the.
propellants.
•::v
9·4. What are the fii'ctcrs. \\hich ljniit tte thrust obtainable from
chemical rockets?
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9·5. What is the condition for the m1ximum thrust in a chemical
Derive an expression for the same.

rocket?

9'6. Draw a schematic diagram of a solid propellant rocket and explain
its working. What are the applications of this type of rock~t ?
9·7. Briefly describe the two types of solid nropellant rockets.
9·8. D~aw a schematic diagram of a liquid propellant rocket. What
are the different syte,us of injecting liquid propella , · into th"' <:ombustion
chamber?
9·9. Discuss the m~chnism of burning of
rious types of liquid
propellants.
9·10. What is meant by m:mopropelbnt and biprope llant fuels .for
rockets? Give important examples of each typ~. What is the difference in the
application of a mon,Jprope!lant and a bipro;ij!l.111t rocket engine?
9·11. What are the desira!Jle requirem~:1ts of a liquid propellant for
rockets ?
9·12. Compare th~ ad·1antages and disadvantages of solid and liquid
propellants?
·9·13. Explain the free radici! propu l :ion,
9·14. D:scribe how nuclear energy c:rn b:! tJSe d for propulsion of
rockets.· Has it been used so far?
·
9· 15. Discuss, with suitable sketches, the three systems of electrodyna~
mic rocket propulsion.
9· 16. What factors are important in the comparison': of propulsive
devices·) State 1he optimum operational range, specific fuel d;msumption and
reJ.ativ.: \!eights for various propulsion devices.
'
9·17. What are the advantag;s and disadvfintages of rocket engines?
9·18. What are the various types of oxjidisers in common
use in
rockets?
9·19, Describe 1he use of hydrogen p:roxid! as a
mcncpropdlant.
What is the function of hydrogen peroxide io. a bipropel!ant rocket engine?
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Ackeret, 2
Acoustic velocity, 99
Achuator disc theory, 265
Adiabaticflow, 104
Adolf Meyer, 2
Aerofoil
ge'.Jmetry, 177
the cry, 1 76 -77

Aircooiing, 282-83, 286
Angle of attack, 177,179
Angk of incidence, 178
Armstrong, 365
Aspect ratio, 179
Atkinson cycle, 5
Axial 1'.ow,
compressar (see compressor)
turbine (se;: turbine)
Backflow, 220
llipropellant, 380-381
Blade,
c,oiing, 40, 280-91
efficiency, 243
fixing, 268
type.s, 269
Blade Jc,ading coefficient, 243
Bleed system, 379-80
Blowout, 160, 230-31
:Rooster, 120
Bypass engine, 334
Camber. 177
Cascade theory, 180
Choking fbw, 184
Chord, 177
Clearance volume. 124-25
CODAG. 14,15
Combustion chamber, (Gas Turbine)
annular. 217,2!9
can type, 217,
cinnular, 217,219
requirement, 214-15
tubuiuar, 217-18
Combustion efficiency, 223-25
Combustion intensity, 275-76
Combustion stability, 231-33
Compression indeis, 124
Compressor,
axial flow, J 72
centrifugal, 143,153,160,186-8\'
dynamic, 120-143
efficiency, 27, 121-22
liquid piston rotary, 134-35
Lysho lm, 132
mixej flow, 143-45
multi stage, 126
positive displacement, 121
reciprocating, 123-28
Roots blower, 120, 129-32
vane type 132-33

Compressible flow, 96
Compounding,
pressure, 242
velocity, 241
Controlled vortex, 258-63
Convergent nozzle, 109-10
Convergent-divergent nozzle, 110-ll
Cooling,
air, 282
blade, 280-91
ebullition, 287
evaporative, 290
film, 223, 282
liquid, 282, 287, 290-91
spray, 282, 290
sweat, 282. 291
Cord, 269
Creep, 273,275
( ri tica! area, 108
Curtis turbine, 243
Cycle,
actual. 23
air standard, 23
Atkinson, 5
Brayton, 3, 19,226
closed, 2, 43-50
combined, 10, 13, 14, 52, 53
constant pressure, 3, 5
constant volume, 3, 4
efficiency, 22, 27-28
Joule, 3, 19
open, 2
recuperator, 13
refrigration, 52
regerenalive, 29
reheat, 35, 39, 45
Degree of reaction, 156-57, 172-73, 246-52, 270
Diffuser
vaned, 169
vaneless,169
Double banking, 229
Drag coefficient, 178
Ducted faI1 engine, 337
Duplex nozzle, 235
Dynamic compressor, 120-43
Dynamic ·pressure, 42
Electrodynamic propulsion, 365, 369,
385
Escher Wyss, 2, 43
Eliipa.nsion ratio, 374
Film c0oling, 282
Fission, 384
Flame holder, 231-33
Fluid friction, 155
Free power turbine, 58
Free radical propulsion, 383
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Free vortex, 255
Fuel injection, 234
Fusion, 384

i

plasma 385-71
rocket, 366
Radial equilibrium theory, 254-55,
eRayleigh flow, 225
Gas turbine, 1
Ram jet, 338-41, 387
application, 9
Reaction turbine, 240-241
arrangement, 55-56
Recirculation, 220
automotive, 57
Regenerator, 29
Reheating, 35-38
axial flow, 240
Residence t_ime, 230-31
closed cycle, 43
Rocket,
helium cooled, 49
ch~mical, 368, 371-83
industrial, 9
classification. 367-68
radial flow, 240
materials, 271-72
ion, 385
open cycle, 55-6
propulsion, 364, 69
semiclosed, 54
Rotary heat exchanger, 33
smoke, 233-34
Rotating stall, 183
starting, 4, 233
Sankey diagram, 12
SCDGT, 60, 61
Holtz-warth, 4
Skin friction, 227
erg ol ic fuel, 380-81
Slip factor, 153
Small stage efficiency, 148
mpeller, 161, 166-68
Stack gas, 11
Impulse turbine, 241
$iage efficiency, 149
Intercooling, 34, 35, 39, 45, 127
Stagnation properties, 102-3, 145
Isentropic efficiency, 21, 148, 14
Steam turbine, 8, 44
I sentrofiic. flow, 106, 108
Stodola, 1
on propulsion, 385
Stolze, I
.
Subsonic flow, 101
John Barber, 1
Sulzer,
12,
13
Johal Parson, 1
Supersonic flow, 10:?
Joule cycle, 3, 19
Thermal ratio, 32
Keller, 1
Thermosyphon, 289-90
Larson- Miller method, 275
Throat, JOI!
Leading edge/ 1\7l
Thrust, 306
Lift coefficieti t, 1'7!s
Thrust augumentation. 327
Liquid metal,'·290 ·
Thrust horse power 309
Total energy plant, 10, 51
Mach angle, 102
Turbine
Mach cone, 100-1
, "'pesign, 243
Machnumber,48, 100-01, 122,176,270
efficiency, 242
Mach wedge, 102
free power, 58 ·
gas (see gas•forbine)
Nimonic alloy, 273
impulse. 240-41
Nuclear propulsion, 384
reaction, 240-41
Off-design performance, 253-54
i;team, 8, 44
Perfect intercooling, 35
Turbojet, 6
Po!ytropic efficiency, 148-149, 151
Turboprop, 6
Polytropic index, 148
Turboshaft, 338, 387
Power input factor, 155
./-~·_
,Vaporiser,
Prandtl number, 289-290
/o' ,,-.·' ' · . ' : \air blast, 235-37
Pressure loss, 226-227
1
_ ·, :,'air spray, 235-37
Pressure ratio, 26, 41. 48 0; '.'"
:i:i
city compounding, 243
Propellant,
'4 0 _~ · 'ocJty di~grams, 240
bipropellant, 381
\ ~ · ·· · · · ;. eloclty ratio, 248
liquid, 381-83
*\&,:.-\,f Velocity of sound, 48, 98-99
monopropellant, 381
1>-----,.._ /. >Volumetric efficiency, 122
solid, 376-77
~ Ee'--..:......--M R /C-_; • Vortex theory, 372,357, 359-63
Propulsion,
Water injection, 39
electrodynamic 369, 385
Whirl velocity, 245
free radical, 383
Windage Joss, 155
ion, 385
Work factor, 115
nuclear, 384
Work ratio, 23
photon, 387
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